
Scriptures and Doctrine :: NASB or NKJV??

NASB or NKJV??, on: 2008/7/1 20:03
Which is your favorite version? I mostly read and study from the NASB, however, lately I have been liking the NKJV. So
me of the words used in the NKJV have a stronger thought emphasize. Of course that is personal opinion. Here is an ex
ample:

NASB:
1 Peter 4:1 " Therefore, since Christ has suffered in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the same purpose, because he 
who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin,"

NKJV:
1 Peter 4:1 " Therefore, since Christ has suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the same mind, for he who
has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin,"

just some thought. I like the KJV but I have a hard time reading through.

What are your thoughts?

 :-) 

Re: NASB or NKJV?? - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/1 20:20
I use the NASB, it is the most literal word-for-word translation available on the market.  NKJV isn't bad, however, in my b
rief uses of it, I have found that isn't as literal in its translation (which makes doing a word study harder), and sometimes,
seems to soften some harder passages.  

Re:, on: 2008/7/1 20:25
I agree with your comments, its ultimately up to ones own opinion. I do find also the NASB a better word for word. Howe
ver I feel the opposite in some respect to the NKJV, for me it heightens a deeper thought or intense understanding of a v
erse.

thanks brother

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/1 20:55
I have a difficult time with the other versions that leave out scripture and words that have been recorded a few hundred y
ears before these modern versions came out. They say there going by the two oldest manuscripts but I still have difficult
y accepting that God would allow us to be without the correct scriptures for almost 300 years so now we can just leave t
hem out because they had been added by men. 

The KJV & NKJV are both considered along with the NASB to be word for word translation. The NASB does leave out w
ords and scripture that are in the KJV

The niv is not word for word but a thought translation and leaves out scripture and words that are in the KJV.

I can read any of them but I rely more on the KJV because of words left out by the other versions However the NKJV do
es have the same scriptures and is more in line with the KJV than the other versions.

Not to be argumentative but just believe in standing with the whole counsel of God and just have the conviction that the 
authorized version was copied from the correct manuscripts. I believe the KJV should have stayed with the name- the au
thorized version.
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Re: - posted by PaulWest (), on: 2008/7/1 21:33
I actually believe the YLT is the most literal word-for-word. Of course, Young's is a word-for word of the Textus Receptus
(the same Greek text from which the KJV was translated), whereas the NASB is not. The real question, I suppose, is
which translation is the most literal to its respective text. Using this logic, it is not very accurate to say one translation is
more literal than another when the x and y variables are different.

 

Re: 1611 was a ways back in speech, but more beautiful in mind., on: 2008/7/1 21:46

    I have a Holman Study NASB that I have used for 25 years. It seems to be generally doctrine free, and the Holman cr
owd put a ton of the original literal expressions, especially when they had to tweak the ancient word, to insert it into our 
English. This has really been helpful, and has directed my Bible reading more to original thought. I love my NASB.

      Saying that, I often compare with my KJV, word and paragraph, to get a deeper derivative. I cut my teeth on the KJV
, as so many have, and when I changed over to NASB, I lost almost all of my memory of scripture. I had memorized over
150 psalms, taken directly out of scripture from the KJV, and countless passages, that are much different as a sound, an
d also a lyric. There is a beauty and a cadence that KJV possesses that makes it conducive to the thought, I think. Consi
der Psalms 23 any other way, or Isaiah 53. What a beautiful sound and rhythm these Scholars had. 

    Some passages though are thick, and archaic, especially in  the Pentateuch, which seem very mental, like eggheads t
ranslated, in a way the common man would not grasp. NASB generally gives me a feel that I can grasp more, in these p
assages. I like NKJV especially for the New Testament, as it flows with my history more, and taste for order.

      The hardest thing about them all, is doing what it says to do. :-) 

Re: NASB or NKJV??, on: 2008/7/2 0:00
My favorite, as most of you are aware, is the King James Version. 

Several months ago I ordered a CD from Southwest Radio Church http://www.swrc.com of an interview given by S.
Frank Logsdon, given by him on February 17, 1974. (CD #A-183) 

Following is some of the information on this CD. Of course, the NASB has totally downplayed Logsdon's involvment in
the project. However, Logsdon's personal interview reveals a true man of God who wanted to set things straight before
he met his Maker. He gave the interview when he was 74 years old, and died 13 years later at age 87:

A better translation? - LogsdonÂ’s story
S. Frank Logsdon (1907-1987), a respected evangelical pastor and conference speaker, gives us his testimony about
his well-meaning but mistaken attempt to relegate the Authorized Version of the Bible to oblivion by producing a new
translation.

He tells his own story how it came about that from serving as a committee member for the production of the New
American Standard Bible, he was constrained, by force of evidence and good conscience, to re-trace his steps back to
the King James Version.

His involvement with the said project came about from an invitation by Franklin Dewey Lockman who, according to his
opinion, Â“wasnÂ’t schooled in language or anything; he was just a businessman; he did it for money; he did it
conscientiously; he wanted it absolutely right and he thought it was rightÂ” (that is, the NASB).

Upon reflection and by hindsight, Logsdon reasons that Â“the devil is too wise to try to destroy the Bible. He knows he
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canÂ’t. He canÂ’t destroy the Word of God. But he can do a lot of things to try to supplant it, or to corrupt it in the minds
and hearts of GodÂ’s people.Â”
A better translation?

He says how foolish it is for modern versions, among them the NASB, to pose as better translations than the AV (KJV).
To give this impression, whenever there was an omission of words or phrases or even whole sentences in the NASB,
the editors would put in a footnote: Â“Not in the oldest manuscripts.Â” But they do not tell you what those oldest
manuscripts are. Or they say, Â“Not in the best manuscripts. What are the best manuscripts. They donÂ’t tell you. By
this subtle ploy, the average reader notices the note in the margin and he takes it for granted that the scholars know
better than he. Who is he to protest? Who is he to raise his voice Â“against the scholars.Â” That would be the height of
impertinence and foolhardiness.

But when the popular phrases, Â“the best manuscripts,Â” and Â“the oldest manuscriptsÂ” are thrown about here and
there - to intimidate the inquirers - what is meant by them is quite surprising. By such phrases is usually meant the
Codices A and B, that is, the Sinai and Vatican manuscripts. Where do we find these two Â“reveredÂ” manuscripts? Of
all places, in the custodial care of Rome!!

Virtually all of our revisions, of recent years in particular, that claim to be superior to the AV, come through that stream.
WhatÂ’s more, nobody has seen the Vatican manuscript. ItÂ’s under lock and key in Rome. And the only copies we
have are the copies Rome decided to give to the outside world.

What should our Protestant reaction be? Well, if we happen to be true Protestants, we wouldnÂ’t trust them one bit. The
guardian of these manuscripts is notorious for her apostasy and denial of New Testament Christianity. Why should we
consult her manuscripts when the vast majority of ancient manuscripts are in agreement with each other, and so vastly
different from the Vatican and Sinai manuscripts.

And yet, wonder of wonders, the United Bible Society and other smaller Bible translation societies, opted for the eclectic
text as corrupted by these two manuscripts in particular. (The Trinitarian Bible Society of London is one noble
exception).

PaulÂ’s Bible, my Bible
Quoting Logsdon again: Â“I tell you, I used to laugh with others when a person would try to slander the intelligence,
perhaps, of some who say, Â‘Well, if the Authorized Version was good enough for Paul itÂ’s good enough for me.Â’ You
get a lot of ha, haÂ’s. Say, that perhaps is true. If this is the Word of God, and Paul had the Word of God, then things
equal to the same thing are equal to each other. We have the Book that Paul had!Â”.

The reasoning is such: Paul had the pure Word of God (in a different language from mine). I have the pure Word of God
(in the Authorized, since IÂ’m much deficient in Greek and Hebrew).

Therefore Paul and I own the same Word of God.
But by the same reasoning, the reader of the NASB cannot say this. The hundreds of omissions in his Bible are the
result of corrupted texts introduced and disseminated by the Gnostics and heretical teachers of the early church (Origen,
Marcion, Eusebius, and so on). These omissions were done after the death of the apostle Paul. So the NASB reader
and the apostle Paul do not read the same Bible.

Archaisms, archaisms, archaisms...
The impression is given that the AV (KJV) is loaded down with Elizabethan English that is outdated and foreign to
todayÂ’s readership. It is a Bible that belongs to the past. ItÂ’s incumbent upon us then to update the Bible and present
our faith to a modern culture in a more effective way, making a definite impact that could not be made with the AV (KJV).

Logsdon continues: Â“ItÂ’s true there could be, and perhaps should be, some few corrections of words that are archaic.
And a few places where it could read just a little more freely.Â” What heÂ’s hinting at is that it would be sensible and
right to update the spelling, and this has actually happened twice since the first publication of the Authorized in 1611.
But the revisions were not in the sense or in the editing of the AV (kjv). It was in such minor things as spelling: for
instance, instead of Â‘sopeÂ’ it was updated to Â‘soap,Â’ and so on.
Â“When I say corrected,Â” Logsdon clarifies, Â“I mean just some of the archaic words such as Â‘he who lets will let until
he be taken out of the way.Â’ Now we donÂ’t use the word that way, but you can find out what it means by taking just a
moment to look it up.Â”
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Logsdon, however, is far from suggesting a revamping of the AV (KJV) text. Â“Back in Jeremiah 4:22, we read, Â‘My
people are sottish.Â’ There wouldnÂ’t be two people in the congregation that would know what that means. But I like it
because when I looked it up, I found that it had more meaning than any other word you could put there. It means
thick-headed. God says, Â‘I canÂ’t get through to you because you are thick-headed.Â’ And maybe He wants it to stay
there. If a person looks it up he gets a better understanding of it than if another word were put in there to change it.Â”

Difficult words
Studies have shown that, contrary to popular opinion, the AV (KJV) is easier to understand than the other modern
translations (excepting, of course, the paraphrases which are no translations at all, taking such liberties with the text).
The average length of AV (KJV) sentences is shorter than any other translation; the vocabulary is simpler.

Any earnest inquirer can check out these things for himself. He will be surprised how much mud-throwing has been
done by those who want to sell there modern cheap wares.

Â“Actually,Â” says Logsdon, Â“I donÂ’t think there is anything wrong with the AV (KJV), and it has been tested for 362
years. Are you ready to throw it overboard because the scholars have come along and said, Â‘Well now, this is better;
read better; you can understand it betterÂ’? I mean to tell you, with all their self-justification, people know less and less
about GodÂ’s Word.Â”

A better translation? How could it be?

The criteria for a competent translation of the Scriptures, among other things, are at least two:

1. It should be done from the preserved Greek and Hebrew texts.
2. It should be done by devout men, fully qualified doctrinally and morally and intellectually speaking.

But this is not what we find on the committee for the first revision of the AV (KJV)!

Logsdon continues in his eye-opener lecture: Â“So when they saw that there wasnÂ’t much to revise, here they had their
committee arranged. One was a Unitarian, a man by the name of Smith. ThatÂ’s why you find on verses concerning t
he incarnation thereÂ’s something wrong. Such as 1 Timothy 3:16 Â‘By common consent great is the mystery of godline
ss.Â’ DonÂ’t you believe that the mystery of godliness depends upon what man thinks, or his opinion. The verse continu
es in the 1881 version, Â‘he who was manifest in the flesh.Â’ YouÂ’ve been manifest in the flesh; IÂ’ve been manifest; (t
hat statement alone is meaningless). ItÂ’s God who was manifest in the flesh. Do you see the Unitarian flavour there? H
e got in some blows somewhere, and that must be one of them.Â”

Butchered by the criticsÂ’ penknife
Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, Wordsworth, Westcott and Hort, in foot-notes and translations, ha
ve changed and mutilated the Greek text in about six thousand places. This is why we have so many omissions in our m
odern Bibles. Words omitted, in brackets, parentheses, or italics are counted as not authentic according to brain-washed
modern scholarship.

-----------------
The interview continues, but that is what I will post for now.

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
reformer wrote:
Which is your favorite version? I mostly read and study from the NASB, however, lately I have been liking the NKJV. Some of the words used in the N
KJV have a stronger thought emphasize. Of course that is personal opinion. Here is an example:

NASB:
1 Peter 4:1 " Therefore, since Christ has suffered in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the same purpose, because he who has suffered in the flesh h
as ceased from sin,"

NKJV:
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1 Peter 4:1 " Therefore, since Christ has suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the same mind, for he who has suffered in the flesh has 
ceased from sin,"

just some thought. I like the KJV but I have a hard time reading through.

What are your thoughts?

 :-) 
-------------------------

Re: NASB or NKJV?? - posted by Limey153 (), on: 2008/7/2 5:28
A dear friend of mine once said that an effective test of a good translation is to look at 1 John 5:7. This verse is an extre
mely important and meaningfull verse but it virtually erased from MANY translations.

This is 1 John 5:7 in the NASB
7. For there are three that testify

and here is 1 John 5:7 in the NKJV
7. For there are three that bear witness in heaven: the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit; and these three are one.

Re:, on: 2008/7/2 7:08
Neither... KJV all the way!

Krispy

Re: - posted by Fuegodedios (), on: 2008/7/2 8:51
I agree Limey153. I have read the NASB and have seen many problems with it. and there is a chunk of meat missing in t
his portion of scripture(1 John5:7) and also others. For example look at Luke 2:33 in the NASB

NASB Luke 2:33

And His father and (AD)mother were amazed at the things which were being said about Him.

KJV Luke 2:33

And Joseph and his mother marvelled at those things which were spoken of him.

It just seems like something strange is going on with these verses and if someone young in the faith comes in an reads s
omething like this they could say "see jesus' father was not God it was Joseph". JW and Muslims would love this subtile 
translation of Luke 2:33 and might have it in their arsenal to debate with christains. NOW!! I am not saying that those wh
o study or Read from the NASB are fallen, but should be alert. Some in this post have been blessed by the NASB as the
y have stated. as for myself I went back to the KJV. 

 :-) 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 9:38
Why are you guys hijacking the thread?  The original question was, which is better, NKJV or NASB?  Why not just start 
another thread about this worn out subject?  
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Re: - posted by Limey153 (), on: 2008/7/2 9:52
I'm sorry but I actually fail to see how this thread is being hijacked :-( Surely for folk that prefer the KJV it is fair enough f
or them to say "I don't read either NASB or NKJV, but in fact prefer KJV".

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 10:01
It should be noted that the KJV did nothing different than what modern scholarship does today.  They had a collection of 
manuscripts which they drew from to form their translation.  For none of their manuscripts had perfect agreement either. 
Some of their manuscripts, like all manuscripts, had additions and subtractions.  In fact, none of the 5,000 some odd ma
nuscripts that exists are in perfect agreement with each other.  Thus, their translators sifted through the manuscripts and
compiled their own based on what texts they thought were best.  The only difference between today and then is that we 
have a wider selection of manuscripts to sift through, with new ones being discovered almost every year.  What the KJV 
editorial committee has done is no different than what is being done today, and has been done for thousands of years in 
every language wherever the Bible has been translated.

And today, if you read Hebrew/Greek/Aramaic, and have access to a critical manuscript (which is readily available for pu
rchase), you can decide for yourself which texts are best, as all the major and many of the minor differences between te
xts are well documented.  Through some Bible programs, such as made by Logos and others, you can even buy scanne
d copies of many of the actual manuscripts to view them for yourself.  

Oh by the way, the compiled manuscript that the KJV translation committee used is not exactly known.  Many people ha
ve attempted to uncover it through backwards translation, but, several versions of the so-called "received text" have bee
n published... with differences among them.  So for those of you who insists that the KJV had the right manuscript and th
at God had preserved it... well, apparently that manuscript hasn't been preserved for our benefit.  So, it looks like all of C
hristianity will have to forever depend upon the 1611 KJV (which by the way, is not the edition most of you use anyway, t
here were several revisions, which included the entire omission of the apocrypha... included in the beloved 1611 version
!)

Re:, on: 2008/7/2 12:14
Butchered by the criticsÂ’ penknife
Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, Wordsworth, Westcott and Hort, in foot-notes and translations,
have changed and mutilated the Greek text in about six thousand places. This is why we have so many omissions in our
modern Bibles. Words omitted, in brackets, parentheses, or italics are counted as not authentic according to
brain-washed modern scholarship. With a red pencil mark all these omissions which occur in your Bible and prepare
yourself for a big surprise.

These are the changes, and deletions found in New Testament of the NASB Bible:

Matthew
Â•	1:25 firstborn is omitted. 
Â•	5:44 bless them that curse you is omitted. 
Â•	6:13: kingdom, power, glory is omitted. 
Â•	6:27 stature is changed. 
Â•	6:33 of God is omitted. 
Â•	8:29 Jesus is omitted (as Son of God). 
Â•	9:13 to repentance is omitted (in calling sinners). 
Â•	12:35 of the heart is omitted. 
Â•	12:47 verse is omitted (about ChristÂ’s mother). 
Â•	13:51 Jesus said unto them, and Lord are omitted. 
Â•	15:8 draweth unto me with their mouth is omitted. 
Â•	16:3 O ye hypocrites is omitted. 
Â•	16:20 Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	17:21 verse is out (about prayer and fasting). 
Â•	18:11 verse is out (telling that Jesus came to save). 
Â•	19:9 last 11 words (about adultery) are omitted. 
Â•	19:17 God is omitted. None good but (God). 
Â•	20:7 whatsoever is right receive is omitted. 
Â•	20:16 many be called but few chosen is omitted. 
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Â•	20:22 baptised with ChristÂ’s baptism is omitted. 
Â•	21:44 verse is omitted (about Christ the stone). 
Â•	23:14 verse is omitted (woe to Scribes and hypocrites). 
Â•	25:13 wherein the Son of Man cometh is omitted. 
Â•	27:35 fulfilled spoken by the prophet is omitted. 
Â•	27:54 the Son of God is changed to a son of God. 
Â•	28:2 from the door is omitted. 
Â•	28:9 they went to tell his disciples is omitted. 

Mark

Â•	1:1 Son of God omitted in the NASV, a well as the Nestle, New World, Wescott and Hort, and others. 
Â•	1:14 of the kingdom is omitted (concerning JesusÂ’ gospel). 
Â•	1:31 immediately is omitted (about ChristÂ’s miracle). 
Â•	2:17 to repentance is omitted. 
Â•	6:11 more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah is omitted. 
Â•	6:16 from the dead is omitted. 
Â•	6:33 him is changed to them. 
Â•	7:8 washing of pots and cups is omitted. 
Â•	7:16 verse is omitted (about having an ear to hear). 
Â•	9:24 Lord is omitted. (A believer called Jesus Lord). 
Â•	9:42 verse is omitted (about Hell). 
Â•	9:46 verse is omitted (about Hell). 
Â•	9:49 every sacrifice shall be salted is omitted. 
Â•	10:21 take up the cross is omitted. 
Â•	10:24 for them that trust in riches is omitted. 
Â•	11:10 in the name of the Lord is omitted. 
Â•	11:26 verse is omitted (about forgiveness). 
Â•	13:14 spoken of by Daniel the prophet is omitted. 
Â•	13:33 and pray is omitted, or in italics. 
Â•	14:68 and the cock crew is omitted. 
Â•	15:28 verse is omitted (about Scripture being fulfilled). 
Â•	15:39 the Son of God is changed to a son of God. 
Â•	16:9-20 whole 12 verses are omitted in some Bibles or put in parenthesis. 

Luke

Â•	1:28 blessed are thou among women is omitted. 
Â•	2:33 Joseph is changed to father. 
Â•	2:43 Joseph and his mother is changed to parents. 
Â•	4:4 but by every word of God is omitted. 
Â•	4:8 get thee behind me Satan is omitted. 
Â•	4:41 the Christ is omitted (about the Son of God being Christ). 
Â•	6:48 founded upon a rock is changed to well-built. 
Â•	7:31 and the Lord said is omitted. 
Â•	9:54 even as Elijah did is omitted. 
Â•	9:55 ye know not what manner of spirit is omitted. 
Â•	9:56 son of man is come to save lives is omitted. 
Â•	11:2-4 much is omitted from the LordÂ’s prayer. 
Â•	11:29 the prophet is out (about Jonah). 
Â•	17:36 verse is omitted (one taken, another left). 
Â•	21:4 cast in unto the offerings of God is omitted. 
Â•	22:20 verse is out in NEB and RSV. 
Â•	22:31 and the Lord said is omitted. 
Â•	22:64 they struck him on the face is omitted. 
Â•	23:17 whole verse is omitted in many modern versions. 
Â•	23:38 letters of Greek, Latin, Hebrew is omitted. 
Â•	23:42 Lord is omitted (the thief addressing Jesus). 
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Â•	23:45 sun was eclipsed in Moffatt and NEB. 
Â•	24:3 of the Lord Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	24:6 He is not here, but is risen is omitted. 
Â•	24:12 verse is omitted (PeterÂ’s testimony). 
Â•	24:40 verse is omitted (Christ showing them hands and feet). 
Â•	24:49 of Jerusalem is omitted. 
Â•	24:51 carried up into heaven is omitted. 

John
Â•	1:14 begotten is out in 1:18; 3:16; 3:18. 
Â•	1:27 preferred before me is omitted (about Jesus). 
Â•	3:13 which is in heaven is omitted. 
Â•	3:15 should not perish is omitted. 
Â•	4:42 the Christ is omitted. 
Â•	5:3 waiting for the moving of the water is omitted. 
Â•	5:4 whole verse omitted. 
Â•	6:47 on me is omitted (about believing on Christ). 
Â•	6:69 that Christ the Son is omitted. 
Â•	7:53 to 8:11 is omitted, in brackets or italics. 
Â•	8:16 Father is omitted, or changed to He. 
Â•	9:35 Son of God is changed to Son of man. 
Â•	11:41 where the dead was laid is omitted. 
Â•	16:16 because I go to the Father is omitted. 
Â•	17:12 in the world is omitted. 
Â•	20:29 Thomas is omitted. 

Acts
Â•	2:30 according to the flesh raise up Christ is omitted. 
Â•	7:30 of the Lord is omitted (about an angel). 
Â•	7:37 Him shall ye hear is omitted (about Christ). 
Â•	8:37 whole verse omitted or in brackets or in italics. 
Â•	9:5,6 much is omitted (concerning GodÂ’s will). 
Â•	10:6 what thou oughtest to do is omitted. 
Â•	15:18 known unto God....is omitted. 
Â•	16:31 Christ is omitted. 
Â•	17:26 blood is omitted. 
Â•	20:25 of God is omitted (about the kingdom). 
Â•	20:32 brethren is omitted. 
Â•	23:9 let us not fight against God is omitted. 
Â•	24:6-8 much is omitted, in brackets or in italics. 
Â•	24:15 of the dead is omitted (about the resurrection). 
Â•	28:16 half of the verse is omitted or doubt is cast upon in by the use of italics or brackets. 
Â•	28:29 whole verse is out, in italics or bracketed. 

Romans
Â•	1:16 of Christ is omitted or taken the usual precautions about it. 
Â•	1:29 fornication is omitted. 
Â•	5:2 by faith is out in RSV and other versions. 
Â•	8:1 last ten words omitted or in italics. 
Â•	9:28 in righteousness is omitted. 
Â•	10:15 of peace is out (concerning the gospel). 
Â•	10:17 of God is substituted to of Christ. 
Â•	11:6 last 18 words are omitted. 
Â•	13:9 shall not bear false witness is omitted. 
Â•	14:6 fifteen words are omitted. 
Â•	14:21 offended, made weak is omitted. 
Â•	15:29 of the gospel is omitted. 
Â•	16:24 whole verse is omitted or italicised or bracketed. 
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1 Corinthians

Â•	1:14 I thank God is out of many Bibles. 
Â•	5:7 for us is omitted (about Christ sacrificed). 
Â•	6:20 last 7 words are omitted. 
Â•	7:5 fasting is omitted. 
Â•	7:39 by the law is omitted (about the wife being bound). 
Â•	10:28 the earth is the LordÂ’s is omitted, and more. 
Â•	11:24 take, eat is omitted (about the LordÂ’s Supper). 
Â•	11:29 LordÂ’s is omitted, referring to the body. 
Â•	15:47 the Lord is omitted (about the Lord from heaven). 
Â•	16:22 Jesus Christ is omitted. 
Â•	16:23 Christ is omitted. 

2 Corinthians

Â•	4:6 Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	4:10 the Lord is omitted. 
Â•	5:18 Jesus is omitted, or in italics. 
Â•	11:31 Christ is omitted, or in italics. 

Galatians

Â•	1:15 God is omitted. 
Â•	3:1 that ye should not obey the truth is omitted. 
Â•	3:17 in Christ is omitted. 
Â•	4:7 in Christ is omitted. 
Â•	6:15 in Christ Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	6:17 Lord is omitted. 

Ephesians

Â•	3:9 by Jesus Christ is omitted (about God creating). 
Â•	3:14 of our Lord Jesus Christ is omitted. 
Â•	5:30 of his flesh and of his bones is omitted. 
Â•	6:1 in the Lord is omitted. (About obeying parents). 
Â•	6:10 my brethren is omitted. 

Philippians
Â•	3:16 let us mind the same thing is omitted. 

Colossians

Â•	1:2 the Lord Jesus Christ is omitted. 
Â•	1:14 through his blood is omitted or in italics. 
Â•	1:28 Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	2:11 of the sins of is omitted. 
Â•	3:6 sons of disobedience is omitted.
 
1 Thessalonians
Â•	1:1 from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ is omitted. 
Â•	2:19 Christ is omitted. 
Â•	3:11 Christ is omitted, or in italics. 
Â•	3:13 Christ is omitted, or in italics. 

2 Thessalonians
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Â•	1:8 Christ is omitted, or in italics. 
1 Timothy
Â•	1:17 wise is out (about God being the only wise). 
Â•	2:7 in Christ is out, or in italics. 
Â•	3:16 God is changed to He (about they mystery of the incarnation). 
Â•	4:12 in Spirit is omitted. 
Â•	6:5 from such withdraw thyself is omitted. 

2 Timothy

Â•	1:11 of the Gentiles is omitted. 
Â•	4:1 Lord is omitted. 
Â•	4:22 Jesus Christ is deleted. 

Titus
Â•	1:4 the Lord is deleted. 

Philemon
Â•	verse 6 Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	verse 12 receive him is omitted. 

Hebrews

Â•	1:3 by himself is omitted (about the purging of our sins). 
Â•	2:7 set him over the works of thy hands is omitted. 
Â•	3:1 Christ is omitted. 
Â•	7:21 after the order of Melchisedec is omitted. 
Â•	10:30 saith the Lord is omitted. 
Â•	10:34 in heaven is omitted. 
Â•	11:11 was delivered of a child is omitted. 

James
Â•	5:16 faults is changed to sins. 

1 Peter
Â•	1:22 through the spirit is omitted. 
Â•	4:1 for us is omitted (about ChristÂ’s suffering). 
Â•	4:14 last 14 words are omitted. 
Â•	5:10 Jesus is omitted. 
Â•	5:11 glory and dominion is out of some 

2 Peter
Â•	2:17 forever is out or in italics. 
Â•	3:9 us is changed to you. 

1 John
Â•	1:7 Christ is omitted. 
Â•	2:7 from the beginning is omitted. 
Â•	4:3 Christ is come in the flesh is omitted. 
Â•	5:7,8 many words are out or changed. 
Â•	5:13 last 13 words are omitted. 

Jude
Â•	verse 25 wise is omitted, referring to God. 

Revelation
Â•	1:8 the beginning and the end is omitted. 
Â•	1:11 ten words are omitted (Alpha and Omega...). 
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Â•	2:13 thy works is omitted. 
Â•	5:14 Him that liveth forever and ever is omitted. 
Â•	6:1 and see is omitted here, in verse 3, 5, and 7. 
Â•	8:13 angel is changed to eagle. 
Â•	11:17 and art to come is omitted. 
Â•	12:12 inhabiters of (the earth) is omitted. 
Â•	12:17 Christ is omitted. 
Â•	14:5 before the throne of God is omitted. 
Â•	16:17 of heaven is omitted. 
Â•	20:9 God out of omitted. 
Â•	21:24 of them which are saved is omitted. 

All these omissions, and many more, are very pleasing to Romanism, which thrives upon the absence or twisting of Scri
pture. By this rate, the critical rats will nibble away all of the Word. What Satan succeeded in doing in the Garden, he is s
till doing up to this day.

But his pernicious work will not succeed forever. And meanwhile his allies and ministers posing as messengers of light, 
will be exposed for what they are: pretenders who take it upon themselves to sit in judgement over the Word of the living
God!

Sincerely,

Walter

 :-) 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 12:17
Brother, did you ever consider that the "omissions" of the NASB were "additions" by the manuscript family that makes up
the KJV?  

Re:, on: 2008/7/2 12:23
Dear KingJimmy:

The deletions found in all of the newer versions are from the same texts that created the corrupt Catholic Bible, the Mino
rity text. That is where the error can be found, not in the Authorized Version, in the Majority Text, that created the Protest
ant Bible

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 12:35
Brother, you have grossly oversimplified how textual criticism is done.  I fear you are ignorant.  If you want to see how te
xtual criticism is actually done, and how complicated of a process it is actually is, consider the following paper I wrote in 
seminary on a textual variant found in Mark 11:19.  

To summarize, the issue in the paper is whether a particular greek word here should be singular, plural, or ommitted alto
gether, as each has textual evidence.  Beware, only read this short paper if you want truth.  But if you want to be ignoran
t, and say "those darned papists!" you can.  

http://www.iamadisciple.com/articles/papers/ProclamationOfReformation.pdf
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Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 13:18
And in case if anybody is wondering here, my conclusion agreed with the "received" text.  But my conclusion wasn't bas
ed so much on the evidence that a vast majority of texts agreed with the singular reading, but rather, there simply isn't (i
n my opinion) any reason to see why the text would have been changed from plural to singular.  The plural reading is mu
ch easier grammatically, and it is easy to see why a scribe would've attempted to "correct" the less grammatically friendl
y singular reading.  Either way, none of this can be known for sure.  While textual criticism has a science behind it... muc
h of it is also an "art."

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/2 14:25
Hi waltern...
Quote:
-------------------------
waltern wrote:

The deletions found in all of the newer versions are from the same texts that created the corrupt Catholic Bible, the Minority text. That is where the erro
r can be found, not in the Authorized Version, in the Majority Text, that created the Protestant Bible

-------------------------
Brother, your statements sounds like it is implying that any modern text is "Catholic" in nature.  Do you understand that t
he "Authorized" Version (authorized by a corrupt king named James) was taken from a completely different set of source
s, including the Bishop's Bible?  The translators admitted that they were instructed to adhere to some "traditional" render
ings that were known to be less than faithful to the Textus Receptus.  The TR itself was completed by one man -- a Cath
olic humanist named Desiderius Erasmus.

It is tiring to correct the brethren who insist that a modern, scholastic translation like the NIV is guilty of "deleting" or "cha
nging" passages.  It is a faithful, academic and critical rendering of the ancient texts considered by most scholars as bei
ng the most credible ensemble of texts.  I fear that many of the KJV-only believers distort the truth by basing their "resea
rch" solely upon the prejudiced works of other KJV-only writers.  

If you really want to discuss the issues of textual supremacy, then why not perform real research?  Instead of consulting 
yet another KJV-only or KJV-supreme book or website (or their sources -- which are typically other KJV-only info), why n
ot visit a library?  You can contact the translators of the NIV, etc... in order to properly distinguish between the gossip, ru
mors and lies reported by many within the KJV-only crowd.

I just truly feel that we border on "baring false witness" in many of these discussions by repeating the info that we glean f
rom 2nd hand sources.  In fact, if we are wrong, then we may be guilty of baring false witness against a faithful translatio
n of the Word of God!  Sadly, most of the people that I know who are adamantly "KJV-only" are so convinced by what th
ey have read or been taught that they would not consider further research.  

But this discussion is about the NASB and the NKJV.  While I prefer neither of these for my daily reading, I do consult bo
th on occasion.  My preference is the KJV as a great (but undoubtedly flawed) representative of the TR texts and the NI
V as a great (but also undoubtedly flawed) academic representative of the other texts.

 :-) 

Re:, on: 2008/7/2 14:53

Quote:
-------------------------The TR itself was completed by one man -- a Catholic humanist named Desiderius Erasmus
-------------------------

You say this as if he was a dyed in the wool Catholic... which he was not. While it is true that he was raised a Catholic, a
nd never left the RCC, he was highly critical of the Pope. He was highly critical of the excesses of the Catholic clergy. H
e was highly critical of over indulgences of many monks. And he was highly critical of many of the RCC's doctrines.

While he was not a Reformer like Martin Luther or the others, he certainly had the spirit of one within the church itself.

So lets not misrepresent Erasmus, knowingly or unknowingly, in order to proove our points. It's called "bearing false witn
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ess" when you dont give all the facts.

Quote:
-------------------------It is tiring to correct the brethren who insist that a modern, scholastic translation like the NIV is guilty of "deleting" or "changing" pass
ages. It is a faithful, academic and critical rendering of the ancient texts considered by most scholars as being the most credible ensemble of texts. I fe
ar that many of the KJV-only believers distort the truth by basing their "research" solely upon the prejudiced works of other KJV-only writers. 
-------------------------

While what you say is true... the NIV is a rendering of a certain underlying text, I grow tired of folks who claim that all KJ
V people think that the NIV writers purposely left things out. Most of us on this site who are KJV people do know what w
e're talking about. We do understand the issues.

I grow tired of being painted into a corner by prejudice against the KJV people. Both sides paint with a broad brush... but
it is the modern version side that paints KJV people as "ignorant" or "misinformed".

It just aint so, brother... and you know better.

You may disagree with me, and draw different conclusions about this issue that I... but you cant say I'm "ignorant" or "mi
sinformed".

Krispy

Re: - posted by tjservant (), on: 2008/7/2 15:22

Quote:
-------------------------I grow tired of being painted into a corner by prejudice against the KJV people.
-------------------------

And I grow tired of being painted into a corner by prejudice against the modern translation people.

Quote:
-------------------------Both sides paint with a broad brush... 
-------------------------

I agree.

Quote:
-------------------------but it is the modern version side that paints KJV people as "ignorant" or "misinformed".
-------------------------

I disagree. It works both ways.  While the "moderns" have and do at times say this, the KJV folks have also leveled thes
e same accusations.

Its okay for someone to have a differing opinion...even if it's wrong ;-) 
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/2 16:10
Hi KrispyÂ…

I understand your perspective.  Out of all of the pro-KJV individuals that I know, I have always respected your opinion
and sensibilities in the matter of textual criticism Â– even though I disagree with your ultimate conclusion (well, at least I
think that I do).  

I have read more posts and opinions on textual criticism than I ever wanted to.  I was surprised to learn of so much
prejudice both ways.  It is imperative for believers to TEST EVERYTHING in regard to this matter.  There must be
honest research performed before an opinion is formed.  Unfortunately, it has been my experience here at SermonIndex
that many of the KJV-only crowd (of which I do NOT consider you, Krispy, a part of) have been influenced in a single
direction via biased works.  Even having read many of these works, I later found through critical research that many of
the often repeated claims are bogus.  In fact, most of the Â“defenseÂ” of the KJV here and elsewhere usually results in
an attack on modern translations like the NIV.  I feel that this is a strange tactic of Â“defense.Â”  

Quote:
-------------------------
You say this as if he was a dyed in the wool Catholic... which he was not. While it is true that he was raised a Catholic, and never left the RCC, he was
highly critical of the Pope. He was highly critical of the excesses of the Catholic clergy. He was highly critical of over indulgences of many monks. And 
he was highly critical of many of the RCC's doctrines.

While he was not a Reformer like Martin Luther or the others, he certainly had the spirit of one within the church itself.

So lets not misrepresent Erasmus, knowingly or unknowingly, in order to proove our points. It's called "bearing false witness" when you dont give all th
e facts.

-------------------------

Hmmm.  Krispy, I think that you have gone a little too far in Â“reading between the linesÂ” here (or perhaps Â“poor transl
ationÂ” of the essence of my post  ;-) ).  My entirely truthful statement about Erasmus was not the same as those who sp
read gossip, rumors or conjecture about a person or work.  Erasmus was a practicing Catholic (whether we want to admi
t it or not, or whether or not he had issue with the Pope or certain doctrines of that Â“ChurchÂ”).  In addition, he was a s
elf-admitted Â“humanist.Â”  What is so Â“falseÂ” about this?  Yes, he had his issues with certain practices within the RC
C Â– but so did Michelangelo (and quite a few believers and unbelievers through the years).  But in the end, we have a 
group of people embracing the Â“inerrancyÂ” of a KJV that is based upon a Â“Received TextÂ” that was almost entirely t
ranslated by a single, wayward Dutch Catholic humanist.  Yet ironically, those same KJV-only folk are the ones who poin
t the finger of heresy at strong academic translations taken from a plethora of other ancient text sources.  It is a bit stran
ge, and a lot like the pot calling the kettle Â“black.Â”
 
Quote:
-------------------------
While what you say is true... the NIV is a rendering of a certain underlying text, I grow tired of folks who claim that all KJV people think that the NIV writ
ers purposely left things out. Most of us on this site who are KJV people do know what we're talking about. We do understand the issues.

I grow tired of being painted into a corner by prejudice against the KJV people. Both sides paint with a broad brush... but it is the modern version side t
hat paints KJV people as "ignorant" or "misinformed".

It just aint so, brother... and you know better.

-------------------------

Krispy, you are very different than the typical KJV-only advocates who visit the forum with a mission (as if they were sent
by God) to spit upon every version except their cherished and supposedly Â“infallibleÂ” translation.  How many KJV-only
threads have there been where a brother claims that the Â“modernÂ” translations Â“purposely left outÂ” or Â“mistranslat
edÂ” important words, sections, or even entire passages that are Â“rightfullyÂ” included in the KJV?  They almost NEVE
R mention that these differences reflect the differences in source material.  If we want to be very honest, you would certa
in acknowledge this to be true.  While you yourself arenÂ’t guilty of this (although, I am not sure about your current defen
se of the word Â“EasterÂ” in Acts chapter 12), you know that there are very loud individuals who spread such statement
s that seemingly indicate that something Â“sinisterÂ” took place when the translators of the NIV got together.  Should we
simply review the many Bible translation threads over the past few years?

Quote:
-------------------------
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You may disagree with me, and draw different conclusions about this issue that I... but you cant say I'm "ignorant" or "misinformed".

-------------------------

YouÂ’re right that I might disagree with you based upon the conclusion that I drew from my own research.  However, it is
a stretch to claim that I said that YOU (or anyone else) was Â“ignorantÂ” or Â“misinformed.Â”  I do, however, feel that an
yone who limits their Â“researchÂ” to a few pro-KJV books or websites has greatly diminished the credibility of their argu
ment or defense of the KJV.  If someone wants to question the integrity of the NIV Â– then they should at least contact t
he people who actually translated it!  Unfortunately, we cannot contact the translators of the KJV concerning their though
ts about the original 1611 KJV.  However, I have noticed that the arguments presented about the supremacy of the KJV 
often do not reflect the translatorsÂ’ words in the original preface to the KJV.  

As always, I think that the question of textual supremacy comes down to a question of the sources used for translation a
nd the textual criticism methods by which the work was translated.  I donÂ’t know that ANYONE could claim with absolut
e certainty that the Textus Receptus used for the KJV is superior in every way to the Alexandrian (et al) texts used for th
e NIV.  I understand the arguments on both sides Â– but I think that it is unwise to take a final position on a matter that is
not ultimately clear.   

Re:, on: 2008/7/2 16:22
Hey guys... was in a bit of a bad mood when I wrote what I wrote. I apologize. I'm dealing with a certain level of spiritual 
compromise in an organization of which I am one of the leaders, and it has me a bit irritated.

I know y'all understand where I am coming from, and I was tickled when you said I am a different kind of KJV advocate. 
Probably because my only cause is truth... I dont fight for a cause for the sake of fighting for the cause... know what I me
an?

Anyway, to quote Al Gore, I was a bit "snippy" earlier when there was no reason for me to be.

I love y'all... hopefully you know that!

Krispy

Re: Lets Calm down please, on: 2008/7/2 17:38
I started this thread because I was curious on the what others thought about the NASB or NKJV. I have had some conce
rns about the NASB in there choice of words. I don't know why everyone uses the NASB, I only use it because I have he
ard it is considered one the best in word for word. But why? Who determines this? I posted an example I stumbled on w
hen I was studying 1 Peter. I though the NKJV was better with the text, than the NASB. I actually got a better understand
ing from the NKJV. 

I am actually thinking about getting a NKJV. I wasn't sure about the NASB anymore.

Lets not turn this into a debate! The KJV is great and will continue to be the favorite. For me I have a hard time reading t
hrough it. Lets no turn this thread into a KJV debate. 

Can't we all just get along! :-P 

Love
Mike

Re: NASB or NKJV?? - posted by Smokey (), on: 2008/7/2 18:31

I always cringe when I see a discussion start up about bible translations.  Without fail the modern translation camp squar
es off with the KJV camp, and there is a quick fierce flurry of verbal salvoes fired back and forth, nothing is resolved, and
eventually both sides tire of the fuss and thankfully let the thread die. Nothing much changes.          Blessings  Greg ;-) 
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Re: The   translations  adventure - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/2 18:49

Quote:
------------------------- Can't we all just get along! 
-------------------------

Bless you, Mike,    I appreciate your caution against division. After all, there are plenty of Â“bible scholarsÂ” out there wh
o would love to see us argue over bible translation Â“errorsÂ”. It props up their own mission: to discredit the reliability of 
the Bible. When we realize that we have many enemies   Â“out thereÂ” who have been writing convincing Â“reliable-late
st- researchedÂ” proof that the Bible is a big fake, then we will realize that we canÂ’t afford to divide ourselves over the 
Bible. People need to know that it is trustworthy.  

Last year I did a research paper on Bible translations and was fascinated by what I discovered. There is plenty informati
on out there on the subject. In fact, when you start digging, you see that this is no small battle.  And yes, there is certainl
y a lot of mudslinging going on in the family of God. But as you proceed, you develop discernment between who are spe
aking with authority and who with their fixed opinion.   

The NASB is a fine translation, but, as many have felt, the translation team tried too hard to translate word for word. Thu
s you see some woodenness in the language. Greek and English are very different. Translators do need to exercise so
me discretionary flexibility in order to convey the intended meaning. 
 

You may wish to use Bible Gateway or E-Sword to compare translations. (E-Sword is keyed to StrongÂ’s concordance.) 
A lot of very fine translations have come out since the NASB Â– ranging in style, purpose, and intended audience. 

Just today I discovered Bill MounceÂ’s blog where he discusses various exegetical challenges. He is a Greek scholar an
d teacher (maybe KingJimmy took some of his courses) who includes helpful information on the website - mainly helps f
or Greek study. IÂ’m in the midst of his course Â“Basics of Biblical GreekÂ” Â– slugging through it on my own. MounceÂ
’s method is far more than just a bunch of dry grammar. He gets you into Bible translation and also explains various tran
slation challenges. (I think his dad is/was a Bible translator). By studying Greek my appreciation for the challenge of Bibl
e translators grows by the day! We need to be supporting these people in prayer, not pitting ourselves against them with
our less-than-well-informed opinions! They have an important job! 

HereÂ’s the site Â– which should take you to various adventurous places: 
 (http://www.teknia.com/) Teknia Greek 

Have fun! 

Diane 

Re: NASB or NKJV?? - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/2 19:13

Quote:
-------------------------lately I have been liking the NKJV. Some of the words used in the NKJV have a stronger thought emphasize.
-------------------------

I would only caution that maybe we shouldn't pick versions based on what we think "sounds the best" based on what we 
would like to hear (i.e. emphasis on the "for us" in the qtd. verse). We should strive for what is the most accurate, pure v
ersion of what God has chosen to say to us. Of course, through diligent study, different people come to different conclusi
ons on what this is  ;-) 
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Re:, on: 2008/7/2 22:00

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:

Quote:
------------------------- Can't we all just get along! 
-------------------------

Bless you, Mike,    I appreciate your caution against division. After all, there are plenty of Â“bible scholarsÂ” out there who would love to see us argue 
over bible translation Â“errorsÂ”. It props up their own mission: to discredit the reliability of the Bible. When we realize that we have many enemies   Â“
out thereÂ” who have been writing convincing Â“reliable-latest- researchedÂ” proof that the Bible is a big fake, then we will realize that we canÂ’t affor
d to divide ourselves over the Bible. People need to know that it is trustworthy.  

Last year I did a research paper on Bible translations and was fascinated by what I discovered. There is plenty information out there on the subject. In 
fact, when you start digging, you see that this is no small battle.  And yes, there is certainly a lot of mudslinging going on in the family of God. But as y
ou proceed, you develop discernment between who are speaking with authority and who with their fixed opinion.   

The NASB is a fine translation, but, as many have felt, the translation team tried too hard to translate word for word. Thus you see some woodenness i
n the language. Greek and English are very different. Translators do need to exercise some discretionary flexibility in order to convey the intended me
aning. 
 

You may wish to use Bible Gateway or E-Sword to compare translations. (E-Sword is keyed to StrongÂ’s concordance.) A lot of very fine translations h
ave come out since the NASB Â– ranging in style, purpose, and intended audience. 

Just today I discovered Bill MounceÂ’s blog where he discusses various exegetical challenges. He is a Greek scholar and teacher (maybe KingJimmy 
took some of his courses) who includes helpful information on the website - mainly helps for Greek study. IÂ’m in the midst of his course Â“Basics of Bi
blical GreekÂ” Â– slugging through it on my own. MounceÂ’s method is far more than just a bunch of dry grammar. He gets you into Bible translation a
nd also explains various translation challenges. (I think his dad is/was a Bible translator). By studying Greek my appreciation for the challenge of Bible 
translators grows by the day! We need to be supporting these people in prayer, not pitting ourselves against them with our less-than-well-informed opi
nions! They have an important job! 

HereÂ’s the site Â– which should take you to various adventurous places: 
 (http://www.teknia.com/) Teknia Greek 

Have fun! 

Diane 

-------------------------

great comment Diane. I appreciate your gentle demeanor in your comment. 

I justed started a theology class at church, we are finishing up basics on Hermeneutics. Its not a in depth course just to c
overing basics. So going through this I have looked closely into the verses I would study and look for observations and a
s I would begin to compare with other translations, some just, for me, had a stronger impact.

I am feared trying to delve into Greek, I have a hard time with grammar and english! :-)  Greek would be a huge challeng
e, but I think I would be up for trying to learn.

Blessings to you
Mike
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Re:, on: 2008/7/2 22:06

Quote:
-------------------------
BeYeDoers wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------lately I have been liking the NKJV. Some of the words used in the NKJV have a stronger thought emphasize.
-------------------------

I would only caution that maybe we shouldn't pick versions based on what we think "sounds the best" based on what we would like to hear (i.e. empha
sis on the "for us" in the qtd. verse). We should strive for what is the most accurate, pure version of what God has chosen to say to us. Of course, thro
ugh diligent study, different people come to different conclusions on what this is  ;-) 
-------------------------

If I really wanted to hear something I liked I would read the New Living Translation! :-) 

However, I think you have missed my point I was making and what others have stated on this thread concerning omitting
 and choice of word translations.

Mike

PS
I was just curious on the bible translation others used. I didn't want to get into a debate, I just had some concerns on cert
ain passages. SI, for me is a great place for accountability, there are many on here who I personally value there opinion.

I won't comment on this thread again...sorry for the ruckus! :-( 

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/2 22:20
Oh brother, I meant nothing demeaning toward you by my comment! I hadn't read anything else on the thread but your i
nitial post. And I didn't mean to insinuate that you picked your Bible such as to remove the heavy and keep the light, or 
whatever...even though you probably couldn't have read what I said in any other way :-o  My bad. Sorry. It was more of 
a generalized, "let's be careful how we approach this" kind of thing.

For the record, I think the Byzantine text is superior to the Alexandrian, and that old(er) English is more precise than mo
dern English, so I like to study KJV almost exclusively. I believe the NASB is the best for the Alexandrian set, and consul
t it from time to time.

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 22:44

I don't know why everyone uses the NASB, I only use it because I have heard it is considered one the best in word for w
ord. But why? Who determines this?

The NASB is generally considered the best word-for-word translation by those who know Greek/Hebrew.  I had about 1 
1/2 years of Greek in seminary.  When I would make a translation of a text, and then look it up in different versions to se
e how they handled it, I would see just how serious the NASB was in making sure they translated it as accurately as pos
sible.  Such is especially evident in how they try to preserve as much as possible different grammatical constructions.  

Because of this, many say the NASB is sort of "wooden" in it's reading, as it is not nearly as fluid in its prose.  But for me
personally, I would rather have something that has a little less pleasant of reading style.  I'm about serious studies of Go
d's word.  I don't need goosebumps from reading a text, I need truth.  
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Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 22:52

Just today I discovered Bill MounceÂ’s blog where he discusses various exegetical challenges. He is a Greek scholar an
d teacher (maybe KingJimmy took some of his courses) who includes helpful information on the website - mainly helps f
or Greek study. IÂ’m in the midst of his course Â“Basics of Biblical GreekÂ” Â– slugging through it on my own. MounceÂ
’s method is far more than just a bunch of dry grammar. He gets you into Bible translation and also explains various tran
slation challenges. (I think his dad is/was a Bible translator). By studying Greek my appreciation for the challenge of Bibl
e translators grows by the day! We need to be supporting these people in prayer, not pitting ourselves against them with
our less-than-well-informed opinions! They have an important job!

Yes, I had the Basics of Biblical Greek by Bill Mounce in seminary.  It is an amazing resource.  You get a mighty baptism
of Greek with him.  I wish I had kept up on my studies since seminary in regard to Greek.  But sadly, life got in the way, 
and I had other things that keep vying for my attention.  I would at least like to build up my vocabulary again, along with t
he basic grammatical endings.  Thank God though, should one have a question about Greek outside the academic worl
d, you are able to consult your book... unlike on a test :-)  Maybe after I move and unpack everything, I'll dedicate 15 min
utes of my lunch everyday to memorizing words and such again.  

Also very worthy reads for Greek are the grammars by David Allen Black.  If folks don't use Mounce to learn Greek in se
minary, they tend to use Black.  Both are outstanding scholars.  Mounce is just much more user friendly :-)  

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/2 22:58
And for what it's worth, The Message can be something worth taking a peak at every now and then.  Eugene Peterson h
as an amazing command of words, and sometimes he really seems to hit the nail on the head.  Consider Philippians 3 w
here Paul is talking about his battle with the party of the circumcision.  Peterson calls them "those knife-happy circumcis
ers!" (ROFL)  Such really captures the "mood" of Paul in regard to that party.  Now, don't pickup the stones.  I'm not a bi
g Message fan.  I like to think of it more as a running commentary than translation.  And so long as people read it in that 
light, it can be a useful tool.  

NLT is an ok paraphrase/dynamic equivalent translation.  I think it can be helpful for understanding passages that are ju
st plain hard to read no matter what translation one is using.  I personally find it to be very good for simply reading the O
T history books of the Bible.  However, one definitely can see where the theological outlook of the translators comes in, 
on let's say, the sermon on the mount.  

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/7/2 23:03
I read the NKJV.  Got the NASB, but gave it away to a new believer the day after I bought it...only bible I had with me at t
he time :-)    So I never really got to read it. 8-) 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/2 23:33
Hello...

Just a thought, but you can access many different translations for comparison purposes at 
(http://www.biblegateway.com) BibleGateway.  I use this resource every day.  It is a nice companion to other Bible websi
tes, software and paper Bibles.  The website allows you to access quite a few English versions and translations, as well 
as Bible versions/translations in other languages.

I enjoy searching through the Word via the various translations available.  It sure beats having to purchase multiple trans
lations or parallel Bibles.

 :-) 
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Re: Majority or Minority text?, on: 2008/7/3 9:00
Ccchhhrrriiisss posted this previously:

Â“Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…... While I prefer neither of these (NASB or the NKJV) for my daily reading, I do consult both on
occasion. My preference is the KJV as a great (but undoubtedly flawed) representative of the TR texts and the NIV as 
a great (but also undoubtedly flawed) academic representative of the other texts."

Walter replies to Ccchhhrrriiisss:

In fact, if you or I went to Seminary or a Bible College today, that is exactly what we would be taught---the Word of God t
hat we have before us today is flawed, no matter what version we use. Whether we use the Majority text, or the Minority 
text--- it is equally flawed. The problem, they will tell us and teach us, is that the original text is lost, and Bible Scholars
& Textural Critics have, to the best of their ability, tried to Restore the "Original" Biblical Text. 

Yet GodÂ’s Word promises us that His Word will stand forever:

The grass withereth, the flower fadeth:
but the word of our God
shall stand for ever
Isaiah 40:8

God has also promised us to both give and protect His Word: 

"Then said the Lord unto me, Thou hast well seen: for I will hasten my word to perform it." (Jeremiah 1:12)

Here God says He is watching over His Word to perform it Â– to make all that He has said come to pass:

Jesus said, "Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away." (Mark 13:31)

God did not promise to keep the original piece of material upon which His words were given.  He says His Words SHALL
NOT PASS AWAY.  Therefore, this promise demands that we still have them on planet earth:

Jesus also says, "Whosoever therefore shall be ashamed of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful generation
; of him also shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory of his Father with the holy angels." (Mark 8:
38)

Why this verse if God has NOT preserved His Word?
"But the word of the Lord endureth forever." (I Pet.1:25)

This is a direct quote of Isaiah 40:8.  God has said that His Word will endure forever!  He did not promise that the origina
l piece of paper, rock or vellum would exist forever but that He would preserve the Word Â– forever.

"The grass withereth, the flower fadeth; but the word of our God shall stand for ever." (Isaiah 40:8)

".. for thou hast magnified thy word above all thy name." (Psalm 138:2)

Look at that!  God says He has magnified His Word above His name!  That is incredible for supposedly THE name was 
so sacred to the Jews that they did not even pronounce it.
 
Jesus said "... and the Scripture cannot be broken." (John 10:35)

God has promised to keep His Word as revealed through these Scriptures!  But there is more! 

"The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.  Thou shall keep them, 
O Lord, thou shall preserve them from this generation forever." (Psa.12:6, 7)

This is a promise from God!  He says He will preserve it.  He did not just promise to give the originals pure and f
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ree from error Â– He promised to preserve the text forever! 

"He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the word that I have spoken, the same sh
all judge him in the last day." (John 12:48)

Since God's Word will judge us, are we to believe that God will judge us by something which He meticulously g
ave us and then lost along the way?  Would it be just and fair of God to judge us with these words if they are no 
longer trustworthy Â– to hold us accountable when our guide is not 100 percent reliable?

In Matthew 5:18, Jesus said not "one jot or one tittle" shall change in the Word of God.  Specifically, He was spea
king of the Old Testament.  We are being taught today that perhaps the Old Testament is not true, that it is full of contr
adictions, scribal errors, etc., but Jesus said that it was true and unerring Â– even to the smallest detail Â– and He was 
not referring to the originals, but to copies of copies of copies. 

"Do you not think that I will accuse you to the Father: there is one that accuseth you, even Moses in whom ye trust. For 
had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me: for he wrote of me.  But if ye believe not his writings, how shall ye b
elieve my words?" (John 5:45-47)

Was Jesus speaking of the "originals"?  No, for they did not have the originals.  They had copies of copies of copies of t
he originals yet Jesus said "not one jot or one tittle" had been changed.  If God has only promised the "ORIGINALS" to b
e pure then Jesus erred in His assessment of the Scriptures.  Should these statements of Jesus concerning the Scriptur
es be inaccurate then He is not Lord, no longer all knowing, no longer all God.

"Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life:  and they are they which testify of me. And ye will not co
me to me, that ye might have life." (John 5:39-40)

The ultimate purpose of the Scriptures is to lead us to Christ Â– and then to guide our lives.  If the Scriptures ar
e not accurate, if they have been changed or altered, if they have been lost so that we no longer have the Word 
of God, how can we come to Christ for they are the Holy Spirit's implement to testify of the Lord Jesus.

Faith in the preservation of the text is a basic Bible doctrine. Furthermore, the context of these many promises is no
t that God's Word is to be preserved in a jar somewhere in a cave or desert, lost for hundreds of years waiting to be foun
d and restored to the believing remnant of the Church.  The context is very clear in Second Timothy 3:16-17 that the
inspired Word was given by God as a deposit to the Body of Christ "that the man of God may be perfect, thorou
ghly furnished unto all good works".  Therefore, for God to accomplish this stated purpose for His having given
us His Word Â– it must remain accessible to the disciples of the Lord, Christ Jesus!.

Throughout the minority text, that has been used as the basis for all of the newer versions of the bible in print since 1881
, we find deletions and changes from the Majority text, over 5,000 changes that affect sound Bible Doctrine. These chan
ges many times relate to the  name of Jesus. Jesus is the name that Christ was born with, and it means Â“SaviorÂ”. The
meaning of the word Christ is Â“MessiahÂ”, and it is His Title of Rank. In much of the minority text, Christ has been elimi
nated from His name.  GodÂ’s word tells us that Scripture cannot be broken:

John 10:35   Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â… and the scripture cannot be broken; 

Those who want to replace the King James Version with new Modern Versions are constantly stating that Â“no Bible D
octrines are affected by the changesÂ”. One school recently published an article by one of itÂ’s teachers in which he 
said that, "BOTH TEXTS ARE THE WORD OF GOD." It is difficult to understand how two texts differing in over 5,000 pl
aces can both be the Word of God. The result of these changes made by the MINORITY text affect the Bible Doctrines 
which Christians have always believed. Following are changes in the book of Matthew that are glaring examples of how t
hese changes have altered or eliminated the Fundamental Doctrines of the Christian faith. Is there a difference in the tex
tÂ’s (the Majority verses the Minority)? You be the judge: 

MATTHEW 
1:25 "her firstborn" is omitted. That Jesus was her firstborn indicates that Mary and Joseph had sexual relations after the
birth of Jesus and that others were born of her. The omission here seeks to add credence to the false doctrine of the Ro
man Catholic Church concerning the perpetual virginity of Mary. The Bible is clear that Jesus had brothers and sisters. 
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5:22 "without a cause" is removed. In the Sermon on the Mount the Lord warned of judgment for those who were angry 
with a brother without a cause. Should this change be accepted everyone who is angry with his brother may be judged. 
The effect is to bring Jesus into judgment for failing to observe his own words (see Mark 3:5). Such is contrary to the doc
trine of the sinlessness of Christ. 

6:4, 6, 18 "openly" is out. It is a Bible Doctrine that Christian work done unnoticed for the glory of the Lord will one day b
e rewarded openly (Col. 3:4).
 
6:13 "For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever, Amen" is deleted. This ascription of praise to "Our
Father" is found in 491 out of 500 existing manuscripts. This statement was made a century ago by Dean John Burgon. 

8:29 "Jesus" is left out. The demons bore witness to the fact that Jesus was the Son of God. It was an identification of Je
sus (in humanity) as the Son of God (in Deity). It affects the doctrine of the Person of Christ. 

9:8 "marvelled" is changed to "were afraid." There is no reason to believe that the people were afraid because Jesus he
aled the sick of the palsy. There is every reason for them to marvel at the miracle. 

9:13 "to repentance" is left out. The Bible doctrine of repentance is one that men would like to do away with. God require
s that in order to be saved one must truly repent (Acts 17:30; 2 Peter 3:9). The word means "a change of mind" and ther
e must be that concerning God, sin and salvation. Men think that sin does not really separate them from God--they must 
change their mind about that. Men think that salvation is by works--they must change their mind about that. There is not
hing more evident today than the absence of repentance among those who are professing to be converted. 

15:8 "draweth nigh unto me with their mouth" is left out. According to Isaiah 29:13 it belongs in because Isaiah prophesi
ed of these hypocrites exactly that way. 

16:2,3 "When it is evening ... the signs of the times" is all omitted. The Pharisees and Sadducees came looking for a sig
n and the signs were all around them. Jesus called them hypocrites because they could not tell the signs of the times. 

17:21 Whole verse is left out. Power with God is to be had by prayer and fasting. That is a fundamental truth of the Word
of God. 

18:2 "Jesus" is left out. This is done many times by the corrupt Greek Text of Westcott and Hort. I have not chosen to re
mark about each instance because it would add many pages to this work. The MAJORITY Text continuously places the 
word "Jesus" in the narrative with the definite article preceding it. Thus it places him in the center of things and in comma
nd. It is doctrinally unsound for such prominence to be discarded for the word "he." 

18:11 The whole verse is omitted. This verse tells us that man is lost, that he needs to be saved, and that the Son of ma
n is the one who can do that. The doctrine of salvation through Jesus Christ is affected by this change. 

18:15 "against thee" is omitted. This omission sets us up as watchdogs over others and if one sins we are to go and tell 
him. Such is not the teaching of Scripture. Were we to declare every sin we would be constantly busy (bodies) judging th
e actions and motives of everyone. This change is a very bad error. 

18:35 "their trespasses" is omitted. Same thought as mentioned in 18:15.
 
19:9 "and whoso marrieth her which is put away doth commit adultery" is removed. This is a very important doctrinal cha
nge which concerns divorce and remarriage. A man who divorces his wife and remarries commits adultery, and also the 
man who marries the divorced wife commits adultery. 

19:16,17 "Good" before Master is omitted. In addition to that, the phrase "Why callest thou me good?" is changed to "Wh
y askest thou me concerning the good?" Good Master is correct and Jesus responded to show the young man that only 
one was good and that one was God. The conclusion should have been obvious. Since Jesus was good he was necess
arily God. The omission and change destroys the intended testimony to the Deity of Christ. 

20:16 "for many be called, but few chosen" is left out. The Lord would have us know that many are called to inherit etern
al life, but few are chosen by virtue of believing in Christ. It is a Bible doctrine that God wants all men to be saved but fe
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w will come to Christ for salvation.
 
21:12 "of God" is out. Jesus, who was God in the flesh, came to his own temple and said, "My house shall be called the 
house of prayer." It was the temple of God and the God of the temple was there. 
22:30 "of God" is removed. There are good angels and fallen angels. The believers, in the resurrection, will be like the g
ood angels "of God" who alone are in heaven. 
23:8 "Master" is changed to "teacher." There are many teachers but only one master. The change here takes away the p
re- eminence that God intends for his Son. 

25:13 "wherein the Son of man cometh" is omitted. The warning to watch is tied to the imminent return of the Lord. The 
omission here does away with the doctrine of the Lord's second advent. 

26:28 "new" is dropped before testament. The apostle Paul tells us that Jesus said, "this cup is the NEW testament in m
y blood." The change here is intended to corrupt the Word of God and to confuse Christians. 

27:35 "that it might be fulfilled ... did they cast lots" is all omitted. It is very important in Matthew's gospel, where Jesus is
portrayed as the King of Israel, to show that he is the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies. Here the parting of his gar
ments and casting lots is the fulfillment of Psalm 22:18 which portrays the crucifixion of Christ. To omit this is to show th
e intended corruption of the Word of God by the textual critics. 

28:6 "the Lord" is omitted. The very reverent angels said, "see the place where the Lord lay." They would not say, "see t
he place where he lay." The constant attempt to humanize Jesus and take away from his Deity does not endear the Wes
tcott and Hort Greek Text to believers. 

In conclusion, for those that believe God are struck with a dilemma. Did God, who spoke everything into existence out of
nothing, who is outside of time and space, who counts the hairs on all of our heads, who sent His only Son to die on a cr
oss for the sin of mankind, on a specific day, the 14th day of Nissan, the day of the original Passover (fifteen hundred ye
ars before),  Could this same God preserve the Scriptures, or would he need fallen, fallible, corrupt man to help 
Him restore the Scriptures? My Bible tells me that He did preserve the Scriptures, Himself. My understanding of
who He is also tells me the same thing. What does the Bible say about this issue ?

Jesus said, "Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away." (Mark 13:31)

Sincerely,

Walter

PS- Please respond with Bible Scripture from the Minority texts that prove they do not affect sound Bible doctrine or try t
o diminish the deity of Jesus Christ. 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 9:34
walter,

We have over 5,000 different texts out there today.  NONE contain the full text of the Scripture.  NONE fully agree with e
ach other.  This is not speculation or theory, this is fact.  In fact, the text used as the basis of the KJV is nothing more tha
n a compilation of texts.  The "majority text" is not a single text, rather, it is a family of texts.  The reason they attempt to 
"restore the original," is because none of the texts agree with each other.  Thus, the translator before doing his work, sur
vey's all the texts they have access to, and attempts to "establish the text."  

Modern scholars are not the only one's that do this.  Yes, even your beloved KJV translation is the product of such a tas
k.  Also, your theory about the preservation and inspiration of Scripture does not take into account that for a period of tim
e, the word of God was entirely lost and hidden in the ruins of the temple in Jerusalem.  Then in the days of king Josiah t
he Scriptures were rediscovered.  The Scriptures themselves talk about this.  

So, unless your theory of inspiration and preservation takes into account all these things, then your theory is nothing mor
e than a fantasy.  The KJV translators did nothing different than what is done today.  The only difference is that modern t
ranslators have more manuscripts to take into consideration.  They, like the KJV translators attempt to use the texts they
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find "best."  

In fact, if you read the paper I linked to, you will find that I did the exact same thing that translators have always done in 
seeking to "establish the best text."  I was not forced to select a specific text to form the basis of my translation.  In fact, 
no modern translation does.  Even if the modern translation uses the UBS4/NA27 as the basis of their translation, they s
till make individual choices about every single verse.  In fact, they sometimes (like in my paper) go against the establish
ed variant.

Also, in addition to these things, Bruce Metzger published a commentary that explains WHY they selected the variant th
ey did for every single variant within the Greek NT.  They also note when the committee had disagreement over the final
product.  So, nothing here is hidden.  There is no conspiracy.  You can read the commentaries they wrote about their ow
n text, and see if you agree with their conclusions.  Many times their is unanimous consensus amongst them, but other ti
mes they are split in two or three groups over a single verse.  

Sadly, you don't have such an advantage with the texts that form the KJV.  Indeed, we don't even have the text that form
ed the basis of their translation.  There have been many that have attempted to "restore" the lost TR that formed the bas
is of their translation.  But there is no way of knowing absolutely for sure which version formed that basis.

Re: get the diagnosis right: on translation criticisms - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/3 9:46
Walter, Bart D. Ehrman would love you!    

In all seriousness, we canÂ’t forget that the scribes and Pharisees had an accurate translation in their day. They had
every word memorized: word for word, jot and tittle.  And yet  this can be said of them: 

Quote:
------------------------- "Jesus" is left out. 
-------------------------
 

Why did they miss the pivotal event in history when it was prophesied throughout the very words that they cherished and
revered? Did it have to do with their translation  Â…Â….. orÂ…Â…Â…Â… 

Might the same affliction not apply today? 

IÂ’m saying this, because if we are chasing after a false diagnosis (based on alleged omissions in certain versions) we 
will miss the obvious cure - which is VERY obvious throughout the Bible Â– regardless of translation! 

Surely you cannot doubt that! 

 PS: I marvel at how idiot-proof God made the Bible. If you miss a point in one chapter, for whatever reason, you are bou
nd to see it again in another, and another, and anotherÂ…Â…Â…  unless, of course, you are blind!

LetÂ’s not blame translations for sending people to hell! Nor the translators! 

Diane 

Re: Greek Greek Greek Greek - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/3 10:02

Quote:
------------------------- Yes, I had the Basics of Biblical Greek by Bill Mounce in seminary. It is an amazing resource. You get a mighty baptism of Greek w
ith him. 
-------------------------
 
Thank you KingJimmy for your encouragement. Studying MounceÂ’s Greek indeed does feel like drowning Â– (I come u
p for air by visiting SI). 
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They say studying another language is a good preventative for AlzheimerÂ’s Â– so, IÂ’ll try to hang in and hope some of
it sticks Â– in spite of my weak memory.  

Diane 

Re:, on: 2008/7/3 10:09
Walter responds to Diane:

Isaiah 7:14
Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call 
his name Immanuel.  (KJV-Majority text)

"A young woman is going to have a baby." (Jerusalem Version-Minority text, Catholic Bible)

"A young woman who is pregnant will have a son." (Good News- Minority text)

"Behold a young woman shall conceive ..." (RSV-Minority text)

There is nothing new about a young woman's having a baby, yet this is supposed to be a sign whereby God is promising
deliverance in an almost impossible situation!

The Hebrew word "almah" (hmlu) occurs only seven times in the O.T.  It should be rendered "virgin" here for although "al
mah" could mean "young woman", every time it is used in the Old Testament the context demands that it means "virgin".
 The other six times it is translated "virgin" in most of the various versions.  Why the sudden departure in the verse be
fore us?.  The miracle was going to be that a virgin was going to conceive!

Furthermore, the New Testament confirms the fact in Mat.1:23 that Mary was a virgin: "Behold, a virgin (Greek = "parthe
nos" = parqeno") shall be with child and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being inte
rpreted is, God with us."

All languages contain both "weak" and "strong" words.  By "weak" is meant a word that has many shades of meaning or 
even widely different meanings, i.e., the word "cool" is still in today's English.  Such words can defy etymological studies.
 "Strong" words, on the other hand, are words which have a very limited narrow meaning Â– often only one possible sen
se.

We begin to see the manifold wisdom of God in choosing to reveal His Word to man in two tongues.  Weak words in one
which could lead to confusion could be covered by strong words in the other by cross references and quotations.  Such i
s the case before us.  The "weak" Hebrew word "almah" (though we have already shown that by its Biblical usage it is n
ot so weak) is covered in the N.T. by the "strong" Greek word "parthenos" which can only be translated one way Â– "virg
in".

Moreover, context is the decisive factor for determining the final connotation of any word or phrase, not the dictionary de
finition or etymology.  Etymology, though often helpful, is not an exact science.  It should be used for confirmation, not a
s the deciding factor.

The translators of the modern versions are well aware of the incontrovertible decisive nature of "parthenos" he
nce the translation of Isaiah 7:14 into any other word represents deliberate willful alteration of the Word of God. 

In denying the virgin birth of Christ, they are saying:
1)	Jesus was a bastard as Mary was unmarried when she conceived;
2)	Mary was a fornicator;
3)	God has lied to us in Mat. 1:22-23;
4)	Christ was not God, not deity (having a physical father, He was only human); and
5)	Christ was a sinner as he would then be a descendant of Adam and inherit Adam's nature as in Rom. 5:12.

The three verses placed before us serve as an excellent barometer for each of us to use in determining whether a given 
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"version" is trustworthy or not. We must all individually decide- is it the "Majority" text or the "Minority" text that can be tru
sted? 

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:
Walter, Bart D. Ehrman would love you!    

In all seriousness, we canÂ’t forget that the scribes and Pharisees had an accurate translation in their day. They had every word memorized: word for 
word, jot and tittle.  And yet  this can be said of them: 

Quote:
------------------------- "Jesus" is left out. 
-------------------------
 

Why did they miss the pivotal event in history when it was prophesied throughout the very words that they cherished and revered? Did it have to do wit
h their translation  Â…Â….. orÂ…Â…Â…Â… 

Might the same affliction not apply today? 

IÂ’m saying this, because if we are chasing after a false diagnosis (based on alleged omissions in certain versions) we will miss the obvious cure - whi
ch is VERY obvious throughout the Bible Â– regardless of translation! 

Surely you cannot doubt that! 

 PS: I marvel at how idiot-proof God made the Bible. If you miss a point in one chapter, for whatever reason, you are bound to see it again in another, 
and another, and anotherÂ…Â…Â…  unless, of course, you are blind!

LetÂ’s not blame translations for sending people to hell! Nor the translators! 

Diane 

-------------------------

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 10:32

We must all individually decide- is it the "Majority" text or the "Minority" text that can be trusted?

Issues regarding the "majority" or "minority" texts have nothing to do with the Old Testament.  Majority/minority text issue
s are something entirely to do with the Greek NT.  The OT is primarily derived from the masoretic hebrew texts.  Of cour
se, various other texts of Hebrew and Aramaic origins come into play here, but, not to the extent we have in the NT.  So 
far as memory serves correct, the OT texts are represented by only about 2,000 manuscripts, and have far less variants 
than the NT.
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Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/3 10:38
Regarding the infamous "virgin" debate in Isaiah, Walter posed this question: 

Quote:
------------------------- Why the sudden departure in the verse before us? 
-------------------------
 

In order to fit the context:  For the child referred to in Isaiah 7 to be Jesus, would not have been the Â“signÂ” to Ahaz tha
t God intended.  When reading the context of Isaiah 7:14 you find that the consequences of GodÂ’s action is going to co
me very soon, before this child Â“can tell right from wrongÂ”.

Prophesies could have double meanings. Of course this situation would not have applied when the propehesy was carri
ed over into the NT. (no "conspiracy here intended by the translators!!)

PS Walter, I am wondering if you have any thoughts relating to my last post to you. 
Diane 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 10:49

Thank you KingJimmy for your encouragement. Studying MounceÂ’s Greek indeed does feel like drowning Â– (I come u
p for air by visiting SI). 

Mounce's Greek grammar will give you amazing confidence when it comes to translating.  By the time you finish the gra
mmar, you will feel you can translate just about anything... especially if you diligently work through your notebook.  But, 
alas, reality hit me when I began a Greek NT hermenutics class in seminary.  I was given a text where I did not recogniz
e half the words.  I had to do much searching through the BDAG in those days!  Then after a while, you'll need to begin t
o access Daniel Wallace's Intermediate/Advance greek!  It can be very discouraging at times, but I personally found it all
a very enriching process.  I was confident after 3 semesters of Greek that I could learn just about anything!  It will definit
ely stretch you.  

Out of curiosity, how far along are you in Mounce's book?  Are you doing your parsing and translation exercises?  

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/3 10:54

Quote:
------------------------- Out of curiosity, how far along are you in Mounce's book? Are you doing your parsing and translation exercises? 
-------------------------
 

IÂ’m almost done the book, (being slowed down a bit by SI Â– ha! No, really, itÂ’s my brain that goes into neutral quite r
egularly) Yes, I am doing the work book, have the CD lectures, etc, and have ordered the next level, but may redo the b
asic course before proceeding.  

Diane 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 11:02
I wish I really had purchased the full blown CD lectures.  I think when I crack open my Greek again, I'll probably buy a co
py.  The mini-lectures with the book I found pretty helpful.  The full would have been outstanding.  

One thing I am glad I had when I took Greek at school was having a good TA.  I learned more from my TA than my profe
ssor.  He explained those difficult parts of the translations quite well.  
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Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 11:04
Just a futher encouragement about about learning Greek yourself... I met a pastor/street evangelist who used almost ent
irely his Greek NT to preach from.  He had marked up his Greek NT in the same manner which I mark up my regular NA
SB!  Sadly though, those critical Greek texts have almost no margins to write in!  He had taught himself simply from Mou
nce/Wallace/Black.  He was very well versed.

Re:, on: 2008/7/3 11:39
In response to Diane's remark:

"Regarding the infamous "virgin" debate in Isaiah"

I never really knew that it was considered "infamous" by anyone, until now, by you, Diane.

In the book "Prophecy Knowledge Handbook",  John F. Walvoord had this to say about the 
Â“SignÂ” of ImmanuelÂ’s birth (Immanuel means Â“God with usÂ”):

Isaish 7:1-17 
The attack on Judah by Ephriam will not be successful (vv. 1-9). This was fulfilled in the events which followed. Isaiah
recorded that Â“the Lord spoke to Ahaz, Â‘Ask the Loud your God for a sign, whether in the deepest depths or the
highest heightsÂ” (v. 10). God promised that a sign would be given to Israel, Â“therefore the Lord Himself will give you a
sign: The virgin will be with child and will give birth to a Son, and will call Him Immanuel . He will eat curds and honey wh
en He knows enough to reject the wrong and choose the right. But before the goy knows enough to reject the wrong and
choose the right, the land of the two kings you dread will be laid waste. The Lord will bring on you and on your people an
d on the hous of your father a time unlike any since Ephraim broke away from Judah-He will bring the king of AssyriaÂ” (
vv. 14-17). Isaiah predicted the invasion of the king of Assyria and the destruction of the land (vv. 18-25)

The prophecy concerning the virgin with child has been variously considered by conservative scholars. Some believe it r
eferred to a contemporary situation where a youg woman, still a virgin, was about to be married and would bear a child, f
ulfilling the prophecy. Another point of view is that the prophecy is exclusively messianic and refers to the fact that Mary,
while still a virgin, would be the mother of Christ (Matt 1:18, 25), which according to Matthew 1:21-23 was a fulfillment of 
the prophecy of Isaiah. Still others consider the prophecy as referring to both, that is, a contemporary reference to a chil
d whose birth is mentioned in Isaiah 8 and whose ultimate prophetic fulfillment is the birth of Christ.

Isaiah 7:18-25. Isaiah predicted that the Assyrians would make desolate the land which was fulfilled in the Assyrian capti
vity of the the ten tribes (2 Kings 17:1-8).

SUMMARY OF MESSIANIC PROPHECIES IN ISAIAH

The prophecy concerning the virgin birth of Christ should be considered in the context of other messianic prop
hecies in the whole Book of Isaiah. Major future messianic prophecies include the reign of Christ in the kingdo
m (2:3-5), the virgin birth of Christ (7:14), the joyful reign of Christ (9:2, 7), the rule of Christ over the world (v. 4),
Christ as a descendent of Jesse and David (11:1, 10), Christ to be filled with the Spirit (v. 2: 42:1) Christ to judge
with righteousness (11:3-5; 42:1, 4), Christ to rule over the nations (11:10), Christ to be gentile to the weak (42:3)
, Christ to make possible the New Covenant (v. 6; 49:8), Christ to be a light to the Gentiles, and to be worshiped 
by them (42:6; 49:6-7, 52:15), Christ to be rejected by Israel (49:7; 53:1-3), Christ to restore Israel and judge the 
wicked (61:1-3)

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:
Regarding the infamous "virgin" debate in Isaiah, Walter posed this question: 
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Quote:
------------------------- Why the sudden departure in the verse before us? 
-------------------------
 

In order to fit the context:  For the child referred to in Isaiah 7 to be Jesus, would not have been the Â“signÂ” to Ahaz that God intended.  When readin
g the context of Isaiah 7:14 you find that the consequences of GodÂ’s action is going to come very soon, before this child Â“can tell right from wrongÂ”
.

Prophesies could have double meanings. Of course this situation would not have applied when the propehesy was carried over into the NT. (no "consp
iracy here intended by the translators!!)

PS Walter, I am wondering if you have any thoughts relating to my last post to you. 
Diane 

-------------------------

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 11:44

I never really knew that it was considered "infamous" by anyone, until now, by you, Diane.

It is an infamous passage that is hotly debated.  You cannot work your way through any commentary on this passage of 
Isaiah, or commentaries on Matthew, without running into a big debate about the subject.  Some insist on the young mai
den translation, others virgin.  Some say never is a young maiden not a virgin.  Others say Matthew, who has a unique 
way of citing OT passages of Scripture as fulfilled, was not quoting Isaiah in the way we typically think of i.e. in the histor
ical-grammatical sense... but rather, another sense altogether.  Such is especially evident given that in the subsequent c
hapters to Isaiah 7, an "Emmanuel" is apparently born in Isaiah's own time.  

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/3 12:02
Come on folks! please whatever Bible works best for your own personal understanding, lets not go first grade on this. M
any in this thread has been involved in this type discussion before, God Bless America on the up coming 4th of July, just
feel Blessed today your in the land of the free and yes still home of the brave and thank God Israel are our Buddies, yes 
I am trying to detour all the emotions, but that's my calling here.  :-P 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/3 12:27
Hi waltern...

Just so you know, my "modern" NIV (taken from what some call the "minority" texts) has the following translation and
footnotes for Isaiah 7:14...

Quote:
-------------------------
14 Therefore the Lord himself will give you  a sign: The virgin will be with child and will give birth to a son, and  will call him Immanuel. 

Footnotes:

a.  Isaiah 7:14 The Hebrew is plural. 
b. Isaiah 7:14 Masoretic Text; Dead Sea Scrolls and he or and they 
c. Isaiah 7:14 Immanuel means God with us. 

-------------------------

It seems like those "sinister" translators of the NIV are trying to make this prophecy apply to Jesus coming from (gasp) a 
virgin!  

 :-o 
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Re:, on: 2008/7/3 13:10

Quote:
-------------------------Come on folks! please whatever Bible works best for your own personal understanding...
-------------------------

Well... I wish it were that easy. But for some of us, there are some very serious issues surrounding this topic. "Whatever 
floats your boat" is an all too common cry in the church today on a plethura of different issues. But that seems to be one 
phrase we never find in the Bible.

Instead, in scripture, we see "whatever floats GOD's boat".

Krispy

Re: Bruce Metzger - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/3 13:22

Quote:
------------------------- I am trying to detour all the emotions, but that's my calling here. 
-------------------------
 
Thank you for your good intentions for us, brother, but I donÂ’t know what Â“emotionsÂ” you are referring to. As far as I 
see this is a fine discussion. In fact, I would challenge your suggestion that we should just fly with our own convictions a
nd leave it with that.   That may seem like a good idea, but it is bound to be more divisive in the long run.      IÂ’m a big b
eliever in peacemaking as opposed to peacekeeping.    Peacekeeping suppresses conflict, but it doesnÂ’t change peopl
e.  Peacemaking does. Blessed are the peacemakersÂ…Â…. Â“      

Walter, I read the commentary, and can indeed support the need to defend the divinity of Christ from the OT.  Still, to me
, in the bigger scheme, the word Â“young womanÂ” in Isaiah is not forced for ill purpose, and it need not threaten the OT
divinity of Christ (unless one wishes it to) or the credibility of the translators.  

Bruce Mertzer has received brutal accusations for this Â– accused of being an unbeliever, etc. 
(http://www.bible.org/page.php?page_id4862) Here   is a eulogy on him by Daniel Wallace (an evangelical Greek schola
r). You can get a feel for the man and also the conflict. As far as IÂ’m concerned, the evangelical community should hav
e been supporting him Â– a lone light for the Gospel in such an environment as Princeton. I think he repaired a lot of bri
dges burned unjustly by the fundamentalists in earlier years.  

To KingJimmy re Greek study: I appreciate all your comments.  Going at it alone, itÂ’s nice to connect with someone wh
o can relate Â– and is even familiar with the same study material! I doubt that I will ever be like that man reading the Gre
ek Bible only. 

Diane 
 

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/3 13:28
Ok folks may God forgive me for the interruptions of some of the stone faced Christians, my response was meant to be 
a joke, but I forgot jokes and some Christians mix like cats and dogs :-( . 
Please forgive me, please! Holy Jesus.

On a better note, Krispy if I have no clue what the KJV is saying "and I mean I have no clue" even how to pronounce so
me of the words much less understand them, were not all scholars or teachers but when I read the NASB I totally unders
tand it, so riddle me this what does a man do?  Just don't read the Bible period?
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Re:, on: 2008/7/3 14:03

Quote:
-------------------------On a better note, Krispy if I have no clue what the KJV is saying "and I mean I have no clue" even how to pronounce some of the w
ords much less understand them, were not all scholars or teachers but when I read the NASB I totally understand it, so riddle me this what does a man
do? Just don't read the Bible period?
-------------------------

Hey Bill... how goes it, bro?

Can you tell me what parts of the KJV you're referring to when you say you "have no clue" what it means? You're an Am
erican... er, Texan... brought up in the public school system, correct? Please pin point for me what parts you're referring t
o, then maybe I can help you. 

Other than some of the Old Testament names, what words cant you pronounce?

Are there words in the KJV that are no longer in use in everyday English? Yes. Are there words in the KJV that are no lo
nger in the dictionary (particularly Websters)? No.

In fact, there are Bible dictionary booklets you can get online that are written specifically to help people with those archai
c words... few as they are.

I hear this argument all the time from people who think the KJV is too hard to understand... and what about all those old 
archaic words... etc etc. Yet, when I ask them which words, or what passages are too hard to grasp... they cant tell me.

And Bill, I'm sure you read your Bible so this is not aimed at you... but 9 times out of 10 those folks who make these clai
ms against the KJV as an argument for modern versions... dont hardly ever (if ever!) read their modern versions! Much l
ess the KJV.

Fact is, Bill, if you run across something you dont understand.... get a dictionary. Do a word study. Cant understand a pa
rticular passage? Get Matthew Henry's commentary out and study and read it over and over until you do understand it.

It's called STUDYING the Word of God.

The Bible says study to show thyself approved... not dumb down the scripture to show thyself approved.

The message of the gospel is so simple that a small child can understand it. That is very true. But the same can not nec
essarily be said for the deeper things of God. It takes no work at all to gain salvation, but it does take work and desire on
our part to gain the deeper things of God.

Krispy

Re:, on: 2008/7/3 14:52
Reply to ccchhhrrriiisss:

All of the modern versions are deficient in Bible Doctrine. I have previously posted twice on this thread in regards to
specific books of the Bible, all in the New Testament, that document problems in the newer versions. Since I did not
specifically post on the NIV, I challenge you to take my prior thread, that went into each Book of the New Testament,
and see how the NIV compares to the NASB, in every verse that I quoted for the NASB verses the KJV.

I know that you will not take me up on this challenge. You already know the answer. 

Sincerly,

Walter
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Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi waltern...

Just so you know, my "modern" NIV (taken from what some call the "minority" texts) has the following translation and footnotes for Isaiah 7:14...

Quote:
-------------------------
14 Therefore the Lord himself will give you  a sign: The virgin will be with child and will give birth to a son, and  will call him Immanuel. 

Footnotes:

a.  Isaiah 7:14 The Hebrew is plural. 
b. Isaiah 7:14 Masoretic Text; Dead Sea Scrolls and he or and they 
c. Isaiah 7:14 Immanuel means God with us. 

-------------------------

It seems like those "sinister" translators of the NIV are trying to make this prophecy apply to Jesus coming from (gasp) a virgin!  

 :-o 
-------------------------

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/3 14:58
Thank you Mr. Krispy that was a good old Country boy reply, and this old Country boy could understand that reply, it tran
slated like this, I need to seek help from some simpler sources to understand the meaning of the harder to understand w
ords. I think I now can invite Larry the Cable guy over for our Bible Study.  :-P  thank you,thank you very much, you have
been a big help today, may God Bless you and yours over these 4th Holidays, and also may God make sure Krispy don't
eat to much.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/3 15:03
Hi BillÂ…

I understand your plight.  I know quite a few individuals who have difficulty comprehending the early 17th Century
vernacular of the King James Version.  

My wife was born and raised for half of her life in Mexico.  She moved to the United States, graduated with honors from
a large public school, and received both an undergraduate degree (with honors) and a graduate degree (with a perfect
4.0) from major universities.  Yet she has quite a bit of difficulty understanding the language used in the King James
Version.  Yes, she can read it and understand some of it.  However, she finds it extremely cumbersome to use a Bible
translated into a language (17th Century English) that is not spoken any longer.  

My experience is similar.  I graduated at the top of my classes in high school and college.  I earned two BachelorÂ’s
degrees with Honors, a MasterÂ’s degree, and I am currently finishing my PhD.  As familiar that I am with the English
language, I still must consult books in order to properly decipher the essence of the 17th Century grammar and usage of
the King James Version.  

When the King James Version was created, the translators desired a version that was Â“common.Â”  This means that
they endeavored to create a version in what was then the modern language Â– so that Â“common folkÂ” (like you and
me) did not have to consult others to have the Word of God interpreted for us (ala the Roman Catholic Church or other
orthodox denominations).  The translators produced a very good translation taken from the major(ity) ancient texts of
that time.  While they admitted to having purposely borrowed ecclesiastic and traditional terms from other works (like the
BishopÂ’s Bible), they did their best to create a work that would be easily understood by even the most common literate
person.  

Even the most ardent KJV supporter admits that this is not the case.  Personally, I find the argument that the KJV is
Â“easily understoodÂ” by common school children to be nonsense.  I have NEVER met a child who easily understood
the language of the King James Version Â– unless they were raised in Church from a young age.  Yet even these
children need the instruction of others to assist in understanding the grammar and usage.  
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Like Krispy mentioned, it often takes an English dictionary, a Bible dictionary or a commentary to understand the
wording of the King James Version.  While this is completely commendable and understandable, it certainly deviates
from the translatorÂ’s desire to have a version that was understandable WITHOUT the necessity of such things. 
Besides, a dictionary is not always helpful with some of the words Â– because some of the words have changed their
meaning from the 17th Century (like the word Â“know,Â” Â“knoweth,Â” or Â“knewÂ” equating to an intimate sexual
relationship, ala Matthew 1:25).  However, the definitions found in dictionaries vary from work to work.  In fact, each
selection is usually the product of one or two men (or, at most, a small committee).  In addition, as much as I appreciate
the work of Matthew Henry & Co., I understand that his commentaries are entirely his own.  In other words, they are
Matthew HenryÂ’s understanding of the Scriptures.  The same can be said of every other Bible commentary or
dictionary.  It doesnÂ’t mean that they arenÂ’t helpful Â– they are Â– but that they are the effort of imperfect men.  

It is a fallacy to argue that a proper modern translation Â“dumbs downÂ” the Scripture simply because it is translated
into the language of the day.  The English today bears little resemblance to the English of the 15th or 16th Century. 
TodayÂ’s Spanish in Mexico or Central/South America is hardly reminiscent of the Spanish spoken in Spain today Â– let
alone Spain in the 17th Century (just look at the translation ability of Microsoft Word Â– and the specific Spanish choices
available for translation ).  It is not Â“dumbing downÂ” a language to speak in a manner for which others can understand
.  I have a large vocabulary.  However, I purposely avoid using words that might not be understood by those with whom I
communicate.  I donÂ’t feel that I am Â“dumbing downÂ” for the sake of others, but allowing my thoughts to be wholly un
derstood by my choice of words.  

That being said, I fully agree with KrispyÂ’s thoughts regarding the need to study the Word of God in order to fully under
stand and appreciate it.  This will usually take research (through the consultation of other materials, like Bible commenta
ries, Bible dictionaries).  However, is this the purpose of the Word of God?  When our Lord walked upon the earth, His m
ost faithful followers were children and unlearned men and women.  He spoke in a manner by which He was easily unde
rstood (although he also spoke with parables to accentuate and unlock the secrets of the Kingdom of God).    

When the Lord speaks to my heart, He doesnÂ’t speak in 17th Century King James English.   In fact, He often doesnÂ’t 
even speak in English at all.  Most of the time, the Lord places something into my heart or mind that transcends the lang
uages of Earth.  It might be a burden to pray for an individual, the unction to share my faith to a stranger on a park benc
h, or the burden to give what little money that I have to someone else.   The point is: God has never spoken to my heart 
with a Â“thee,Â” Â“thou,Â” or Â“thusÂ” (except when I learn from the King James Version or other contemporary works). 
I donÂ’t suspect that God will speak in English Â– let alone 17th Century English Â– when we finally meet Him face-to-fa
ce.

Personally, I feel the liberty to read other versions of the Bible that I feel are credible.  Usually, I do this to cross referenc
e what other translators felt while translating their particular work into English or Spanish.  At other times, I reference the
NASB, NKJV, NIV or other translations just for a little more clarity into a phrase or the meaning of the passage.  Now, th
ere are certainly some Â“translationsÂ” and Â“versionsÂ” that I avoid.  But this is usually due to the research into the cre
dibility of the sources or due to questions about the methods by which those works were translated.  

When asked about my Bible preference, I usually tell people that I believe that the Word of God is infallible Â– even thou
gh the best translation efforts of men are not.  The translators of the KJV, NASB and NIV all admitted that their efforts w
ere honest but less than perfect attempts.  When asked, I tell others that I personally prefer the KJV as one of the best tr
anslations from the TR and the NIV as one of the best translations from the other ancient text sources.  But I let them kn
ow that I look at other versions too.  And, of course, I always encourage people (as they mature) to research this topic o
n their own, while warning them about the plethora of biased, prejudiced material available.    

Regarding this topic: I have heard the argument that the NASB is a better and more literal translation than most other ve
rsions taken from the TR.  However, I just donÂ’t know enough about that translation to make such a judgment (although
I have read several secondhand sources both pro and con).  IÂ’ve done extensive research into the translation of the NI
V and the rationale behind the sources/methods used for it.  IÂ’ve also done quite a bit of research into the translation of
the KJV too.  IÂ’ve heard quite a few statements for and against the NASB.  I have heard and read even more statement
s AGAINST the NKJV, but I canÂ’t say that I know enough to make any sort of judgment either way.  I guess that it is jus
t good to be aware that there might be issues (for or against) either.  

Of course, these are simply my own thoughts.
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 :-) 

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/3 15:19
Thanks Brother Chris now I don't feel so stupid, your explanation really Blessed me. I am not a dummy, I have run my o
wn a/c and heating business in Houston for over 30 years so I do have a clue. I just cannot read and understand the KJ
V and I don't think God would want me to apologize, I think God would just appreciate the fact that I am doing my best to
just understand his word and grow closer to him, whatever version I use.  

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/3 15:36
I must say as well, that I have difficulty with the KJV.  And I say that as a Bible college graduate whose primary Bible inst
ructor read in class from the KJV.  I can read most of it just fine, but, there are sometimes where I am left scratching my 
head wondering what something means.  

Furthermore, it should be noted that there is a difference between the original 1611 KJV english and the KJV most of yo
u probably have on your night stand.  I dare say, hardly any of you could actually read the 1611 version and make much 
sense of it.  Which is why I find debates insisting that the 1611 KJV is "the" word of God rather silly.  For nobody I know 
actually uses the 1611 version.  If you did, then you are also regularly reading the apocrypha along with the OT/NT, whic
h was included in the original 1611 version.  

Re: war or peace - over translations - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/3 16:13

Quote:
------------------------- I know that you will not take me up on this challenge. You already know the answer. 
-------------------------
 
Hi, Walter, I donÂ’t know if you are saying this prophetically or otherwiseÂ…Â…Â…Â… 

Actually, I did glance at the list. ItÂ’s not new.  Somewhere in my past I have read explanations for   these apparent Â“fla
wsÂ”. There's a video out too.  

My eye did catch one particular example on your list: It happens to be addressed in the very same Greek material that Ki
ngJimmy and I have been discussing.  The way gramatical articles are used in Greek would explain why that alleged Â“
mistakeÂ” is actually a possible translation.  The context would also bear that out.  

As you see, I am not keen to debate those points. I would be more concerned about the reason for what seems to be a z
ealous  witch hunt aimed invalidate   translations that are  fine.

While checks and balances are important in the Christian community and do help keep translators sharp, sometimes criti
cs are less-than-objective or fair because of their preferred biases.    Instead of edifying the Church of Christ, their works
tears it apart. It puts stumbling blocks in the road of those who should be trusting their Bibles. 

Here, in Craig BlombergÂ’s article, you see a powerful example of how crazy things can really get when it comes to tran
slations - based more on rumor  than discernment: 

  (http://www.tniv.info/pdf/Blomberg.pdf) "The Untold Story of a Good Translation"  (The last few pages is especially thou
ght provoking.)

Diane   
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Re: - posted by tjservant (), on: 2008/7/3 16:18
Well said Brother Chris, well said.

Thanks for taking the time to post such a complete and thoughtful reply. I hope many take the time to read it. 

Thanks for sharing your insights

 

Re: NASB or NKJV?? - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/4 0:55
I like the word "sottish" :-) 

Quote:
-------------------------Logsdon, however, is far from suggesting a revamping of the AV (KJV) text. Â“Back in Jeremiah 4:22, we read, Â‘My people are sot
tish.Â’ There wouldnÂ’t be two people in the congregation that would know what that means. But I like it because when I looked it up, I found that it ha
d more meaning than any other word you could put there. It means thick-headed. God says, Â‘I canÂ’t get through to you because you are thick-heade
d.Â’ And maybe He wants it to stay there. If a person looks it up he gets a better understanding of it than if another word were put in there to change it.
Â”
-------------------------

And can no longer resist the urge to not apply it to the same one who brought it forth. It hopefully will be taken in the spiri
t and intent I would have it ... It's a humorous word in a certain sense and if I go any further than that ...

Read through this in it's entirety last night, up to the point it had gone and caught up just a few minutes ago, plus or minu
s a few ... things. Wanted to say that it is appreciative how cordial and respectful for the most part it has been for the usu
al tones that this topic tends to generate. A lot of great comment and helpful, encouraging aspects. I would love to learn 
the Greek someday, what KingJimmy and Diane has shared is very encouraging, hopefully others might take an interest
who might have been considering.

The KJV ... argument, that is so often brought out, scratch that, is always brought out even when a posting is asking a di
fferent question should be enough in itself to arrest even for a moment, just what the continual impulse is and why it can
not hear anything, consider anything other than it's constant refrain in the thoughts. It's not a question to be answered in 
rebuttal, we know why and all the semantics that go into it ... What is curious is that the great majority here have little to 
no issues with the translation and primarily use it, so the preaching to the crowd here ...

Languages. Would think this is the starting point well before any translation could even be understood let alone debated.
It does seem to be largely absent from the translation discussions and I am asking it by way of observation and wonder. 
Maybe this might help further the thought;

For the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek after wisdom: 1Co 1:22

Which seems to imply something about their makeup and culture. What about these aspects? And what did the world do
before King James came along and the version derived\applied to his name? It spawns many more related questions an
d not the least the translations of translations into other languages in other countries(ccchhhrrriiisss bringing forth a grea
t example). It is a fallacy to compare apples and oranges over what is 'preserved', it's an issue of semantics or even logi
stics and they somehow are fused together to support the Authorized Version as "it". Saying all that seems futile and I a
nticipate the retort but there is a ridiculousness to all this that never ends ...

Diane mentioned the great point;

Quote:
-------------------------PS: I marvel at how idiot-proof God made the Bible. If you miss a point in one chapter, for whatever reason, you are bound to see it 
again in another, and another, and anotherÂ…Â…Â… unless, of course, you are blind!
-------------------------
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So completely true, it is almost if one tried to purposefully set forth to destroy the very words it would still backfire on the
m. Greatly overstating it but still the point. Here is where I would want to draw this back to the original question asked. I 
have since coming into the light used the NKJV as my main Bible. The first one was a "Spirit Filled" I believe it is called a
nd has it's ... slant towards the charismatic camp, the presumed favorite of the WOF ... Ah, that may not be entirely fair, 
but it is a study Bible with footnotes. Currently, have been using John MacArthur's NKJV for probably the last 5 or 6 year
s, maybe longer, it was a reaction in part to coming out of the varied confusion I was in prior. It is a strange thing that I st
ill rarely refer to the footnotes, not purposefully ... 

Actually, did want to mention this, what is there to the idea that maybe we can be preoccupied too much with semantics 
and lose the context and meaning from just straightforward reading? It's not a dismissal one way or the other and maybe
I am just not so fond of separating 'study' from 'devotional' reading, they seem to blur together or maybe it's just that I ne
ver really thought about having to separate them ... It seems also to recall a mention about studying theology or was it g
oing to seminary, either way even theology is the study of God, perhaps it's just whether or not our heart is in it.

I appreciate greatly a resource like E-Sword that it gives you a variety of modules so you can have a variety of different v
ersions. I will be honest and state I do not really like the NIV, I have a copy in the bathroom (sorry) that was given to me 
and it always seems to leave me wanting. But the point is, to draw back to Diane's mention above is that when it comes t
o discussion here for instance, often the train of thought or the word I am looking for I cannot readily find directly in the K
JV, searching the other versions (RV, YLT, ASV, ESV, ISV, MKJV) usually never fails to produce what I am looking for. 
Maybe it's the way I tend to think, in thought 'translation', I am not sure.

I also noticed that I lean quite naturally towards the KJV text and that is no help to the conspiracy element out there, it's j
ust what it is. And the other mention is that I find a smooth transition between the NKJV and the KJV primarily because I 
am not didactically thinking about it, an interesting phenomenon considering a love for words and their meanings\descrip
tions\history's.

Maybe it is the scrutiny over words in a sense that makes the whole grand argument what it is, that the scrutiny is mispla
ced and downplays the expression and meaning, the scrutiny of the heart. 

There is so much to all this, it cannot be dismissed out of hand the arguments for what has become of the many and the 
'modern' versions. There is something about "ease of reading" that makes me wonder why we would want all our thinkin
g and brain sweat done for us. And the archaic ... every time I hear even that word I think "cool". I love the archaic, the ol
d, the dead saints and the old sermons and the Old Paths. Yes, it is SermonIndex in it's finest, yet still here we moderns 
are and even many of the speakers and preachers are still living ... relics? It's the mindset and the lostness, the re-disco
very of things that have stood the test of time but are just covered with layers of dust from disuse.

Well, that is a bit of a ramble, my two bits.

Re:, on: 2008/7/4 2:19
The First Messianic prophecy appears in the first Book of the Bible, at the beginning of time. Open your Bibles and lets
begin with  Genesis 3:15. 

Who could draw a picture of a man not yet born? Surely God, and God alone. Nobody knew over 500 years ago that
Shakespeare was going to be born; or over 250 years ago that Napoleon was to be born. Yet here in the Bible we have
the most striking and unmistakable likeness of a Man portrayed, not by one, but by twenty or twenty-five artists, none of
whom had even seen the Man they were painting.

The astounding miracle of these predictions of Christ proves that Â“the inspiration of that portrait came from the
Heavenly Gallery, and not from the studio of an earthly artist. Nothing but Divine prescience could have foreseen it, and
nothing but Divine power could accomplish it.Â” Peter confirms this when he wrote, Â“For the prophecy came not in old
time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy GhostÂ” (II Peter 1:21).

Â“The Christ of the New Testament is the fruit of the Tree of Prophecy, and Christianity is the realization of a plan, the
first outlines of which were sketched more than 1500 years before,Â” as David Baron expresses it in Â“Rays of
MessiahÂ’s GloryÂ”.

It is the fulfillment of specific, detailed prophecies that provides the Bible itÂ’s devine sealÂ—a seal that can never be
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counterfeited, since it is affixed to the truth which it attests, namely, that GodÂ’s foreknowledge of the actions of free and
intelligent agents is one of the most Â“incomprehensible attributes of Deity and is exclusively a Divine perfection.Â” We
readily concede that the prophets themselves may not have understood the full import of the predictions they gave when
they pictures beforehand the expected Messiah, yet the language they used could not refer to anyone else in history. It 
was thus that Paul was able to persuade the Jews that Jesus was the predicted One Â“out of the prophetsÂ” (A
cts 28:23).

This is from the Book "All the Messianic 
Prophecies of the Bible" by Herbert Lockyer

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: The First Messianic Prophecy, on: 2008/7/4 2:27
The Birth of Jesus:

1.	The Â“seedÂ” of the woman

The only key to all messianic prophecy is found hanging at the front door of the Bible. This Â“keyÂ” was given by God to
that Â“old serpent, the devil.Â” He was the first to learn of a Deliverer who would come to destroy his devilish works. To 
him was given the initial promise and prophecy of redemption from the sin he had brought into GodÂ’s fair universe.
Â“ And the Lord God said unto the serpentÂ….. I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed an
d her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.Â” (Genesis 3:15)

From this point on, the chain of promises and prophecies concerning Â“the seed of the womanÂ” lengthen until it ends in
the birth of Jesus, who was not only Â“the seed of the woman,Â” but Â“the seed of Abraham,Â” and Â“the seed of David
.Â”

Forecast: Â“The womanÂ…and her seedÂ” (Genesis 3:15)
Fulfillment: Â“Mary was found with child of the Holy GhoseÂ’ (Matt. 1:18)
	        Â“Â…to thy seed, which is ChristÂ” (Gal. 3:16)
	        Â“Till the seed should come to whom the promise was madeÂ” (Gal. 3:19)

Forecast: Â“And the Lord appeared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy seed will I give this land (Gen 12:7)
Fulfillment: Â“Now to Abraham and his seed were the promises made (Gal 3:16)

Forecast: Â“Now therefore so shalt thou say unto my servant DavidÂ… I will set up thy seed after thee, which shall proc
eed out of thy bowelsÂ” (II Samuel 7:8, 12)
Fulfillment: Â“The gospel of GodÂ…concerning His Son Jesus Christ our Lord, which was made of he seed of David ac
cording to the flwshÂ’ (Romans 1: 1,3)

With the first direct messianic prophecy in the Bible there commenced Â“the highway of the Seed.Â” What God said a
bout the seed of the woman constitutes Â“the bible in embryo, the sum of all history and prophecy in a germÂ” for here i
s intimiated, not only the Virgin Birth of Christ, but also His vicarious sufferingsÂ—Â“Thou shalt bruise His heelÂ”; and Hi
s complete and eventual dominion over Satan and his worksÂ—Â“It (Christ) shall bruise thy headÂ” (see Hebrew 2:9-15
).

The Virgin Birth
The phrase just considered, Â“her seedÂ”, is not found elsewhere in the Bible. Well over one hundred times we read of 
Â“the seedÂ” and Â“seedsÂ”, but in all cases the seed of the man is meant. But the Â“seed of the womanÂ” is a uniq
ue concept and can only be interpreted as a foreshadowing of the virgin birth of our Lord. If He was not to be bo
rn of a virgin, then Adam would have been referred to: Â“his seedÂ”, not Â“her seedÂ”. When the Prince of Glory
came, the prince of this world could find nothing in the One who sprang from Â“her seed.Â” The reason? Â“MaryÂ…was
discovered to be pregnant---by the Holy Spirit (Matthew 1:18). 

Such a mystery this is to us. Bishop Handley Moule asserts that Â“in Scripture a mystery may be a fact which, when rev
ealed, we cannot understand in detail, though we can know it, and act upon itÂ….It is a thing to be known only when rev
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ealed.Â” With reference to the Virgin Birth, it is certainly true that Â“we cannot understand it in detail, though we can kno
w it, and act upon it.Â”

Forecast: Â“Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel (Isaiah 7:14)
Â“For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given (Isaiah 9:6)
Fulfillment: Â“And behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and bring forth a sonÂ…then said Mary unto the angel, Ho
w shall this be, seeing I know not a man? And the angel answered and said unto her, the Holy Ghost shall come upon th
eeÂ” (Luke 1:31, 34, 35)
Â“When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came together, she was found with child of the Holy 
GhostÂ” (Matt. 1:18)
Â“Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being int
erpreted is, God with us. (Matt. 1:23)

To fulfill the amazing prophecies of the birth of Christ, God performed a biological miracle, for the manner of His begettin
g was something unknown in human history and experience. Reason may declare that among humans what happened t
o Mary is impossible; however, Mary also had to learn that, Â“with God nothing shall be impossible.Â” Responding by fai
th to the divine revelation, the virgin said, Â“Be it unto me, according to Thy word.Â”

From:
All the Messianic Prophecies of the Bible
Herbert Lockyer

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: The First Messianic Prophecy, on: 2008/7/4 2:33
IsnÂ’t it somewhat remarkable that whenever the birth of the Messiah is spoken of in prophecy, reference is made only
to His mother, or to the womb, never to a human father, which, of course, Jesus did not have.
Â“The Lord hath called me from the wombÂ” (Isaiah 49:1)
Â“The LordÂ…. formed me from the womb to be his servantÂ” Isaiah 49:5)
Â“The Lord hath created a new thing in the earth, A woman shall compass a manÂ”(Jer 31:22)
Â“Thou art he that took me out of the wombÂ” (Psalms 22:9)
Â“Until the time that she which travaileth hath brought forthÂ” (Micah 5:3)

Although we speak about the supernatural or miraculous birth of Christ, we must understand that there was nothing uniq
ue or exceptional about the process of His birth, which came about in a completely natural way. The miraculous eleme
nt was not in the formation of our LordÂ’s body or  in its appearance in the manger, but in the manner of its beg
etting or conception. His birth was supernatural in that He was virgin-born, that is, He was conceived apart from
natural generation by the method of sexual intercourse. This is what Mary herself meant when she said, Â“I kno
w not a man.Â” She bore the prophesied One as the result of a divine creative act, and was virgo intacto. Theraf
ter, Mary lived in the usual relations of wedlock with her husband, Joseph, bearing children in a natural way. (S
ee Marr. 13:55, 56)

All who are born after the ordinary course of nature have the root of sin within them. Had our Lord been born ac
cording to the laws of natural procreation, having a human father as well as a human mother, then He (Christ) w
ould have had to cry, Â“Behold, I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me.Â” (Psalms 51:5
), but He was born Â“holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners (Hebrews 7:26). Because He was conceived by th
e Holy Spirit, His substance was pure and immaculate, and without original sin. To save sinners, it was imperative for Hi
m to be sinless, hence, the necessity of a VIRGIN birth. So He came, Â“Offspring of a virginÂ’s womb.Â” The miracle of 
His birth is seen in that in spite fo the sinful pedigree His genealogies prove, He yet entered the world a perfectly sinless 
Person. Â“That holy thing wich shall be bornÂ…shall be called the Son of God (Luke 1:35)

From:
All the Messianic Prophecies of the Bible
Herbert Lockyer
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Sincerely,

Walter

Re:, on: 2008/7/4 3:04
Hello, Bill:

I have not always been a King James guy. Years ago, I was in love with my NIV. However, once I received the Baptism
of the Holy Spirit God's Word truly came alive to me. After a lot of  searching, I ended up with the King James Bible that
my Grandmother had given me when I was 10 years old.

One of the good points about the archaic language in the King James is that the meaning of the words is frozen in tim
e. Actually, between the years of 1611 and 1828 the English language was quite static. Travel then was not like it is toda
y, and words kept their meaning. In 1828 Noah Webster published his Dictionary of the English Language. Most of the 
Words that are troubling you in the King James Bible can be found there. I personally purchased my own 1828 Dictionar
y. However, if you go online, you can use one for free at: http://www.cbtministries.org/resources/webster1828.htm

I would like to look up one word for you, to show you what I mean- so you can see how this word has changed over time
. especially the last 100 years:

MAR'RIAGE, n.  The act of uniting a man and woman for life; wedlock; the legal union of a man and woman for li
fe. Marriage is a contract both civil and religious, by which the parties engage to live together in mutual affectio
n and fidelity, till death shall separate them. Marriage was instituted by God himself for the purpose of preventin
g the promiscuous intercourse of the sexes, for promoting domestic felicity,and for securing the maintenance a
nd education of children.

Marriage is honorable in all and the bed undefiled. Heb.13.

1. A feast made on the occasion of a marriage.

The kingdom of heaven is like a certain king, who made a marriage for his son. Matt.22.

2. In a scriptural sense, the union between Christ and his church by the covenant of grace. Rev.19.

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
MrBillPro wrote:
Thank you Mr. Krispy that was a good old Country boy reply, and this old Country boy could understand that reply, it translated like this, I need to seek
help from some simpler sources to understand the meaning of the harder to understand words. I think I now can invite Larry the Cable guy over for our
Bible Study.  :-P  thank you,thank you very much, you have been a big help today, may God Bless you and yours over these 4th Holidays, and also m
ay God make sure Krispy don't eat to much.
-------------------------
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/4 4:50
Hi Brother WalterÂ…
Quote:
-------------------------Reply to ccchhhrrriiisss:

All of the modern versions are deficient in Bible Doctrine. I have previously posted twice on this thread in regards to specific books of the Bible, all in th
e New Testament, that document problems in the newer versions. Since I did not specifically post on the NIV, I challenge you to take my prior thread, t
hat went into each Book of the New Testament, and see how the NIV compares to the NASB, in every verse that I quoted for the NASB verses the KJ
V.

I know that you will not take me up on this challenge. You already know the answer.
-------------------------
Brother, how would you like for me to respond?  In truth, I feel that the entire premise for your KJV-only argument is built
upon a STRAW MAN fallacy!  

I looked over your posts, but it would be extremely difficult to respond to it.  Why?  Because I fear that ANY answer that I
give you Â– no matter how complete Â– would not suffice your prejudice.  Your statements here and there are filled with 
rhetorical errors of assumption.  For instance:

Quote:
-------------------------
Â“All of the modern versions are deficient in Bible Doctrine.Â”

Â“I know that you will not take me up on this challenge. You already know the answer.Â”

Â“The translators of the modern versions are well aware of the incontrovertible decisive nature of "parthenos" hence the translation of Isaiah 7:14 into 
any other word represents deliberate willful alteration of the Word of God.Â”

Â“In denying the virgin birth of Christ, they are saying:
1) Jesus was a bastard as Mary was unmarried when she conceived;
2) Mary was a fornicator;
3) God has lied to us in Mat. 1:22-23;
4) Christ was not God, not deity (having a physical father, He was only human); and
5) Christ was a sinner as he would then be a descendant of Adam and inherit Adam's nature as in Rom. 5:12.Â”

Â“The three verses placed before us serve as an excellent barometer for each of us to use in determining whether a given "version" is trustworthy or n
ot.Â”

-------------------------

Do you see the problem here?  You are making very bold final assessments based upon your own understanding and a
ssumptions of this issue (or a reiteration about what others feel about this issue).  You continue to accuse the translators
of modern versions of Â“omittingÂ” words or passages during the translation process.  What part of DIFFERENT SOUR
CE MATERIAL do you not understand?  The translators of the NIV claimed to have produced a translation that they felt 
was faithful to the sources that they used.  This is no different than the translators of the KJV.  They both attempted to cr
eate a translation that was faithful to their source.  There wasnÂ’t any Â“omissionÂ” of words or phrases.  Rather, they e
ndeavored to create a translation from the sources that they used.  Period.  There wasnÂ’t anything sinister in this.  Yet 
you make it seem like the translators saw some words or phrases in the sources that they used and decided to omit the
m due to an ominous, underlying rationale.  

Have you spoken with ANY translator of ANY version of the Bible?  What are the sources for which you have based your
judgment?  Do you see the danger of making an accusation if you havenÂ’t even consulted a firsthand source?  

Correct me if I am wrong, but you seem to indicate that you feel that the KJV is perfect.  Is this true?  You wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------God has also promised us to both give and protect His Word: 

"Then said the Lord unto me, Thou hast well seen: for I will hasten my word to perform it." (Jeremiah 1:12)

Here God says He is watching over His Word to perform it Â– to make all that He has said come to pass:

Jesus said, "Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away." (Mark 13:31)

God did not promise to keep the original piece of material upon which His words were given. He says His Words SHALL NOT PASS AWAY. Therefore
, this promise demands that we still have them on planet earth:
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Jesus also says, "Whosoever therefore shall be ashamed of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of 
man be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory of his Father with the holy angels." (Mark 8:38)

Why this verse if God has NOT preserved His Word?
"But the word of the Lord endureth forever." (I Pet.1:25)

This is a direct quote of Isaiah 40:8. God has said that His Word will endure forever! He did not promise that the original piece of paper, rock or vellum 
would exist forever but that He would preserve the Word Â– forever.

"The grass withereth, the flower fadeth; but the word of our God shall stand for ever." (Isaiah 40:8)

".. for thou hast magnified thy word above all thy name." (Psalm 138:2)

Look at that! God says He has magnified His Word above His name! That is incredible for supposedly THE name was so sacred to the Jews that they 
did not even pronounce it.

Jesus said "... and the Scripture cannot be broken." (John 10:35)

God has promised to keep His Word as revealed through these Scriptures! But there is more! 

"The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shall keep them, O Lord, thou shall preserve the
m from this generation forever." (Psa.12:6, 7)

This is a promise from God! He says He will preserve it. He did not just promise to give the originals pure and free from error Â– He promised to preser
ve the text forever! 

"He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the word that I have spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day." (
John 12:48)

Since God's Word will judge us, are we to believe that God will judge us by something which He meticulously gave us and then lost along the way? W
ould it be just and fair of God to judge us with these words if they are no longer trustworthy Â– to hold us accountable when our guide is not 100 perce
nt reliable?

In Matthew 5:18, Jesus said not "one jot or one tittle" shall change in the Word of God. Specifically, He was speaking of the Old Testament. We are bei
ng taught today that perhaps the Old Testament is not true, that it is full of contradictions, scribal errors, etc., but Jesus said that it was true and unerrin
g Â– even to the smallest detail Â– and He was not referring to the originals, but to copies of copies of copies. 

"Do you not think that I will accuse you to the Father: there is one that accuseth you, even Moses in whom ye trust. For had ye believed Moses, ye wo
uld have believed me: for he wrote of me. But if ye believe not his writings, how shall ye believe my words?" (John 5:45-47)

Was Jesus speaking of the "originals"? No, for they did not have the originals. They had copies of copies of copies of the originals yet Jesus said "not 
one jot or one tittle" had been changed. If God has only promised the "ORIGINALS" to be pure then Jesus erred in His assessment of the Scriptures. S
hould these statements of Jesus concerning the Scriptures be inaccurate then He is not Lord, no longer all knowing, no longer all God.

"Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they are they which testify of me. And ye will not come to me, that ye might have li
fe." (John 5:39-40)

The ultimate purpose of the Scriptures is to lead us to Christ Â– and then to guide our lives. If the Scriptures are not accurate, if they have been chang
ed or altered, if they have been lost so that we no longer have the Word of God, how can we come to Christ for they are the Holy Spirit's implement to t
estify of the Lord Jesus.
-------------------------

Since you are advocating that God took it upon Himself to perfectly preserve His written Word, I assume that you feel th
at the KJV and its lineage of source material are entirely perfect?  

How do you feel about the fact that the KJV has undergone several revisions between 1611 and 1850?  The version that
we have right now is the result of multiple corrections and revisions that mostly corrected minor flaws in grammar, wordi
ng or usage.  However, these were more than a single Â“dot and tittle.Â”   In other words, the KJV in 1611 was NOT perf
ect.  In fact, there are some pretty good arguments that it is flawed today.  As well-sounding as some arguments in defe
nse of it might be, I truly believe that the inclusion of the pagan word Â“EasterÂ” in Acts chapter 12 is an obvious error.  
The Hebrew word used is the same for the Passover.  We canÂ’t blame this on Erasmus (the Dutch Catholic/Humanist s
olely responsible for the Textus Receptus) because this word appears as Â“the PassoverÂ” in nearly every other TR-bas
ed translation.  I donÂ’t buy the argument that the KJV was Â“the only one that got it right.Â”  So this single word (Â“East
erÂ”) is also more than a single Â“dot or tittle.Â”  

There are seeming contradictions in the Word of God that are often pointed out by atheists or other unbelievers.  Many o
f these could be attributed to poor translation from the sources.  For instance, II Kings 24:8 and II Chronicles 36:9 give th
e age of Jehoiachin when he began reigning as King in Jerusalem.  The KJV lists this as 18 years old in II Kings 24:8 an
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d 8 years old in II Chronicles 36:9.  However, the Â“modernÂ” translations list both of these Â– as recorded in their sourc
es Â– at 18 years old.  

Again in Acts 9:7 and Acts 22:9, we read about PaulÂ’s conversion experience.  The KJV reads as follows: 
Quote:
-------------------------ACTS 9:7  And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man.

ACTS 22:9  And they that were with me saw indeed the light, and were afraid; but they heard not the voice of him that spake to me.
-------------------------
WhatÂ’s the deal?  Is Paul mistaken, lying or just confused?  Did they or didnÂ’t the people with him hear a Â“voice?Â”  
However, the Â“modernÂ” translations like the NIV read (according to their sources):
Quote:
-------------------------
Acts 22:7  The men traveling with Saul stood there speechless; they heard the sound but did not see anyone.

Acts 22:9  My companions saw the light, but they did not understand the voice of him who was speaking to me.

-------------------------

Do you see how the supposedly flawed Â“modernÂ” translations read in such a way that eliminates the apparent contrad
iction?  They didnÂ’t translate this in order to eliminate the apparent flaw, but because their sources read as such.

Compare I Kings 4:26 with II Chronicles 9:25.  Compare II Samuel 24:13 with I Chronicles 21:11.  This list could go on a
nd on.  Atheists and unbelievers often point to these apparent contradictions in order to mock those who claim that the w
ritten Word of God is perfect in Â“every dot and tittle.Â”  When I am confronted by unbelievers (or even Christians) about
such things, I admit the possibility about flaws in the translation process with the various translations.  However, I point o
ut that these things are inconsequential in determining the need for a relationship with our Lord.  The essence of all of th
e Scriptural doctrines is completely and entirely sound.  

I get a kick out of individuals who claim that the Â“important doctrines of the ChurchÂ” are altered by Â“modernÂ” transla
tions like the NIV.  I can Â“showÂ” the deity of Christ, the virgin birth, the miracles, the need for repentance, the Trinity, t
he penalty for sins, that homosexuality is a sin Â– and any other important thing from my well-worn NIV Bible.  Just beca
use a word or two may differ between the KJV and the NIV (as it differed in the sources from which they were derived) d
oesnÂ’t Â“translateÂ” into a bold and arrogant accusation that the NIV is soft on sin and Â“deficient in Bible doctrineÂ” (a
s you claimed).  

If someone really wants to research the reasons for which the translators of the NIV decided to use the Â“minority textsÂ
” or an eclectic approach to translation, then they should contact the International Bible Society, the translators and Bible
scholars.  The vast majority favor both the inclusion of these texts and both an eclectic and dynamic equivalence metho
d for translation.  I have spoken with and corresponded with quite a few of the translators and consultants about the wor
k.  I wrote and called quite a few text and language Â“expertsÂ” and Â“scholarsÂ” regarding this issue.  I searched throu
gh older works about the KJVÂ…including viewing some scanned pages of a first print KJV from a major library databas
e (which dispelled the lie that the KJV has not changed since it was first published in 1611).  IÂ’ve read the preface to th
e original KJV.  IÂ’ve researched the lives and contemporary works of the men who were involved with the KJV translati
on process (strange and interesting info if you look into it).  In addition, I did read some biased works Â– so that I would 
know what questions were being asked, as well as the basis for such bias.  I researched the Textus Receptus, the Alexa
ndrian text types and other sources used (or omitted) in various translations Â– as well as the origins of each.  In the en
d, I came to a conclusion that it is impossible to claim with any degree of certainty that either the KJV or the Textus Rece
ptus was perfect.  I also felt that it was difficult to argue (in light of academic scrutiny) that these works are superior to m
odern texts or the sources from which they are derived.  

Brother Walter, if you were asking me to make a list of all of the doctrines that you claim are Â“missingÂ” from the NIV, I 
just donÂ’t know if I can do it.  Why?  Because EVERY important doctrine of the Church is found in the NIV.  If you really
donÂ’t believe me, perhaps you should open a new thread.  You could entitle it: Â“IS IT IN THE NIV?Â”  Instead of quest
ioning a dozen issues at one time, you could present one at a time.  I will do my best to look through my NIV and find at l
east two or three verses for that doctrine that you mention (because a matter is established upon the testimony of two or
three witnesses).  After this one is discussed, we could move on to anotherÂ…and then anotherÂ…until we run out of d
octrinal issues.  If you take my word for it (which I do not expect or even desire for you to do), you will find that each doct
rine is safely located within the pages of the NIV.  While one passage might differ from another (typically due to the differ
ence in source material), you can still find those important doctrines throughout the rest of the text.  I just think that it is b
etter to go one at a time for the sake of clarity.  
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Anyway, I appreciate these sorts of discussions.  Please do not feel at all like I am attempting to intimidate you or questi
on the integrity of your research or beliefs.  Rather, we can encourage one another in our most holy faith as we both see
k the Truth for ourselves.  The Lord bless you and keep you!

 :-) 

Re: Blow by - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/4 8:45
Of these things put them in remembrance, charging them before the Lord that they strive not about words to no profit, bu
t to the subverting of the hearers. 2Ti 2:14  

that they strive not about words; it became them to strive and contend for the form of sound words, for the wholesom
e words or doctrines of our Lord Jesus, but not about mere words, and especially such as were 

to no profit; to no advantage to truth, nor to themselves nor others; were not to edification, to spiritual edification, to god
ly edifying, which is in faith: 

but to the subverting of the hearers; the confounding of their minds, misleading their judgments, and overthrowing the
ir faith; and therefore were not only unprofitable, but hurtful and pernicious, and by all means to be avoided. 

John Gill

Waltern, maybe just some very plain speaking here. What is it that allows such a supposed freedom to practice this blow
by, where you are haranguing over your penchant with disregard to all others? Countless times and innumerable posts a
re hijacked by you yourself and brought down to ruin because of your peevishness and littleness and striving over words
, King James words. In fact it is so predominant that one would get the impression that James the King is your master an
d you are his servant, having to defend and deride anything other than this littleness of mind that is forever made up.

You exhibit a certain aire and pride by forcing the issue, constantly, redundantly, it is a selfish ambition and here, when t
he question was never asked about your KJV opinion, you must come and force it nonetheless. It's hijacking waltern, pla
in and simple.

The constant battering is the equivalent of repeating "There is no Santa Claus!", "There is no Santa Claus!", "There is no
Santa Claus!". Until your hearers are so sick of it they start to suppose that this fellow is so bound up in it that maybe the
re is a Santa Claus after all.

The great overshooting and striking resemblance to every KJV only advocate that has ever passed through this forum is 
this same manner of spirit. I am almost want to suppose they are the same person they are so interchangeable and indis
tinguishable. They have the same traits and repeat the same arguments over and over again, even when they find the a
greement they sought, the barrage continues. The core elements of scripture itself seem to mean little to nothing, though
t and expression, principle, character and disposition, spiritual conversion, spiritual grasp all run over to ignore the very b
asis of 2Ti 2:14.

Give it up. Back off already. Challenge your fixed notions and give place to your own Brethren. Take T. Austins consider
ations to heart;

 A spiritual person is first of all one who seeks to know the revealed will of God in His Word. You cannot be a spiritual pe
rson, after the kind of which we are speaking, and neglect or be careless about the Word of God. You will be one who is 
really diligent in reading and searching the Word of God, with one object - to know what God wants where you are conce
rned. If there were more of that, there would be a different kind of Christian, stronger, purer, and far more satisfying to th
e Lord. 

No Violation of the Word of God

Moreover, a truly spiritual person will never violate the Word of God. Should they do so, they will know all about it inside 
of themselves. The Holy Spirit will make it clear to a spiritual person that they have gone contrary to the Word of God. U
nder the government of the Spirit we shall never be a contradiction to the Scriptures. It does not mean that all at once w
e shall be a perfect expression of all that is in the Word of God, but it does mean that the Holy Spirit will be dealing with 
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us in the light of what is in the Scriptures. Have you not sometimes experienced an inward, unaccountable sense of grief
? You may not have put it that way, but you had a strange sense of grief, of distress. The Holy Spirit has been grieved a
bout something you have said or done, the way you have behaved. You cannot explain it or put it into words, but you jus
t say to the Lord, 'Now, Lord, I am conscious that something is not right. I put it into Your hands, and trust You to show 
me, and make it clear.' Either sooner or later, you come on something in the Word of God, which exactly explains just w
here you failed, just where you defaulted. There it is, and you did not know that it was in the Word of God. You know, it i
s possible to get a surprise over what is in the Word of God. I have been reading and studying the Bible for quite a good 
many years, but some eighteen months ago I came on a fragment in the Bible that I never knew was there - I had never 
seen it before! I expect there are plenty more. If you told me that that was in the Bible, I should not have known where to
find it. But it just suited and fitted into a position in which I was at that moment. I needed something at that time for my d
eliverance - for my salvation, in a sense - and I came on that something. I opened my Bible, and there it was, right there.
It amazed me; it was so fitting to the whole situation. It described my situation in one single sentence. 

The Holy Spirit knows the Bible, He knows what He has written; and if the Spirit is in us, and we are seeking to live in th
e Spirit, we shall live in the Word. The Word is a living thing when that is so. Spiritual people are people of the Word, an
d consciously or unconsciously they are checked up by it. And I do say to you, especially to young Christians (it may be 
necessary to many others as well): Be very careful about your life in the Word of God. Do not choose only the things that
you feel you can understand. Do not just pick out the things that you like. How we like to take up our Bible, and find out s
omething so nice and helpful - perhaps a lovely promise and just to live on that sort of thing, the delicacies of the Word o
f God. It is just lovely! And all the time there are whole sections that we pass over. 'Those are parts that we do not under
stand - we do not read them.' Now, do not make any mistake like that. You will find that there are treasures which come t
o light in times of special need in the very parts that you would never read. You do not like all those long lists of names - 
that is all they are - difficult names at that. You cannot pronounce them, so you quickly turn the page. You will find some 
treasures there - hidden treasures! 

But how much more necessary it is for us to read this Word first of all that it shall be there for the Holy Spirit to work upo
n. It is just there, that is all. We read: for the moment we do not realize what it means, or that it is a message to us; but w
e have read it, and it is there. Presently, the Holy Spirit begins to speak to us about that very thing, and it becomes most 
valuable, and by it we may be guided. I suggest to you that you read this Word always with a view, first of all - What has 
God to say to me here? It is going to touch everything. 

And do not accept any human reasonings about the Word. Paul has a number of things to say, in his first letter to the Co
rinthians, for instance - things that people do not like, especially moderns - about dress and head coverings and all sorts
of things. The modern mind says, 'Oh, well, Paul was old-fashioned, he was a woman hater', and so on. If you listen to t
hat, you will get out of harmony with the Word of God. That Word is there to put you right and keep you right with God. V
iolate those things, and you will limit your own spiritual life. Conduct and behaviour are governed by the Word of God, an
d there is nothing in the whole range and realm of our human life that is not touched by it. I say that thoughtfully: it is true
. The Word of God touches all our temperament; it touches our dress, our behaviour, our talk; it touches everything that 
you can think of. Somewhere in the Word of God there is something about it. A spiritual person gives a large place to the
Word, and allows the Word to adjust them. They do not argue at all. If the Word of God says that, then that is all there is 
to it. 

Re: A word to KJVOers - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/4 8:58
To those who are in the KJVO crowd, (and how this may apply to anyone here, I leave in GodÂ’s hands.)

When I see you standing in front of me, I see you on a huge box, much higher than I. You cannot see my eyes. You do n
ot stoop down to understand me, my struggles, my joy.  You do not know anything about my spiritual journey, what God 
may have been doing in my life, and what translations he has spoken through to draw me to himself. 

No, you judge me without knowing me - because I trust a book that you believe (via secondary sources) has been perve
rted by people who deliberately want to draw people away from Christ, or at best, are unreliable translators). But you do 
not know that God used those very translation(s) to show me the light of his true salvation and bring me into fellowship w
ith him. And he continues to do so.  You have mocked   my most-treasure   possession.  

Since, according to your criteria, I am deluded and less intelligent than you, you likely sense no burden to pray for me, a
s Paul prayed for the saints Â– that they would know the power of GodÂ’s love, and receive enlightenment by the Spirit. 
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It is noteworthy that Jesus reserved his most scathing rebukes to those who were guardians of the Word.  Why? Becaus
e they were using it to keep people AWAY from Jesus! They were obscuring the way rather than paving the way - in thei
r zeal to preserve it.

  It seems like we have no shortage of modern day scribes and Pharisees. And we see the same effects in the churches:
discouraged people, turned off people, people leaving the church. Sadly, many today have not seen the nature of Christ 
in those who have been so zealous to guard the word. And worse yet, too many stop reading the Bible, not merely beca
use the world draws them away but for another reason:   Either because language is so old and foreign to them, or (acc
ording to the "experts") there are so many flaws in all the other translations, that you just canÂ’t trust them. 

Paul was also concerned about this danger in the church, and reserved his most pointed condemnation for the most zea
lous guardians of the Word: 

Â“GodÂ’s name is blasphemed among the Gentiles because of you.Â”  Rom. 2:24. 

We could say today: Countless are mocking the reality of God because of what they have observed in those who claime
d to be his followers but were more interested in the jots and tittles than the  Lord of the word. In their obsessions, they 
missed the big picture. 

May someday this never be said to anyone here: 

 Â“I am Jesus whom thou persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks.

Diane 

Re: NASB or NKJV?? - posted by JRuth (), on: 2008/7/4 10:23
My favorite version is the KJV!!! I believe it is the only true english Bible!!!

Revalation 22:18,19

18.For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these thing
s, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: 

19.And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the b
ook of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book. 

I believe that these other versions have done just that, and they have disobeyed God!!

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/4 11:19
Read my sig. line, A time is coming and has now come when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and trut
h, for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks. God is spirit and his worshipers must worship in spirit and in truth
.
- John 4:23-24

Ok if this time is coming, maybe God knew there would be other versions "of course God knew" he knows everything, so
maybe this is why he said there "will" come a time when the "TRUE" worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth
. Brothers and Sisters "IF" your worshiping the Father in spirit and truth, I don't care what version your using you cannot 
be mislead by the re-written words of man no matter how watered down they may be, because he is going to clear up an
y issues with that through the worshiping the Father in spirit, this is my story and I am sticking to it.     :-) 
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Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/4 11:20

My favorite version is the KJV!!! I believe it is the only true english Bible!!!

Revalation 22:18,19

18.For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these thing
s, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book:

19.And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the b
ook of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.

My my, the same verse is found in my NASB!  

What if the KJV added verses?  In fact, it did.  It included the entire Catholic apocrypha in it's early additions.  Perhaps, 
maybe, this is why the church of England is in the state it is today... because they added those books to the Bible back i
n 1611?

Gee wizz....

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/4 11:46

Quote:
-------------------------
KingJimmy wrote:
My my, the same verse is found in my NASB!  
Gee wizz....
-------------------------

Yes but the KJV folks would not know that they don't read the NASB. :-P 
Now what did my Dad use to call folks that would do something like that? nevermind.  :-P 

Re:, on: 2008/7/4 15:04
What is the big deal about all of this- Which Version? Shall we all just rely on the Holy Spirit that lives within us, and jus
t throw out our Bibles? We are told that they all contain error, and are not the Absolute Word of God. The Word of God c
an only be found in the original autographs, but we no longer have them and the text we have now, today, has been corr
upted. What are we to do? 

The important question that each of us must ask ourselvesÂ—Is there a difference in the presentation of Bible Doctrine 
between the Majority text and the Minority text?. On this thread I Previously  posted Bible Doctrine  (teaching) abou
t Â“the Seed of the womanÂ”. This is important doctrine because it is the first prophecy found in the Bible, given by G
od Himself about a coming redeemer, the Â“Seed of the womanÂ” that would vanquish Satan and redeem fallen man to 
God. This same Â“seedÂ” continues throughout the Old Testament, and becomes the Â“seedÂ” of Abraham and the
n the Â“seedÂ” of David.Of course, we all know that women do not have seed, men have seed. With that in mind, 
letÂ’s look at the First Prophecy I posted:

15.  And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy h
ead, and thou shalt bruise his heel.

I used the Majority text, the King James to present this teaching. If I was to use the Minority text, found in the majority 
of the newer versions of the Bible, what would I find? Would I find this prophecy in tact? Would it make sense, so t
hat I could follow this Prophecy of a coming Savior that continues throughout the Old Testament?

Again, each of us has to decide. 
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The following  is from the Minority text, as found in the NIV: 15. And I will put enmity between you and the woman, b
etween your offspring and hers; he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel.

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

The New Jerusalem Bible (Catholic bible), also derived from the Minority text says the same thing: 15. I shall put enmi
ty between you and the woman, and between your offspring and hers; it will bruise your head and you will strike its heel.
"

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

The New American Standard, also derived from the Minority text says: 15.  and I will put enmity between thee and the w
oman, and between thy seed and her seed: he shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.

If I quote the Living Bible, also the Minority text, what does it say?: 15.  From now on you and the woman will be enemie
s, as will your offspring and hers. You will strike his heel, but he will crush your head.''

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

The Revised Standard, again that relies on the Minority text has this to say: 15.  I will put enmity between you and the w
oman, and between your seed and her seed; he shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise his heel."  

The New American Bible, the Minority text says: 15. I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your off
spring and hers; He will strike at your head, while you strike at his heel."

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

The New Revised Standard, the Minority text , says: Â“15. I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between y
our offspring and hers; he will strike your head, and you will strike his heel."

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

Youngs Bible,  says:
15.  and enmity I put between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; he doth bruise thee - the head,
and thou dost bruise him - the heel.'

DarbyÂ’s Bible, that uses the Majority text and the Minority text has this to say:
15.  And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; he shall crush thy head, an
d thou shalt crush his heel.

New Living Testament, the  Minority Text has this to say:
15.  From now on, you and the woman will be enemies, and your offspring and her offspring will be enemies. He will cru
sh your head, and you will strike his heel."

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

The Literal bible, with Vertical Strongs, has this to say:
15.
   |0342| And hostility   |7896| I will put   |0996| between you
   |0996| and    |0802| the woman,   |0996| and between
   |2233| your seed    |0996| and    |2233| her seed.
   |1931| He    |7779| will bruise you {in}    |7218| the head,
   |0859| and you    |7779| will bruise him    |6119| {at} the   
    heel.    |0413| to
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The World English Bible:
Â“3:15 I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring and her offspring. He will bruise your h
ead, and you will bruise his heel.Â” 

The teaching of the coming Messiah, the seed of the woman is missing. Why? 

In conclusion, it is obvious that the first Prophecy of the coming Messiah is found in the Majority text, the  Authorized Ver
sion, the King James. In the Minority text we find the problem. In some versions the Prophecy can be found in itÂ’s entir
ety, and in most it is missing.

Since this is the first, and most important prophecy, that is recorded in the Majority text every time, shouldn't we rely on t
he Majority text, the KJV for study and internalization (bringing God's Word from our heads to our hearts) of God's Word
?

Sincerely,

Walter 
 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/4 15:21
walter,

I'm sorry if this sounds rude, as it is not meant to be, but are you deliberately being ignorant?  The "majority" and "minorit
y" text has nothing to do with the Hebrew scriptures.  The Hebrew scriptures, even in the newer translations, come mostl
y from the Masoretic texts.  The issue of "majority" vs "minority" texts has only to do entirely with the Greek manuscripts,
not the Hebrew.  

This has already been mentioned several times on this thread.  It seems you simply do not care what anybody has to sa
y.  

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/4 16:09

Quote:
-------------------------KingJimmy wrote:
It seems you simply do not care what anybody has to say.  
-------------------------

My guess would be he don't have any patent on that here.  :-P 

Re: - posted by TaylorOtwell (), on: 2008/7/4 16:32
Just to add something real quick, I have seen people mention a few times something along the lines of "it is up to each
person to individually decide". That is individualistic nonsense. This is the Scripture we are talking about. The church of
God needs to be able to stand firmly on an accurate and faithful transmission of God's word to us. We need to seriously
consider what is the most accurate translation available to us in English.

KingJimmy,

In your studies of the Scripture texts, did you study any about the Reformation period and the Reformers view of Scriptur
e and the Romish response? I know that one of the Romish arguments were that the Scripture had textual variants and 
could not be trusted; therefore, the church (pope) is the true interpreter of Scripture. However, the Reformers (Beza, late
r Puritan followers) stated that the texts they were using were the pure and preserved Scriptures. If you have studied this
at all, what did you think about it?
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Re:, on: 2008/7/4 16:42
Hello, King Jimmy:

Perhaps another way to word it would be this way: The newer Bible versions, produced since 1881 have not all
accurately translated the Hebrew Text in the Old Testament in regards to the first major prophecy, given by God, about
the Â“Seed of the woman.Â” In fact, only a very limited number of the Newer Versions, created by the Textural Critic
s and Bible Scholars who have created these newer versions, have been able to translate Genesis 3:15 correctly. 

I do understand that the newer Bible versions, produced since 1881 have all relied on the Minority text when presenting t
he New Testament.  

I find it interesting, that the same men who had trouble understanding that God was referring to the Â“seed of the woma
nÂ”, because, of course women do not have seed, and because of their Â“eclecticÂ” approach to Scripture, found it nec
essary to choose the variant text that went along with their human understanding about the seed being the Â“progenyÂ” 
of Eve. It had nothing to do with Eve, and everything to do with the supernatural, all powerful, all knowing God of the Uni
verse who is in the business of creating miracles. The miracle in this case is that a virgin would conceive, and not be imp
regnated in the natural way by a man, but in the supernatural way by the Holy Ghost. And the man born this way, The S
eed of the Woman, would be the God Man, Christ Jesus, who would live a sinless life, be persecuted for my sins, place
d on cross to die for my sins, and resurrect from the dead, in order that all who believe in Him are saved from their sin, b
rought upon us by Adam, and will live with Him forever in new, glorified resurrected bodies, just like His own.

That is reason enough for me to question everything else the Â“eclecticsÂ” have to say.

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
KingJimmy wrote:
walter,

I'm sorry if this sounds rude, as it is not meant to be, but are you deliberately being ignorant?  The "majority" and "minority" text has nothing to do with t
he Hebrew scriptures.  The Hebrew scriptures, even in the newer translations, come mostly from the Masoretic texts.  The issue of "majority" vs "minor
ity" texts has only to do entirely with the Greek manuscripts, not the Hebrew.  

This has already been mentioned several times on this thread.  It seems you simply do not care what anybody has to say.  
-------------------------

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/4 17:08
Hi waltern...
Quote:
-------------------------
I find it interesting, that the same men who had trouble understanding that God was referring to the Â“seed of the womanÂ”, because, of course wome
n do not have seed, and because of their Â“eclecticÂ” approach to Scripture, found it necessary to choose the variant text that went along with their hu
man understanding about the seed being the Â“progenyÂ” of Eve. It had nothing to do with Eve, and everything to do with the supernatural, all powerfu
l, all knowing God of the Universe who is in the business of creating miracles. The miracle in this case is that a virgin would conceive, and not be impre
gnated in the natural way by a man, but in the supernatural way by the Holy Ghost. And the man born this way, The Seed of the Woman, would be the
God Man, Christ Jesus, who would live a sinless life, be persecuted for my sins, placed on cross to die for my sins, and resurrect from the dead, in ord
er that all who believe in Him are saved from their sin, brought upon us by Adam, and will live with Him forever in new, glorified resurrected bodies, just
like His own.

That is reason enough for me to question everything else the Â“eclecticsÂ” have to say.

-------------------------
I "dare" you to find a person who can translate your paragraph above into Spanish WITHOUT using an "eclectic" approa
ch.  It would be IMPOSSIBLE to translate something that could be understood without such an approach.  Some words j
ust do not have a dynamic equivalent when being translated from one language to another.  While the modern translator
s acknowledge this need, the translators of the KJV, etc... used a similar approach without calling it "eclectic." 
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Don't believe me?  Try getting a missionary or scholar that you know to translate your paragraph into Spanish.  Then fin
d another person to do the same.  Then another.  Then get a Spanish dictionary and translate each word seperately.  Yo
u will quickly find that none of these paragraphs will say the exact same thing! 

Just something to chew on...

 :-) 

By the way, I mean "eclectic" in the sense that they will have to choose various dictionaries and words in which to transl
ate this single paragraph (rather than using different paragraphs to translate).  It is all a part of the eclectic type of transl
ation process. 

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/4 17:32

Perhaps another way to word it would be this way: The newer Bible versions, produced since 1881 have not all accurate
ly translated the Hebrew Text

There is a world of difference between the output of one's translation of a text, and the text itself.  Being that I don't know
Hebrew, although aware of some controversies (e.g. Isaiah 7), I am not really in a place to judge the quality of the the tra
nslations of other men.  

However, be that as it may, being aware of those controversies, I can definitely see how men might conclude some thing
s that they have about why they translated a word one way or another.  Indeed, some translators seem to possibly have 
made some errors.  Did they do so on purpose?  Perhaps?  Being that most of these men are dead, such a thing is diffic
ult to conclude without reading any written record as to why they translated something the way they did.  The "better" sc
holarly commentaries are often a good source of information on controversies over translation issues, as they often wran
gle with the original texts themselves, and provide their own translations.  

Whatever the case, even if they made a poor translation, that doesn't mean their text was poor.  Nor is there any "guilt b
y association" here.  Just because one translation wasn't very good doesn't automatically make other translations from t
he same texts bad.  In regard to textual criticism and translation, each decision regarding a variant and each translation 
of each verse must stand on its own merits for each decision.  Overall, one might consider each version excellent/great/
good/acceptable/bad/just plain wrong. 

That is reason enough for me to question everything else the Â“eclecticsÂ” have to say.

Such is a dangerous and unfair view to have.  "Eclectics" are found in the most horrible liberal camps, but they are also f
ound in godly conservative evangelical camps.  Furthermore, just because they may or may not understand all the teach
ings of Scripture doesn't mean we should toss their works away.  Indeed, men could be outstanding translators and text
ual critics, but poor theologians.  Should we damn Martin Luther's works just because he was far off on many things?  

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/4 17:45

In your studies of the Scripture texts, did you study any about the Reformation period and the Reformers view of Scriptur
e and the Romish response? I know that one of the Romish arguments were that the Scripture had textual variants and 
could not be trusted; therefore, the church (pope) is the true interpreter of Scripture. However, the Reformers (Beza, late
r Puritan followers) stated that the texts they were using were the pure and preserved Scriptures. If you have studied this
at all, what did you think about it?
  

I'm sorry, I haven't studied much in regard to the controversies in textual criticism from the Reformation period.  I imagin
e since Rome had such a high theology regarding its right to interpret Scripture, they made whatever arguments they co
uld to undermine the right of others to interpret Scripture, or at least cast doubt upon the doctrine of sola Scriptura.  
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However, I am more familiar with the contemporary arguments of some who say we should stick to the majority text bec
ause it was the text of the Reformation.  As great as that makes it historically speaking, such doesn't make it right just be
cause Luther, Calvin, and others used it.  Indeed, I know of no doctrine that was crucial towards the cause of the Reform
ation that couldn't have been found in the minority texts.  As it stands, no doubt, each of the Reformers made usage of 
many different manuscripts over their years.  Who knows for sure what text they had in their hands at any given time.  W
e can be sure though, that whatever text they had, none were exactly the same.  For there are differences between texts
even in the majority texts.   

Re:, on: 2008/7/4 18:44
King Jimmy said this about Martin Luther:

Â“Should we damn Martin Luther's works just because he was far off on many things?

My response:

We all know that men don't have the same grasp of Scripture, and all men have predjudices. One of LutherÂ’s
predjudices was his hatred of the Jews, GodÂ’s chosen people. However, when he went about in his translation of both
the New Testament and later the Old Testament, he did not change the Scripture to go along with this hatred. He h
ad the ultimate love and respect for God's Word, and never added to it, nor subtracted from it.

We are all commanded to do just that. In the last Book of His Bible, the Lord Jesus Commands us:

"18.  I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God will add to him 
the plagues which are written in this book; 19.  and if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, G
od will take away his part from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are written in this book. 20.  He who testifies t
o these things says, "Yes, I am coming quickly." Amen. Come, Lord Jesus. 21.  The grace of the Lord Jesus be with all. 
Amen.

 

Luther's Mantra was Solo Scriptura:

Sola scriptura was a foundational doctrinal principle of the Protestant Reformation held by the reformer Martin Luther an
d is a formal principle of Protestants today. It may be contrasted with Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Anglican, and 
Oriental Orthodox teaching in which doctrine is taught by the teaching authority of the church, drawing on the "Deposit of
Faith" and based on what they consider to be Sacred Tradition, of which the Bible is a subset.

Only men like these (Martin Luther) should be allowed to even be involved with this type of work.

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
KingJimmy wrote:

Perhaps another way to word it would be this way: The newer Bible versions, produced since 1881 have not all accurately translated the Hebrew Text

There is a world of difference between the output of one's translation of a text, and the text itself.  Being that I don't know Hebrew, although aware of s
ome controversies (e.g. Isaiah 7), I am not really in a place to judge the quality of the the translations of other men.  

However, be that as it may, being aware of those controversies, I can definitely see how men might conclude some things that they have about why th
ey translated a word one way or another.  Indeed, some translators seem to possibly have made some errors.  Did they do so on purpose?  Perhaps? 
Being that most of these men are dead, such a thing is difficult to conclude without reading any written record as to why they translated something the 
way they did.  The "better" scholarly commentaries are often a good source of information on controversies over translation issues, as they often wran
gle with the original texts themselves, and provide their own translations.  
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Whatever the case, even if they made a poor translation, that doesn't mean their text was poor.  Nor is there any "guilt by association" here.  Just beca
use one translation wasn't very good doesn't automatically make other translations from the same texts bad.  In regard to textual criticism and translati
on, each decision regarding a variant and each translation of each verse must stand on its own merits for each decision.  Overall, one might consider e
ach version excellent/great/good/acceptable/bad/just plain wrong. 

That is reason enough for me to question everything else the Â“eclecticsÂ” have to say.

Such is a dangerous and unfair view to have.  "Eclectics" are found in the most horrible liberal camps, but they are also found in godly conservative ev
angelical camps.  Furthermore, just because they may or may not understand all the teachings of Scripture doesn't mean we should toss their works a
way.  Indeed, men could be outstanding translators and textual critics, but poor theologians.  Should we damn Martin Luther's works just because he w
as far off on many things?  
-------------------------

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/4 19:21
Hi Brethren,

Who is the author of confusion? We know it is not God. 
There will be disagreements on this until Jesus comes back. We need to realize that all translating is subject to some err
or but the word of God is never in error. I hope we could all agree that the scriptures authorized by God are correct. I beli
eve that an authorized version given by God through men to all languages of people would be great.

But this is not what we have, we have over 25 different versions and the devil loves to have it so and loves for us to fight
over them and also he loves to water down the word, make it unreliable, have people confused, and because he doesnÂ
’t want us know the truth which is a person (Jesus).

Here are some thoughts that I have thought about concerning this dilemma among GodÂ’s Children concerning different
versions.

WouldnÂ’t it have been better if there was only one Authorized Version which was the original words of the apostles han
ded down to us without any copying errors?

WouldnÂ’t it also have been better if the scholars of King James day had of stuck with the name Authorized Version inst
ead of KJV?

WouldnÂ’t it also have been better if all the people had enough of the fear of God in them when they decided to study an
d rightly translate the word that they would have stayed true to the original manuscripts and kept it named the authorized
version and not have several other copyright versions. God should have the only copyright to his Word and we will see 
who has the final say about that. I donÂ’t think anybody going to argue with God about their copyright versions.

WouldnÂ’t it also had been great if the Authorized Version was the bible that was proof read over and over to correct err
or, along with the manuscripts it had been translated from, instead of using the two manuscripts they used in around 190
0 when all of these modern versions started with all there copyright laws, to the English of our day. 

Some conclusions, the main problem started when they found two manuscripts that were older so they must be more reli
able. How can we know for sure? Every modern translation of our day, except the NKJV, relies mainly on a different set 
of manuscripts than the KJV (should have been AV) and they all have one thing in common, there all copyrighted.

So here we go, one group has the fear that we have taken away from the word of God, another group has the fear we h
ave added to the word of God, another group fears we have corrupted the word of God, it goes on and on.

Brethren I believe it is a serious thing to handle the word of God. We should study and rightly divide the word of truth. Co
mmentary books, amplifying books, dictionaries, other spiritual books is ok in our study but when we translate 25 differe
nt versions and call them the bible is why weÂ’re in a dilemma  until Jesus comes back.

I know a missionary who read the niv before he got saved but now relies more on the KJV. I know others because they c
an understand the modern versions better they rely on one of them. No matter what version one reads whether it is altog
ether correct on every verse or not, the basic truth of salvation can be found in Jesus Christ and thank God for that. Our 
salvation is in Jesus Christ no matter what version you read and truth still comes from Him.
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Your opinion may be different than mine and we can still both be saved but I am one of those who fear that the modern t
ranslations of the newer versions are treading on dangerous waters when there main objective is to try and make it more
understanding to the masses and call it the bible, therefore I believe they have watered down the Word of God. The true 
way to understand scripture is by the Holy Spirit living on the inside of the one reading the word. The Letters in the bible 
were written to believers.

I believe one must have a literal word for word translation for a proper foundation along with any of these other versions.
Therefore if one totally relies on a version (ex. Niv) that is not word for word then he is relying on the thoughts of the tran
slators. Some of the thoughts are interpreted correctly but we know that every thought will not be totally correct because 
of the lack of divine inspiration.

Now we look at the two most popular word for word (KJV & NASB). Sadly, the KJV has not been updated for the 20th ce
ntury; except for the NKJV which did consult other manuscripts other than the oneÂ’s used in the KJV. But I have notice
d that all the scriptures seem to be there that are in the KJV.

So letÂ’s narrow it down to the two most popular (word for word) translations of our day.
The KJV & NASB are the oneÂ’s many will tell you are the most literal. But I believe one of these has an unfair advantag
e over the other. The NASB was updated from the ASV which supposedly was to take the place of the KJV for better rea
ding. The problem is the manuscripts the ASV used caused them to leave out verses and words that were in the KJV. T
he NASB is better reading because of the update but the problems still lies in the fact of translating correctly. Now we ar
e told for over two hundred years we have had words and scriptures we should not have had because they had been ad
ded.  

Let me say this, it grieves my heart the way the KJV only advocates have displayed themselves. I am not a KJV only ad
vocate. I believe the bible should be called the Authorized Version and not be copyrighted. Some are going to lean one 
way or another according to their convictions. I say to anyone ready to throw out the KJV (AV) for the NASB I would only
hope your convictions are based on your fear of God in never tampering with His word who said we would never be with 
out His word. Your convictions must be that for over two hundred years God was hoping for somebody to please find tho
se two oldest manuscripts so the word of God that people believe they have can be corrected. 

But if you study other versions with the KJV (AV) it only because you fear God and you know his word should not be cha
nge or taken away from and the only reason you use any additional helps is because you know that no one has really up
dated the KJV (AV) to the Language of our day.

   
 

Re: - posted by tjservant (), on: 2008/7/4 19:55
I enjoyed you post rbanks.  Many good points but I would like to put forth a point or two of my own.  This is not in direct
reply to you brother rbanks...just tossing it out there.

Quote:
-------------------------I am one of those who fear that the modern translations of the newer versions are treading on dangerous waters when there main o
bjective is to try and make it more understanding to the masses and call it the bible, therefore I believe they have watered down the Word of God.
-------------------------

I wonder how many people shared this very concern back in 1611 when that newfangled King James Version came out. 
The KJV translators themselves said they were attempting to put it in more modern and understandable language.  I thin
k most of them would have advocated a new translation if they were still alive.

I use the ESV most of the time but I must admit...I frequently check out the KJV.  I doubt I will ever totally abandon it...rai
sed on it and all. Plus I kinda dig old school English. I am also a big fan of parallel Bibles.
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Grace and Peace

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/4 20:18
Great! statement rbanks, but only one problem with what you said, it would be one less disagreement us Christians woul
d have to bicker about and that would not be good, see some of us if we didn't have anything to bicker about or disagree
on, we would look like a Deer in the headlights of a car.  :-) 

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/4 20:24

Quote:
-------------------------
tjservant wrote:
I enjoyed you post rbanks.  Many good points but I would like to put forth a point or two of my own.  This is not in direct reply to you brother rbanks...ju
st tossing it out there.

Quote:
-------------------------I am one of those who fear that the modern translations of the newer versions are treading on dangerous waters when there main o
bjective is to try and make it more understanding to the masses and call it the bible, therefore I believe they have watered down the Word of God.
-------------------------

I wonder how many people shared this very concern back in 1611 when that newfangled King James Version came out.  The KJV translators themselv
es said they were attempting to put it in more modern and understandable language.  I think most of them would have advocated a new translation if th
ey were still alive.

-------------------------

Thanks TJ,

I agree! When I was writing that part on my post I should have explain it a little differently maybe. 

Although the main objective shouldn't be the understanding better, it still should be close to the main objective of course,
but not at the sake of losing the richness of the pure word of God and cause us to lose the fullness of the meaning.

Which would still require us to dig deeper into the word of God because his word is not our words, but much higher.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/4 21:55
Hi rbanksÂ…

Just a few responses to your post:

1.	 The King James Version isnÂ’t copyrighted here in the United States.  However, I believe that it is copyrighted in the 
United Kingdom.

2.	The King James Version of the Bible is not a word-for-word translation.  Like anything that is translated from one lang
uage into another, the Bible translators needed to consider which words would be best representative of the languages f
rom which they came.  This can be a tricky thingÂ…and we already know that the translators of the KJV were required t
o use the BishopÂ’s Bible as a basis (along with some of the traditional historical language that supported the hierarchy 
of the Church of England).  They also had to align the translated words to the vernacular structure of the early 17th Cent
ury English language.  

3.	Finally, the King James Version is not perfect.  It was revised quite a few times between 1611 (when it was first publis
hed) and the current edition finished in about 1850. This is in addition to the extensive revisions made during the translat
ion process.  DonÂ’t forget: The original 1611 KJV even contained the books of the Apocrypha!  Subsequent editions re
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moved them at the bequest of the authorities of the Church of England.  

I suggest to anyone who is an advocate of any version of the Bible: Research the history of the translation.  It is difficult t
o claim that the KJV is entirely out of the original tongues when the New Testament is based upon a source that was tra
nslated by one man (a Dutch Catholic/humanist named Erasmus) while the translators were strictly instructed to maintai
n the language that would support the king and his Â“authorizedÂ” church.  

As much as I enjoy the KJV of the Word of God, I realize that it is not entirely perfect.  The translators themselves admitt
ed this upon its completion.  As I indicated earlier, there are some places in which two passages saying the same thing 
get the facts incorrect.  This might very well be due to the fact that it was like that in the Textus Receptus, BishopÂ’s Bibl
e or other sources used for the KJV.  

The important thing is that we realize that GodÂ’s Word is perfectÂ…even if the best translations might still fall a bit shor
t.  That is why prayer and study is so vital with the Word of God.  It isnÂ’t that we canÂ’t trust the words of any versionÂ
…but that we must understand that there might be a variation of the same passage from one version to the other that mi
ght have gotten it right.  That is why I advocate looking at as many versions as possible.  

Until one of us have a firsthand copy of the Epistles of Paul, the Gospels or any other book/letter Â– we are forced to rea
lize that these were handed down, copied, and recopied over and over again until they ended up into the hands of the e
arliest sources now available.  

 :-) 

Re: NASB or NKJV - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/4 22:33

Quote:
-------------------------We all know that men don't have the same grasp of Scripture, and all men have predjudices. One of LutherÂ’s predjudices was his 
hatred of the Jews, GodÂ’s chosen people.
-------------------------

Libel Against Luther
Similarly, the great German Reformer, Martin Luther, continues to be slandered to this day. Whole websites are dedicat
ed to depicting Luther as an anti-Semite who laid the foundations for the holocaust!

The accusation that Martin Luther was an anti-Semite, responsible for massacres, reveals an ignorance of history. Luthe
r was pro-Christ and he was zealous in evangelism. For decades he lovingly and patiently reached out to the Jewish peo
ple in his area with the Gospel. In 1523, Luther accused Catholics of being unfair to Jews in treating them "as if they wer
e dogs". Luther was outraged and declared that such mistreatment made it even more difficult for Jews to convert to Chr
ist.

Luther wrote "I would request and advise that one deal gently with the JewsÂ…if we really want to help them, we must b
e guided in our dealings with them, not by papal law, but by the Law of Christian love. We must receive them cordially, a
nd permit them to trade and work with us, hear our Christian teaching and witness our Christian life. If some of them sho
uld prove stiff-necked, what of it? After all, we ourselves are not all good Christians either."

Fifteen years later, however, the persistent rejection of Christ and repeated blasphemies of those Jewish people in his c
ommunity, provoked Luther to write: "On the Jews and their Lies." In this pamphlet, Luther wrote against the "madnes
s and blindness that blasphemes Christ" in the Rabbinic teachings. Luther declared that he could not "have any fellowshi
p or patience with obstinate blasphemers and those who defame our dear Saviour." These blasphemies included descri
bing our Lord Jesus Christ as "the bastard son" of "that whore Mary", and even worse. Blasphemy was a civil crime. Lut
her taught that to tolerate such blasphemy was to share in the guilt for it. Therefore, he proposed measures of "sharp me
rcy" which included confiscating all Jewish literature which was blasphemous and prohibiting Rabbis to teach such blasp
hemy. 

However, to quote these reactions of Luther without explaining their local context of opposing the repeated blasphemies 
of Jewish individuals in his community and then to project guilt for the continent-wide, anti-Christian holocaust of World 
War II upon the great 16th Century Reformer is ludicrous. How can any Christian Reformer of the 16th Century be blam
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ed for the evils perpetrated by humanists (who clearly rejected his teachings) nearly 400 years after his death!

Hitler was a disciple of Nietzsche (the philosopher who declared: "God is dead") - not Luther. Luther was not an anti-Se
mite. His arguments against Jewish individuals were theological, not biological or cultural. He was speaking out against 
blasphemy and heresy, not opposing an entire race or nation of people.

It is most disturbing that such a humble and God fearing man, who, against all odds, gave to the church and the world th
e Bible, freely available in the common tongue; who introduced congregational singing; championed justification by God'
s Grace, received by faith, on the basis of the finished work of Christ; who stood for sola Scriptura - that Scripture alone i
s the ultimate authority; and who was so wonderfully used of the Lord to bring about the greatest Biblical Reformation an
d birth of freedom that the world had ever known, could be the target of such vicious slander.

The Scriptures implore us: "Brothers, do not slander one another. Anyone who speaks against his brother or judg
es him speaks against the Law and judges it." James 4:11

(https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?viewmodeflat&order0&topic_id24040&forum34&post_id&r
efreshGo) When All Men Speak Well of You ~ Hammond

Quote:
-------------------------NASB or NKJV??  
Which is your favorite version? I mostly read and study from the NASB, however, lately I have been liking the NKJV. Some of the words used in the N
KJV have a stronger thought emphasize. Of course that is personal opinion.
-------------------------

 

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/4 22:38

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi rbanksÂ…

Just a few responses to your post:

1.	 The King James Version isnÂ’t copyrighted here in the United States.  However, I believe that it is copyrighted in the United Kingdom.

2.	The King James Version of the Bible is not a word-for-word translation.  Like anything that is translated from one language into another, the Bible tra
nslators needed to consider which words would be best representative of the languages from which they came.  This can be a tricky thingÂ…and we a
lready know that the translators of the KJV were required to use the BishopÂ’s Bible as a basis (along with some of the traditional historical language t
hat supported the hierarchy of the Church of England).  They also had to align the translated words to the vernacular structure of the early 17th Centur
y English language.  

3.	Finally, the King James Version is not perfect.  It was revised quite a few times between 1611 (when it was first published) and the current edition fin
ished in about 1850. This is in addition to the extensive revisions made during the translation process.  DonÂ’t forget: The original 1611 KJV even cont
ained the books of the Apocrypha!  Subsequent editions removed them at the bequest of the authorities of the Church of England.  

-------------------------

correct on copyright - the only place where it is copyrighted is in the UK, could be because of the King James name whic
h I have stated should have been named the Authorized Version.

I have clarified about the errors in translating and have stated that no version is perfect. 
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/4 23:13
Hi rbanks...
Quote:
-------------------------
correct on copyright - the only place where it is copyrighted is in the UK, could be because of the King James name which I have stated should have b
een named the Authorized Version.
-------------------------
Actually, I believe that the Bishop's Bible was the "authorized version" between 1611 until about 1614 (when the official 
Church of England began recognizing the King James Version as the official translation of the official Church of England
).  I'm not sure where I read this, but I'll try to find it if I can.  

Personally, I don't like the word "authorized."  Who exactly authorized the translation?  A less-than-ideal king named Ja
mes the First.  I've never been a citizen of the United Kingdom nor a member of the Church of England.  Besides, I don't
know how much such an authorization is worth coming from a corrupt king and church.  

But I agree that the title "King James Version" doesn't adequately explain the version.  Perhaps it should have been call
ed The Translation Authorized by King James and the Church of England in 1611?  

Just a funny thought.  

 :-) 

By the way, thank you for your gracious post and responses.  If possible, could you elaborate upon the reason that you 
want to call it the Authorized Version?  Is it because you desire to distant it from the King or because you see it as the a
uthorized edition for the Church of England?

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/4 23:26
And in case if anybody wonders, my nickname on here, KingJimmy, isn't a stance on the KJV!  It's a name I received in 
Bible college.  I was a young(er) pup then, having only been a Christian a couple years, and didn't have a very good abili
ty to quote the Scriptures.  So, sometimes I would be debating a professor or classmate, and I would loosely quote a Scr
ipture.  Being that most of my classmates were men with many years in the pastorate already under their belt, they woul
d blurt out "What translation is that from?"  To which one day I whimscally replied "The King Jimmy Version!"  And from t
hat day, one of the students began frequently calling me "King Jimmy!"  :-)

Re:, on: 2008/7/4 23:29
Changes to the King James Bible

ccchhhrrriiisss had this to say:

"It was revised quite a few times between 1611 (when it was first published) and the current edition finished in about
1850. This is in addition to the extensive revisions made during the translation process.  DonÂ’t forget: The original 1611
KJV even contained the books of the Apocrypha!  Subsequent editions removed them at the bequest of the authorities
of the Church of England"
--------------------

I continue to hear this statement, made over and over. Is it a true statement? Is it a fact? Or is it just a statement made,
that twists the facts to a pre-determined end? What exactly are all of these changes that Ccchhhrrriiisss has mentioned,
and continues to mention? Are they substantial changes that affect Doctrine, or are they cosmetic, and grammar cha
nges, that had nothing to do with Doctrine?. I hold the second point of view, based upon fact, not supposition and 
innuendo.

The following information was derived from the following reference material:

The King James Version of 1611, The Myth of Early Revisions, David F. Reagan, Pastor of Trinity Baptist Temple, Knox
ville, TN.  ).  Dr. Reagan utilized data from F.H.A. Scrivener's The Authorized Edition of the English Bible (1611), 1884.  
Dr. Scrivener was a conservative and  member of the 1881 Revision Committee. 
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Also McClure, The Translators Revived, op. cit., p. 194 -200 
Herman C. Hoskier, "The Authorized Version of 1611", Bibliotheca Sacra 68; (October, 1911), pp. 693-704.

It is continuously asserted that the King James Bible has been revised four times in the past.  This is offered as proof t
hat no valid objection should be forthcoming to continued revision and endless new translations.  The reality is t
hat there have been several editions of the text but no revisions have been made.  

The printing press was invented in 1450 by the German Johann Gutenburg.  Although this was 161 years before the 161
1 KJB edition, the printing apparatus had changed very little.  The type was set by hand, one character at a time.  The pr
ocess was quite slow, difficult and tedious, hence frequent errors resulted in all publications.  

The first edition of the King James also contained such printing errors, but these were not the kind of textual alteratio
ns which freely occur in modern versions.  These were obvious and simple printing oversights. The second printing p
ublished later in 1611 corrected about 100 such textual differences. 

Of course, such errors do not render a Bible or any other book worthless Â– they merely need to be removed in 
subsequent editions.

The first two alleged "major revisions" of the King James Bible took place within 27 years of its first edition.  The 1629 ed
ition was but a careful correction of earlier printing errors.  Only nine years later, a second so-called major revision was d
istributed.  Dr. Samuel Ward and John Bois, two of the original translators, participated in both of these undertak
ings.  However F.H.A. Scrivener describes this as merely being a reinstatement of words, phrases and clauses 
overlooked by the 1611 printers Â– thereby amending these errors.  Thus, 72% of the approximately 400 textual 
corrections in the KJB were completed by 1638.  Hence, we find that instead of two major revisions, there were t
wo stages of a single process Â– namely, the purging of early printing errors.  Similarly, the last two "major revi
sions" were but two stages in standardizing the spelling.  Very few textual corrections were necessary for these
two publications (1762 and 1769).  Thus, the term "four major revisions" is a misnomer, and as such, is grossly 
misleading.

Much is made by the detractors of the KJB claiming as many as 75,000 changes in the King James Bible since 1
611.  At first glance, this does seem to be a problem.  However, before citing examples, the reader is enjoined to
keep in mind that the real issue at hand is that of final authority.

Further, the reader needs to be appraised that the original King James Bible is very different in appearance than
those published today.  Were one to go to a museum to view an original, he would find that he could hardly read
it.  Indeed, many of the words that were legible would be strangely spelled.  The changes fall into three categori
es (1) printing changes, (2) spelling changes and (3) textual changes.

The printing type used for the original edition was Gothic.  The type style or font that the reader has before him and that 
with which he is familiar is Roman.  Although the Roman type style originated fairly early, Gothic had been the predomin
ate form for many years in most European countries.  The printers of the original King James chose the Gothic because 
of its beauty and eloquence.  Several of the letters are noticeably different in appearance.
The Gothic "s" looks like the Roman "s" when used as a capital letter or at the end of a word, but when it occurs as a low
er case "s" at the beginning or in the middle of a word, the letter looks similar to our "f".  Over 30,000 changes were of thi
s kind, as in Mofes to Moses.  The Gothic "v" looks like a Roman "u" and vice versa.  Now we can see why our "w" is call
ed a "double-u" rather than "double-v".  The "v" was changed to "u" 45,281 times (i.e., Dauid to David, wiues to wives, v
nto to unto).  The Gothic "j" looks like our "i", hence Iudah becomes Judah, iudged to judged etc.  Remember, these are 
not spelling changes Â– they are simply type style changes.  These changes reflect a large percentage of the "thousand
s" of alterations in the KJB, but obviously such modifications do not corrupt or in any way harm the actual text.

As to the changes in orthography (spelling), most histories date the beginning of Modern English around 1500.  Hen
ce, by 1611 the grammatical structure and basic vocabulary of present day English had already been firmly established. 
However, the spelling did not stabilize at the same time.  In the 1600's spelling was largely phonetic as standards had no
t yet been established.  Even among the well educated, an author would spell the same word several different ways, ofte
n in the same book and even on the same page.  It was not until the eighteenth century that spelling began to be unifor
m.  Therefore, in the last half of that century, the spelling of the 1611 KJB was standardized.

Over 30,000 additional changes involved dropping the final "e" off of the old English spellings such as Â– sunne to sun, f
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owle to fowl, goe to go, shee to she, nowe to now etc.  Double vowels and double consonants were more common such 
as mee to me and ranne to ran.  Other changes included ftarres to stars, ynough to enough, moneth to month, ye
eres to years grinne to grin; flying to fleeing; neezed to sneezed etc.

These typographical and spelling changes account for almost all of the so-called "thousands" of alterations sin
ce 1611.  Obviously none of them can be truly said to in any way alter the text.  Thus they cannot honestly be co
mpared with the thousands of actual textual changes which blatantly appear in the modern versions.  The signif
icance of this simply cannot be overstated.

As to the actual textual differences between the 1611 edition and our present editions, there are some variations Â– but 
they are not of the magnitude of a revision.  Rather, they are merely the correction of early obvious printing errors.  They
are not textual changes made to alter the reading.  This may be readily ascertained by (a) the character of the changes; 
(b) the frequency of the changes throughout the Bible; and (c) the time the changes were made.
In the first printing, words were occasionally inverted.  A plural may have been in singular form or vice versa, and at time
s a word was mis-written for one that was similar.  A few times a word or even a phrase was inadvertently omitted.  The 
omissions were obvious and did not portray the doctrinal implications of those found in modern translations.

Dr. F.H.A. Scrivener compiled a list of the variations between the 1611 edition and later printings.  A random sampling gi
ving the first textual correction on consecutive left hand pages is depicted in the following chart.

1611 Reading	      Present Reading	Corrected
1 this thing	        this thing also	1638
2 shalt have remained ye shall have remained 1762
3 Achzib, nor Helbath, nor Aphik	of Achzib, nor of Helbath, nor of Aphik	1762
4 requite good	   requite me good	1629
5  this book of the Covenant	the book of this Covenant	1629
6chief rulers	chief ruler	1629
7And Parbar	At Parbar	1638
8For  this cause And for this cause	1638
9 For the king had appointed	for so the king had appointed	1629
10Seek good	seek God	1617
11The cormorant	But the cormorant	1629
12returned	turned	1769
13a fiery furnace	a burning fiery furnace	1638
14The crowned	Thy crowned	1629
15thy right doeth thy right hand doeth	1613
16	the wayes side	the way side	1743
17 which was a Jew	which was a Jewess	1629
18 the city	the city of the Damascenes	1629
19 now and ever	both now and ever	1638
20 which was of our fathers	which was our fathers	1616
----------------------
Only one --(#10) has serious doctrinal implications.  Here, the 1611 reading of Psalm 69:32 has "seek good" where the c
orrect reading should be "seek God".  But the spelling similarity of the words "good" and "God" reveal the problem to be 
merely that of a weary type setter's having misread the proof.  This error was so obvious that it was caught and correcte
d in 1617, only six years after the first printing and well before the first so-called 1629 revision.  Dr. David Reagan repor
ts (p. 11) that his examination of Scrivener's entire appendix resulted in this as being the only doctrinal variatio
n.

Both the character and the frequency of the changes disclose them to be but printing oversights.  Yet scholars, 
even fundamental conservatives, refer to the thousands of modifications made to the 1611 over the years as if t
hey were on a par with the changes in recent versions.  They are not. 

Again, the overwhelming majority is either type style or spelling changes.  The few that remain are clearly corre
ctions of printing errors made due to the tedious nature involved in the early printing process

Sincerely,
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Walter

P.S. I truly apologize for not researching the truth about Luther. I heard that many years ago, and have heard it r
epeated many times, but never checked it out for sure. Now I know the truth, and I ask the Lord for forgiveness.

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi rbanksÂ…

Just a few responses to your post:

1.	 The King James Version isnÂ’t copyrighted here in the United States.  However, I believe that it is copyrighted in the United Kingdom.

2.	The King James Version of the Bible is not a word-for-word translation.  Like anything that is translated from one language into another, the Bible tra
nslators needed to consider which words would be best representative of the languages from which they came.  This can be a tricky thingÂ…and we a
lready know that the translators of the KJV were required to use the BishopÂ’s Bible as a basis (along with some of the traditional historical language t
hat supported the hierarchy of the Church of England).  They also had to align the translated words to the vernacular structure of the early 17th Centur
y English language.  

3.	Finally, the King James Version is not perfect.  It was revised quite a few times between 1611 (when it was first published) and the current edition fin
ished in about 1850. This is in addition to the extensive revisions made during the translation process.  DonÂ’t forget: The original 1611 KJV even cont
ained the books of the Apocrypha!  Subsequent editions removed them at the bequest of the authorities of the Church of England. 

----------------------------------
--------------------------- 

  

 :-) 
-------------------------

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/5 0:26
I came across this interesting article about Luther's translation of the Bible.  It is written by the infamous church historian,
Phillip Schaff.  Deep in the article it talks about the texts he used:

...
The basis for Luther's version of the Old Testament was the Massoretic text as published by Gerson Ben Mosheh at Bre
scia in 1494. (24) He used also the Septuagint, the Vulgate of Jerome (25) (although he disliked him exceedingly on acc
ount of his monkery), the Latin translations of the Dominican Sanctes Pagnini of Lucca (1527), and of the Franciscan Se
bastian MÃ¼nster (1534), the "Glossa ordinaria" (a favorite exegetical vade-mecum of Walafried Strabo from the ninth c
entury), and Nicolaus Lyra (d. 1340), the chief of mediaeval commentators, who, besides the Fathers, consulted also the
Jewish rabbis. (26)

1 John 5 in the edition of 1545The basis for the New Testament was the second edition of Erasmus, published at Basel i
n Switzerland in 1519. (27) His first edition of the Greek Testament had appeared in 1516, just one year before the Refo
rmation. He derived the text from a few mediaeval MSS. (28) The second edition, though much more correct than the fir
st ("multo diligentius recognitum, emendatum," etc.), is disfigured by a large -number of typographical errors. (29) He lai
d the foundation of the Textus Receptus, which was brought into its mature shape by R. Stephen, in his "royal edition" of
1550 (the basis of the English Textus Receptus), and by the Elzevirs in their editions of 1624 and 1633 (the basis of the 
Continental Textus Receptus), and which maintained the supremacy till Lachmann inaugurated the adoption of an older 
textual basis (1831).

Luther did not slavishly follow the Greek of Erasmus, and in many places conformed to the Latin Vulgate, which is based
on an older text. He also omitted, even in his last edition, the famous interpolation of the heavenly witnesses in 1 John 5:
7, which Erasmus inserted in his third edition (1522) against his better judgment....

( http://www.bible-researcher.com/luther02.html )

Interesting to see even how Luther left out 1 John 5:7.  Seems Luther was somewhat of an eclectic himself.  
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Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/5 0:31
There was a major change after the 1611 version was "revised:"  Entire books were missing.  The so-called "intertestam
ental" books of the apocrypha.  Those books, no doubt, make a HUGE different in doctrine.  

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/5 1:06
Hi walter...

Quote:
-------------------------
I continue to hear this statement, made over and over. Is it a true statement? Is it a fact? Or is it just a statement made, that twists the facts to a pre-de
termined end? What exactly are all of these changes that Ccchhhrrriiisss has mentioned, and continues to mention? Are they substantial changes that 
affect Doctrine, or are they cosmetic, and grammar changes, that had nothing to do with Doctrine?. I hold the second point of view, based upon fact, n
ot supposition and innuendo.

-------------------------

There is no "hidden agenda" behind this statement (although I might wonder the same thing about those who are so ard
ently KJV-only).  Like I also said before, most of the revisions between 1611 and 1850 were mostly minor (although som
e words were completely changed -- which you can find with a quick Google search and an examination between a 1611
edition and a current KJV).  In fact, you can access photographs of some of the pages of the original first print edition of 
the KJV at several Archives, Library and Museum websites (just to make sure that the print or online 1611 editions were
n't altered).  And of course, the KJV originally contained the Apocrypha too.  

Why did I say all of this?  

Your argument seems to be built upon the premise that the KJV is the "perfect and preserved" Word of God.  You even 
stated that God preserved it well enough so that it was correct down to the last "dot and tittle."  Well, obviously this is NO
T the case!  The KJV needed several revisions.  Like you said, most of these were minor.  But it certainly dispells any ar
gument that the KJV was "perfect" -- at least between the years 1611 until the last extensive revision was finished nearly
a 140 years later. 

I might add that it would be helpful to read the translator's preface to the KJV.  These were the guys who performed suc
h a "perfect" translation.  Within it, they admit that their work is NOT perfect.  In fact, their notes indicate that they were s
ometimes in disagreement regarding the wording.  

So, here are some things to remember concerning the KJV:

1.  It was created as a result of complaints about the current "authorized version" of the Church of England -- the Bishop'
s Bible -- mostly coming from Puritans.

2.  The Bishop's Bible was the basis upon which the KJV was built.

3.  The translators were given strict, predetermined instructions regarding the inclusion of certain words and phrases.  

4.  When there were disagreements amongst the translators, the Church instructed them to follow the wording of the Bis
hop's Bible.  

5.  The New Testament of the KJV is taken from the Textus Receptus -- completed almost entirely by a single Dutch Cat
holic humanist named Erasmus (*EDIT - yes, I am aware that he had some differences with the Pope).  

6.  Information is available about the lifestyles and beliefs of some of the translators of the KJV (such as anti-puritan Ric
hard Bancroft, who was the chief overseer of the KJV; anti-puritan George Abbot, a staunch advocate of the doctrine of 
Apostolic Succession; anti-baptist Daniel Featley; and most controversial, Lancelot Andrewes, who was a proponent of t
he Eucharest, Adoration, the Divine Right of Kings, and High Church ordinances).  

7.  The translators were not permitted by the Church of England to publish any footnotes or marginal notes (for either co
mmentary or possible alternate renderings).

8.  The KJV was not generally accepted for many years following its publication.  At the time, the public and many of the 
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Anglican priesthood generally preferred the older Geneva Bible.

9.  Many well-established textual scholars (such as Hugh Broughton) at first largely rejected the new translation and con
sidered it "suspect" (sound familiar?) -- even issuing a formal condemnation for failing to present a "word-for-word" transl
ation.  

10. There are more ancient manuscripts available today than those that were used for the King James Version.  

Now, this is not a "cheap shot" at the KJV.  I still prefer it and respect it as one of the best and most readily available edit
ions that were translated using Formal Equivalence with the New Testament taken from Erasmus' Textus Receptus.  Ho
wever, I just think that the idea that the King James Version of the Bible is an entirely "perfect" translation is in direct con
tradiction with the testimony of the translators.  Not only did the Church of England need at least 140 years to correct "do
t and tittle" errors -- but there are still a few errors in it today.  

In the end, I don't think that there is a person alive who can claim with absolute certainty that the King James Version (or
its sources) is absolutely superior to any other version.  However, this is replayed over and over again.  This debate has 
gone on for years at SI, with many of the KJV-only advocates quoting (or copying and pasting) the same biased sources
.  I think that we really need to look at these things objectively before we are so quick to spit upon or condemn one versi
on or the other.  

 :-( 

Re: Irony - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/5 9:31

Quote:
-------------------------I continue to hear this statement, made over and over. Is it a true statement? Is it a fact? Or is it just a statement made, that twists t
he facts to a pre-determined end?
-------------------------

The irony and duplicity ...

Quote:
-------------------------Your argument seems to be built upon the premise that the KJV is the "perfect and preserved" Word of God. You even stated that 
God preserved it well enough so that it was correct down to the last "dot and tittle." Well, obviously this is NOT the case!
-------------------------

Precisely, moreover ...

Neither did we think much to consult the Translators or Commentators, Chaldee, Hebrew, Syrian, Greek or Latin, no nor 
the Spanish, French, Italian, or Dutch; neither did we disdain to revise that which we had done, and to bring back to the 
anvil that which we had hammered: but having and using as great helps as were needful, and fearing no reproach for slo
wness, nor coveting praise for expedition, we have at length, through the good hand of the Lord upon us, brought the wo
rk to that pass that you see.
 

(https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?viewmodeflat&order0&topic_id10811&forum36&post_id&r
efreshGo) Preface to the King James Version 1611

In their own words.

Quote:
-------------------------P.S. I truly apologize for not researching the truth about Luther. I heard that many years ago, and have heard it repeated many time
s, but never checked it out for sure. Now I know the truth, and I ask the Lord for forgiveness.
-------------------------
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I too had heard the same and heard the same repeated many times, it wasn't until happening upon these considerations
that I had ever heard it differently. Seems to make a lot more sense of it all. 

Take heed therefore how ye hear Luk 8:18

Re: What translators should we be most suspicious of? - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/5 9:40
There is some insightful information here! Many thanks!

Regarding the translations debate someone once noted the tendency to compare the worst of the version one doesnÂ’t l
ike and with the best of oneÂ’s preferred translation.  Of course, this is not scholarly.    Unscholarly strategies often get e
mployed in debates Â– in an attempt to defend a position.   LetÂ’s also accept that the human mind works in such a way
that once a belief is set in, the mind will automatically discard anything that is incompatible with it. We are not naturally o
bjective creatures. (That should humble us all.) 

 I include here   at least one   point that should delight all of us here: The KJV interpretation of Acts 19:2 Â“Have you rec
eived the Holy Ghost since ye believed?Â” has been used by the Pentecostals to support their belief that receiving the H
oly Spirit is an event distinct from and subsequent to believing in Christ. However, translators have since realized that th
e use of the aorist participle would more likely suggest: Â“Did you receive the Holy Spirit when you believed?Â” (RSV)  
which has become essentially the position of recent translations.    

 Now, is this improvement a fluke? How would one know?  Certainly not from those who are against modern translations
! 

But more seriously, I suspect  that we are battling   a spiritual issue, perhaps unbelief. In other words, not trusting the Go
d of the word to preserve his revelation to humankind in such a way that it is meaningful to any cultures  Â– including our
present one Â– and yes, using fallible humans committed to him.  

To discount the work of God in our modern day, and cling   to the past blessing  or traditions is an ever present danger.  
 Has this tendency not helped preserve all kinds of religious positions over they centuries? It is also a sure way to miss t
he mighty works of God in our own time among our own people. And that is an unspeakable tragedy. That is how the Je
ws failed to recognized the Messiah in their midst! 

 Someone once pointed out that we are all translators. In other words, we digest what we read through the eyes of our w
orld view. Thus the most likely translator to be in error could very well be ourselves Â– not the words we read!     

Diane 

Re:, on: 2008/7/5 10:57
Neither.  The new translations are these abominable scriptures that add and take away from the Word of GOD!  

Revelation 22:18-19:
For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things,
God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book:  And if any man shall take away from the words of the
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things
which are written in this book.

_________________________________________________

We are trying to update the Word of God because we are so WEAK that we have to follow the WORLD.  TO agree with
the world is to agree with the devil-AN ENEMY OF THE MOST HIGH GOD!
This goes against the HOLY COMMANDMENT OF THE LORD GOD! 
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Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife, nor his manservant, nor his maids
ervant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that is thy neighbour's. We are envious of Jesus Christ, apostles, and proph
ets that is why we use OUR interpretations ONLY or MOSTLY. 

Proverbs 20:23 says Â“Divers weights are an abomination unto the LORD; and a false balance is not good.Â”  Proverbs 
20:10 says, Â“Divers weights, and divers measures, both of them are alike abomination to the LORD.Â” Deuteronomy 2
5:13 says Â“Thou shalt not have in thy bag divers weights, a great and a small.Â”  WE have made a BIG of OUR INTER
PRETATION/TRANSLATION AND a small of the specific, verbatim Word of God. Interpretations and notes are HELPFU
L. Proverbs 30:5 says, Â“Every word of God is pure: he is a shield unto them that put their trust in himÂ”. We will do anyt
hing to have a friend-not for Christ and His purpose-for ourselves.  We want friends so that we can be the standard and i
nform them of our OWN BIBLE. We say, Â“This is what the Lord is saying.  This is what the Bible is saying.Â”  Since the
Word is God, we are saying that the way we say it is the Bible when we generalize things and change it around. We are 
not as specific as GOD and we are constantly changing; therefore, we FAIL with walking in the way of our own interpreta
tion like Cain.  ItÂ’s like going to God and saying, Â“I like the way I say it betterÂ”.  Just like the translations do with strip
ping away the scriptures and Words.  Our OWN BIBLE is filled with our experiences, ideas, opinions, life stories, et al. W
hen our website does not have scriptures, and interpretations divided rightly or correctly, we are making our OWN Bible 
with our ideas to be known and popular.  Â“But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.Â” (Matthew 4:4).  When we are to be DYING DAILY, we think th
at we should live by our thoughts and words.  HIS ways and thoughts are higher than our ways and thoughts.  We shoul
d live by EVERY WORD THAT PROCEEDS OUT OF THE MOUTH OF GOD every day.  

We are to search the scriptures daily (Acts 17:11). Then, we change the Word around into OUR words as if it is better.  
We say it in OUR words JUST LIKE THE TRANSLATIONS and change everything.  Just changing a comma, adding, or 
taking away just ONE WORD or LETTER can change the entire meaning, which makes it false!  People will not be able t
o understand! Some specific examples include: Â“Romans 8:1 says, Â“There is therefore now no condemnation to them
which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the SpiritÂ”.  Some translations and interpretations take 
out, Â“but after the SpiritÂ”.  If we read this without, Â“but after the SpiritÂ”, we will think that the Word should NEVER co
ndemn us.  This scripture implies that there is NO condemnation for those that WALK AFTER THE SPIRIT, the THINGS
of the Spirit.  Therefore, those that WALK AFTER THE FLESH SHALL BE CONDEMNED. The Word of God shows that 
the HOLY SPIRIT BEARS WITNESS OF JESUS CHRIST, or THE WORD.  

Luke 23:43 says, Â“And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt thou be with me in paradiseÂ”. Â“In the 
King James Version the comma is placed before the word Â‘todayÂ’ makes it seem that Jesus Christ told the sinner that
he would be in Paradise that same day. This means that Jesus would have to come into his Kingdom, and that Jesus, a
s well as the sinner, would be in paradise on that same day that he was talking about. In addition, the JehovahÂ’s Witne
ss false version of the Bible, The New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures, makes Luke 23:43 say this, Â“Truly I tell 
you today, You will be with me in Paradise.Â”  The scripture is used to support own the heresies. The HOLY SCRIPTUR
ES IS HOLY AND THE SCRIPTURES IS GOD (WORD OF GOD) .  

DID GOD GIVE US HALF OF HIMSELF OR HALF A GOSPEL? THAT IS WHY WE SO PRIDEFULLY THINK THAT PE
OPLE HAVE SPECIAL MESSAGES TO PREACH.  PEOPLE MUST PREACH THE ENTIRE GOSPEL WITHOUT DIVE
RS WEIGHTS, FALSE BALANCES AND PUTTING WEIGHTS ON A CERTAIN SUBJECT. HOW CAN ANYONE BE SA
VED WITH ONE PERSON ONLY FOCUSING ON TRYING TO REACH MATURE PEOPLE? PEOPLE IN THE CHURC
H NEED TO HEAR THE GOSPEL TOO AND EVEN MORE BECAUSE WE CAN CONVINCE OURSELVES THAT WE A
RE SAVED AND GO STRAIGHT TO HELL.  When this individual rebuke the scripture, it is still wrong.  The scripture trul
y says, Â“Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt thou be with me in paradise.Â”   This makes a huge difference. This gives t
he heretics the idea that Jesus Christ went to hell because Christ just said it, and did not mean that the sinner would be i
n heaven that very day.  This gives people the idea that Christ said it yesterday, but over time, the sinner would enter int
o paradise We are so ENVIOUS that we want to create our own little Bible and cut away the specific, verbatim WORD O
F GOD.  

We ACT and SAY it is Christian but it is mostly about US and going forth with our plans.  The focus is NOT upon prayer, 
Word, revival, hell, Jesus Christ, God, the Holy Spirit, et al.  The focus is on what WE CAN DO and our goodness-NOT 
what HE CAN DO to make us holy and bring souls to Him.  Therefore, relationships talk positively about what we want a
nd expect of man NOT God.  Let us WAKE UP!!!!! Romans 13:12 says, Â“The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let u
s therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us put on the armour of lightÂ”.  We must cast off the works of gross d
arkness, the sin-let GOD TAKE AWAY OUR SINS! We need to be clothed in the armor of the Lord as Ephesians 6 indic
ates!
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Re:, on: 2008/7/5 11:02
10+ REASONS WHY PEOPLE OF PRIDE CUT AWAY SCRIPTURES LIKE BAAL 

And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets, till the blood gushed out upon
them. 

Romans 13:14
But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof.

We are to have the LORD Jesus Christ, the blood, as a covering on our heart, mind, body, and soul.  Jesus Christ is
EVERY Word out of the mouth of God. Therefore, the specific, verbatim Word of God should be in our conversations
(i.e. songs, posts, sermons, talks, discussions). SINCE OUR GOD IS HOLY, OUR CONVERSATIONS MUST BE HOLY.

First Commandment
(1)	Â“And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy
strength: this is the first commandment.Â” (Mark 12:30). 
a.	The strength that GOD gives you when we recognize the Holiness of God and the wickedness, deceitfulness of our
heart/sin.  When we see the Holiness of God, we see the HOLINESS of His Word, the Bible, NOR walking in the way we
interpret things as Cain.  We are not supposed to say things to gain the approval and acceptance of men (Acts 10:29).
We make sure that people will only listen to OUR interpretation and are not able to think, or question OUR salvation or
the salvation of others. The Word of God is our standard, not the pope, Catholics, church growth by the thousands,
outward shows, looks, denominations, or Protestants. Matthew 4:4 says, "But he answered and said, It is written, Man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." It IS by the fruits of the lips
and actions that we DO know peopleÂ¸ BUT this does not show that they are spiritual. For instance, it is by the
WHOLENESS of the counsel of the LORD GOD-if there are things added or taken away from the Word of God-it is not
holy.  Christ DID not die so that we can gain earthly things, social acceptance, and relationships.  We are to think of
ourselves as a child.  Job 1:21 says, "And said, Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked shall I return thither:
the LORD gave, and the LORD hath taken away; blessed be the name of the LORD."  When WE came into this world,
we had NO KNOWLEDGE, NO CLOTHES, and NO POSSESSIONS-NOTHING.  EVERYTHING we do is learned;
therefore, this does not mean that people are SMARTER than the other or knows more. EVERYTHING we have learned
is from the word of GOD and itÂ’s in His name if we are studying it; therefore, it must be quoted.  False prophets and
false doctrines ARGUE against the Word of God and DENY Jesus Christ!  Since it is of the flesh, carnal, and friends
with the world/satan, these doctrines OPPOSE the Spirit.  We literally are WARRING against God.  The Bible does not
say that we are to love God to GET, NOR DOES THE BIBLE SAY THAT WE ARE TO SEEK FOR THESE THINGS. 
God is our FIRST love.  He must overcome the bondages and the Â‘fleshlyÂ’ side of our lives. 
b.	SINCE there are not three types of loves, there is only God (love) and satan (hate), we can look at several different
carnal types of love.  OUR interpretations can be more man-centered.  Eros-- is a man-centered, self -centered love. In
our imagery, it is like an arrow with a hook in it, for it is an ultimate intent is to benefit itself, to draw something back to
itself, to capture something for itself. Sometimes what we think is love is really our own selfish Eros agenda. Nomos-- is
legalism. This hypocrisy is love with a hook in it, for it is selfish-- it is a form of manipulation which controls using the
rules to my own advantage? This is saying and not doing.  As Jeroboam, we make sure people follow our laws so that
we would not be killed or gotten rid of.  This is still a form of Eros (man-centered love).
c.	GodÂ’s love is perfect, NOT ours.  That means EVERY word is perfect.  Agape--is love that is focused on God
because He is God. It has no hook in it, for it is given with no expectations of a reward.  
___________________________
The Second Commandment
(2) Â“And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyselfÂ” (Matthew 22:39).   We focus and argue
about loving ourselves MORE than loving God. We think that we MUST do this first to do something for God-this is NOT
CHRISTIAN!  We love the way we interpret things in OUR thoughts and words. 
___________________________
The Ten Commandments (EXODUS 20)
1.	2I am the LORD thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. 3Thou shalt
have no other gods before me.  When we are walking or writing in the way of our own interpretations and train others
with such things, we are making ourselves as god.  We are saying that the American or cultural way that we say it is
right! We are fashioning the WORD OF GOD according to our culture. It becomes godless because the specific word of
GOD is not in it, just a rewriting of the Word!  We are saying, Â“Come read our bible (interpretation). We are trying to
create a safe place so that no one will argue with us! We pick on people such as Wicca/psychic/occult, a god of
Science/Education, Buddha, Muhammad, Allah,  Joseph Smith of the Mormons, Joseph & Mary of the Catholic Church
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& Unity Church; SATAN/LUCIFER. Word-Faith Movement, Charismatic Movement, Restoration movements, Latter Rain,
Third Wave, Toronto "Blessing", Vineyard, Brownsville "Outpouring", Word of Faith, New Apostolic Reformation, World
Gathering on Indigenous People, Manifest Sons of God, Seeker Friendly, Church Growth, Emerging Church, YWAM,
Toronto blessing, Pensacola Revival (Brownsville), Promise Keepers, The Campus Revivals, The March for Jesus, The
search for historical roots (Celtic, Hebraic, etc) and we are doing the same thing! If no one else remembers us, we are to
remember GOD.  This shows a childlike dependence upon the Word. Our conversations should be holy and not just a
way to show off the knowledge of another.
__________________________
2.	4Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in
the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth. 5Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I
the LORD thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth
generation of them that hate me; 6And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that love me, and keep my
commandments. (Our words become empty because we NEED the Word of God. We do not feel as if we have to run
and do something without even being really trained by the Word of God. The WORD OF GOD is what convicts us and
brings us to brokenness and contriteness.  What would happen if we change the Ten Commandments that convict us of
sin? This is the same thing that these translations/interpretations do! If WE ARE BEING TRAINED WITH THE WORD
OF GOD IN STUDY, WHY ARE WE NOT DOING IT IN OUR CONVERSATIONS (I.E. SERMONS, POSTS, TALKING)
TO OTHERS?  DO THEY NOT NEED THE SAME TRAINING?  THE ONLY ONE THAT WE ARE TRAINED BY IS GOD.
PEOPLE CANNOT BE SAVED WITHOUT THE WORD OF GOD.  In fact, in Rome, people leave out the second
commandment; connect the reason to the first commandment. Therefore, the 3rd commandment is called the 2nd; the
4th is called the 3rd commandment.  Then, to have a 10th commandment, the 10th commandment is divided into two.
We do the same thing today as we commit two evils. Jeremiah 2:13 says, Â“For my people have committed two evils;
they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters, and hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no
waterÂ”.    
___________________________
3.  7Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD thy God in vain; for the LORD will not hold him guiltless that taketh his
name in vain.   The Word of God can only be understood in the wholeness and seeing even the broadness of our
wickedness!  We tend to only focus on one aspect instead of conversing about what He has spoken about throughout
the entire Bible. Just like we think that women can only talk about a certain thing, we would understand if we are
entering into heaven as a big body and God checks off those who God is NOT going to excuse women at judgment day:
Â“Well, woman, you are a sodomite, adulterer and liar but because you are a WOMAN, you can enter into the kingdom
of heaven.Â” Neither is He going to say, Â“Well, since you are not allowed to teach and preach the gospel to EVERY
creature, you can enter into the kingdom of heaven even though you did not obey me or my words.Â”  It would be right if
husband AND wife goes into heaven together and God says, Â“Well, men since you have a complete separate
responsibility, you can go into heaven.  Since you are united, both of you can go into heaven because the man did his
part by being the preacher and the women did her part for being silentÂ”.  We are not married in heaven so that is NOT
correct!  Matthew 22:30 says, Â“For in the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the
angels of God in heavenÂ”. Each person is judged individually!  ShouldnÂ’t it be the same in the pulpit as in going
around evangelizing (preaching the gospel)?  
___________________________
4.	 8Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. 9Six days shalt thou labour, and do all thy work:  10But the seventh day
is the sabbath of the LORD thy God: in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy
manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy gates: 11For in six days the LORD
made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day: wherefore the LORD blessed the
sabbath day, and hallowed it.  We can be denying HIM and upholding our SELF interpretations/translations!
___________________________
5.  12Honour thy father and thy mother: that thy days may be long upon the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee.
(We are NOT honoring God by using His Word specifically.  If God wanted our interpretations/translations, it would be in
there.  All we are doing is WRITING NOTES and giving directions.  ThatÂ’s it! We have tried to claim our rights to say
work! Isaiah 30:8 says, Â“Now go, write it before them in a table, and note it in a book, that it may be for the time to
come for ever and ever:Â” We are just mail carriers; we are not to try to take the place of Christ by showing the
importance of our own words. WE could not think up such things for ourselves for an entire lifetime.  All the false
prophets and messiahs have tried and have failed miserably.  IT IS NOT OUR WORDS, nor did WE THINK IT UP. As
John the Baptist was a forerunner to Christ, WE are to be preparing the way for Christ, NOT trying to be or take the
place of Christ. As lawyers, we only defend the WORD and point people to Christ. We are more like mail carriers that
just send the Word around whole without taking anything our or only giving people half-letters.

___________________________
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6.	 13Thou shalt not kill. (This just shows a hatred for yourself, God, and hate others. We are PLAYING GOD. It does
not matter IF WE ARE DOING it based on the Word, the false prophets use things based on the Word like Kim Clement.
 Due to such imbalances, divers weights, and false balances, much of it is wrong.  .  Thinking that we are standing on
the Word of God, we stand to worship before one god.  We do not feel as if we have to run and do something without
even being really trained by the Word of God.  Psalm 106:29 says, Â“Thus they provoked him to anger with their
inventions: and the plague brake in upon themÂ” and Psalm 106:39 says, Â“Thus were they defiled with their own
works, and went a whoring with their own inventionsÂ”.   The golden calves were an invention just as Aaron creates a
golden calf with the jewelry of the people.  Since it seems as if Moses was not coming, as we do when we think that
Jesus Christ has delayed His coming, we gather all the covenants, ideas, as one to make a calf.  This is the melting pot
of everyoneÂ’s invented thoughts, which is exactly what the school of the prophets is.  The schools of the prophets are
those that try to prophesy and those that use the Word of God.  We use all the carnal, earthen things to create our
images.
___________________________
7.	14Thou shalt not commit adultery. We are LUSTING after receiving money (i.e. attention, compliments, credit), which
is worldliness.  The way we write the words are conformed to the world which is adultery and an enemy against GOD. 
The way we write it isnÂ’t using EVERY WORD spoken by God.  It is befriending the image of the world or a goal of
peace and safety (pride) that leads to destruction.  WE want to use such things to get the world to understand. We do
not need to agree with the world to help people; we can rebuke the word.  The only way we can truly rebuke is with the
Word of God, not OUR interpretations.  EVERYTHING links back to EVERY WORD that proceeds out of the mouth of
God, not OUR mouth. The Word of God is wonderful on its own although interpretations are important.  James 4:4 says,
Â“Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God? whosoever therefore
will be a friend of the world is the enemy of GodÂ”.  
 ___________________________
8.	 15Thou shalt not steal. WE are stealing precious time from the Word of God from ourselves and others.  The WORD
OF GOD should be the source or the person to go to NOT SELF. We just want to be the Â“specialÂ” person that
everyone goes to.  We think that we deserve the attention and credit for writing up a bunch of notes.
___________________________
9.   16Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.  As we add and take away from the Word, we end up
LYING.  WE ARE HYPOCRITES because we are saying HIS WORD and CLAIMING HIS NAME BUT WE ARE SO
ASHAMED TO EVEN USE AN ENTIRE SCRIPTURE. We must make sure that the posts are scripture based and are in
context with the wholeness of Scripture. Either we choose Life (scripture, King James Version Bible) or death (words
said based on the way our culture interprets it or words different from the bible).   Therefore, it becomes sin. Matthew 4:4
says something quite clearly that WE LIVE by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.  We can not just use
words that we interpret in OUR OWN WAY.  2 Timothy 3:16 says, "All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness:".  ALL SCRIPTURE (not OUR words or
interpretations that eliminate a lot of things) is used for reproof and correction.  This is walking in our way in our
thoughts, words, and deeds. We are known by the fruits of our lips.  To use our words is to say that OUR interpretation
is INSPIRED by God and HIS is not.  Some people MAY be busy with family but it is better to write it WITH scriptures
than not too.  If we can prove that we created the world and everything, we can surely use our own words and create our
own bibles with OUR experiences.  However, we have not created ANYTHING including souls, therefore, we stick to the
Word or do not use it at all.  2 Timothy 2:15 says, "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth".  We are trying to prove GOD'S word, not a preacher or a leader's
opinion.   It falls into the same category as the "false" prophets or those that we righteously judge.  Just as they add and
take away from the Word, our interpretations DO THE SAME.  When we use other words and experiences other than
HIS, it shows our pride and our lack of dependence on God. Luke 9:1 says, "Then he called his twelve disciples
together, and gave them power and authority over all devils, and to cure diseases". How can we righteously judge others
without the JUDGE?  Why not use the true authority because we are not the true authority!  We cannot call anyone to
avoid and mark those who speak those things are contrary to the Word of God WITHOUT the WORD OF GOD!  This
makes us unarmed!  Since Christ came not to bring peace, He came to bring a sword-the SWORD of the SPIRIT is the
WORD of GOD and the TWO-edged sword.  Hebrews 4:12 says, "For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and
sharper than any twoedged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow,
and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart".  When we use thing sin our own words or based on the
lukewarm culture of America, we are trying to be judge. If God wants it that way, He would have done it but He did not. 
The GODHEAD has authority over all devils, unclean spirits and can cure diseases.  We can see that there is much
"diseases" among those who call themselves "Christians" and "saved by grace".  Why are we not using EVERY WORD
that proceeds out of the mouth of God so that GOD can cure the diseases? Otherwise, if we use a different weapon, we
are just saying such things to prop ourselves up.  When we use the HUMBLE Christ's Word, all heaven and earth would
shake not our modernized words and phrases.  Our modernized words and phrases add and take away from the Word
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of God. John 5:39 says, "Search the scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they are they which testify
of me". Jesus Christ (the Word) is our support in the beginning, and end.  Everything!  Proverbs 16:4 says that "The
LORD hath made all things for himself: yea, even the wicked for the day of evil". He made our posts, words, clothes,
EVERY part of the body, our lips (which makes kissing a sin), for HIMSELF.  Our conversation MUST be holy!  AMEN!  I
have been guilty of such things as well, so it's not only you.  I still have to repent because it is truly my fault for doing it. 
God is ALWAYS right. Our words SHOULD be used for Him BUT as notes or byproducts.  His ENTIRE word should be
the beginning and end or it is pride.  
___________________________
10.    17Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife, nor his manservant, nor
his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that is thy neighbour's. We are envious of Jesus Christ, apostles,
and prophets that is why we use OUR interpretations ONLY or MOSTLY.  Proverbs 20:23 says Â“Divers weights are an
abomination unto the LORD; and a false balance is not good.Â”  Proverbs 20:10 says, Â“Divers weights, and divers
measures, both of them are alike abomination to the LORD.Â” Deuteronomy 25:13 says Â“Thou shalt not have in thy
bag divers weights, a great and a small.Â”  WE have made a BIG of OUR INTERPRETATION/TRANSLATION AND a
small of the specific, verbatim Word of God. Interpretations and notes are HELPFUL. Proverbs 30:5 says, Â“Every word
of God is pure: he is a shield unto them that put their trust in himÂ”. We will do anything to have a friend-not for Christ
and His purpose-for ourselves.  We want friends so that we can be the standard and inform them of our OWN BIBLE.
We say, Â“This is what the Lord is saying.  This is what the Bible is saying.Â”  Since the Word is God, we are saying that
the way we say it is the Bible when we generalize things and change it around. We are not as specific as GOD and we
are constantly changing; therefore, we FAIL with walking in the way of our own interpretation like Cain.  ItÂ’s like going
to God and saying, Â“I like the way I say it betterÂ”.  Just like the translations do with stripping away the scriptures and
Words.  Our OWN BIBLE is filled with our experiences, ideas, opinions, life stories, et al. When our website does not
have scriptures, and interpretations divided rightly or correctly, we are making our OWN Bible with our ideas to be
known and popular.  Â“But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God.Â” (Matthew 4:4).  When we are to be DYING DAILY, we think that we should live
by our thoughts and words.  HIS ways and thoughts are higher than our ways and thoughts.  We should live by EVERY
WORD THAT PROCEEDS OUT OF THE MOUTH OF GOD every day.  We are to search the scriptures daily (Acts
17:11). Then, we change the Word around into OUR words as if it is better.  We say it in OUR words JUST LIKE THE
TRANSLATIONS and change everything.  Just changing a comma, adding, or taking away just ONE WORD or LETTER
can change the entire meaning, which makes it false!  People will not be able to understand! Some specific examples
include: Â“Romans 8:1 says, Â“There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk
not after the flesh, but after the SpiritÂ”.  Some translations and interpretations take out, Â“but after the SpiritÂ”.  If we
read this without, Â“but after the SpiritÂ”, we will think that the Word should NEVER condemn us.  This scripture implies
that there is NO condemnation for those that WALK AFTER THE SPIRIT, the THINGS of the Spirit.  Therefore, those
that WALK AFTER THE FLESH SHALL BE CONDEMNED. The Word of God shows that the HOLY SPIRIT BEARS
WITNESS OF JESUS CHRIST, or THE WORD.  Luke 23:43 says, Â“And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee,
Today shalt thou be with me in paradiseÂ”. Â“In the King James Version the comma is placed before the word Â‘todayÂ’
makes it seem that Jesus Christ told the sinner that he would be in Paradise that same day. This means that Jesus
would have to come into his Kingdom, and that Jesus, as well as the sinner, would be in paradise on that same day that
he was talking about. In addition, the JehovahÂ’s Witness false version of the Bible, The New World Translation of the
Holy Scriptures, makes Luke 23:43 say this, Â“Truly I tell you today, You will be with me in Paradise.Â”  The scripture is
used to support own the heresies. The HOLY SCRIPTURES IS HOLY AND THE SCRIPTURES IS GOD (WORD OF
GOD) .  DID GOD GIVE US HALF OF HIMSELF OR HALF A GOSPEL? THAT IS WHY WE SO PRIDEFULLY THINK T
HAT PEOPLE HAVE SPECIAL MESSAGES TO PREACH.  PEOPLE MUST PREACH THE ENTIRE GOSPEL WITHOU
T DIVERS WEIGHTS, FALSE BALANCES AND PUTTING WEIGHTS ON A CERTAIN SUBJECT. HOW CAN ANYONE 
BE SAVED WITH ONE PERSON ONLY FOCUSING ON TRYING TO REACH MATURE PEOPLE? PEOPLE IN THE C
HURCH NEED TO HEAR THE GOSPEL TOO AND EVEN MORE BECAUSE WE CAN CONVINCE OURSELVES THA
T WE ARE SAVED AND GO STRAIGHT TO HELL.  When this individual rebuke the scripture, it is still wrong.  The scrip
ture truly says, Â“Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt thou be with me in paradise.Â”   This makes a huge difference. This
gives the heretics the idea that Jesus Christ went to hell because Christ just said it, and did not mean that the sinner wo
uld be in heaven that very day.  This gives people the idea that Christ said it yesterday, but over time, the sinner would e
nter into paradise We are so ENVIOUS that we want to create our own little Bible and cut away the specific, verbatim W
ORD OF GOD.  We ACT and SAY it is Christian but it is mostly about US and going forth with our plans.  The focus is N
OT upon prayer, Word, revival, hell, Jesus Christ, God, the Holy Spirit, et al.  The focus is on what WE CAN DO and our 
goodness-NOT what HE CAN DO to make us holy and bring souls to Him.  Therefore, relationships talk positively about 
what we want and expect of man NOT God.  Let us WAKE UP!!!!! Romans 13:12 says, Â“The night is far spent, the day 
is at hand: let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us put on the armour of lightÂ”.  We must cast off the 
works of gross darkness, the sin-let GOD TAKE AWAY OUR SINS! We need to be clothed in the armor of the Lord as E
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phesians 6 indicates!

Jesus Christ did not die on the cross that we cut HIM away, kill the gospel and put off the Lord Jesus Christ! 

We need to STOP tearing away the WORD OF GOD and put on the Lord Jesus Christ!  

Romans 13:14
But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof.

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/5 12:18

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi rbanks...
Quote:
-------------------------

By the way, thank you for your gracious post and responses.  If possible, could you elaborate upon the reason that you want to call it the Authorized V
ersion?  Is it because you desire to distant it from the King or because you see it as the authorized edition for the Church of England?
-------------------------

Because I believe  no organization, group, or individual should copyright the bible. Since we believe the word of God was given by God to the Prophet
s and apostles, no one should have a copyright to the word of God.

The only copyright was given by God at the end of the last letter given to the apostle John.

Re 22:18 For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto h
im the plagues that are written in this book:
Re 22:19 And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out of th
e holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.

Re:, on: 2008/7/8 2:21
Well, here we are again. Those that support the Minority text (ccchhhrrriiisss & King Jimmy), and those of us who reject
the Minority text. 

The Minority text was used to create the Catholic Bible. yet those that support it, continue with their mantra--Both texts
are the word of God! (they tell us). But yet, they believe that neither Bibles are "God breathed, and both are full of error
s.

Is there commonality between their text and the Majority text, the text used to create the Protestant Bible that was respo
nsible for the Reformation, which ended CatholicismÂ’s stranglehold on much of the known world, and allowed the com
mon man to actually read the Word of God, that had been kept from them by the Pope, his Priests and his armies?

How can both texts be the Word of God, and of equal value? 

There is a tremendous difference between them  because of the Â“notesÂ” that appear throughout the minority 
text of all  the newer versions that have printed and copyrited since 1888.

Mark 11:25-26
King James Bible
24.  Therefore I say unto you, What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall ha
ve them.
 25.  And when ye stand praying, forgive, if ye have ought against any: that your Father also which is in heaven may forg
ive you your trespasses.
 26.  But if ye do not forgive, neither will your Father which is in heaven forgive your trespasses.
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Mark 11:25-26
NIV
25. And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against anyone, forgive him, so that your Father in heaven may for
give you your sins.
26. Missing (See note below)

Note at bottom of page, IN MINISCULE PRINT Â“26. But if you do not forgive, neither will your Father who is in h
eaven forgive your sins.Â”

There is no reason given why this verse is deleted, and why it appears in itÂ’s entirety at the bottom of the page,  in MIN
ISCULE PRINT.

The King James provides the requirement, plain and clear---We must forgive others if we expect our Father in heaven to
forgive our own sins. What the NIV does, is delete this important verse out of the requirement, and then, without any rea
son, print it in very small print at the bottom of the page. This deletion by the NIV of Mark 26 changes Bible Doctrine,
because of the confusion it creates in anyone who reads it, especially if they have never read the King James Bi
ble.

Mark 15:28
King James Bible
28.	And the scripture was fulfilled, which saith, And he was numbered with the transgressors

 
Mark 15:28 
NIV 

28. Missing Â– Deleted

29.	However, if you go to the bottom of the page, we find IN MINISCULE PRINT Â“28 And the scripture was fulfilled, whi
ch says, And he was numbered with the lawless ones.Â” (Isaiah 53:12)

Why has this been ripped out of the Scripture by the "textural critics" and "Bible Scholars" responsible for creating the NI
V, with no reason given. This verse proclaims that Jesus Christ death on the cross is a fulfillment of the prophecy o
f Isaiah 53:12. Instead, we read what is shown above, at the bottom of the page and VERY, VERY SMALL PRINT.

Are we reading the same Bible? Is one as good as the other, or is one superior to the other?

When I go to Matthew 6:9-13  in the King James Bible I read the following:
9.  After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
 10.  Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
 11.  Give us this day our daily bread.
 12.  And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 13.  And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: F
or thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.

However, when I open the NIV, or any of the other newer Translations that have been created since 1881, I find the follo
wing:
9.  "Therefore, this is how you should pray: 'Our Father in heaven, may your name be kept holy.
 10.  May your kingdom come. May your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.
 11.  Give us today our daily bread,
 12.  and forgive us our sins, as we have forgiven those who have sinned against us.
 13.  And never bring us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one.'

To begin with, the Amen is missing from the NIV, so we can see that the prayer is not complete 

If I look at the note, at the bottom of the page of the NIV, I find this in regards to the missing Scripture, that is found in th
e King James Bible:
:13 Â”or from evil: some late manuscripts one, / Â“for yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever, Amen.
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So, what this is telling me in the NIV, is that someone added this later, in Â“late manuscriptsÂ”, and THAT what I am r
eading in the King James, the Authorized version of the Protestant Bible is suspect, and probably not even the words of 
Christ Jesus. 

If I look at the prior page of my bible, in Matthew 5:44
 I find this in the King James Bible, the Authorized Version of the Protestant Church:

Â“44.  But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for th
em which despitefully use you, and persecute you;Â”

Switching to the NIV, I find only this:
43.  Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt love your neighbor, and hate your enemy: 
 44.  but I tell you, love your enemies ,and pray for those  that persecute you;

In the tiny notes, at the bottom of the page, of the NIV I find the following:
Â“44. Some late manuscripts Â“enemies, bless those who curse you, do good to those who hate you.Â”

Again, the implication is that the Â“older manuscriptsÂ” are  closer to the time of Christ, and these manuscripts of the NI
V vary from the manuscripts used to create the Protestant Bible, which they are saying is a "later manuscript".

Here is another example of the vast difference between the twoÂ—the King James and the NIV:

King James- Matthew  8:1-4
1.  When he was come down from the mountain, great multitudes followed him.
 2.  And, behold, there came a leper and worshipped him, saying, Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean.
 3.  And Jesus put forth his hand, and touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean. And immediately his leprosy was cleans
ed.
 4.  And Jesus saith unto him, See thou tell no man; but go thy way, shew thyself to the priest, and offer the gift that Mos
es commanded, for a testimony unto them.

NIV-Matthew 8:1-4
1.  When he (not He) came down from the mountainside, large crowds followed him.
 2.  A man with leprosy (a-see note below) came and knelt before him (not Him), "Lord, if you are willing, you can make 
me clean.Â”
 3.  Jesus reached out his hand and touched the man. Â“I am willingÂ” he (not He) saidÂ”. Â“Be clean!Â” Immediately he
was cured (see Note B) of his leprosy.  4.  Then Jesus said to him, "See t that you don't tell  anyone. But go and show y
ourself to the priest, and offer the gift Moses commanded as testimony to them.."

Note A: The Greek word was used for various diseases affecting the skin-NOT NECESSARILY LEPROSY.
(Note B Greek Â“made cleanÂ”.)

Again, as we read and study the NIV, the Minority text, we find continuous references that limit or marginalize C
hristÂ’s power and authority.  

One thing that we must realize, as we study the New Testament, the first four books (Matthew, Mark, Luke & Joh
n) take place during the Old Testament period. The New Testament does not start until Jesus Christ's death and
resurrection from the dead. In regards to the footnote above "(The Greek word was used for various diseases af
fecting the skin-NOT NECESSARILY LEPROSY)"---- The only Â“Skin DiseaseÂ” mentioned in the Bible that dem
anded the persons inspection by a priest was the skin disease of Leprosy! We find a mistake in the NIV and all 
of those other Â“newer versions" in regards to understanding the requirement  in Leviticus 14.

Only in the Skin Disease of Leprosy is the person that is cured  REQUIRED to come before the Priest .

Leprosy  (zara Â‘at)- a contagious disease translated as Â“leprosyÂ”, which could infect people, leather, fabrics, and pla
ster or mud-covered bricks.  Only in the disease of Leprosy, was the person cured required to BRING A SACRIFIC
E TO THE PRIEST, AND PRESENT HIMSELF FOR INSPECTION BY THE PRIEST. The requirements are found  In 
Leviticus 14:1-7 :
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we read... 1 Then the LORD spoke to Moses, saying, 2 Â“This shall be the law of the leper for the day of his clea
nsing: He shall be brought to the priest. 3 And the priest shall go out of the camp, and the priest shall examine 
him; and indeed, if the leprosy is healed in the leper, 4 then the priest shall command to take for him who is to b
e cleansed two living and clean birds, cedar wood, scarlet, and hyssop. 5 And the priest shall command that on
e of the birds be killed in an earthen vessel over running water. 6 As for the living bird, he shall take it, the cedar
wood and the scarlet and the hyssop, and dip them and the living bird in the blood of the bird that was killed ov
er the running water. 7 And he shall sprinkle it seven times on him who is to be cleansed from the leprosy, and 
shall pronounce him clean, and shall let the living bird loose in the open field. 8 He who is to be cleansed shall 
wash his clothes, shave off all his hair, and wash himself in water, that he may be clean. After that he shall com
e into the camp, and shall stay outside his tent seven days.

This ritual is performed after the healing has taken place. God has healed the leper. The leper has done nothing 
except to trust in God. The priest seeks out the leper. The cleansing ritual points to death of Christ which is the 
bird killed. The resurrection of Christ is seen in the bird dipped in blood and let loose. We see a picture of the L
ord here being delivered for our offences and raised again for our justification. The blood sprinkled with hyssop
on the healed leper is symbolic of faith in the atoning work of Christ. We see the fully man aspect of Christ in th
e earthen vessel in which the bird was slain. We see symbolism in the running water also. This would picture th
e Holy Spirit as the Spirit of Life.

In the Old Testament it was understood that only God could heal leprosy. By the fact that the newer versions qu
estion whether this was even leprosy or perhaps merely a Â“skin diseaseÂ” shows two things: 1) their lack of u
nderstanding of GodÂ’s commandments to the Jews in the Old Testament; 2) Questioning the Divinity of Jesus 
Christ, and his ability to cure leprosy---by saying that it was not necessarily LEPROSY! It had to be leprosy, bas
ed upon ChristÂ’s command that the cured Leper show himself to the Priest, and offer the gift that Moses com
manded, for a testimony unto them.

Can both of them be the Word of God? 

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/8 8:02

Well, here we are again. Those that support the Minority text (ccchhhrrriiisss & King Jimmy), and those of us who reject t
he Minority text. 

This is a mischaracterization of my position.  While I am a supporter of the minority texts, I don't hold them as always su
perior.  In fact, there are times when I believe the majority texts are more accurate.  I hold to an eclectic view of textual c
riticism, and don't exalt one text above another.  In fact, I try to, as best possible, weigh each variant in each text on its o
wn merits.  Sometimes this means a variant from the minority texts will win the day, sometimes it means the majority text
s will.  Perhaps this means that a majority of the time I will favor the minority texts, but, such is not because I'm automati
cally predisposed to go along with the minority texts.  

Such is the nature of an approaching textual criticism from an eclectic point of view.  And such is no different than what 
has historically been done as long as translations have been made of the Bible, even as far back as the KJV.  Even whe
n the text that was used for the KJV was created, such was done using an eclectic method.  The KJV translators simply 
had to choose from variants mostly among the majority texts... as none of the majority texts agree with each other, and c
ontain numerous variants.  But, they likewise, used an eclectic method.

Thus, there is no difference between methods between the translators who formed the NIV and the translators who form
ed the KJV.  Both employed the same method.  The only difference is that the NIV translators had more manuscripts av
ailable to them than did the KJV translators.  Both groups did the exact same thing.
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/8 12:53
Hi waltern...

Yes, I agree with KingJimmy.  This is a misrepresentation of what I believe...so please refrain from doing this in the futur
e.  

However, you do raise an interesting point that is seldom discussed sufficiently by the KJV-only crowd -- the source text.
 

Over the years on SI, the KJV-only zealots usually cut and paste quite a few Scripture passages in order to demonstrate
the differences between the two texts.  At this point, the accusations usually fly in which the translators of the "modern" v
ersions are accused of removing or altering the translation (along with the Scriptural warning from the book of Revelatio
n about adding or taking away from the words of the book).  However, we almost NEVER hear the KJV-only advocates a
dmit that these differences are almost entirely the result of the variation of source material.  

Now, I realize that there are some who think that the KJV is just the latest translation that falls within what some think is 
a fulfillment of the notion of a "perfectly preserved" written version of the Bible.  The line of succession goes from KJV to 
Textus Receptus for the New Testament (and other sources for the Old Testament and Apocrypha).  The problem, of co
urse, comes from the realization that the KJV was translated from a plethora of manuscripts and already existent version
s.  The translators were strictly instructed to use the Bishop's Bible as the base for their new version.  They were also ins
tructed to consult existing Church liturgy and language.  Thus, the KJV is NOT taken from a single, Â“perfectly preserve
dÂ” manuscript Â– and to say such a thing is actually a lie.  It was translated, as the translation committee explained in t
heir preface, from a Â“setÂ” of sources.  

So the question revolves the source material.  I've often wondered why KJV-only advocates focus so much of their attent
ion and allegations upon the end products (the finished translated versions themselves) rather than turning their attentio
n upon a critical analysis of the source material.  

Walter, if you are so zealous for the Â“Majority Text,Â” what are your reasons for it?  Do you believe that the Textus Rec
eptus is perfect?  If so, why?  What are your views of Erasmus, the sole person (and Dutch Catholic/humanist) who was 
responsible for the translation Textus Receptus?  Was this man Â“divinely inspiredÂ” to produce a Â“perfectly preserved
Â” work?  

Usually, these sorts of discussions begin and end with a whole lot of copying and pasting going on.  The KJV-only advoc
ates seem to want to demonstrate the differences in the texts under the mistaken perception that everyone views the KJ
V as the Â“perfectÂ” text.  I donÂ’t.  I see it as a good and faithful translation from the sources that it used Â– with the ad
ded knowledge of the handicaps placed upon the translation committee by King James and the official Church of Englan
d.  There are undeniable errors in the text.  KJV-only advocates can attempt to reason away (with what I feel is a poor ar
gument) things like the inclusion of the pagan word Â“EasterÂ” in Acts chapter 12.  However, they cannot explain away t
he differences between Acts 9:7 and Acts 22:9.  They cannot explain away the obvious error between I Kings 4:26 and II
Chronicles 9:25 - or - II Samuel 24:13 and I Chronicles 21:11.  In each of these examples, the modern texts (and their so
urces) avoid any sort of contradiction, while those in the KJV include these obvious errors.  

Why am I saying this?  First of all, I want to illustrate the fallacy within the argument that the KJV is the Â“perfect and pre
servedÂ” version of the Word of God down to the last Â“dot and tittleÂ” (as expressed by waltern).  Secondly, I want to s
howcase the possible benefits from an eclectic manner of translation.  If all of the best possible sources are consulted, t
hen we are not relying upon the translation abilities of a single version (or a single man, in the case of the Textus Recept
us).  Finally, these errors in the KJV illustrate that the error probably originated in the sources used (since the errors are 
also found in other translations preceding or contemporary to the KJV).  

The point that I am trying to make is actually to articulate a question: Just why do you feel that the source material for th
e KJV is superior to that used for the NIV?  Please do not copy and paste variations between the translation Â– because
we have tried to explain (hopefully to some avail) that the difference is resultant from the variation in source material rath
er than anything sinister (or the zealous opinions of a single or group of translators).  If possible, could you easily identify
between your own words and the words that you copied and pasted from someone else?  This has been difficult in the p
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ast, since I had a hard time distinguishing between your own words and the words of someone else.  

Thanks!

 :-) 

By the way, I apologize for any sort of Â“hijackingÂ” of this thread.  I suppose that an examination and explanation for th
e preferred sources might have some merit for a discussion regarding the NKJV and NASB as well.  

Re:, on: 2008/7/8 13:17

Quote:
-------------------------However, you do raise an interesting point that is seldom discussed sufficiently by the KJV-only crowd -- the source text. 
-------------------------

Actually, thats the only issue as far as I am concerned. But then, you already knew that. :-)

Krispy

Re:, on: 2008/7/9 3:07
To ccchhhrrriiisss:

Acts 9:7
And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man.

Acts 22:9
And they that were with me saw indeed the light, and were afraid; but they heard not the voice of him that spake to me.

I find no difficulty in understanding the above. In Acts 9:7 we read the men with him stood speechless, and hear
d a voice, but saw no man.

In Acts 22:9 the Lord gives us further clarification on what happened. Yes, the men heard the voice, and they we
re afraid. However, now the Lord is revealing to us that they heard the voice but they did not understand the voi
ce that was talking to Paul. Paul is the only one who understood Jesus Christ, who was being called to be an A
postle.

The first twelve Apostles were each audibly called by Jesus Christ Himself to be Apostles. After the resurrectio
n, the Resurrected Christ audibly called Paul, to replace Judas Iscariot as an Apostle. The other men with Paul 
did not understand the sound of ChristÂ’s voice because He was only calling Paul, He was only talking to Paul, 
and to no one else. All the others heard was noise, and were afraid.

Today, He calls each of us, individually, one by one, but He speaks to us through our hearts and HIS WORD 

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi waltern...
---------------
--------------
---------------
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"KJV-only advocates can attempt to reason away (with what I feel is a poor argument) things like the inclusion of the pagan word Â“EasterÂ” in Acts ch
apter 12.  However, they cannot explain away the differences between Acts 9:7 and Acts 22:9."

----------------------
-----------------------

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/9 13:02
Hi walterÂ…

Quote:
-------------------------
To ccchhhrrriiisss:

Acts 9:7 (KJV)
Â“And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man.Â”

Acts 22:9 (KJV)
Â“And they that were with me saw indeed the light, and were afraid; but they heard not the voice of him that spake to me.Â”

I find no difficulty in understanding the above. In Acts 9:7 we read the men with him stood speechless, and heard a voice, but saw no man.

-------------------------

Strangely, I have heard several people point to these verses (from the KJV) as an excuse for those individuals to reject t
he validity of the Bible.  Both of these verses seem to contradict one another.  In one (Acts 9:7), the men traveling with S
aul heard a voiceÂ…but didnÂ’t see a man.  In the other (Acts 22:9), it says that these men saw a lightÂ…but did NOT h
ear the voice.  You can reason all that you want, but the best case scenario is that they say the same thing using poor gr
ammar and usage.  The more obvious scenario (in my opinion) is that this passage means what it says Â– along with an
apparent contradiction between the two verses.  Yet ironically, the modern academic versions do not point to this contra
diction.  Consider the NIV for both of these verses:
Quote:
-------------------------
Acts 9:7 (NIV)
Â“The men traveling with Saul stood there speechless; they heard the sound but did not see anyone.Â”

Acts 22:9 (NIV)
Â“My companions saw the light, but they did not understand the voice of him who was speaking to me.Â”

-------------------------
The NIV does not include the apparent contradiction.  

This is interestingÂ…especially when you consider those verses for which I included earlier but you did NOT mention.  T
hey are even more apparent and inarguable mistakes than these two verses from Acts.  Consider the contradictions fro
m those verses that you did not mention, and then cross reference them with the same set of verses from the NIV:

Quote:
-------------------------
I Kings 4:26 (KJV)
Â“And Solomon had forty thousand stalls of horses for his chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen.Â”

II Chronicles 9:25
Â“And Solomon had four thousand stalls for horses and chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen; whom he bestowed in the chariot cities, and wit
h the king at Jerusalem.Â” 
-------------------------
Do you see the contradiction here?  In one (I Kings 4:26), we learn that Solomon had 40,000 stalls of horses for his chari
ots.  In the other, that number is reduced to 4,000 stalls.  Is this reflective of a PERFECTLY PRESERVED manuscript of
Scriptures?  I thought that you were arguing that the KJV was a result of God preserving His written Word down to every
single Â“dot and tittle?Â” Now, consider the wording of a Â“modernÂ” scholarly translation like the NIV:

Quote:
-------------------------I Kings 4:26 (NIV)
Â“Solomon had four thousand stalls for chariot horses, and twelve thousand horses.Â”

II Chronicles 9:25 (NIV)
Â“Solomon had four thousand stalls for horses and chariots, and twelve thousand horses, which he kept in the chariot cities and also with him in Jer
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usalem.Â”
-------------------------
Oddly, the NIV (and other modern translations) do not contain this contradiction.  Why?  This was the result of the eclecti
c method using all of the major manuscripts available.  This is identified by the footnote to II Chronicles 9:25: 
Quote:
------------------------- 1 Kings 4:26 Some Septuagint manuscripts (see also 2 Chron. 9:25 Hebrew forty).

-------------------------
Not only did the NIV present a corrected translation that does not contradict itself, but it also informs viewers (through th
e footnote) about alternative renderings of the words in question.  Of course, this is true with nearly all passages in quest
ion in the NIV.  The scholars who translated it were intent on preparing what they felt to be the most accurate translation 
using the best available manuscriptsÂ…but they also wanted to footnote all of the possible renderings when necessary. 
The translators of the KJV were forbidden to include such footnotes Â– even though they existed.  The translators spoke
about alternative renderings, but used the ones that they thought were best (which is the basis for the eclectic method of
translation).  Why were there no footnotes?  The Church of England wanted a final Â“authoritativeÂ” version.  The previo
us versions that were Â“authorizedÂ” for use by the Church of England included alternate renderings in the margins, as 
well as commentary from the translators (which was largely rejected by various sects like the Puritans).  

Want another Â“contradictionÂ” from the KJV that dispels the myth that the KJV is the Â“perfectly preservedÂ” Word of 
God?  Consider the contradiction between II Samuel 24:13 and I Chronicles 21:11-12Â…
Quote:
-------------------------
II Samuel 24:13 (KJV)
Â“So Gad came to David, and told him, and said unto him, Shall seven years of famine come unto thee in thy land? or wilt thou flee three months bef
ore thine enemies, while they pursue thee? or that there be three days' pestilence in thy land? now advise, and see what answer I shall return to him th
at sent me.Â”

I Chronicles 21:11-12 (KJV)
Â“So Gad came to David, and said unto him, Thus saith the LORD, Choose thee Either three years' famine; or three months to be destroyed before t
hy foes, while that the sword of thine enemies overtaketh thee; or else three days the sword of the LORD, even the pestilence, in the land, and the ang
el of the LORD destroying throughout all the coasts of Israel. Now therefore advise thyself what word I shall bring again to him that sent me.Â”
-------------------------
Is it 7 years of famine or 3 years of famine?  This one would be pretty difficult to explain Â– even by those who try to exp
lain away the contradictions of Acts chapters 9 and 22Â…or the inclusion of the word Â“EasterÂ” in Acts chapter 12.  Bu
t here is how this same passage is worded in the NIVÂ…
Quote:
-------------------------
II Samuel 24:13 (NIV)
Â“So Gad went to David and said to him, Â‘Shall there come upon you three years of famine in your land? Or three months of fleeing from your enem
ies while they pursue you? Or three days of plague in your land? Now then, think it over and decide how I should answer the one who sent me.Â’Â”

I Chronicles 21:11-12
Â“So Gad went to David and said to him, "This is what the LORD says: 'Take your choice: three years of famine, three months of being swept away  
before your enemies, with their swords overtaking you, or three days of the sword of the LORD -days of plague in the land, with the angel of the LORD
ravaging every part of Israel.' Now then, decide how I should answer the one who sent me."

-------------------------
Do you see how the contradiction doesnÂ’t exist in these Â“flawedÂ” modern translations?  Then again, the NIV does in
clude the following footnote for I Chronicles 21:11-12Â…
Quote:
-------------------------
2 Samuel 24:13 Septuagint (see also 1 Chron. 21:12 Hebrew seven

-------------------------
Again, the translators of the NIV felt it important enough to mention a possible alternate rendering Â– as they do every ti
me there is such a possible alternative.  Such an inclusion honestly presents the alternative possibilities in a manner that
does not exist in the KJV.  In this case, the NIV avoids a contradiction, while the supposedly perfect KJV includes an obv
ious flaw.  

Why am I saying this?  I am not attempting to destroy your faith in the KJV.  Rather, I want to dispel the myth that the KJ
V is perfect in every way Â– down to the last Â“dot or tittle.Â”  These are but a few of the Â“dot and tittlesÂ” that are obvi
ously translated incorrectly in the KJV from what was certainly not flawed in the original Scripture passages.  Now, was t
his mistake made in just the KJV or in the set of sources used for the King James Version?  I donÂ’t know.  However, I d
o find it interesting that other versions that used similar sources and methods as the KJV include the same apparent con
tradictions.  
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I believe that our faith needs to properly rest in the eternal and living Word of God rather than the best attempts of men i
n translating the written Word.  All of the translations Â– including both the KJV and the NIV Â– include admissions by th
e translators that their versions are NOT perfect.  Why, then, do so many people today try to argue that one particular ve
rsion is just the latest in a line of manuscripts that are Â“perfectly preservedÂ” down to the last Â“dot and tittle?Â”  If their
faith is based upon such a belief Â– then a single translation or version of the written Word is equated with the perfection
of the Son of God.  While versions the KJV (and the NIV) are not perfect -- the living Word of God is.  Our faith should o
nly rest in Him.

 :-) 

Krispy...

I would NEVER place you in the KJV-only crowd.  You certainly do not resemble that argument, and I wouldn't consider t
hinking of you as such.  I would think of you as KJV-preferred.  Ironically, so am I!  I prefer the KJV in regard to versions 
using the set of sources used -- and the NIV in regard to the versions using the other set of sources.  

 :-) 

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/9 17:36
Chris, just an fyi, the source texts say the same thing in Acts 22:7. The phrase has to do with literally "hearing a sound". 
Ac 9:7 says they heard a sound, Ac 22:7 says they heard not the sound of him that spoke. The translation, for sake of ac
curacy, is maintained in the KJV, whereas the proper "interpretation" is given in the NIV. You get the same thing either w
ay, the NIV just does your thinking for you.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/9 20:06
Hi BeYeDoers...
Quote:
-------------------------
Chris, just an fyi, the source texts say the same thing in Acts 22:7. The phrase has to do with literally "hearing a sound". Ac 9:7 says they heard a soun
d, Ac 22:7 says they heard not the sound of him that spoke. The translation, for sake of accuracy, is maintained in the KJV, whereas the proper "interp
retation" is given in the NIV.

-------------------------
I'm not sure as to the validity of your statement.  How do you know this?  Did you speak with the translators of the NIV re
garding their reasons for including their words as such?  Have you reviewed the source text in order to determine wheth
er the mistake was made by the KJV translators or Erasmus?  It isnÂ’t that I doubt your statement, but I havenÂ’t seen a
ny evidence to validate the claim.  

Even if the source material (Erasmus' Textus Receptus) for the apparent contradiction is correct, it is a terrible choice of 
wording on behalf of the translators of the KJV.  It results in what can be pointed out as a contradiction in testimony betw
een Saul's testimony in Acts chapter 9 and Acts chapter 22.  In one, the people with Paul "heard a voice" (Acts 9:7); and
in the other, they "heard not the voice" (Acts 22:9).  As you can see, this is an apparent contradiction as it appears in the
KJV.  

The point, however, can get lost in the discussion.

There are those amongst us who would argue to their dying breath that the KJV is the "perfect and preserved" Word of 
God -- flawless in any way.  Some of them go so far that it is the ONLY perfect translation of the Bible.  Some of them ar
gue that it is perfect down to the last "dot and tittle."  This is obviously NOT true.  There are mistakes in it, and I believe t
hat the example in this case is one of them.  The examples in my last post (from the Old Testament) are simply much m
ore apparent and inarguable.  Regardless of whether the mistakes are in the source material or in the completed translat
ion, there are serious holes in the argument that the KJV is perfect in every "dot and tittle."  The version was revised ove
r a course of nearly 150 years to our present day KJV, had the Apocrypha removed, and the translators explained the ha
ndicaps placed upon them by King James and the Church of England.  In addition, there are a few inaccuracies that can
not be explained away (not sufficiently, anyhow) that dispel the myth that it is a perfect translation.  

The translators, in their preface, stated as much.  They explained that it was a noble effort Â– but undeniably imperfect.  
It is just that some people have a difficult time believing their testimony. 
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Why have I brought this up?  It isnÂ’t to sling mud at the KJV (truth cannot be mistaken for mud).  It is just that I fear that
some people so revere the translation of a small group of men that they have almost deified the work of those men.  Ple
ase understand: I realize that the Word of God is perfect.   However, it takes quite a bit of blind faith to put our trust solel
y in the work of flawed, Anglican men (or in the case of the Textus Receptus, an independent-minded but still Dutch Cat
holic humanist man).  

Is there such a thing as a perfect copy of the Â“writtenÂ” (logos) Word of God?  Hmmm...  It is my opinion that we could 
never know.  I doubt that the original copies of the letters of Paul, Peter, James and John, as well as the Gospels or the 
Book of Revelation still exist.  In addition, the originals written documents of Genesis, Exodus, Job, the Psalms, etcÂ… -
- are probably lost to the elements in time.  Most of my Bibles are falling apart Â– and they arenÂ’t even 10 years old!  T
he Dead Sea Scrolls were especially preserved Â– but even many portions of them are lost to time.  So we are forced to
rely on copies.  We have copies that are older than others (which do not necessarily make them superior).  We have cop
ies that are more widespread (which, again, do not make them superior).  We have single editions translated entirely by 
one man (like the Textus Receptus).  We have translations created by committee.  And of course, we have many docum
ents that have been lost in time.  

I do not feel strongly enough (in all sincerity) to claim that one set of manuscripts is somehow superior to another set.  Is
the majority text superior to the minority Â– just because it is the majority?  I recall a time in which the Roman Catholic C
hurch was the only legal Â“ChurchÂ” Â– and everyone else was considered to be heretics.  As much as I have research
ed this issue, I have never seen enough evidence to make me see the supremacy of one ancient text source over anoth
er.  In fact, it could be that all of the ancient sources were correct in most regards, and the minor (or even major) variatio
ns are resultant of the manner in which the documents were passed around.  Thus, I cannot say with any certainty that o
ne document is entirely superior to another (down to every last dot and tittle).  And I cannot claim with complete honesty 
that one version of that text is perfect.  So does a perfect translation of the Word of God exist on EarthÂ…and would any
of us even know which one that might be?

The Bible in I Corinthians talks about how prophecies, tongues and knowledge will pass away when Â“that which is perf
ect is comeÂ” (I Corinthians 13:8-10).  Some non-Pentecostal preachers use this same passage to explain that tongues 
Â“ceasedÂ” Â– once the written Word of God was finished.  I happen to disagree.  I think that tongues (along with proph
ecy and knowledge) still exist.  To the best of my understanding, the Â“that which is perfect is comeÂ” refers to the comi
ng of our Lord prior to His millennial reign. In other words, the Word of God (our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ) is the Â“
PERFECTÂ” spoken of in this passage.  Everything else Â– including the best efforts of translators and scribes in copyin
g and translating the written Word of God Â– falls just a bit short.  

As evidenced by certain passages (like the obvious contradictions between I Kings 4:26 and II Chronicles 9:25, and bet
ween II Samuel 24:13 and I Chronicles 21:11-12), the King James Version of the Word of God contains at least a few fla
ws.  There are some that we can attempt to reason away (like the inclusion of the word Â“EasterÂ” in Acts 12:4 Â– even 
though the word in the Textus Receptus is the same word for Passover Â–orÂ— the seeming contradiction between Pau
lÂ’s testimony between Acts 9:7 and Acts 22:9).  But there are others than cannot be easily reasoned away and are app
arent Â“errorsÂ” in either the translation or the sources used for translation.  Regardless, the verdict is that the KJV cann
ot be considered PERFECT in every last Â“dot and tittle.Â”  To continue arguing as such, in my opinion, is an attempt to 
argue what cannot be proven.  

My perspective?  I see that the KJV is a pretty good effort taken from the sources used for translation (notwithstanding t
he prohibitions given to the translators by James and the Church of England regarding official rhetorical traditions).  How
ever, I also view the NIV as a faithful translation taken from the sources used by its translators.  Which one is superior to
the other?  I just donÂ’t know.  I consult both of them with regularity.  I read my KJV more often, but this is on the basis o
f the amount of resources available, rather than upon any sort of judgment that it is vastly superior to the NIV.  Lately, I fi
nd myself using the resources found on Biblegateway.  This way, I can compare and contrast the KJV and NIV with a pl
ethora of versions from English, Spanish and many other languages.  

 :-) 
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Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/9 21:46
Chris, I looked at the TR (Scrivener's), the Robinson-Pierpont, and Wescott-Hort. They all say the same thing. "A terrible
choice of wording" is an opinion. The KJV is more literal than the NIV, and thus more favorable (in my opinion). The NIV 
interprets the Greek for you, probably in order to remove the "apparent" contradiction (nothing wrong with that, just not m
y thing). I personally think the NIV is abundant in inconsistent translation, and also think that the Alexandrian texts are inf
erior. But I am NOT KJV-only, but preferred. I am full aware of its flaws (like the OT references you list; I do not know a li
ck of Hebrew, so I won't speculate as to how the different translators handle those contradictions in the text), but I trust it
nonetheless. I DON'T trust the NIV, not because I think it's part of a mass conspiracy by devil-inhabited people to destro
y the church, but simply because I think it's an inconsistent, way-too-paraphrased/"interpreted for you" translation based 
on an inferior set of sources.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/9 23:00
Hi BeYeDoers...
Quote:
-------------------------
"A terrible choice of wording" is an opinion. 

-------------------------

YouÂ’re right Â– it is certainly an opinion (and I apologize if it seemed otherwise).  Why do I form my opinion as such?  
Because in one passage, the KJV reads that the people with Saul Â“heard a voiceÂ” (Acts 9:7), and in the other, it says 
that the people with Saul Â“heard not the voiceÂ” (Acts 22:9).  Do you see how this reads?  These indicate an apparent 
contradiction.  It seems that the text of Acts 22:9 should have probably been written that the men with Saul Â“understoo
d not the voice.Â”  This would avoid a contradiction with Acts 9:7.  Even in early 17th Century English, there is a world of
difference between Â“heardÂ” and Â“understood.Â”  But if I understand correctly, you are telling me that the reason that 
the KJV reads as it does (with the apparent contradiction) is because it is more Â“literalÂ” than the NIV?  I would assum
e that, even in ancient Greek, that there is more than one definition for any given word (just like todayÂ’s English) that ca
n only be ascertained via context or verb tense.    

Quote:
-------------------------"The KJV is more literal than the NIV, and thus more favorable (in my opinion)."

"The NIV interprets the Greek for you, probably in order to remove the "apparent" contradiction (nothing wrong with that, just not my thing)."

"I personally think the NIV is abundant in inconsistent translation, and also think that the Alexandrian texts are inferior." 

"I DON'T trust the NIV, not because I think it's part of a mass conspiracy by devil-inhabited people to destroy the church, but simply because I think it's
an inconsistent, way-too-paraphrased/"interpreted for you" translation based on an inferior set of sources."
-------------------------
If you donÂ’t mind me asking, upon what evidence do you base this?  Why do you think that the Alexandrian texts are inf
erior?  This is not a Catch-22 type of question.  Rather, I am interested in just what evidence you base this opinion.  Per
sonally, I cannot make such a conclusion.  IÂ’ve corresponded with several of the translators of the NIV and several text 
scholars in order to ascertain the reason behind their choices in text preference.  I understand their rationale, while I am 
also quite aware of the criticism that is ever-present from a minority of text critics.  I just wondered if you could point me t
o some of the evidence upon which you base your opinion.

Thanks in advance!

 :-) 

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/9 23:15

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi BeYeDoers...
Quote:
-------------------------
"A terrible choice of wording" is an opinion. 

-------------------------
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YouÂ’re right Â– it is certainly an opinion (and I apologize if it seemed otherwise).  Why do I form my opinion as such?  Because in one passage, the K
JV reads that the people with Saul Â“heard a voiceÂ” (Acts 9:7), and in the other, it says that the people with Saul Â“heard not the voiceÂ” (Acts 22:9). 
Do you see how this reads?  These indicate an apparent contradiction.  It seems that the text of Acts 22:9 should have probably been written that the 
men with Saul Â“understood not the voice.Â”  This would avoid a contradiction with Acts 9:7.  Even in early 17th Century English, there is a world of dif
ference between Â“heardÂ” and Â“understood.Â”  

-------------------------

I was going to stay out of this but I just couldn't stay away.

I have no problem understanding these two passages of scripture if you read them in context.

It is simple that the light shone around them and they could see no man only a voice but they did not here the voice that 
spoke to Paul.

It is obvious that they heard Paul(a voice) but they did not heard Jesus (the voice) that spoke to Paul.

There is no contradiction here.

 

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/9 23:45

Quote:
-------------------------Because in one passage, the KJV reads that the people with Saul Â“heard a voiceÂ” (Acts 9:7), and in the other, it says that the pe
ople with Saul Â“heard not the voiceÂ” (Acts 22:9). Do you see how this reads? These indicate an apparent contradiction.
-------------------------

In isolation, yes. In context, I think it reads out fine. Most commentators from the 18th through 20th centuries, many of w
hom had access to BOTH (plus Latin) "families" of Greek texts, agree that the translation may be awkward at face value,
but is easily understood. The Greek words there are "akouo" where we get "acoustic" and "phone" where we get "phonic
". They mean "hear" and "sound". The best translation would probably be something like "they heard a sound" and "they 
heard not the sound of him speaking." The word for understanding or comprehension is completely different than "akou" 
in the NT. The NIV translators do give an okay "feel" to the passage...it essentially conveys what the original says (altho
ugh maybe it could also read that they heard a sound of a man arriving but did not hear a voice, which would mean the 
NIV does NOT properly convey it). Either way, it is NOT literal. It is an interpretation (otherwise known as "dynamic equi
valence", as you know). Like I said earlier, they do your thinking for you. What first turned me off to the NIV was going th
rough Colossians in an NIV-NASB-Greek interlinear, where I discovered how awfully inconsistent the NIV was with their 
translation of even simple words (eg the will translate the word "all" as some, many, most, all, etc.). 

Concerning "words have different definitions": I would caution this mindset, simply because it can turn into defining word
s how we want (I am NOT accusing you of this, but this is how the heretics and cults do it). God was not sloppy in his ch
oice of languages or words. He was very specific. Words may have different "feels" to them, but typically not different def
initions until the language devolves. Similarly, by nature, there are very few true synonyms. If two words meant the same
thing, there wouldn't be two words, and the etymologies are usually vastly different (again, more synonyms pop up as a l
anguage devolves).

As far as why I choose the Byzantine texts, may I recommend Maurice Robinson's "The Case for Byzantine Priority".

Hope this helps.

ps. I wonder if your hobnobbing with the translators along with your strong passion to refute the KJV-only crowd has influ
enced your liking of the NIV beyond what your normal faculties would allow?
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/10 0:29
Hi BeYeDoers...
Quote:
-------------------------The NIV translators do give an okay "feel" to the passage...it essentially conveys what the original says (although maybe it could als
o read that they heard a sound of a man arriving but did not hear a voice, which would mean the NIV does NOT properly convey it). Either way, it is N
OT literal. It is an interpretation (otherwise known as "dynamic equivalence", as you know). Like I said earlier, they do your thinking for you. What first t
urned me off to the NIV was going through Colossians in an NIV-NASB-Greek interlinear, where I discovered how awfully inconsistent the NIV was wit
h their translation of even simple words (eg the will translate the word "all" as some, many, most, all, etc.). 

-------------------------
Just as you warned me, I would also warn you that you might need to clarify that this is your opinion too.  

As far as different meaning to a single word, a literal interpretation of my question "Do you see how it reads?" from my la
st post could be be vastly different unless the translator used some sort of "interpretation" of my word "see."  The word "
see" literally means to "visualize with the eyes."  However, in this context, it meant "to perceive."  I think that the difficulty
is even more evident in English as we have a more blended language today (in terms of etymology).  Each of our Englis
h words can have multiple definitions on such a basis alone, as well as the simple variations in context.  

My wife (who holds a Master's degree in Spanish) has translated many things from English to Spanish and from Spanish
to English.  She acknowledges that it would be nearly impossible to translate something word-for-word without trying to c
apture the essence of the intent behind the idea, phrase or statement.  Without proper care, it is possible for things to ge
t "lost in translation" between one language to the next via a literal word-for-word method of translation.  While it is easy t
o point the finger at the translators of the NIV regarding such matters, I have a strong feeling that the translators of the K
JV were forced to do the same thing way back in the early 17th Century (in fact, they admitted to having experienced diff
iculty in agreeing upon a particular word or phrase from time to time).  
Quote:
-------------------------ps. I wonder if your hobnobbing with the translators along with your strong passion to refute the KJV-only crowd has influenced your
liking of the NIV beyond what your normal faculties would allow?
-------------------------
Actually, I didn't have a preference either way when I began my search.  I was open to any possible answer.  I simply wa
nted to decipher through all of the rumor and allegation and find some semblance of truth.  However, after an in-depth p
eriod of research (that continues today), I have to admit that I still cannot "buy" into the argument that one text source or 
translation method is vastly superior to the other.  I certainly understand (and even share) the arguments and concerns 
on each side of this issue.  But I just don't think that a final verdict should be passed based upon our limited understandi
ng of this issue.  There just doesn't seem to be enough certainty about this issue for which we could share our thoughts 
with the type of certainty for which people become zealots. 

While I haven't read the book that you recommended, I have read similar books that cited it.  I might give this one a look.
 Likewise, I might encourage you (and others) to write or contact some of the translators of the NIV (as well as advocate
s of the Alexandrian text types and eclectic methods of translation).  They have a pretty interesting perspective about the
ir reasons, as well as their regard for the KJV.  

Thank you, brother!  If I read the book, I'll be sure to give you an update!

   :-) 

Re: - posted by deltadom (), on: 2008/7/10 7:51

Quote:
-------------------------While it is easy to point the finger at the translators of the NIV regarding such matters, I have a strong feeling that the translators of t
he KJV were forced to do the same thing way back in the early 17th Century (in fact, they admitted to having experienced difficulty in agreeing upon a 
particular word or phrase from time to time
-------------------------

What you have got to be careful with in translations is goal, what is there purpose, why do they miss out certain phrases
? or words.
How does it change the Theology. 
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html (http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html) A Critic of th
e Message
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Re:, on: 2008/7/10 13:22
Very good point, deltadom!

As I was looking at the news today, I found a story that documents your position, as well as my own. It is on Worldnet
Daily. A man is suing two Bible Publishers for $70 Million dollars for emotional distress. Why, you ask? Because of the 
reference to homosexualty as  sin. 

However, this reference is only made clear, and can only be found in the King James Bible. 

The NIV, NASB, and all of the "newer versions" published since 1881 are all unclear about specific sexual sin, and have 
lumped them all under the heading of "sexual sin (whatever that means, because the definition is not clear cut and not s
pecific in these newer "Bibles").

Hence, the man is only suing Nelson and Zondervan for their publication of the King James Bible, and none of the other 
versions.

Do you wonder why there is such confusion in the body of Christ today about sin in general and sexual sin specifically? 
The answer is found in the Newer Version Bibles that the body of today is reading and studying. Each version, since 188
1, has become weaker and weaker and weaker and weaker, AND MORE USER FRIENDLY FOR SIN, AS WELL AS TH
E TRUE MEANING OF SEXUAL SIN. 

To see what I mean, pick up "The Message" Bible and try to find the following words: FORNICATION; ADULTERY
; SODOMY (ALL HOMOSEXUALS ARE SODOMITES); & BEASTIALITY. They are not there. Where are they? They
can all be found on the cutting room floor of the Textural Critics and Bible Scholars who created the newer vers
ions.

Imagine what else is missing?!

--------------------------------------
'Gay' man sues Bible publishers
$70 million for emotional distress because homosexuality cast as sin

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Posted: July 09, 2008
10:52 am Eastern

Â© 2008 WorldNetDaily 

http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=6914

Bradley Fowler (RightPundits.com) 

A homosexual man who has a blog on Sen. Barack Obama's campaign website is suing two major Christian publishers f
or violating his constitutional rights and causing emotional pain, because the Bible versions they publish refer to homose
xuality as a sin.

Bradley LaShawn Fowler, 39, of Canton, Mich., is seeking $60 million from Zondervan and another $10 million from Tho
mas Nelson Publishing in lawsuits filed in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, the Grand Rapids Pres
s reported.

Fowler filed his claim against Grand Rapids-based Zondervan Monday, alleging its Bibles' references to homosexuality a
s a sin have made him an outcast from his family and contributed to physical discomfort and periods of "demoralization, 
chaos and bewilderment," the paper said.

He filed suit against Tennessee publisher Thomas Nelson in June.

Zondervan says that even if Fowler's claim is credible, he's suing the wrong party. A company spokesman told WOOD-T
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V in Grand Rapids that Zondervan doesn't translate the Bible or own the copyright for any of the translations but relies, i
nstead, on the "scholarly judgment of credible translation committees."

U.S. District Judge Julian Abele Cook Jr. refused Monday to appoint an attorney to represent Fowler in the Thomas Nels
on case, saying the court "has some very genuine concerns about the nature and efficacy of these claims."

Fowler, who is representing himself in both lawsuits, says in his complaint against Zondervan that the publisher intended
to design a religious, sacred document to reflect an individual opinion or a group's conclusion to cause "me or anyone w
ho is a homosexual to endure verbal abuse, discrimination, episodes of hate, and physical violence ... including murder."

Fowler alleges both Zondervan and Thomas Nelson, with its KING JAMES BIBLE, manipulated Scripture without
informing the public by using the term "homosexuals" in a New Testament passage, 1 Corinthians 6:9
He told the Grand Rapids TV station in an interview he wants to "compensate for the past 20 years of emotional 
duress and mental instability."

Zondervan, he contended, is misinterpreting the Bible.

"These are opinions based on the publishers," Fowler said. "And they are being embedded in the religious structure as a
way of life."

'Astounding research'

Fowler's blog on Sen. Barack Obama's campaign website features a post titled "Unleashing America from Injustice," in w
hich he says he "was completely distraught after discovering the term-homosexual-was added to the bible, in 1976, and 
then removed, in 2001 and 2006, without any consideration to the many victims who committed suicide or were murdere
d because of their sexual preference of homosexuality."

Bradley Fowler's blog on Obama's campaign site 

The Obama campaign notes the opinions expressed in its community blog section "in no way should be interpreted as e
ndorsed or approved by the campaign."

On a separate personal blogsite, Fowler features his related book, written under the name "Bradley-Almighty," which, he
boasts, contains "astounding research from within the pages of the bible, that will change the face of religion across the 
globe."

Titled "365 Reason's to Study the Bible," he says his "debut book" takes the reader "on a journey through time, as he shi
fts swiftly, yet gracefully, through the pages of religious history, slowly exposing hidden secrets bible publishers have fou
ght- feverishly to keep hidden from the general public for centuries. An avalanche of secrets that are keeping millions ar
ound the world enslaved today."

Fowler cites his interview with a newspaper called Michigan Front Page in which he said, "Lack of sincerity from bible re
aders has helped this conspiracy go on this long."

'Engrossed' with Scripture

On his personal blog's "About Me" page, Fowler says that while serving a sentence in the Michigan Department of Corre
ctions, he "gained a sincere interest" in the Bible's teachings and, over a 10 year period, "became so engrossed within" t
he Scriptures, he couldn't do much more than eat and sleep.

In the rambling piece, he says "everything inside of me suddenly became consumed and overwhelmed by something gr
eater than me ... that's when I found God."

Then, in an apparent reference to the complaint in his lawsuit, he says, "Discovering how much the bible has be
en changed through man's desicions and incorrect interpretations was hard to accept."
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His discovery, he says, "proves we all have been strung along, foolishly, lost in the essence of our minds."

Fowler concludes with a description of himself as a "small business owner, part-time college student, member of the Chr
istian Writer's Guild, freelance writer for the Michigan Front Page, and author of two new books."

Fowler, notes a post by JoAnne Thomas on RightPundits.com, explained his complaint on his blog. He writes:

In 1970, I Corinthians 6:9 read as followed- 
THE KING JAMES BIBLE
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters
, nor adulteres, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effiminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind.

In 1982 ,the same scripture read like this-

Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived, neither fornicators, nor id
olaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodimites.

In 2001 the same scripture reads like this-

Surely you know that the people who do wrong will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom. Do not be fooled, those who sin sexually
, worship idols, take part in adultery, those who are male prostitutes, or men who have sexual relations with other men, t
hose who steal, are greedy, get drunk, lie about others, or rob thses people will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom.
------------
 

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
deltadom wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------While it is easy to point the finger at the translators of the NIV regarding such matters, I have a strong feeling that the translators of t
he KJV were forced to do the same thing way back in the early 17th Century (in fact, they admitted to having experienced difficulty in agreeing upon a 
particular word or phrase from time to time
-------------------------

What you have got to be careful with in translations is goal, what is there purpose, why do they miss out certain phrases? or words.
How does it change the Theology. 
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html (http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html) A Critic of the Message

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/10 13:51

Quote:
-------------------------Hi BeYeDoers...
Quote:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The NIV translators do give an okay "feel" to the passage...it essentially conveys what the original says (although maybe it could also read that they he
ard a sound of a man arriving but did not hear a voice, which would mean the NIV does NOT properly convey it). Either way, it is NOT literal. It is an int
erpretation (otherwise known as "dynamic equivalence", as you know). Like I said earlier, they do your thinking for you. What first turned me off to the 
NIV was going through Colossians in an NIV-NASB-Greek interlinear, where I discovered how awfully inconsistent the NIV was with their translation of
even simple words (eg the will translate the word "all" as some, many, most, all, etc.). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Just as you warned me, I would also warn you that you might need to clarify that this is your opinion too.
-------------------------
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No, it's not. Ask your wife what the word for "eye" is in Spanish. She will tell you "ojo". It will ALWAYS mean that. Now, w
ithin a story she may find that she needs to use a different word to convey to her readers what she thinks I meant. That 
doesn't change the fact that "ojo" is the word for "eye." Problem I have with the NIV is that they do this in places where t
here is no need to, and can actually alter the original meaning (btw, every translation I know of after the KJV and maybe 
the original ASV does this somewhat with manhood/womanhood; but again I must stress I don't believe there was some 
kind of conspiracy with "modern versions"). This is a case where there is nothing wrong with being literal. It's not a colloq
uialism that doesn't translate well. The NIV translators translate "akou" as "hear" in almost every other place. Because th
at is what it means. They translate "understand" from a totally different word, except in this case. Ask them! They read th
is passage in Greek, and agreed it would be best to use their "dynamic equivalency" to translate it as "understand", pres
umably to clear up confusion, WHICH IS FINE. But that doesn't magically change what the Greek actually said. I'm not b
laming them or "pointing fingers" as you say. The Greek says what it says...it doesn't change. The translators of different
versions choose to convey it differently. It is a fact that this is NOT a literal translation of this passage. It is a fact it is mor
e dynamic. It was their opinion that it was necessary to do so for whatever reason. It is your opinion that you like it. It is 
my opinion that what they did was fine, but I would prefer that they not. 

I fully understand that all translations (of anything) require dynamic equivalence to a degree to make things understanda
ble. And it is a fact that the NIV used it more than KJV, Geneva, ASV, NASB(and a fact that they used it more than textu
ally necessary, as I'm sure they would readily admit to, since one of their goals was to make it more "readable"). It is my 
OPINION that they used it WAY too much ;-)

Brother, I know that we both have studied this issue at length, and obviously come to different conclusions. I suppose w
e will continue to agree to disagree.:-) 

You can find Robinson's (long) article online. Just google it and it should be one of the first things that pops up. 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/10 14:27
Hi walterÂ…
Quote:
-------------------------
However, this reference is only made clear, and can only be found in the King James Bible. The NIV, NASB, and all of the "newer versions" published 
since 1881 are all unclear about specific sin, and have lumped them under the heading of "sexual sin.

Do you wonder why there is such confusion in the body of Christ today about sin in general and sexual sin specifically? The answer is found in the Ne
wer Version Bibles that the body of today is reading and studying. Each version, since 1881, has become weaker and weaker and weaker and weaker,
AND MORE USER FRIENDLY FOR SIN.

-------------------------
Brother, do you have to be so misleading in your rabid attacks on the NIV, NASB and other Â“newer versions?Â”  In fact
, your statement above boarders on a LIE.

Consider this passage from (that supposedly soft on sin version) the NIV:
Quote:
-------------------------I Corinthians 6:9-10
9  Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers n
or male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders 10 nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God.
-------------------------
Brother, every sin that you would mention is covered in the NIV and NASB.  In fact, I looked up the words Â“homosexual
Â” and Â“homosexualityÂ” in the StrongÂ’s Concordance (for the KJV), and I found a total of -0- entries.  In fact, the law
suit in the article alleges that the KJV uses the word Â“homosexualÂ” in I Corinthians 6:9, when the word doesnÂ’t appe
ar in the KJV (at least, none of the versions that I have or those found online).  

The concept of homosexuality as a sin is found throughout the Word of God Â– regardless of whether you use the KJV, t
he NIV or the NASB.  The NIV talks about gross, unnatural affection between members of the same sex.  In fact, the roo
t of the sin is fornication and lust Â– which is extensively covered by each of these versions.  Consider these examples f
rom Scripture as declared by each version:

Quote:
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-------------------------
Leviticus 18:22

New International Version
22 Do not lie with a man as one lies with a woman; that is detestable.

King James Version
22 Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is abomination.

New American Standard Bible
22 You shall not lie with a male as one lies with a female; it is an abomination.

Leviticus 20:13

New International Version
13 If a man lies with a man as one lies with a woman, both of them have done what is detestable. They must be put to death; their blood will be on thei
r own heads.

King James Version
13 If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood
shall be upon them.

New American Standard Bible
13 If there is a man who lies with a male as those who lie with a woman, both of them have committed a detestable act; they shall surely be put to deat
h. Their bloodguiltiness is upon them.

 Romans 1:24-27

New International Version
24  Therefore God gave them over in the sinful desires of their hearts to sexual impurity for the degrading of their bodies with one another. 25 They ex
changed the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served created things rather than the CreatorÂ—who is forever praised. Amen. 
26  Because of this, God gave them over to shameful lusts. Even their women exchanged natural relations for unnatural ones. 27 In the same way the 
men also abandoned natural relations with women and were inflamed with lust for one another. Men committed indecent acts with other men, and rece
ived in themselves the due penalty for their perversion.

King James Version
24 Wherefore God also gave them up to uncleanness through the lusts of their own hearts, to dishonour their own bodies between themselves: 
25 Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen. 
26 For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their women did change the natural use into that which is against nature: 
27 And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unse
emly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet.

New American Standard Bible
24 Therefore (A)God gave them over in the lusts of their hearts to impurity, so that their bodies would be (B)dishonored among them. 
25 For they exchanged the truth of God for a (C)lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, (D)who is blessed forever. Amen. 
26 For this reason (E)God gave them over to (F)degrading passions; for their women exchanged the natural function for that which is unnatural, 
27 and in the same way also the men abandoned the natural function of the woman and burned in their desire toward one another, (G)men with men c
ommitting indecent acts and receiving in their own persons the due penalty of their error. 

I Timothy 1:9-11

New International Version
9  We also know that law is made not for the righteous but for lawbreakers and rebels, the ungodly and sinful, the unholy and irreligious; for those who 
kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers, 10 for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and liars and perjurersÂ—and for whatever else is contrary 
to the sound doctrine 11 that conforms to the glorious gospel of the blessed God, which he entrusted to me.

King James Version
9 Knowing this, that the law is not made for a righteous man, but for the lawless and disobedient, for the ungodly and for sinners, for unholy and profan
e, for murderers of fathers and murderers of mothers, for manslayers,
10 For whoremongers, for them that defile themselves with mankind, for menstealers, for liars, for perjured persons, and if there be any other thing tha
t is contrary to sound doctrine;
11 According to the glorious gospel of the blessed God, which was committed to my trust.

New American Standard Bible
9 realizing the fact that law is not made for a righteous person, but for those who are lawless and rebellious, for the ungodly and sinners, for the unholy
and profane, for those who kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers 
10 and immoral men and homosexuals and kidnappers and liars and perjurers, and whatever else is contrary to sound teaching, 
11 according to the glorious gospel of the blessed God, with which I have been entrusted. 

Jude 1:7

New International Version
7 In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding towns gave themselves up to sexual immorality and perversion. They serve as an exam
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ple of those who suffer the punishment of eternal fire.

King James Version
7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set
forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.

New American Standard Bible
7 just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities around them, since they in the same way as these indulged in gross immorality and went after strange fl
esh, are exhibited as an example in undergoing the punishment of eternal fire.

-------------------------

As you can tell, the topic of the sinfulness of homosexuality is well covered by each of these versions.  A difference in w
ording or grammar in a particular passage (or set of passages) does not equate to a removal of this doctrine from the Bi
ble.  A difference in wording could be the result of the different set of sources used, a different method of translation or si
mply the consensus opinion of the translators (of either the source or subsequent work).  

It is a poor defense of one translation when the basis of that defense is an attack on the others.  In this case, the attack i
s hollow and misleading.  The NIV, NASB and the KJV cover this issue well only in the sense that they translated it from 
their original sources to the best of their abilities and skill.

 :-) 

Re:, on: 2008/7/10 14:45
I do agree with Walter that the KJV deals with sin much more specifically. The newer versions are not as strong.

Krispy

Re:, on: 2008/7/10 14:49
Well, Chris, as usual, we will have to agree to disagree.

Ask yourself, honestly, why is this man bringing a lawsuit against Nelson and Zondervan for ONLY the printing of the
King James Bible version of the bibles they publish? They print them all, yet they are only being sued for the King James
Bible. 

It is only because the definition of sexual sin is explicit, and spelled out in detail. The King James Bible convicts sinners
of their sin. The other versions aren't doing the job.

We have people today that have created "homosexual churches", and they believe that they are saved and on their way
to heaven. Do you find the King James Bible in these "churches"? Absolutely not! It is usually the NIV, or one of other
even newer perversions.

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi walterÂ…
Quote:
-------------------------
However, this reference is only made clear, and can only be found in the King James Bible. The NIV, NASB, and all of the "newer versions" published 
since 1881 are all unclear about specific sin, and have lumped them under the heading of "sexual sin.

 :-) 
-------------------------
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Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/7/10 15:07
waltern wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------

We have people today that have created "homosexual churches", and they believe that they are saved and on their way to heaven. Do you find the Kin
g James Bible in these "churches"? Absolutely not! It is usually the NIV, or one of other even newer perversions.

Sincerely,

Walter

-------------------------

That is a stretch.  

Brother, I believe you have a good heart towards the Lord, but I know many brothers and missionaries that use the NIV. 
These men have fully given their lives to the Lord in every aspect and way.  

Now in comes Waltern and indirectly calls them  "perverted" for using a Bible that you haven't authorized.  These men h
ave more faith in their big toe then most Christians have in entire lifetime.  To generalize folks and place them into a box 
based on no clear cut evidence other then opinion and handed down traditions of men is not of Christ.

Christ has been with us for 1610 years BEFORE the KJV, BTW.  

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/10 15:31
Hi BeYeDoersÂ…

Quote:
-------------------------
No, it's not. Ask your wife what the word for "eye" is in Spanish. She will tell you "ojo". It will ALWAYS mean that. Now, within a story she may find that 
she needs to use a different word to convey to her readers what she thinks I meant. That doesn't change the fact that "ojo" is the word for "eye." 
-------------------------

The problem with this example is that it isnÂ’t a typical example by which translators face difficulty.  The example that I u
sed was from my earlier post.  I asked, Â“Do you see how this reads?Â”  To translate this in a literal word-for-word meth
od would NOT carry over the meaning of the question.  The word Â“seeÂ” in Spanish is the verb Â“verÂ” Â– most of the 
time.  However, it could also be translated as the verb Â“comprenderÂ” (Â“to comprehendÂ”), Â“entenderÂ” (Â“to under
standÂ”) or Â“apreciarÂ” or Â“percibirÂ” (Â“to perceiveÂ”), along with a few others.  The exact word to use can only com
e about via an understanding of just what the source is trying to express.  Thus, the question that I asked can be translat
ed into Spanish in any number of ways Â– dependent upon what the translator assumes that I am asking.  But a literal Â
“word for wordÂ” translation (in this case, Â“Â¿Ves como se le?Â”) would be incorrect.  The correct translation (via dyna
mic equivalence) would be Â“Â¿Percibes que quiere decir esto?Â” or Â“Â¿Usted percibe cÃ³mo lee esta manera?

The same can be said for any language.  I suppose that the necessity to understand the context of a phrase is important
in the translation process into any language.  It would be impossible to translate an effective version of the Bible (or anyt
hing, for that matter) without using some sort of elucidation skills.  I am quite confident that the translators of the King Ja
mes Version were forced to construe the meaning of certain words in order to best construct phrases into early 17th Cen
tury English.   We do this in our everyday lives.  When my father tells me, Â“I love youÂ” over the telephone, I understan
d that it has a different meaning than when my wife tells me Â“I love you.Â”  If we were to translate the word Â“I love you
Â” into Spanish, we would use Â“Te quiero muchoÂ” when speaking to family members, children or friends, while we wo
uld use Â“Te amoÂ” when speaking to our spouse.  The translator has to realize these subtle differences in grammar an
d usage.

Quote:
-------------------------Problem I have with the NIV is that they do this in places where there is no need to, and can actually alter the original meaning (btw,
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every translation I know of after the KJV and maybe the original ASV does this somewhat with manhood/womanhood; but again I must stress I don't b
elieve there was some kind of conspiracy with "modern versions").
-------------------------
Again, I have to ask just what you base this conclusion upon?  Where in the Scriptures was this not needed?  What did t
he translators say about whether or not they felt that it was needed?  How do we know that the translators of the King Ja
mes Version did not do the same?  

Quote:
-------------------------This is a case where there is nothing wrong with being literal. It's not a colloquialism that doesn't translate well. The NIV translators t
ranslate "akou" as "hear" in almost every other place. Because that is what it means. They translate "understand" from a totally different word, except i
n this case. Ask them! They read this passage in Greek, and agreed it would be best to use their "dynamic equivalency" to translate it as "understand",
presumably to clear up confusion, WHICH IS FINE. But that doesn't magically change what the Greek actually said. I'm not blaming them or "pointing fi
ngers" as you say. The Greek says what it says...it doesn't change.
-------------------------
I understand what youÂ’re sayingÂ…to a point.  However, I looked at the same word (via StrongÂ’s and my handy Lexic
onÂ’s outline for Biblical usage) and I find that the same word (akou&#333;) can translate into English as Â“to comprehe
nd, to understand.Â”  In this case, this seems to be a possible alternative rendering.  The translators of the NIV and NAS
B seemed quite confident that this was the correct rendering, because they did not include a footnote about a possible al
ternative rendering when a translated phrase was in question.  It might be interesting to ask someone on the NIV team a
bout the choice of wording with this particular verse, though.  
 
Quote:
-------------------------I fully understand that all translations (of anything) require dynamic equivalence to a degree to make things understandable. And it i
s a fact that the NIV used it more than KJV, Geneva, ASV, NASB(and a fact that they used it more than textually necessary, as I'm sure they would rea
dily admit to, since one of their goals was to make it more "readable"). It is my OPINION that they used it WAY too much
 
-------------------------
I agree that both the translators of the KJV and the NIV used dynamic equivalence to a certain extent.  In fact, I would ve
nture to guess that they used it far more than the more ardent supporters of the KJV would be willing to admit.  Ironically
, the KJV-only crowd (which I realize that you are not a part of) obstinately argue against Â“dynamic equivalenceÂ” Â– u
ntil it comes to passages like Acts 12:4 (the inclusion of the pagan word Â“EasterÂ”).  At this point, the argument usually
goes that the translators of the KJV Â“were the only ones who got it rightÂ” without mentioning that they felt that they us
ed a little Â“dynamic equivalenceÂ” in order to arrive to such an opinion (when the Greek word is Â“PaschaÂ” Â– or Pas
sover).  

Anyway, I think that we agree on much more than we disagree.  I didnÂ’t mean to go into a defense of Â“dynamic equiva
lenceÂ” in the translation process, or to go about defending the NIV.  However, I notice that many of the justifications for 
the preeminence of the KJV eventually meander into an attack on other versions.  This just isnÂ’t a good defense for an
y version.  

I suppose that I donÂ’t mind that people prefer the KJV or believe that it is a better translation than another version.  Ho
wever, I think that it becomes unhealthy when one assumes and attempts to advance the idea that the KJV is divinely pr
eserved to the point of perfection.  I know that this is not reflective of you (or Brother Krispy).  However, there are those 
who have formed a very zealous and immovable opinion based almost entirely upon a rather limited scope of research.

 :-( 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/10 15:43
Hi waltern...

I didn't think that you would admit that the NIV and NASB also include passages against homosexuality.  But I will admit
it for you: The NIV and the NASB both include passages that declare homosexuality to be a sin.
Quote:
-------------------------Ask yourself, honestly, why is this man bringing a lawsuit against Nelson and Zondervan for ONLY the printing of the King James Bi
ble version of the bibles they publish? They print them all, yet they are only being sued for the King James Bible. 
-------------------------
Well, you yourself mentioned the lawsuit.  What was the purpose of this suit from the article?  It seems that the plaintiff is
accusing these publishers of changing the words of the KJV in order to more explicitly proclaim homosexuality to be a si
n.  Consider the words from the article:
Quote:
-------------------------Fowler alleges both Zondervan and Thomas Nelson, with its KING JAMES BIBLE, manipulated Scripture without informing the publi
c by using the term "homosexuals" in a New Testament passage, 1 Corinthians 6:9
He told the Grand Rapids TV station in an interview he wants to "compensate for the past 20 years of emotional duress and mental instability."
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Zondervan, he contended, is misinterpreting the Bible.

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Fowler, notes a post by JoAnne Thomas on RightPundits.com, explained his complaint on his blog. He writes:

In 1970, I Corinthians 6:9 read as followed- 
THE KING JAMES BIBLE
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulteres, nor idolaters, 
nor adulterers, nor effiminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind.

In 1982 ,the same scripture read like this-

Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived, neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor ho
mosexuals, nor sodimites.

In 2001 the same scripture reads like this-

Surely you know that the people who do wrong will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom. Do not be fooled, those who sin sexually, worship idols, take part in ad
ultery, those who are male prostitutes, or men who have sexual relations with other men, those who steal, are greedy, get drunk, lie about others, or ro
b thses people will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom.
-------------------------
In other words, the plaintiff is accusing the publishers of manipulating the words of the KJV in order to push an "agenda."
 However, I haven't found a KJV that changes the words like the one he includes.  I think that perhaps he was looking at 
the words of a different version (like the NIV) that explicitly uses the word "homosexual" in that passage.

 :-( 

Re:, on: 2008/7/10 16:19
To Miccah:

It appears that you want to create a disagreement. I am not here to argue with anyone. The NIV is being used all over
the world today, by most Missionaries. Is it effective? As long as the only Soul Winner, Jesus Christ is Lord. Christ is the
Savior and  uses everything to draw the lost to Himself .

That has nothing to do with my previous post. I gave examples of how the definition of sexual sin is not as strong in the
newer versions and that is the reason we are in the position that we find ourselves in today, July 10,2008.

The  NIV and all of the newer versions have minimized the focus and definition of sexual sin, and sin in general. 

I will ask you the same question I asked ccchhhrrriiisss:

Find and name  a Â“homosexual churchÂ” that uses the King James Bible

In my first post today, July 10th, if you look at the years that Fowler is using for his defense of suing Nelson &  Zonderva
n, it is that the Bible has been changing the definition of HOMOSEXUALITY over time. The first year that he uses is 197
0.

In 1970, I Corinthians 6:9 read as followed- 
THE KING JAMES BIBLE
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters
, nor adulteres, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effiminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind.

In 1982 ,the same scripture read like this-

Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived, neither fornicators, nor id
olaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodimites.
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In 2001 the same scripture reads like this-

Surely you know that the people who do wrong will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom. Do not be fooled, those who sin sexually
, worship idols, take part in adultery, those who are male prostitutes, or men who have sexual relations with other men, t
hose who steal, are greedy, get drunk, lie about others, or rob thses people will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom.

In 2008, the KING JAMES BIBLE HAS THIS TO SAY ABOUT I Corinthians 6:9:
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters
, nor adulteres, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effiminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind.

In 1970 most people used the King James Bible. In the early 1970Â’s the NIV came on the scene. Today, most people r
ead the NIV, or one of the other Â“newerÂ” versions created after the NIV. By using these versions as a timeline, we can
track the descent of Christianity from the correct understanding of sexual sin, to the time of today, where there is nothing
but confusion of what sexual sin really means, and how devastating it is to God. GOD HATES SIN! Unless believers rep
ent-that includes you and me-- (turn from, by 180 degrees) and pray to God for forgiveness for committing that sin (by th
ought or deed-either physically following thought with it, or even thinking about doing it), then we/they cannot be forgiven
, and thus cannot be saved. We must repent of all sin, but how can we, if the Bible version we are reading and relying do
es not clarify sin in the eyes of God to us?

Soon, based upon the signs of the times, the King James Bible will be outlawed because of the work that it does in the h
earts and minds of sinners. It actually convicts them of their sin., and will be taken down by the Â“Hate Speech LawsÂ” t
hat are on the horizon of many States in America, already enacted in much of Europe, and presently being discussed by
the U.N.

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
Miccah wrote:
waltern wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------

We have people today that have created "homosexual churches", and they believe that they are saved and on their way to heaven. Do you find the Kin
g James Bible in these "churches"? Absolutely not! It is usually the NIV, or one of other even newer perversions.

Sincerely,

Walter

-------------------------

That is a stretch.  

Brother, I believe you have a good heart towards the Lord, but I know many brothers and missionaries that use the NIV.  These men have fully given t
heir lives to the Lord in every aspect and way.  

Now in comes Waltern and indirectly calls them  "perverted" for using a Bible that you haven't authorized.  These men have more faith in their big toe t
hen most Christians have in entire lifetime.  To generalize folks and place them into a box based on no clear cut evidence other then opinion and hand
ed down traditions of men is not of Christ.

Christ has been with us for 1610 years BEFORE the KJV, BTW.  

-------------------------
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Re:, on: 2008/7/10 16:33
To ccchhhrrriiisss:

The Plantiff, Fowler is suing the publisher for printing the King James Bible. The reason? The King James has convicted
him of his sin. The King James throughout the Old Testament and the New Testament is crystal clear about adultery,
murder, homosexuality, bestiality, fornication, etc. etc. etc. and those words have conviced his heart that the book must
NOT be printed.

The other books, the NIV and the newer versions, are softer, and not as offensive.

Since Fowler has no understanding of Bible versions, and the differences between them, his conclusion about what has 
been going on is striking and informative. He is speaking from a Humanists point of view. In todays culture whatever sex
ual sin you want is O.K. His homosexuality is offended by what the King James Bible has to say about it, but yet 
not offended by the other Bible versions he quoted (all of them are other versions, created after 1881).

That is the point. It is striking!

Sincerely,

Walter
Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi waltern...

I didn't think that you would admit that the NIV and NASB also include passages against homosexuality.  But I will admit it for you: The NIV and the NA
SB both include passages that declare homosexuality to be a sin.
Quote:
-------------------------Ask yourself, honestly, why is this man bringing a lawsuit against Nelson and Zondervan for ONLY the printing of the King James Bi
ble version of the bibles they publish? They print them all, yet they are only being sued for the King James Bible. 
-------------------------
Well, you yourself mentioned the lawsuit.  What was the purpose of this suit from the article?  It seems that the plaintiff is accusing these publishers of 
changing the words of the KJV in order to more explicitly proclaim homosexuality to be a sin.  Consider the words from the article:
Quote:
-------------------------Fowler alleges both Zondervan and Thomas Nelson, with its KING JAMES BIBLE, manipulated Scripture without informing the publi
c by using the term "homosexuals" in a New Testament passage, 1 Corinthians 6:9
He told the Grand Rapids TV station in an interview he wants to "compensate for the past 20 years of emotional duress and mental instability."

Zondervan, he contended, is misinterpreting the Bible.

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Fowler, notes a post by JoAnne Thomas on RightPundits.com, explained his complaint on his blog. He writes:

In 1970, I Corinthians 6:9 read as followed- 
THE KING JAMES BIBLE
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulteres, nor idolaters, 
nor adulterers, nor effiminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind.

In 1982 ,the same scripture read like this-

Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived, neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor ho
mosexuals, nor sodimites.

In 2001 the same scripture reads like this-

Surely you know that the people who do wrong will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom. Do not be fooled, those who sin sexually, worship idols, take part in ad
ultery, those who are male prostitutes, or men who have sexual relations with other men, those who steal, are greedy, get drunk, lie about others, or ro
b thses people will not inherit GodÂ’s kingdom.
-------------------------
In other words, the plaintiff is accusing the publishers of manipulating the words of the KJV in order to push an "agenda."  However, I haven't found a K
JV that changes the words like the one he includes.  I think that perhaps he was looking at the words of a different version (like the NIV) that explicitly 
uses the word "homosexual" in that passage.

 :-( 
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-------------------------
  

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/7/10 17:45
waltern wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------

To Miccah:

It appears that you want to create a disagreement. I am not here to argue with anyone. The NIV is being used all over the world today, by most Missio
naries. Is it effective? As long as the only Soul Winner, Jesus Christ is Lord. Christ is the Savior and  uses everything to draw the lost to Himself .
-------------------------

Hi Waltern,

I re-read my post.  You are correct.  I did not pray before posting and came off sounding hostile.  I appologize.

I guess that I took offense (even though I do  not prefer the NIV and speak against using it) with someone that calls this 
version "perverted".  To me, this implies that nothing good can come from the NIV, which is wrong.

My apologies.  

I prefer the NKJV and am very satisfied with how the Lord uses this version and His words in my life.

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/10 17:52
Chris, I admit my example is not very adequate and oversimplistic in general, but my example is good for the verse we a
re talking about because it is almost a direct parallel. The reason Strong's mentions "understand" as a viable translation 
of the word is because it is used...ONCE out of several hundred instances. But ask the NIV translators, I bet they would 
never backtranslate "understand" as "akouei". Why? Because the Greeks used other words for this. When you look at th
e Greek, Acts 9:7 says they "akou-ed" and 22:7 says they "no akou-ed". Commentators are split on whether it means th
ey heard a sound but not a voice (The most natural, I believe), or they heard Paul's voice but not Christ's (not so natural,
since "voice" isn't even a necessary translation here), or they heard Christ's voice but didn't understand it (decent, but I t
hink it may mystify it unnecessarily). Of course, there is absolutely no discussion if you only use the NIV, because the tra
nslators do the thinking for you. You are bound to their interpretation. You could be completely misunderstanding the ver
se, if one of the other interpretations is correct (I submit ultimately it is not much of a consequence, but it is a consequen
ce) "See where I'm coming from?" (that of course is more colloquial because we are sloppy with our language, and woul
d have to be dynamically translated...I submit that God was not so sloppy with his Greek, except where He was hyperbol
ic or VERY INTENTIONALLY colloquial)

Quote:
-------------------------Anyway, I think that we agree on much more than we disagree.
-------------------------
 Agreed.  :-) 

Quote:
-------------------------I think that it becomes unhealthy when one assumes and attempts to advance the idea that the KJV is divinely preserved to the poi
nt of perfection.
-------------------------
 

Amen! And to be honest, these type of KJV-only arguments wear me out and are hardly worthy of response because the
y don't think, but rather 
Quote:
-------------------------have formed a very zealous and immovable opinion based almost entirely upon a rather limited scope of research.
-------------------------
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Blessings.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/10 17:55
Hi Walter...
Quote:
-------------------------The Plantiff, Fowler is suing the publisher for printing the King James Bible. The reason? The King James has convicted him of his 
sin. The King James throughout the Old Testament is crystal clear about adultery, murder, homosexuality, bestiality, fornication, etc. etc. etc. and thos
e words have conviced his heart that the book must NOT be printed.
-------------------------
Actually, you might want to reread your own post.  It appears that the plaintiff is upset for the word "homosexual" appeari
ng in that particular verse.  He feels that this is offensive and points out his lifestyle.  In reality, the word does NOT appe
ar in the KJV's wording of I Corinthians 6:9-10 -- but the NIV's.  Consider the difference between the two:
Quote:
-------------------------
New International Version
9 Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers n
or male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders 10 nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God.

King James Version
9 Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effemin
ate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, 
10 Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.
-------------------------
So, it appears that the plaintiff is mistaken and should take direct his lawsuit toward the NIV's publishers (rather than the 
KJV's).  Of course, this plaintiff will eventually have his day in the Court of God.  His argument will surely fail -- if he were
even so bold to speak!

Quote:
-------------------------The other books, the NIV and the newer versions, are softer, and not as offensive.
-------------------------
This is entirely your own personal opinion.  As a believer who reads both the NIV and the KJV, I wholeheartedly disagre
e with such an opinion.

 :-) 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/10 18:25
Hi BeYeDoers...

I understand your perspective about this.  The underlying point that I was attempting to make is not with Acts 9:7 or Acts
22:7 -- but to demonstrate to those who would obstinately declare that the KJV is perfect or that the NIV used creative in
terpretation while the KJV translators used a word-for-word method.  It may have been a little more word-for-word, but m
ost translators today (including my wife) are adament that an entirely (or even mostly) literal translation is inherently flaw
ed.  I feel extremely confident that the translators of both the NIV and the KJV had to often use their "best judgment" wh
en deciding upon a particular word or phrase.  

In fact, if we asked five translators to take a paragraph of modern Greek and translate it into modern English, I venture t
o guess that we would have five different paragraphs!  While the essence of the original paragraph would probably rema
in intact, the wording could vary drastically from person-to-person.  My wife told me that when she translates, she has to 
consider each word literally (including all possible tenses and alternative meanings), while at the same time understandi
ng the context of the words within the phrase, sentence, paragraph and entire work.  In addition, she says that she must 
consider the historical significance from which the source is translated.  Some words simply change their meaning over t
ime (like the word "knew" from Matthew 1:25 in the KJV). 
Quote:
-------------------------Of course, there is absolutely no discussion if you only use the NIV, because the translators do the thinking for you. You are bound 
to their interpretation. You could be completely misunderstanding the verse, if one of the other interpretations is correct (I submit ultimately it is not mu
ch of a consequence, but it is a consequence)
-------------------------
Of course, I disagree with your conclusion that the translators of the NIV are trying to do "your thinking for you." In fact, t
he same argument could be held against the KJV -- or the Textus Receptus!  Even if the KJV were an entirely more liter
al translation, the reader must rely on the end product (unless, of course, they do as we have).  In that sense, the transla
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tors of the KJV put what they felt to be the most accurate representation onto the final draft -- just as the translators of th
e NIV did too.  And just as there were differences in opinion regarding the wording of the NIV, there were also difference
s of wording in regard to the KJV (not to mention, pre-ordained restrictions regarding Church terminology).  

Anyway, I appreciate this discourse.  I am thinking about writing to my contacts from the NIV (and the publisher) regardi
ng some of these things.  It would be interesting to hear their reasons firsthand (rather than by second guessing their int
entions or reasons).  Just a few weeks ago, I actually received the answer from an email that I had written a couple of ye
ars ago to someone who assisted with the NIV!  

 :-) 

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/10 18:39

Quote:
-------------------------Anyway, I appreciate this discourse.
-------------------------

likewise.

Quote:
-------------------------I am thinking about writing to my contacts from the NIV (and the publisher) regarding some of these things. It would be interesting to
hear their reasons firsthand (rather than by second guessing their intentions or reasons). Just a few weeks ago, I actually received the answer from an
email that I had written a couple of years ago to someone who assisted with the NIV!
-------------------------

How cool it is (translate that:-) ) that we can still communicate to men who devote their lives to bring God's word from the
originals (well, as close as we can get) to our language!! At that they make themselves available! 

Re:, on: 2008/7/10 19:45
To ccchhhrrriiisss:

The King James says something different than all of the other "newer versions". 

THE KING JAMES BIBLE
  9.  Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idol
aters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, 10.  Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drun
kards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.

I truly think the one word that is missing in all of the other translations, that is found in the King James, is the word effem
inate, that relates to the sin of homosexualtiy. 

You mentioned earlier, Chris that you were interested in the New King James Bible. It leaves effeminite out as well. 
Here is the NKJV:

9.  Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived. Neither fornicators, no
r idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodomites, 
 10.  nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the kingdom of God. 
 11.  And such were some of you. But you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of th
e Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God. 

In my lifetime I have witnessed men turn to homosexuality. A common symptom of this sin is that men become effeminit
e after they turn. I also know of a guy that I went to High School with, who acted effeminite, but was not a practicing hom
osexual. I met him years later in a College Class, only to find him militantly gay and proud of his effeminity. I have also r
ead about homosexual men that do not display efffeminity. It is so common in homosexuality- the lisp, the walk, etc. etc. 
etc. that possession from an effeminite demon spirit should be a consdered as the cause.
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Christ cast out demons from many people. Why would we think that men and women who live today are free of demon p
ossession? 

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi Walter...
Quote:
-------------------------The Plantiff, Fowler is suing the publisher for printing the King James Bible. The reason? The King James has convicted him of his 
sin. The King James throughout the Old Testament is crystal clear about adultery, murder, homosexuality, bestiality, fornication, etc. etc. etc. and thos
e words have conviced his heart that the book must NOT be printed.
-------------------------
Actually, you might want to reread your own post.  It appears that the plaintiff is upset for the word "homosexual" appearing in that particular verse.  He
feels that this is offensive and points out his lifestyle.  In reality, the word does NOT appear in the KJV's wording of I Corinthians 6:9-10 -- but the NIV's
.  Consider the difference between the two:
Quote:
-------------------------
New International Version
9 Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers n
or male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders 10 nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God.

King James Version
9 Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effemin
ate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, 
10 Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.
-------------------------
So, it appears that the plaintiff is mistaken and should take direct his lawsuit toward the NIV's publishers (rather than the KJV's).  Of course, this plaintif
f will eventually have his day in the Court of God.  His argument will surely fail -- if he were even so bold to speak!

Quote:
-------------------------The other books, the NIV and the newer versions, are softer, and not as offensive.
-------------------------
This is entirely your own personal opinion.  As a believer who reads both the NIV and the KJV, I wholeheartedly disagree with such an opinion.

 :-) 
-------------------------

Re: Just how much can we blame Bibles for sin! - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/10 20:31

Quote:
------------------------- The other versions aren't doing the job
-------------------------
 

Quote:
------------------------- The newer versions are not as strong.
-------------------------
 

How can one objectively   prove that Â“modernÂ” translations are less effective in convicting people of sin?  LetÂ’s admit
that peopleÂ’s consciences tend to be moulded by their social environment.  Today we lack the   social restraints of the 
Â“olden daysÂ” - that is the days when there was only the KJV translation.  Certainly today society holds much more aut
hority   than the Bible   Â– even in our churches. Surely it would be a gross misdiagnosis to blame the translations for all
egedly obscuring the nature of sin! 

 From my experience back during the KJV days, there were certain sins that tended to fly under the radar:  the sins that 
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surround hypocrisy   (like self-righteousness, cold love, legalism, etc). And yet today - like never in my past - I am meetin
g people who are confessing hypocrisy Â– even though   few of them read the KJV.  They have come to such awarenes
s by cutting the umbilical cord  that has kept them in an unholy reliance on the preachers and Â“expertsÂ”  - those who h
ave tended to place   less emphasis on hypocrisy than the Bible does.) Yes, those who are being convicted have been r
eading their Bibles for themselves!

 From my personal observations I could conclude that the KJV  does not do a good job explaining the sins of hypocrisy, 
and yet I see, the Â“modernÂ” versions as  presenting hypocrisy as the most severe and deadliest of sin against God an
d his Church.    Jesus dealt with hypocrisy more than any other sins, yes?  

 Is hypocrisy not still the strongest deterrent to revival Â– the movement of the Spirit?  Who would blame the KJV for the 
yesteryearÂ’s pervasive blindness  to such obvious, repetitive Biblical warnings related to hypocrisy?   

If I seem to be a broken record here, (and perhaps have been long-ignored by now)  it is because I am in deep distress 
over how much the Bible gets blamed for   sins  Â– blamed from all sides Â– ranging from the ultraliberal to the ultracon
servative accusors! 

ItÂ’s time to learn how to be better diagnosticians of the fatal heart condition of humanity! And this process begins by se
eing the Word as a mirror!    If anyone can prove to me that some translations fail to provide an effective mirror, let me k
now! But then, how can you prove that it is not the reader who is at fault?

 Â“Judgment begins in the house of God.Â” 

Diane

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/10 20:38
What about the perversions of the original 1611 KJV, which included the apocryphal writings, and through them endorse
d such practices as praying to the dead?  

Instead of talking about how the modern translations weaken attacks on sin, how about we talk about the KJV endorsem
ent of things God considers an abomination?  Hmm...

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/10 21:09
Man I am so confused now after reading this whole thread, I don't know if I could even understand "A Bible For Dummie
s" if they had one.  :-P 

Re: - posted by PaulWest (), on: 2008/7/10 21:53

Quote:
-------------------------I don't know if I could even understand "A Bible For Dummies" if they had one.
-------------------------

 [Image: http://www.whsmith.co.uk/Images/Products%5C764%5C552%5C9780764552960_m_f.jpg] 

They actually do. You can find it at Wal-Mart next to the idiot's guide for plumbing and small engine repair.  
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Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/10 21:55
Thanks Brother Paul, I must get me one your the man!!

Re:, on: 2008/7/10 22:47
To King Jimmy:

As I recall, you have brought up this straw-man argument before. I never had the time to answer it, but now is as good
as ever. Here goes:

What about the King James 1611 and the Apocrypha? 
Over the years much has been said concerning the fact that the first edition of the King James Bible contained the Apocr
ypha.  It is true that the publisher of the 1611 edition did insert the Apocrypha between the Testaments, but it was neve
r included within the Old Testament text as was so done in the Hexapla, in Vaticanus and Sinaiticus (the minorit
y text, used to create the Catholic Bible).  The Apocrypha section from the Cambridge Group of the 1611 transla
tors rendered the entire work into English but for historical purposes only Â– not as inspired Scripture.  The Ap
ocrypha was removed even from the space between the Testaments in the second edition; meanwhile, it in no w
ay affected the accuracy of the texts of the Old or New Testaments.
 
D.A. Waite, Defending the King James Bible, 
p. 85.
Hills, The King James Version Defended, p. 230.

THE APOCRYPHA
These books are mainly the product of the last three centuries B.C., a time during which written prophecy had ce
ased.  They were accepted as part of the sacred literature by the Alexandrian Jews and, with the exception of th
e Second Book of Esdras, are found interspersed among the Hebrew Scriptures in the ancient copies of the Sep
tuagint or LXX.  The godly Jews under Ezra rejected the Apocrypha as having been inspired by the LORD when 
they formed the Old Testament canon.  Josephus (c.100 A.D.) confirms that these books were not considered a
s "divine" in his day.  He informs us that the canon was closed c.425 B.C.  

 The Apocrypha gradually rose in esteem in the APOSTATE Roman (Western) Church until the Council of Trent (
1546 A.D.) affirmed the canonicity of the greater part.  In making this decision the Catholic Church sided with th
e Jews of Alexandria Egypt in considering the Apocrypha sacred. 

Remember that it was in Alexandria that Mary was revered as the second person of the Trinity by the so called "
Christians".  Although Jerome rejected it, the Apocrypha has now been incorporated into his Vulgate by the Ro
man Catholic Church.
  

Jones, The Septuagint: A Critical Analysis, pp. 10-52.  

Josephus, Against Apion  (Contra Apionem, ), I, 8).

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
KingJimmy wrote:
What about the perversions of the original 1611 KJV, which included the apocryphal writings, and through them endorsed such practices as praying to 
the dead?  

Instead of talking about how the modern translations weaken attacks on sin, how about we talk about the KJV endorsement of things God considers a
n abomination?  Hmm...
-------------------------
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Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/10 23:09
Thanks to all of you,

After all these posts and thousands of words, I have finally found the answer to my brotherÂ’s question. He wanted to kn
ow which is the better version between the NASB and the NKJV. Well brother, the answer is the NKJV. 

The reason is because the NKJV came after the NASB. The NASB was the best up to date version in its day but the NK
JV is even better because it actually is more in line with the KJV. Thanks to all of you I am going to read the NKJV more 
than ever along with my KJV. I will still probably read the NASB some just to see what words and scriptures they left out

Re:, on: 2008/7/10 23:20
Dear rbanks:

Do you realize that there are over 4000 changes in the NKJV Bible from the King James version? Before you make the
final decision for the NKJV please find out what those differences are. Do they affect Bible Doctrine (Bible truth and
teaching) or are they merely cosmetic? On this thread I posted one difference, that has major implications. The NKJV
chose to go along with 
Westcott & Hort, and all of the newer versions, and ripped effeminite from 1 Cor 6:9

King James Version (KJV):
 9.  Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idola
ters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind,
 10.  Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.

New King James (NKJV)
9.  Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived. Neither fornicators, no
r idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodomites, 
10.  nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the kingdom of God. 

It is quite clear, from the above comparison, that in this instance the New King James has not maintained the integrit
y of the authorized version (Majority Text) of the Protestant Bible, but has succomed to the minority text, that is 
behind all of the newer versions. How many of the 4,000 differences between the KJV and NKJV are of this type 
of error? 
 
Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
rbanks wrote:
Thanks to all of you,

After all these posts and thousands of words, I have finally found the answer to my brotherÂ’s question. He wanted to know which is the better version 
between the NASB and the NKJV. Well brother, the answer is the NKJV. 

The reason is because the NKJV came after the NASB. The NASB was the best up to date version in its day but the NKJV is even better because it ac
tually is more in line with the KJV. Thanks to all of you I am going to read the NKJV more than ever along with my KJV. I will still probably read the NA
SB some just to see what words and scriptures they left out

-------------------------
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Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/11 6:54

Over the years much has been said concerning the fact that the first edition of the King James Bible contained the Apocr
ypha. It is true that the publisher of the 1611 edition did insert the Apocrypha between the Testaments, but it was never i
ncluded within the Old Testament text as was so done in the Hexapla, in Vaticanus and Sinaiticus (the minority text, use
d to create the Catholic Bible). 

So what?  It was included into the "Holy Bible" by them just the same.  That is adding to the word of God!  Therefore, the
translators were under a curse according to Revelation!  

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/11 7:29

Quote:
------------------------- I will still probably read the NASB some just to see what words and scriptures they left out 
-------------------------
 
Has the Holy Spirit given you this purpose for reading the NASB? If so, then I trust that you have a good handle on Gree
k and Hebrew to help you make   informed judgments.  

In all seriousness, I trust that when you read the NASB, you will leave room for   the possiblity that the Spirit may show y
ou some truths that you never noticed before.   I trust that you will be    blessed and enriched through your deepening int
imacy with HIM though your reading. Countless have found the NASB to do that for them. 

Can you leave room for that possibility too? 

PS: By the way, there is a fair-sized group of people out there who shy away from the NASB because they believe it has
an "evangelical slant"  and thus can't possibly be an objective translation.  Do you think   it is fair to assess a version in t
hat manner? 

 
 

Diane

Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/11 10:10

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:

Quote:
------------------------- I will still probably read the NASB some just to see what words and scriptures they left out 
-------------------------
 
Has the Holy Spirit given you this purpose for reading the NASB? If so, then I trust that you have a good handle on Greek and Hebrew to help you mak
e   informed judgments.  

In all seriousness, I trust that when you read the NASB, you will leave room for   the possiblity that the Spirit may show you some truths that you never 
noticed before.   I trust that you will be    blessed and enriched through your deepening intimacy with HIM though your reading. Countless have found t
he NASB to do that for them. 
Diane

-------------------------

Hi Diane,
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I apologize for using that last line in my post. I shouldn't have been trying to be humorous and not realizing I would be off
ending others.

Again I apologize if I mislead anyone, the reason I said it was in humor of all the strong posts of the different opinions on
here already.

My personal fear of God concerning His word (and I can not help this)is that I lean more toward the KJV because it was 
here over 200 years before they found the two older manuscripts that have cause them to reevaluate in the translating of
the newer versions.

Personally I have not found yet in what little I have read of the versions that made changes (words left out, scriptures left
out, meaning changed)that would seem to cause me to love God more. I have a strong fear of God and if I read anything
other than the KJV it is for clarity of the archaic words and some old English words to understand and communicate bett
er. I always read the bible in context of what the Holy Spirit was saying to the original apostles who wrote what He inspir
ed them to write.

I do realized that their are some changes in the NKJV that were effected by the minority texts. But the NKJV is still the o
nly one more in line with the pattern of the KJV.

I can read other versions and the rule that has helped me is where there is a difference in the wording, will it cause me t
o love God more and will it kill more of my dreaded enemy the flesh. 

Only God knows the real answers. If I will just stay filled with His Spirit He will not lead me wrong. My hope is not to lead 
anyone else wrong.  

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/11 12:21
This thread would have been a whole lot better for me with a poll and a lot less confusing, so have we figured it out yet? 
:-) 

Re:, on: 2008/7/11 12:43
Very well, MrBillPro:

God's Word, the Bible tells me that He has magnified His Word, the Bible, above His Own Name. 

Psalms 138

 1.  I Will praise thee with my whole heart: before the gods will I sing praise unto thee.
 2.  I will worship toward thy holy temple, and praise thy name for thy lovingkindness and for thy truth: for thou hast ma
gnified thy word above all thy name.

To honor God, based upon my understanding of the texts used that created the Bibles that we read today (The Majority 
Text and the Minority Text) I would have to choose the King James Bible and reject the two newer versions you are aski
ng about. 

The New King James misses the mark, over and over and over. At first read, it sounds almost identical to the King Jame
s, but after serious study, it is not.

Sincerley,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
MrBillPro wrote:
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This thread would have been a whole lot better for me with a poll and a lot less confusing, so have we figured it out yet?  :-) 
-------------------------

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/11 12:51

Quote:
------------------------- so have we figured it out yet? 
-------------------------
 
Hi, MrBillPro, Glad to see you come up for air every once in a while to check   the breeze!  

Actually, I just made an amazing discovery regarding Bible translations and that is this: it has to be meaningful to the rea
der!  My 2 Â½ yo granddaughter is here this week, and this morning she was strutting around with her 415-page Toddler
Â’s Bible under her arm Â– like Little Miss Preacher. She wanted nothing other than for me to read it (yet again!).  Seein
g such delight in the good old Bible stories is refreshing to me. She is like a sponge. There are no barriers, no symptoms
of scepticism Â– just pure delight. 

Â“Â…Â… as a little child.Â” Praise God for those who have Â“translatedÂ” the Bible Â– via pictures and minimalist langu
age for our most impressionable citizens of society. 

By the way, has anyone read,  (http://www.tniv.info/pdf/Blomberg.pdf) The Untold Story of a Good Tranlsation by Craig 
Blomberg. If anything it gives some insight into how human nature affects the battle over translations.

BTW,  I don't think it hurts to rejoice in the fact that God didn't stop working 400 years ago regarding the accurate preser
vation of his word.  Admittedly, this thread hasn't even touched on the recent translations - the ones truly modern.  

Diane 

 

Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2008/7/11 19:06

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:

Quote:
------------------------- so have we figured it out yet? 
-------------------------
 
Hi, MrBillPro, Glad to see you come up for air every once in a while to check   the breeze!  
Diane 
-------------------------

Diane, you know me way to well don't you? that was a good response though.  :-) 

Re:, on: 2008/7/11 21:15
The story continues. No, they continue to tell us, there is no real difference in regards to Bible Doctrine, Bible tea
ching, and Bible truth between the two Bible versions. We have the majority text, that is responsible for the KJV
, and we have the minority text, that is responsible for the Catholic Bible, as well as all of the Newer versions, p
ublished and copyrited since 1881,  yet the teaching in each version is no different. 

IS THAT TRUE?

I have a 10 year old Grandson who is now reading and studying his Bible everyday. What Bible does he read? The King 
James, of course. You ask, how can he understand the archaic words, and even understand what he is reading?.
He is reading it at ten, the same way I did when I was ten. I really do not want him to read any other version.
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After studying this analysis, tell me that it will not hurt my 10 year old gradson. Please, tell me that it will not hurt my 35 y
ear old daughter. Please, please, please tell me that it will not hurt me to read and study the minority text, that is found in
all of the newer versions--the ASV; NIV, NASB, The Message, etc. etc. etc.:

Exodus 6:3
KJV= JEHOVAH
NASB , NIV, ETC.= the Lord

2 Cor. 5:8
KJV=Jesus Christ
NASB , NIV, ETC= Christ

Acts 8:18
KJV=The Holy Ghost
NASB , NIV, ETC= the Spirit

Rev. 1:11
KJV= I am Alpha and Omega
NASB , NIV, ETC=	DELETED

John 4:42
KJV=	God, Christ, the Son
NASB , NIV, ETC= One, man

Matthew 19:17
KJV=God
NASB , NIV, ETC= only One

Joshua 22:22
KJV= The LORD God
NASB , NIV, ETC= The Mighty One

1 Cor. 16:22
KJV=Lord Jesus Christ
NASB , NIV, ETC= the Lord

Daniel 3:25
KJV=The Son of God		
NASB , NIV, ETC= a son of the gods

John 9:35
KJV=	Son of God
NASB , NIV, ETC= Son of Man

Acts 14:15
KJV=	God
NASB , NIV, ETC= a God

1 John 5:7
KJV=For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost; and these three are one.
NASB , NIV, ETC=DELETED

Ephesians 5:9
KJV=	fruit of the Spirit
NASB , NIV, ETC= fruit of the light

Rev. 21:24
KJV=	and the nations of them which are saved shall walk in the light	
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NASB , NIV, ETC= and the nation shall walk by its light

Rev. 15:3
KJV=King of saints
NASB , NIV, ETC= king of nations/ages

Matt. 28:20
KJV= end of the world
NASB , NIV, ETC= end of the age

Phil. 4:13
KJV= I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me
NASB , NIV, ETC=  I can do everything through him who gives me strength

1 Tim. 3:16
KJV=God was manifest in the flesh
NASB , NIV, ETC= He who was revealed in the fleshg

Acts 4:24
KJV=thou art God
NASB , NIV, ETC= DELETED

Matt. 8:29
KJV= Jesus
NASB , NIV, ETC= DELETED

Mark 2:15
KJV=Jesus
NASB , NIV, ETC= him  (no capital HÂ—over, and over, and over)

Matt. 6:33
KJV=the Kingdom of God
NASB , NIV, ETC= His kingdom

Rev 21:4
KJV=God
NASB , NIV, ETC= He

Gal. 1:15
KJV= God
NASB , NIV, ETC=He

Matt 22:32
KJV= God
NASB , NIV, ETC=He

1 Cor 14:2
KJV= The Spirit
NASB , NIV, ETC= his spirit

Acts 22:16
KJV= the Name of the Lord
NASB , NIV, ETC= His name

Rev. 14:1
KJV=	The FatherÂ’s name in their foreheads
NASB , NIV, ETC= his name and his Fathers name in their foreheads
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Phil 3:3
KJV=worship God
NASB , NIV, ETC= worship (see Revelation, chapters:  9, 13, 14, 16
God of the New versions/New age

Isaiah 14:12-15
Devil of the Bible & Christianity
KJV=Lucifer

God of the New versions/New age
NASB , NIV, ETC= morning star

Acts 17:22
Devil of the Bible & Christianity
KJV=(image worshippers are) too  superstitious

God of the New versions/New age
NASB , NIV, ETC (image worshippers are) very religious

Mark 10:21
KJV=and come, take up the cross, and follow me.
NASB, NIV, ETC.= Then come, follow me.

2 Peter 1:21
KJV=	holy men
NASB, NIV, ETC.=men

1 Peter 2:22
KJV=pure heart
NASB, NIV, ETC.= adequate
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Has the following created the Â“prosperityÂ” crowd, the name it and claim it, the blab it and grab it bunch??

You be the judge:

2 Timothy 3:17
KJV= perfect
NASB, NIV, ETC.= prosperityÂ—is this what has fueled the Â“prosperity heresyÂ”?

Jer. 29:11
KJV=righteousness
NASB, NIV, ETC.= prosper---more of the Â“prosperity heresyÂ”?

1 Timothy 6:6
KJV=	godliness with contentment is great gain
NASB, NIV, ETC.= godliness actually is a means of great gain---more prosperity heresy?

Heb 3:6
KJV=rejoicing
NASB, NIV, ETC.= boast???

2 Cor 1:14
KJV=	your rejoicing
NASB, NIV, ETC.= be proud

2 Cor 1:12
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KJV=rejoicing
NASB, NIV, ETC.= proud confidence

1 Timothy 1:4
KJV=	godly edifying
NASB, NIV, ETC.= furthering the administration

Psalms 8:5
KJV=	For tho hast made him a little lower than the angels
NASB, NIV, ETC.= You have made him a little lower than God

Job 42:6
KJV=I abhor myself
NASB, NIV, ETC.= I retract

Phil 3:21
KJV= our vile body
NASB, NIV, ETC.= our humble state

Luke 4:4
KJV=That man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God	
NASB, NIV, ETC.= man shall not live on bread alone

xxxxxxxxxxx
Salvation by works, or by faith in Jesus Christ?
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Mark 10:24
KJV= Children, how hard is it, for them at trust in riches to enter into the kingdom of God
NASB, NIV, ETC.=Children, how hard it is to enter the kingdom of God

Luke 21:19
KJV=In your patience possess ye your souls
NASB, NIV, ETC.= by standing firm you will save yourself

John 3:36
KJV=believeth
NASB, NIV, ETC.= obey

Gal 5:22
KJV=faith
NASB, NIV, ETC.= faithfulness

Romans 11:6
KJV=	But if it be of works, thenis it no more grace
NASB, NIV, ETC.=DELETED

Romans 1:16
KJV= the gospel of Christ			
NASB, NIV, ETC.= the gospel

Acts 8:27
KJV=	I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God
NASB, NIV, ETC.= DELETED
Col 1:14
KJV=In whom we have redemption through His blood
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NASB, NIV, ETC.= In whom we have redemption

Mark 9:42
KJV=believe in me
NASB, NIV, ETC.= who believes

John 6:47
KJV=He that believeth on me hath everlasting life
NASB, NIV, ETC.= he who believes has everlasting life

Acts 22:16
KJV=	calling on the name of the Lord
NASB, NIV, ETC.= calling on his name

1 John 5:13
KJV= and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God
NASB, NIV, ETC.=DELETED

2 John 2:9b
KJV=doctrine of Christ
NASB, NIV, ETC.=teaching

1 Timothy 2:7
KJV=truth in Christ
NASB, NIV, ETC.= truth

Gal 6:15
KJV=For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing
NASB, NIV, ETC.= neither is circumcision anything

Eph 3:14
KJV=	I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
NASB, NIV, ETC.= I bow my knees before the Father

Gal 4:7
KJV=	an heir of God through Christ
NASB, NIV, ETC.= an heir of God

Eph 3:9
KJV=God, who created all thing by Jesus Christ
NASB, NIV, ETC.= an heir of God

Col 1:2
KJV=our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ
NASB, NIV, ETC.= the Father

1 John 4:3
KJV=	And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God
NASB, NIV, ETC=every spirit that does not acknowledge Jesus is not from God

In conclusion, I await your answer. Specifically, I would like to hear from ccchhhrrriiisss & King Jimmy on this issue.

Sincerly,

Walter
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/11 21:34
Hi Walter...

What do you NOT seem to understand that these versions came from different sets of sources and via different
translation methods?  You make it sound as if there was something "sinister" at work in the creation of any other text
than the King James Version.  

Tell me: Do you believe that the King James Version is PERFECT and without flaw?  

Do you believe that God perfectly preserved His written Word and it was called the King James Version?

I am looking forward to your answer.  Thanks!

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/11 23:08

Specifically, I would like to hear from ccchhhrrriiisss & King Jimmy on this issue.

I'm not sure what you are asking me to respond to?

Re:, on: 2008/7/12 10:03
If the KJV is the only REAL translation because its the oldest or true translation? Then should we be reading the New Te
stament John Wycliffe wrote in the 1380's? Since that is probably the only and declared the first hand written manuscript
in English?

John Colet, oxford professor, read the New testament in Greek and translated it into English so his students would UND
ERSTAND. The people were so hungry to hear Gods Word they packed the church, reported over 20,000 people just to 
hear it in their own language they understand.  Before this, around 1490 Thomas Linacre, read the New Testament in Gr
eek and comparing it to Latin Vulgate, he wrote in his journal, "Either this is not the Gospel or we are not Christians" Me
aning the original Greek. So one could only speculate if there was much debate whether they should have touch the Lati
n Vulgate translation? Of course I don't know only thought.

Should we be reading the Coverdale Bible...the first complete Bible printed in English.

The Geneva Bible was the first bible published, even though King Henry viii allowed the bible to be published for public u
se, but only to churches and was changed up in the church. It is know as the Great Bible. Of course his plans were not t
o honor God, but to esteem himself as the "head of the Church" threw the church of Rome out, because of disagreemen
ts. The Geneva was the bible to be claimed as the protestant bible, the first bible for personal use, the first study bile ma
ny claim. apparently it has been know that the Geneva bible was more popular than the KJV, and many say that the 161
1 King James was influenced from the Geneva Bible; which also is claimed to be known as  the first bible to have numbe
red verses.

So what should we read then? KJV or Geneva, Coverdale, Matthews-Tyndale bible? 

If we all want to be picking about KJV that it is the only one to read, this is not true, if you want to be technical we should
learn Greek and Hebrew and read from the original text. This whole controversy with KJV only so much sounds like thos
e that were against the Protestants because they were reading and publishing the New and Old Testament in English...t
he Church was so outraged, they martyred those who challenged the "Church" writings  of the Bible. Sounds to me the s
ame spirit at work, don't challenge them about the NASB or NKJV. Its th4e KJV only and anything else is heresy.

Reformer

edit: OOPS!!!I forgot I wasn't supposed to comment on this again. I forgot sorry..
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Re: - posted by mackaymarsh, on: 2008/7/12 13:29

Quote:
-------------------------
reformer wrote:
"...if you want to be technical we should learn Greek and Hebrew and read from the original text..." 

Reformer

-------------------------

Now, that's the best idea I've heard yet. Hebrew is a tough language to learn and there doesn't seem to be that much dis
cussion on the Old Testament anyway; mainly on the New Testament. 

Greek, by comparison, is easier language to learn and understand.  Why not teach Greek in every church and and end t
he debates?

Unless, we then would want to debate which Greek manuscripts are more accurate.  Oh my, where would it end? 

I still like the idea of all Christians learning Biblical Greek.  Sounds like the thing to do. Why not?  

I'm going to give it a try. There are some on-line courses available. Anyone know of other avenues?  Personally, I'd like t
o see it in every Church.

Anyway, that's my 2 cents. 

Wayne

edit: 'end-quote'

Re:, on: 2008/7/12 17:25

Quote:
-------------------------Unless, we then would want to debate which Greek manuscripts are more accurate. Oh my, where would it end? 
-------------------------

Now that is funny!!!! :-P Good one.

Re: - posted by KingJimmy (), on: 2008/7/12 23:41
I highly recommend Mounce's Basics in Biblical Greek.  If you are going to teach yourself, be sure to get the accompanyi
ng workbook, flash cards, and CD lectures.  He uses an inductive method of learning Greek, and has you interacting wit
h Greek exercises almost exclusively from the NT (though, he does use some of the early church fathers from time to ti
me).  If you are very disciplined, you could probably be through the book/lectures within about 6-9 months.  I worked thro
ugh it in about 30 weeks at the graduate level in seminary.  But, that was partially due to the fact I was "forced" to learn 
Greek in order to pass my classes.  So, there was much motivation behind it.  

Re: - posted by mackaymarsh, on: 2008/7/13 0:45

Quote:
-------------------------
KingJimmy wrote:
I highly recommend Mounce's Basics in Biblical Greek.   
-------------------------

Thanks so very much. I have in fact already downloaded his MP3 courses lectures from BiblicalTraining website a while 
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back.  Now I need to get his book and flash cards. He is a very good speaker and teacher and I really appreciate what th
ey are doing. I also have the recommended Greek fonts for my computer as well as the Greek Bibles offered by eSword.
 Anything else you think is needed, please let me know.

I really want to do this and was waiting for a man locally who teaches pastors and other interested folks. But I don't belie
ve that route is an option anymore.  Please pray for me as I really want to know the heart of God and His Word.

Great idea, Jimmy!  Thanks for the encouragement. You are a blessing...

Wayne  

Re: - posted by theopenlife, on: 2008/7/13 3:28
I began with a KJV in 5th grade, switched to NIV in 7th grade, then to NLT in 8th grade. In 9th grade I began reading the
NKJV, which was standard at my church. 

After bible college I was repented and believed the gospel (irony?) and within a month or two began reading the KJV ag
ain, partly out of preference and because of the Puritans I was reading. Now I read KJV, and use an electronic Strong's 
concordance on my PDA to check words that need "amplifying".

I also use the Geneva and Tyndale bibles.

All of my studies about Minority/Majority has left me satisfied to be content with my KJV/Majority text versions.

Re:, on: 2008/7/13 15:39
It seems that no matter how many times the newer versions are compared with the King James Bible,  those that
support the newer versions cannot see any difference in teaching between them. 

If you were going to write a letter to your children, a letter that would help them live in such a fashion that they might
have eternal life, wouldnÂ’t you make it clear and straight forward, and easy to understand and follow?

Is there a difference in Translations that dramatically affect Bible Doctrine? Are you one of the oneÂ’s that think all Bi
ble Translations are all  good, regardless of their source? 

The two sources are always the same: 1) The Majority Text, that created the Protestant Bible, and has been the text of t
he true Christian Church since the beginning, or the 2) Minority Text, that created the Catholic Church--with a Pope, and
"celibate" "Priests" (that sin must be confessed to to be forgiven), indulgences, that are paid for, and idols that are bowe
d down to, and all of the other error that continues to come from Catholocism?. This same minority text (that created the 
Catholic Bible) was resurrected in 1881 by the "revision committee" when they created their first Â“newer versio
nÂ”. All of the Â“newer versionsÂ” since that time have relied on the same minority text, reponsible for the Catholic Bibl
e, and responsible for the Catholic Church--- with all of it's error and confusion and uncertainty.

Perhaps you should think again:

I am using eight modern translations (all created by the Minority text) to compare with the King James Bible (created fro
m the Majority Text, and as such is the Bible of the Protestant Church), as follows:

NIV  New International Version
NASB New American Standard Bible
NRSV New Revised Standard Version
REB  Revised English Bible
LB   Living Bible
NWT  New World Translation
NAB  New American Bible
NKJV New King James Bilbe

THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCTRINES OF THE BIBLE THAT ARE BEING ATTACKED
BY THE NEWER VERSIONS. IS THERE ANY QUESTION ABOUT WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE BODY OF CHRIS
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T TODAY, BECAUSE OF THIS DRASTIC CHANGE IN DOCTRINE?

Isaiah 7:14
Â“Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his na
me Immanuel.Â”

New versions attack the Virgin Birth of Christ by robbing Mary of her virginity. A young woman or a maiden is n
ot necessarily a virgin:

NRSV young woman
REB  young woman
NWT  maiden

Luke 2:33
Â“And Joseph and his mother marvelled at those things which were spoken of him.Â”
New versions attack the Virgin Birth by telling us that Joseph was ChristÂ’s father:

NIV    The childÂ’s father
NASB   His father
NRSV   the childÂ’s father
REB    the childÂ’s father
NWT    itÂ’s father
NAB    the childÂ’s father

1 Timothy 3:16
Â“And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of
angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory.Â”
The King James is very clear in telling us GOD was manifest in the flesh. The new versions remove God comple
tely:

NIV    He appeared in a body
NASB   He who was revealed in the flesh
NRSV   He was revealed in flesh
REB    He was manifested in the flesh
LB     who came to earth as a man
NWT    He was made manifest in the flesh
NAB    He was manifested in the flesh

Micah 5:2
Â“But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he come fort
h unto me that is to be ruler in Israel; whose goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting.Â”

Christ had no beginning. As the Second Person of the Trinity, He is eternal, or from everlasting. This is denied i
n most modem translations:

NIV  from ancient times
NASB from ancient days
REB  in ancient times
NWT  from the days of time indefinite
NAB  from ancient times 

Isaiah 14:12
Â“How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weak
en the nations!Â”
Revelation 22:16 tells us that Jesus Christ is the Â“Morning StarÂ”. The King James Bible never gives this title t
o anyone else. Many new versions have taken the liberty to call Satan the Â“morning starÂ”. Though some do n
ot go so far as to call Satan the Â“morning star,Â” they remove the name Â“Lucifer.Â”
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NIV   morning star
NASB  star of the morning
NRSV  Day Star
REB   Bright morning star
NWT   you shining one
NAB   morning star

Daniel 3:25
Â“He answered and said, Lo, I see four men loose, walking in the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt; and the form o
f the fourth is like the Son of God.Â”
This verse shows that Jesus Christ existed before He was born in Bethlehem. New versions will pervert it with a
nother god.

NIV   a son of gods
NASB  a son of gods
NRSV  a god
REB   a god
LB    a god
NWT   a son of gods
NAB   a son of God

Colossians 1:14
Â“In whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins:Â”
Satan hates the Atoning Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, so we should not be surprised to find blood missing in 
modern translations:

NIV  redemption, the forgiveness of sins
NASB redemption, the forgiveness of sins
NRSV redemption, the forgiveness of sins
REB  our release is secured and our sins are forgiven
NWT  we have our release by ransom, the forgiveness of sins
NAB  redemption, the forgiveness of sins

Psalm 12:6-7
Â“6.  The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.  7.  Thou shalt kee
p them, O Lord, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever.Â”

The above PROMISE from the King James Bible tells us that God will preserve His words forever. New versions 
destroy this promise by making us think the context is Gods PEOPLE rather than His WORDS:  

NIV    you will keep us safe
NASB   Thou wilt preserve him
NRSV   You, O Lord, will protect us
REB    you are our protector
LB     you will forever preserve your own
NAB    You, O Lord, will keep us

Romans 14:10-12
Â“10.  But why dost thou judge thy brother? or why dost thou set at nought thy brother? for we shall all stand before the j
udgment seat of Christ.  11.  For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shal
l confess to God. 12.  So then every one of us shall give account of himself to God.Â”

The above verses magnifies Jesus Christ. All of us, who are saved, will stand before the Judgment Seat of Chri
st, and will give account to GOD. When we stand before Jesus Christ we will be standing before GOD- an excell
ent text on the Deity of Christ. New Versions, that all rely on the minority text, replace Jesus Christ with Â“God
Â”:

NIV   GodÂ’s judgment seat
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NASB  Judgment seat of God
NRSV  Judgment seat of God
REB   GodÂ’s tribunal
NWT   Judgment seatof God
NAB   Judgment seat of God

Acts 8:37
And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ 
is the Son of God.
This verse places a definite condition upon water baptism: one must first believe on Christ. Modern versions thr
ow the entire verse out of the Bible:

NIV  Entire Verse Missing
NRSV Entire Verse Missing
REB  Entire Verse Missing
NWT  Entire Verse Missing
NAB  Omits entire verse, but renumbers the verses so you wonÂ’t miss it.

2 Corinthians 2:17
Â“For we are not as many, which corrupt the word of God: but as of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God speak
we in Christ.Â”
This verse is a thorn in the flesh of the modern translators who are busy corrupting the word of God. Rather tha
n repent of their sins and get right with God, they cling to the minority that says:
NIV    peddle
NASB   peddling
NRSV   peddlers
REB    adulterating the word of God for profit
LB     hucksters
NWT    peddlers
NAB    Trade on the word of God
NKJV peddling

2 Timothy 2:15
Â“Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of trut
h.Â”
This is the command in the New TestamentÂ—to Â“studyÂ” and Â“rightly divideÂ” GodÂ’s word, and the Devil 
does NOT appreciate it. Look what he has done, through men, to corrupt it:

NIV   Do your best correctly handles
NASB  be diligent handling accurately
NRSV  do your best..rightly explaining
REB   Try hardÂ….keep strictly to the true gospel
LB    Work hardÂ…know what his Word says and means
NWT   Do your utmost handling the word of truth aright
NAB   Try hardÂ…following a straight course in preaching the truth
NKJV Be diligentÂ…rightly dividing

1 Timothy 6:20
Â“O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science
falsely so called:
Science that is FALSE is NOT knowledge
NIV  Knowledge
NASB    knowledge
NRSV    knowledge
REB     knowledge
LB      knowledge
NWT     knowledge
NAB     knowledge
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NKJV    knowledge

In conclusion, some will be able to Â“seeÂ” the truth in the above, and some will not.

Actually, those that support the new versions, the minority text, will probably not even take the time to read and study th
e above to  compare. The reason? .

I can see a profound difference between the versions. Can you?

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/13 16:40
Hi Walter...

Once again, you have served well to point out the differences in translation of a select group of verses.  However, the
major doctrinal elements are inarguably alive and well as found in the other versions.  All that you have done (like you
always seem to do) is point out a few differences within some texts...and ascribe those differences as the result of
something "sinister."  In fact, you offer no reason as to why the KJV was correct...and that all of the other versions (in
these few cases) "got it wrong."  Do you see the limits of your argument?  It operates upon the premise that the KJV is
100% undoubtedly perfect.

Here are a few questions for you:

1. Why is there some conflict between versions that also came from the "majority" texts?

2. Do you understand the arguments as to why so many modern scholars (a majority) actually prefer the "minority"
texts?  I mean...the REAL reasons and not those invented by KJV-only apologists?

3. You haven't answered this directly:
Do you believe that the KJV is a perfect written rendering of the Word of God?

Thanks in advance for your answers!

 :-) 

Re: Quite done yet? - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/13 17:16

Quote:
-------------------------Rev. 1:11
KJV= I am Alpha and Omega
NASB , NIV, ETC= DELETED
-------------------------

NKJV = I am the Alpha and Omega

Come now waltern you are breaking your own hermeneutic here by not being exacting aren't you? Not to mention disho
nest ...
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Ridiculous? Your filling up the better part of 13 pages with the same repeated ... are you not yet out of breath? Will you c
ontinue to ignore and cherry pick only the questions that are put to you that you have some formulated answer for?

You are obstinate like it or not. No give or take no considerations but your own no hearing anything that confounds or co
nfronts your notions. Are you a Hebrew or Greek scholar? If not then your arguments will be taken with the grains of salt 
they deserve, it is all just a bit much and please back off with the SHOUTING.

Re:, on: 2008/7/13 18:56

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi Walter...

Once again, you have served well to point out the differences in translation of a select group of verses.  However, the major doctrinal elements are i
narguably alive and well as found in the other versions.  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 :-) 
-------------------------

To ccchhhrrriiisss:

You have made a bold statement that must be supported by fact. Please provide proof, from each and every one of 
the 8 New versions I quoted (NIV, NASB, NRSV, REB, LB, NWT, NAB, NKJV) that everything posted previously by me i
s taught throughout the newer versions. Please quote both New and Old Testament quotations that clearly teach the f
ollowing, from each version listed above (NIV, NASB, NRSV, REB, LB, NWT, NAB, NKJV):

1. Christ's Virgin Birth, and that Mary was a virgin

2. That Joseph is not referred to as Jesus Christ's father and that Mary is referred to as His mother.

3. Clear documented teaching, in each one of the "newer" versions, that Jesus Christ is and was God manifest in the fle
sh.

4. Clear teaching, with Bible prooftext, from all 8 versions, with clear references to the fact that Christ is God in the fles
h and that He is the Second Person of the Trinity, and that He is eternal, and has no beginning and no end.

5. Explain why in Isaiah 14:12 in all of the "newer versions" replaces "Lucifer" (Satan) with  one of the Name's of Jesus 
Christ, "Morning Star", as found in Revelation 22:16

6. Provide prooftext, using each one of the 8 new versions, that clearly teach throughout their "versions" that sinners are
redeemed through/by the Blood of Jesus Christ.

7. Provide prooftext, from all 8 newer versions, that teach the fact that God promised us that His Words would be pre
served forever.

8. Provide prooftext from all the newer versions of clear teaching (documented) in the newer versions that: all believers 
will stand before Jesus Christ, at the Judgement Seat of Christ, and be judged by Him, and that Christ is God.

I await your written response, kind sir.

Sincerley,
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Walter

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

It seems that no matter how many times the newer versions are compared with the King James Bible,  those that suppor
t the newer versions cannot see any difference in teaching between them. If you are going to write a letter to you childre
n, a letter that would help them live in such a fashion that they might have eternal life, wouldnÂ’t you make it clear and st
raight forward, and easy to understand and follow?

 Is there a difference in Translations that dramatically affect Bible Doctrine? Are you one of the oneÂ’s that think all Bibl
e Translations areall  good, regardless of their source? The two sources are always the same: 1) The Majority Text, that 
created the Protestant Bible, and has been the text of the true Christian Church since the beginning, or the 2) Minority T
ext, that created the Catholic Church. This minority text was resurrected in 1881 by the revision committee when they cr
eated the first Â“newer versionÂ”. All of the Â“newer versionsÂ” since that time have relied on the same minority text.

Perhaps you should think again:

I am using eight modern translations (all created by the Minority text) to compare with the King James Bible (created fro
m the Majority Text, and as such is the Bible of the Protestant Church), as follows:
NIV	New International Version
NASB New American Standard Bible
NRSV New Revised Standard Version
REB Revised English Bible
LB  Living Bible
NWT New World Translation
NAB New American Bible
NKJV New King James Bilbe

THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCTRINES OF THE BIBLE THAT ARE BEING ATTACKED
BY THE NEWER VERSIONS. IS THERE ANY QUESTION ABOUT WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE BODY OF CHRIS
T TODAY, BECAUSE OF THIS DRASTIC CHANGE IN DOCTRINE?

Isaiah 7:14
Â“Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his na
me Immanuel.Â”

New versions attack the Virgin Birth of Christ by robbing Mary of her virginity. A young woman or a maiden is n
ot necessarily a virgin:
NRSV young woman
REB young woman
NWT maiden

Luke 2:33
Â“And Joseph and his mother marvelled at those things which were spoken of him.Â”
New versions attak the Virgin Birth by tellin us that Joseph was ChristÂ’s father:
NIV    The childÂ’s father
NASB His father
NRSV  the childÂ’s father
REB  the childÂ’s father
NWT itÂ’s father
NAB the childÂ’s father

1 Timothy 3:16
Â“And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of
angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory.Â”
The King James is very clear in telling us GOD was manifest in the flesh. The new versions remove God comple
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tely:
NIV  He appeared in a body
NASB He who was revealed in the flesh
NRSV He was revealed in flesh
REB He was manifested in the flesh
LB who came to earth as a man
NWT He was made manifest in the flesh
NAB He was manifested in the flesh

Micah 5:2
Â“But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he come fort
h unto me that is to be ruler in Israel; whose goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting.Â”

Christ had no beginning. As the Second Person of the Trinity, He is eternal, or from everlasting. This is denied i
n most modem translations:
NIV from ancient times
NASB from ancient days
REB in ancient times
NWT from the days of time indefinite
NAB from ancient times 

Isaiah 14:12
Â“How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weak
en the nations!Â”
Revelation 22:16 tells us that Jesus Christ is the Â“Morning StarÂ”. The King James Bible never gives this title t
o anyone else. Many new versions have taken the liberty to call Satan the Â“morning starÂ”. Though some do n
ot go so far as to call Satan the Â“morning star,Â” they remove the name Â“Lucikfer.Â”

Daniel 3:25
Â“He answered and said, Lo, I see four men loose, walking in the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt; and the form o
f the fourth is like the Son of God.Â”
This verse shows that Jesus Christ existed before He was born in Bethlehem. New versions will pervert it with a
nother god.

NIV a son of gods
NASB a son of gods
NRSV a god
REB a god
LB a god
NWT a son of gods
NAB a son of God

Colossians 1:14
Â“In whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins:Â”
Satan hates theAtoning Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, so we should not be surprised to find blood missing in 
modern translations:
NIV redemption, the forgiveness of sins
NASB redemption, the forgiveness of sins
NRSV redemption, the forgiveness of sins
REB our release is secured and our sins are forgiven
NWT we have our release by ransom, the forgiveness of sins
NAB redemption, the forgiveness of sins

Psalm 12:6-7
Â“6.  The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.  7.  Thou shalt kee
p them, O Lord, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever.Â”
The above promise from the King James Bible tells us that God will preserve His words forever. New versions d
estroy this promise by making us think the context is Gods PEOPLE rather than His WORDS:
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NIV you will keep us safe
NASB Thou wilt preserve him
NRSV  You, O Lord, will protect us
REB you are our protector
LB  you will forever preserve your own
NAB You, O Lor, will keep us

Romans 14:10-12
Â“10.  But why dost thou judge thy brother? or why dost thou set at nought thy brother? for we shall all stand before the j
udgment seat of Christ.  11.  For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shal
l confess to God. 12.  So then every one of us shall give account of himself to God.Â”
The above verses magnifies Jesus Christ. All of us, who are saved, will stand before the Judgment Seat of Chri
st, and will give account to GOD. When we stand before Jesus Christ we will be standing before GOD- an excell
ent text on the Deity of Christ. New Versions, that all rely on the minority text, replace Jesus Christ with Â“God
Â”:
NIV GodÂ’s judgment seat
NASB  Judgment seat of God
NRSV Judgment seat of God
REB GodÂ’s tribunal
NWT Judgment seatof God
NAB Judgment seat of God

Acts 8:37
And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ 
is the Son of God.
This verse places a definite condition upon water baptism: one must first believe on Christ. Modern versions thr
ow the entire verse out of the Bible:
NIV  Entire Verse Missing
NRSV Entire Verse Missing
REB  Entire Verse Missing
NWT Entire Verse Missing
NAB  Omits entire verse, but renumbers the verses so you wonÂ’t miss it.

2 Corinthians 2:17
Â“For we are not as many, which corrupt the word of God: but as of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God speak
we in Christ.Â”
This verse is a thorn in the flesh of the modern translators who are busy corrupting the word of God. Rather tha
n repent of their sins and get right with God, they cling to the minority that says:
NIV  peddle
NASB peddling
NRSV peddlers
REB adulterating the word of God for profit
LB hucksters
NWT peddlers
NAB Trade on the word of God
NKJV  peddling

2 Timothy 2:15
Â“Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of trut
h.Â”
This is the command in the New TestamentÂ—to Â“studyÂ” and Â“rightly divideÂ” GodÂ’s word, and the Devil 
does NOT appreciate it. Look what he has done, through men, to corrupt it:
NIV Do your best correctly handles
NASB be diligent handling accurately
NRSV do your best..rightly explaining
REB Try hardÂ….keep strictly to the true gospel
LB  Work hardÂ…know what his Word says and means
NWT Do your utmost handling the word of truth aright
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NAB Try hardÂ…following a straight course in preaching the truth
NKJV Be diligentÂ…rightly dividing

1 Timothy 6:20
Â“O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science
falsely so called:
Science that is FALSE is NOT knowledge
NIV  knowledge
NASB knowledge
NRSV knowledge
REB knowledge
LB knowledge
NWT knowledge
NAB knowledge
NKJV knowledge

In conclusion, some will be able to Â“seeÂ” the truth in the above, and some will not.

Actually, those that support the new versions, the minority text, will probably not even take the time to read and study th
e above to  compare. The reason? .

I can see a profound difference between the versions. Can you?

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/13 19:11
1 Timothy 6:20
Â“O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science
falsely so called:
Science that is FALSE is NOT knowledge
NIV knowledge
NASB knowledge
NRSV knowledge
REB knowledge
LB knowledge
NWT knowledge
NAB knowledge
NKJV knowledge

G1108
&#947;&#957;&#969;&#834;&#963;&#953;&#962;
gno&#772;sis
gno'-sis
From G1097; knowing (the act), that is, (by implication) knowledge: - knowledge, science.

By the way, the text does state to avoid these things ...
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Try answering some of the questions put to you Walter or we can just discontinue the discussion.

Re:, on: 2008/7/18 12:52
To ccchhhrrriiisss:

While I have been waiting for your response, in regards to the bold claim that you made, I did a comparison between t
he Jerusalem Bible, that is used by the Catholic Church, and thus represents Catholic Doctrine, and have compa
red that with the King James Bible, that represents Protestant Doctrine. I came up with the following comparison, wh
ich provides clarification of the difference in teaching (Doctrine) between the two versions.

Also, I then looked at all of the following newer Bible versions, and compared them with the King James Bible: NI
V, NASV, TEV, RSV, NWT, THE MESSAGE.My conclusion is that all of the newer versions, published since 1888 
agree with Catholic Doctrine, as taught in the Catholic Bible, and DO NOT AGREE WITH PROTESTANT DOCTRI
NE, as taught in the Protestant BibleÂ—THE KING JAMES BIBLE.

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt. 5:22.  But I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall be in danger of the judg
ment: and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council: but whosoever shall say, Thou foo
l, shall be in danger of hell fire.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
But I say this to you, anyone who is angry with a brother will answer for it before the court; anyone who calls a brother `F
ool' will answer for it before the Sanhedrin; and anyone who calls him `Traitor' will answer for it in hell fire.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt. 5:27
Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not commit adultery:

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
`You have heard how it was said, You shall not commit adultery.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 5:44
But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them whi
ch despitefully use you, and persecute you;

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
44. But I say this to you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you;
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 9:13
And Jesus said unto them, Can the children of the bridechamber mourn, as long as the bridegroom is with them? but the
days will come, when the bridegroom shall be taken from them, and then shall they fast.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
cannot mourn as long as the bridegroom is still with them? But the time will come when the bridegroom is taken away fro
m them, and then they will fast.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James Bible---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 16:20
Then charged he his disciples that they should tell no man that he was Jesus the Christ. Note-Jesus was his name, tha
t meant Savior. Christ is His Title, which means Messiah! 
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New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Then he gave the disciples strict orders not to say to anyone that he was the Christ.
xxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 18:2 
And Jesus called a little child unto him, and set him in the midst of them,
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
So he called a little child to him whom he set among them.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King JamesÂ—-- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE
Matt 18:11 
For the Son of man is come to save that which was lost.
New Jerusalem Bible----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 20:16 So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called, but few chosen
New Jerusalem Bible----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Thus the last will be first, and the first, last."

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
20:22  But Jesus answered and said, Ye know not what ye ask. Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink o
f, and to be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? They say unto him, We are able.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Jesus answered, "You do not know what you are asking. Can you drink the cup that I am going to drink?" They replied, "
We can."

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
22:30 For in the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in heaven.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
For at the resurrection men and women do not marry; no, they are like the angels in heaven.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
23:14  Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence make long pr
ayer: therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation.
         
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
DELETED
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King Jamesv---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 25:15  
And unto one he gave five talents, to another two, and to another one; to every man according to his several ability; and 
straightway took his journey.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
To one he gave five talents, to another two, to a third one, each in proportion to his ability. Then he set out on his journe
y.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Matt 27:35
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And they crucified him, and parted his garments, casting lots: that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the 
prophet, They parted my garments among them, and upon my vesture did they cast lots.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
When they had finished crucifying him they shared out his clothing by casting lots,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Mark:
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 1:2
As it is written in the prophets, Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
It is written in the prophet Isaiah:Look, I am going to send my messenger in front of you to prepare your way before you.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 1:14
Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom of God,
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
After John had been arrested, Jesus went into Galilee. There he proclaimed the gospel from God saying,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 6:11
And whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear you, when ye depart thence, shake off the dust under your feet for a test
imony against them. Verily I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrha in the day of judg
ment, than for that city.          
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
And if any place does not welcome you and people refuse to listen to you, as you walk away shake off the dust under yo
ur feet as evidence to them."
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 7:27           
But Jesus said unto her, Let the children first be filled: for it is not meet to take the children's bread, and to cast it unto th
e dogs.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE

And he said to her, "The children should be fed first, because it is not fair to take the children's food and throw it to little d
ogs."
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 9:44 
Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched. 
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 9:46
Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 11:10  
Blessed be the kingdom of our father David, that cometh in the name of the Lord: Hosanna in the highest.        
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New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Blessed is the coming kingdom of David our father! Hosanna in the highest heavens!"
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 11:26
 But if ye do not forgive, neither will your Father which is in heaven forgive your trespasses.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
DELETED
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Mark 13:14          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE  
But when ye shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where it ought not, (le
t him that readeth understand,) then let them that be in Judaea flee to the mountains:

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
`When you see the appalling abomination set up where it ought not to be (let the reader understand), then those in Juda
ea must escape to the mountains;

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 15:28 
And began to salute him, Hail, King of the Jews!         

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 And they began saluting him, "Hail, king of the Jews!"
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Mark 16:9-20
9.  Now when Jesus was risen early the first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of whom he ha
d cast seven devils.  10.  And she went and told them that had been with him, as they mourned and wept. 11.  And they,
when they had heard that he was alive, and had been seen of her, believed not. 12.  After that he appeared in another fo
rm unto two of them, as they walked, and went into the country.  13.  And they went and told it unto the residue: neither 
believed they them.  14.  Afterward he appeared unto the eleven as they sat at meat, and upbraided them with their unb
elief and hardness of heart, because they believed not them which had seen him after he was risen. 15.  And he said u
nto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature. 16.  He that believeth and is baptize
d shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned.  17.  And these signs shall follow them that believe;
In my name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;  18.  They shall take up serpents; and 
if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.  19.
 So then after the Lord had spoken unto them, he was received up into heaven, and sat on the right hand of God.  20.  A
nd they went forth, and preached every where, the Lord working with them, and confirming the word with signs following.
Amen.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
9. Having risen in the morning on the first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary of Magdala from whom he had cast
out seven devils.  10. She then went to those who had been his companions, and who were mourning and in tears, and t
old them.  11. But they did not believe her when they heard her say that he was alive and that she had seen him.  12. Aft
er this, he showed himself under another form to two of them as they were on their way into the country. 13. These went
back and told the others, who did not believe them either.  14. Lastly, he showed himself to the Eleven themselves while
they were at table. He reproached them for their incredulity and obstinacy, because they had refused to believe those w
ho had seen him after he had risen. 15. And he said to them, "Go out to the whole world; proclaim the gospel to all creati
on. 16. Whoever believes and is baptised will be saved; whoever does not believe will be condemned.  17. These are th
e signs that will be associated with believers: in my name they will cast out devils; they will have the gift of tongues;  18. 
they will pick up snakes in their hands and be unharmed should they drink deadly poison; they will lay their hands on the
sick, who will recover."  19. And so the Lord Jesus, after he had spoken to them, was taken up into heaven; there at the 
right hand of God he took his place,  20. while they, going out, preached everywhere, the Lord working with them and co
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nfirming the word by the signs that accompanied it.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Luke:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Luke 2:33
(As it is written in the law of the Lord, Every male that openeth the womb shall be called holy to the Lord;) 

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
observing what is written in the Law of the Lord: Every first-born male must be consecrated to the Lord,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE
Luke 2:44
But they, supposing him to have been in the company, went a day's journey; and they sought him among their kinsfolk a
nd acquaintance.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
They assumed he was somewhere in the party, and it was only after a day's journey that they went to look for him amon
g their relations and acquaintances.

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

 King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Luke 4:4
And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 But Jesus replied, "Scripture says:Human beings live not on bread alone."
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Luke 4:8
And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord t
hy God, and him only shalt thou serve.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
But Jesus answered him, "Scripture says: You must do homage to the Lord your God, him alone you must serve."
xxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Luke 9:56
For the Son of man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to save them. And they went to another village.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
and they went on to another village
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 

Luke 11:2 
And he said unto them, When ye pray, say, Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. 
Thy will be done, as in heaven, so in earth.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 He said to them, "When you pray, this is what to say:
Father, may your name be held holy,
your kingdom come;
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
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Luke 12:31
But rather seek ye the kingdom of God; and all these things shall be added unto you.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 No; set your hearts on his kingdom, and these other things will be given you as well.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Luke 17:36
Two men shall be in the field; the one shall be taken, and the other left.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE

DELETED
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
         
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Luke 23:17
(For of necessity he must release one unto them at the feast.)
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED

 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx       

John:
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
John 4:42 And said unto the woman, Now we believe, not because of thy saying: for we have heard him ourselves, and 
know that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
and they said to the woman, "Now we believe no longer because of what you told us; we have heard him ourselves and 
we know that he is indeed the Saviour of the world."
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
John 5:4 
For an angel went down at a certain season into the pool, and troubled the water: whosoever then first after the troubling
of the water stepped in was made whole of whatsoever disease he had.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED	

           
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
John 8:1-11  
1.  Jesus went unto the mount of Olives.  2.  And early in the morning he came again into the temple, and all the people 
came unto him; and he sat down, and taught them.  3.  And the scribes and Pharisees brought unto him a woman taken 
in adultery; and when they had set her in the midst,  4.  They say unto him, Master, this woman was taken in adultery, in
the very act. 5.  Now Moses in the law commanded us, that such should be stoned: but what sayest thou? 6.  This they 
said, tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. But Jesus stooped down, and with his finger wrote on the gr
ound, as though he heard them not. 7.  So when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself, and said unto them, He
that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her. 8.  And again he stooped down, and wrote on the gro
und. 9.  And they which heard it, being convicted by their own conscience, went out one by one, beginning at th
e eldest, even unto the last: and Jesus was left alone, and the woman standing in the midst. 10.  When Jesus had lift
ed up himself, and saw none but the woman, he said unto her, Woman, where are those thine accusers? hath no ma
n condemned thee? 11.  She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go, 
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 1. and Jesus went to the Mount of Olives.  2At daybreak he appeared in the Temple again; and as all the people came t
o him, he sat down and began to teach them.
 3. The scribes and Pharisees brought a woman along who had been caught committing adultery; and making her stand 
there in the middle 4. they said to Jesus, "Master, this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery,  5. and i
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n the Law Moses has ordered us to stone women of this kind. What have you got to say?"  6. They asked him this as a t
est, looking for an accusation to use against him. But Jesus bent down and started writing on the ground with his finger. 
7. As they persisted with their question, he straightened up and said, "Let the one among you who is guiltless be the first
to throw a stone at her." 8. Then he bent down and continued writing on the ground.  9. When they heard this they went 
away one by one, beginning with the eldest, until the last one had gone and Jesus was left alone with the woman, who r
emained in the middle.  10. Jesus again straightened up and said, "Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned yo
u?"  11. `No one, sir," she replied. "Neither do I condemn you," said Jesus. "Go away, and from this moment sin no more
."
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
John 8:29 
Then said Jesus unto them, When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall ye know that I am he, and that I do 
nothing of myself; but as my Father hath taught me, I speak these things.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
he who sent me is with me,and has not left me to myself,for I always do what pleases him.
xxxxxxxxxx

Acts:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 2:30
Therefore being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his loins, according t
o the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne;

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
But since he was a prophet, and knew that God had sworn him an oath to make one of his descendants succeed him on
the throne,

 xxxxxxxxxxx          

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 4:24
And when they heard that, they lifted up their voice to God with one accord, and said, Lord, thou art God, which hast 
made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and all that in them is:

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
When they heard it they lifted up their voice to God with one heart. "Master," they prayed, "it is you who made sky and e
arth and sea, and everything in them;
Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬Â¬_______________________________________________

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 8:37
And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ 
is the Son of God.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 15:18
Known unto God are all his works from the beginning of the world.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE

known so long ago.
_______________________________________________
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King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 16:31
And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE

31. They told him, "Become a believer in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved, and your household too."
____________________________________________
         
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 17:26
And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the 
times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation;
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
From one single principle he not only created the whole human race so that they could occupy the entire earth, but he d
ecreed the times and limits of their habitation. _______________________________________________
          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Acts 28:29
And when he had said these words, the Jews departed, and had great reasoning among themselves.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 DELETED
___________________________________________         
Romans:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Romans 1:16
For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believet
h; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
For I see no reason to be ashamed of the gospel; it is God's power for the salvation of everyone who has faith, Jews first
, but Greeks as well,
___________________________________________
       
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Romans 8:1
There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but aft
er the Spirit.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Thus, condemnation will never come to those who are in Christ Jesus,
__________________________________________
           
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Romans 11:6
And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no more grace. But if it be of works, then is it no more gra
ce: otherwise work is no more work.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
And since it is by grace, it cannot now be by good actions, or grace would not be grace at all!
___________________________________________________          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Romans 15:8
Now I say that Jesus Christ was a minister of the circumcision for the truth of God, to confirm the promises mad
e unto the fathers:

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
I tell you that Christ's work was to serve the circumcised, fulfilling the truthfulness of God by carrying out the promises m
ade to the fathers,
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_________________________________________________
          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 

Romans 16:24
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
    DELETED
I  Corinthians:
          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
1 Cor: 5:4    
In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, when ye are gathered together, and my spirit, with the power of our Lord Jesu
s Christ,      

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
When you have gathered together in the name of our Lord Jesus, with the presence of my spirit, and in the power of our 
Lord Jesus,
________________________________________________
           
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
6:20
For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirit, which are God's.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
You are not your own property, then; you have been bought at a price. So use your body for the glory of God.

          
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
1 Cor.9:1 
Am I not an apostle? am I not free? have I not seen Jesus Christ our Lord? are not ye my work in the Lord?
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Am I not free? Am I not an apostle? Have I not seen Jesus our Lord? Are you not my work in the Lord?

           
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 

1 Cor 10:28
But if any man say unto you, This is offered in sacrifice unto idols, eat not for his sake that shewed it, and for conscience
sake: for the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof:
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
 28. But if someone says to you, "This food has been offered in sacrifice," do not eat it, out of consideration for the perso
n that told you, for conscience's sake,   
   

Galatians:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Gal 6,15  
For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature.         

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
It is not being circumcised or uncircumcised that matters; but what matters is a new creation.

Ephesians:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Ephesians 3:9
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 And to make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the beginning of the world hath bee
n hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ:
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
9. and of throwing light on the inner workings of the mystery kept hidden through all the ages in God, the Creator of ever
ything.

           
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Ephesians 5:30
For we are members of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones.
Note, this refers to ChristÂ’s resurrected body of flesh and bones

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
because we are parts of his Body.

Colossians.:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Col 1:14
In whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins:
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
and in him we enjoy our freedom, the forgiveness of sin.

1 Thess.:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Thes 1:1
Paul, and Silvanus, and Timotheus, unto the church of the Thessalonians which is in God the Father and in the Lord 
Jesus Christ: Grace be unto you, and peace, from God our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Paul, Silvanus and Timothy, to the Church in Thessalonica which is in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Grace 
to you and peace.

 I Timothy.:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 

1 Tim 3:3
Not given to wine, no striker, not greedy of filthy lucre; but patient, not a brawler, not covetous;

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
not a heavy drinker, nor hot-tempered, but gentle and peaceable, not avaricious,

           
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE  

1 Tim 3:16
And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen o
f angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Without any doubt, the mystery of our religion is very deep indeed:He was made visible in the flesh,justified in the S
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pirit,seen by angels,proclaimed to the gentiles,believed in throughout the world,taken up in glory.
Note:
As Christian believers, we are blood bought, purchased by the shed blood of Jesus Christ, and have a personal relations
hip with God. We do not have a religion. The world is full of Â“religionsÂ”, and all of them are false.

1 John:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 

1 John 5:7
5.  This then is the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you, that God is light, and in him is no darkn
ess at all.
 6.  If we say that we have fellowship with him, and walk in darkness, we lie, and do not the truth:
 7.  But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ 
his Son cleanseth us from all sin.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
5. This is what we have heard from him and are declaring to you: God is light, and there is no darkness in him at all.  6. I
f we say that we share in God's life while we are living in darkness,we are lying, because we are not living the truth.  7. B
ut if we live in light,as he is in light, we have a share in another's life,and the blood of Jesus, his Son, cleanses us from al
l sin.

 

Revelation:

King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Rev 1:6
And hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. Ame
n.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
and made us a Kingdom of Priests to serve his God and Father; to him, then, be glory and power for ever and ever. Ame
n.

 
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Rev 1:8
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and which is to come, 
the Almighty.

New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
`I am the Alpha and the Omega," says the Lord God, who is, who was, and who is to come, the Almighty.
               
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Rev 1:11
Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last: and, What thou seest, write in a book, and send it unto the se
ven churches which are in Asia; unto Ephesus, and unto Smyrna, and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto Sard
is, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.
New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
`Write down in a book all that you see, and send it to the seven churches of Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sar
dis, Philadelphia and Laodicea."
King James---- PROTESTANT DOCTRINE 
Rev 21:24
And the nations of them which are saved shall walk in the light of it: and the kings of the earth do bring their glory
and honour into it.
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New Jerusalem Bible-----CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
The nations will come to its light and the kings of the earth will bring it their treasures.

          
In light of this and about 5,000 other places, how can the modern version be called Protestant Bibles? Remember, they 
are based on Roman Catholic mms.

The Bible says, 
"Can two walk together, except they be agreed?"    Â—Amos 3:3

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/18 13:30
Walter, you can't stop can you? 

The Catholic Church uses the New American Bible, not the Jerusalem Bible.

This thread has nothing to do with the Jerusalem Bible, but the NASB (and subsequently NIV).

How many times do we have to cover the fact that comparing Bible translations does NOTHING? They are translated fro
m different sources, so they WILL be different!!! You are assuming that the KJV is correct, then show its differences from
other translations to conclude that they are wrong. It is called circular reasoning, and is nauseating. Especially when it's t
he same stuff over and over from the KJV-only people.

Don't be surprised if Chris doesn't respond, because he probably won't dignify you with one. You apparently don't want a
conversation, because your reasoning and dialogue isn't honest.

I love you brother, but I think it's time to put this one to rest.

Re:, on: 2008/7/18 14:13
The question isnt really "which version", but rather "which source"?

Me, I believe the TR is the preserved Word of God... and that the Alexandrian has been perverted. There are a lot of rea
sons for my conclusions.

What needs to be compared is not the KJV to the NASB, but a literlal translation of the two different texts that underlay t
hose versions. Thats where the differences begin.

Krispy

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/18 18:54

Quote:
-------------------------The question isnt really "which version", but rather "which source"?
-------------------------

exactly

Quote:
-------------------------What needs to be compared is not the KJV to the NASB, but a literlal translation of the two different texts that underlay those versio
ns.
-------------------------
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agreed...of course without the assumption that one is correct and then using those differences to  prove that it is correct 
(circular reasoning)

When I compare them, I have already studied the issue and concluded that the Byzantine family is more reliable (I prefer
Robinson's GNT as opposed to the TR, since it was itself incomplete). So I know when differences occur, I trust the Byz
antine, but I can't use that as proof that the Alexandrians are wrong, as Walter, the post-er formerly known as Stever, an
d others in the KJV-only camp do.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/7/18 20:34
Hi BeYeDoers and Krispy...

I agree!  

It is my belief that the root of this matter has far less to do with the current translations (KJV, NIV, NASB, etc...) as they
do with the sources used and the manner in which the English versions were created from those sources.

I understand the arguments about the source texts.  However, I haven't seen enough concrete evidence for which I have
the faith to ultimately conclude that one set of sources is undoubtedly superior than the other.  I understand the argumen
t about the methods by which the translators worked.  However, I feel that the methods were remarkably similar -- even i
f one is more literal than the other.  

I guess that I just haven't seen any evidence that would compel me to believe that there is a vastly superior text source (
or "perfect" and "preserved" text source).  The TR or Majority Text argument is compelling, but I find some flaws with it (t
hat are often reiterated by a majority of text scholars today).    The matter isn't a simple preference, but an understandin
g as to why so many text scholars view some of the Alexandrian and minority texts as being more reliable.  They also gi
ve a compelling argument. 

And of course, I cannot cast my lot to the point of believing that the KJV of the Bible (whether the 1611, 1769, etc...) is "p
erfectly preserved."  The translators themselves said that this was not so.   

In the end, I am reserved enough to view the KJV as a very good translation taken from its sources, and the NIV as a ve
ry sound translation taken from its sources.  If I ever were to see otherwise, I would quickly change my view.  However, I
have researched this matter in depth, and I just don't see any of the "evidence" as holding enough weight to derive to a fi
nal, ultimate conclusion.

 :-) 

Walter, I really don't feel the need to comment on your verse-by-verse comparison.  Ultimately, I believe that all of those 
major doctrines are still found in the NIV (and some of the other academic translations).  In addition, you have never ans
wered my question: Do you believe that the KJV of the Bible is PERFECT?

Re:, on: 2008/7/20 12:16
Is the Jerusalem Bible a "Catholic" Bible? 

BeYeDoers posted that it was not the Catholic Bible:

The Jerusalem Bible (JB) is a Roman Catholic translation of the Bible which first was introduced to the English-spe
aking public in 1966 and published by Darton, Longman & Todd. As a Roman Catholic Bible, it includes the deuterocano
nical books along with the sixty-six others included in Protestant Bibles, as well as copious footnotes and introductions.

In 1943 Pope Pius XII issued an encyclical letter, Divino Afflante Spiritu, which encouraged Roman Catholics to translate
the Scriptures from the original Hebrew and Greek, rather than from Jerome's Latin Vulgate. As a result, a number of D
ominicans and other scholars at the Ã‰cole Biblique in Jerusalem translated the scriptures into French. The pr
oduct of these efforts was published as La Bible de JÃ©rusalemin 1961.
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This French translation served as the basis for an English translation in 1966, the Jerusalem Bible. For the majority of th
e books, the English translation was an original translation of the Hebrew and Greek; in passages with more than one int
erpretation, the French is generally followed. For a small number of Old Testament books, the first draft of the English tr
anslation was made directly from the French, and then the General Editor produced a revised draft by comparing this wo
rd-for-word to the original Hebrew or Aramaic. The footnotes and book introductions are almost literal translations from t
he French.

The translation itself uses a literal approach that has been admired for its literary qualities, perhaps in part due to its mos
t famous contributor, J.R.R. Tolkien (his primary contribution was the translation of Jonah).. The introductions, footnotes,
and even the translation itself, reflect a modern scholarly approach, reflecting the conclusions of scholars who use histor
ical-critical method. For example, the introduction and notes reject Moses's authorship of the Pentateuch.

The Jerusalem Bible was the first widely accepted Roman Catholic English translation of the Bible since the Do
uay-Rheims Version of the 17th century. It carries the Church's imprimatur as being correct in all matters of fait
h and doctrine. This means it is an official Roman Catholic Bible. The Jerusalem Bible was considered such a hi
gh quality advanced English translation of the Bible that the Holy See used it in the European liturgy and the Ma
ss. This reference for The Jerusalem Bible can be found in the introduction page of the Roman Catholic Missals
as the source reference for the readings. It has also been widely praised for an overall very high level of scholar
ship, and is widely admired and sometimes used by liberal and moderate Protestants. The overall text seems to have somewhat of a "Mid-Atlantic" n
ature, neither overwhelmingly British nor particularly American, making it acceptable to both groups in most instances. O
verall, it has come to be considered as one of the better English translations of the Bible made in the 20th century.
In 1973, the French translation received an update. A third French edition was produced in 1998.
In 1985, the English translation was completely updated. This new translation Â— known as the New Jerusalem Bible Â
— was freshly translated from the original languages and not tied to any French translation (except indirectly, as it maint
ained many of the stylistic and interpretive choices of the French Jerusalem Bible).
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
The point I was making in using the Jerusalem Bible, or any of the other "Catholic Bibles" (ie the Douay Rheims Version 
or any other "Catholic Bible"), is that there is absolutely no difference in the text of these with the newer Bible versi
ons published by Protestants since 1888 (NIV, NASV, TEV, RSV, NWT, THE MESSAGE, etc. etc. etc.). In other wor
ds, what I have posted, comparing the King James, the Majority Text, with the Catholic Bible, the Minority text, shows th
e vast difference between them. As such, both versions (the Majority Text & the Minority text) cannot be the Word 
of God. Only one can be God's Holy Writ.
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
God has promised us, in His own Word, that He will preserve His Word forever.
Ps. 12:7
Thou shalt keep them, O LORD, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever.
God's word is infallible, without error (John 17:17; Acts l:3)
"The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt keep them, 
0 Lord, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever."    Â—Psalm 12:6-7
For verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass, one jot or tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be 
fulfilled."    Â—Matt. 5:18
"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away."    Â—Matt. 24:35
"Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever.
"    Â—I Peter 1:23
 
Man has been warned by God not to add to or take from His Word, the Bible (Deuteronomy 4:2; Prov. 30:6; Revelation 2
2:18-19).
Therefore, the KEEPING of God's word is GOD'S JOB, not fallible man's job.
Sincerely,
Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
BeYeDoers wrote:
Walter, you can't stop can you? 

The Catholic Church uses the New American Bible, not the Jerusalem Bible.

This thread has nothing to do with the Jerusalem Bible, but the NASB (and subsequently NIV).

How many times do we have to cover the fact that comparing Bible translations does NOTHING? They are translated from different sources, so they 
WILL be different!!! You are assuming that the KJV is correct, then show its differences from other translations to conclude that they are wrong. It is cal
led circular reasoning, and is nauseating. Especially when it's the same stuff over and over from the KJV-only people.

Don't be surprised if Chris doesn't respond, because he probably won't dignify you with one. You apparently don't want a conversation, because your r
easoning and dialogue isn't honest.
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I love you brother, but I think it's time to put this one to rest.
-------------------------

Re: Not to change the subject, on: 2008/7/20 15:39
Has anyone heard of Jay P Green? He did the KJ in a modern translation, he kept the same words but made it easier to 
read. Its called the King James II Bible. 

Re: - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/20 20:25

Quote:
-------------------------as Walter, the post-er formerly known as Stever,
-------------------------

True? Walter?

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/20 21:17

Quote:
-------------------------as Walter, the post-er formerly known as Stever,
-------------------------

no, no, no...it was a list, not an appositive!

Although, their very long KJV-only posts seem strikingly similar...but i was not implying anything.

Re: - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/20 21:50

Quote:
-------------------------no, no, no...it was a list, not an appositive!
-------------------------

My apologies brother. Took that the wrong way, but the similarites are a bit uncanny. What say you Walter?

Re:, on: 2008/7/20 22:51
No, it is not true.

Walter Nagel

Quote:
-------------------------
crsschk wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------as Walter, the post-er formerly known as Stever,
-------------------------

True? Walter?
-------------------------
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Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/20 23:25

Quote:
-------------------------BeYeDoers posted that it was not the Catholic Bible
-------------------------

Walter, you are correct. It is indeed a Catholic translation. I stand corrected. 

Re:, on: 2008/7/21 0:17
A Chronology of the English Bible
Listing the events in the history of the English versions of Scripture, and of the place of Scripture in the church 
and in society. It also shows us the continuing battle between the "versions"- initially the Catholic Bible against
the Protestant Bible, and continuing to this very day- the minority text verses the majority text, the Catholic "ver
sions" verses the Protestant "version". What is the "version" that has provided "fruit"? 

Â•	440 AD. Roman legions withdraw from Britain. 

Â•	450. Anglo-Saxon invasions and settlement of Britain displace the native Celts in the south. 

Â•	597. Pope Gregory sends missionaries to Ethelbert of Kent, in the southeast of Britain. 

Â•	669. Theodore of Tarsus becomes archbishop of Canterbury, promotes episcopal hierarchy and Roman culture in the
south of Britain.
 
Â•	670. The herdsman Caedmon in northern Britain composes poems based on Biblical narratives in Old English.
 
Â•	825. Vespasian Psalter gives interlinear Old English translation. 

Â•	856. Danes begin large scale invasion of eastern Britain. Destruction of monasteries there.
 
Â•	878. King Alfred halts Danish invasion, divides Britain by treaty. Danes inhabit northeast half of Britain.
 
Â•	900. Paris Psalter gives Old English version of the first fifty Psalms. 

Â•	924. Ethelstan becomes King and pursues conciliation and fushion with the Danes. Oda (a full-blooded Dane) appoint
ed archbishop of Canterbury. 

Â•	950. Aldred (Bishop of Durham) writes Old English between the lines of the Lindisfarne Gospels. 

Â•	970. Faerman (Priest in Yorkshire) makes the first Old English version of the Gospel of Matthew in the Rushworth Go
spels, based upon Aldred's gloss. 

Â•	1000. England overwhelmed by new invasion of Danes. King Ethelred flees to allies in Normandy. Aelfric (Abbot in O
xfordshire) translates abridged Pentateuch and several other portions of Scripture into Old English. Wessex Gospels giv
e first Old English version of all four gospels. 

Â•	1042. King Edward, brought up in Normandy, attempts to Normanize the English Court, appoints a Norman archbisho
p. Godwin (Earl of Wessex) opposes him and causes the deposition of the archbishop. 

Â•	1066. Norman conquest of Britain, sponsored by Pope Alexander II, destroys Old English literature, makes Norman F
rench the language of the nobility. 

Â•	1150. Old English yields to Middle English as the common language of Britain. 

Â•	1200. Orm composes poetical paraphrase of Gospels and Acts in Middle English. 

Â•	1300. Midland Psalter gives metrical version of the Psalms in Middle English.
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Â•	1309. Pope Clement V moves the headquarters of the Papacy from Rome to Avignon under domination of the French
King.
 
Â•	1320. Richard Rolle's Middle English Psalter.
 
Â•	1330. Birth of John Wyclif. 

Â•	1340. Birth of Chaucer.
 
Â•	1348. English replaces Latin as the medium of instruction in schools (except at Oxford and Cambridge). 

Â•	1360. Various gospel narratives translated into Middle English. 

Â•	1362. English replaces French as the language of law in England. English used for the first time in Parliament. 

Â•	1377. Pope Gregory XI moves the Papacy back to Rome. 

Â•	1378. French Cardinals create schism in the Roman Catholic Church by electing a rival Pope and returning to Avigno
n. Rival popes excommunicate one another. 

Â•	1380. Oxford professor John Wyclif publicly rejects Roman doctrine of transubstantiation, begins translating Latin Vul
gate into English.
 
Â•	1381. Peasants revolt in England. They seize London, but are soon overcome. 

Â•	1382. Wyclif expelled from his teaching post at Oxford for heresy. Completes translation of Bible with help of his stud
ents. 

Â•	1384. Death of Wyclif. His disciples continue to preach against the clergy, copy and sell manuscripts (mostly the Gos
pels). 

Â•	1388. Wyclif Bible revised by his student John Purvey. 

Â•	1400. Death of Chaucer. 

Â•	1401. English parliament decrees the burning of heretics. Statute is aimed against the followers of Wyclif, cal
led Lollards 

Â•	1408. Arundelian Constitutions enacted by Convocation of bishops at Oxford forbids unauthorized translatio
n, distribution, or public reading of the Scripture.
 
Â•	1411. Bonfire of Wyclif's writings at Oxford.
 
Â•	1415. John Hus, the radical Bohemian reformer and advocate of Wyclif's anti-clerical teachings, is burned at t
he stake. 

Â•	1417. Concil of Constance elects Martin V as Pope, and ends Roman Catholic schism. 

Â•	1450. Middle English yields to Early Modern English as the common language of Britain about now.
 
Â•1453. Moslems take Constantinople. Great exodus of Greek scholars from there to Western Europe, bringing with them Greek manuscript
s of the Bible.

Â•	1456. First printed book: Gutenberg Bible, containing the Latin text.

Â•	1466. Birth of Erasmus. 

Â•	1476. First English book printed by William Caxton (The Recital of the Histories of Troy, translated from French).
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Â•	1478. Caxton prints Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. 

Â•	1483. Birth of Martin Luther.
 
Â•	1484. Birth of William Tyndale.
 
Â•	1485. Henry Tudor becomes king Henry VII of England. 

Â•	1488. Birth of Miles Coverdale. Â• Hebrew Old Testament first printed by Jews at Soncino, Italy. 

Â•	1489. Birth of Thomas Cranmer. 

Â•	1491. Greek first taught at Oxford University. 

Â•	1496. John Colet gives lectures on Romans at Oxford. 

Â•	1499. Erasmus at Oxford.
 
Â•	1500. Birth of John Rogers.
 
Â•	1504. Birth of Matthew Parker. 

Â•	1505. Birth of Richard Taverner. Â• Birth of John Knox. Â• Luther enters the Augustinian Order. 

Â•	1506. New Cathedral of St. Peter begun in Rome (completed in 1590). 

Â•	1509. Henry VIII becomes king of England. Â• Birth of John Calvin. Â• Erasmus professor of Greek at Cambridge Uni
versity.
 
Â•	1510. William Tyndale at Cambridge.
 
Â•	1514. Coverdale ordained. 

Â•	1515. Luther begins lectures on Romans at Wittenberg University. Â• Tyndale gets M.A. degree at Oxford. 

Â•1516. Erasmus' first Greek New Testament (First printed Greek New Testament). 

Â•	1517. Pope Leo X decrees preaching and sale of indulgences for the benefit of St. Peter's Cathedral in Rome. Â• Lut
her nails his 95 Theses to the church door at Wittenberg on October 31. Reformation era begins.
 
Â•	1518. Septuagint printed by Aldus in Italy. Â• Zwingli begins Reformation in Switzerland. 

Â•	1519. Erasmus' 2nd Greek New Testament Â• Birth of Theodore Beza.
 
Â•	1520. Luther excommunicated. Â• Tyndale goes home to Gloucester, begins translating. 

Â•	1522. First edition of Luther's German New Testament Â• Parker at Cambridge. Â• Complutensian Polyglot (inclu
ding Septuagint, Vulgate, Hebrew Old Testament) published. Â• Erasmus' 3rd Greek New Testament Â• Tyndale goes t
o London in search of financial help. 

Â•	1524. Tyndale leaves England for Germany. Â• Peasants revolt in Germany. Â• William Whittingham born. 

Â•	1525. Tyndale's English New Testament (first printed English text) published in Germany. Â• Rogers gets B.A. degre
e at Cambridge.
 
Â•1526. Copies of Tyndale's New Testament enter England, many burned. 

Â•	1527. Erasmus' 4th Greek New Testament 

Â•	1528. Coverdale preaches against the mass, is compelled to leave England. 

Â•	1529. Tyndale and Coverdale work together at Hamburg. Â• Luther's Small Catechism. Â• Cranmer commission
ed by king Henry to write a treatise justifying his divorce from Catherine. 

Â•	1530. Augsburg Confession. 

Â•	1531. Tyndale's Pentateuch is published. Â• Zwingli killed in battle.
 
Â•	1533. Cranmer made Archbishop of Canterbury, approves Henry's divorce. 

Â•1534. Tyndale's New Testament and Pentateuch revised. Â• Henry VIII excommunicated by the Pope, severs Engli
sh churches from Rome, becomes head of the Church of England without any intention of reforming it. Â• Cranmer petiti
ons Henry for creation of an authorized English version. Â• Luther's first complete German Bible. Â• Anabaptists establis
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h short-lived socialist community at MÃ¼nster. Â• Geneva becomes independent Protestant commonwealth. 

Â•1535. Tyndale's last revised New Testament Â• Tyndale betrayed to Roman Catholic authorities, charged with 
heresy and imprisoned. He continues to translate the historical books of the Old Testament Â• Coverdale's Bibl
e published in England. (first printed English Bible). Â• Erasmus' 5th edition of the Greek. 

Â•	1536. Tyndale's New Testament reprinted in England. Â• Tyndale condemned. He commits his manuscript to 
his friend John Rogers, and is burned at the stake. Â• Calvin publishes his Institutes of the Christian Religion. 

Â•	1537. "Matthew's Bible" published by John Rogers in Germany, giving Tyndale's translation of the New Testament, P
entateuch, and historical books of the Old Testament Â• John Calvin preaches in Geneva. Â• Matthew's and Coverdale's
Bibles licensed for unhindered sale in England. 

Â•	1538. Coverdale in Paris editing Great Bible. Â• English bishops instructed to display largest English Bible in parish c
hurches.
 
Â•	1539. Coverdale returns to England. Â• Great Bible (dedicated to Henry VIII) published and authorized in England. Â•
Taverner's Bible (a revision of Matthew's Bible) published. Â• English parliament adopts the Act of Six Articles, reaffirmin
g various Roman Catholic teachings. "Lutherans" subjected to persecution.
 
Â•	1540. 2nd edition of Great Bible with preface of Cranmer, called Cranmer's Bible. Â• Coverdale, under pressure as a 
"Lutheran," leaves England again.
 
Â•1543. English Parliament bans Tyndale's version and all public reading of Bible by laymen. 

Â•	1545. Council of Trent convened.
 
Â•	1546. Death of Luther. Â• Council of Trent decrees that the Latin Vulgate (with Apocryphal books) is authoritative vers
ion of Scripture. Â• Henry VIII bans Coverdale version. Â• Stephens publishes his first Greek New Testament 

Â•	1547. Death of Henry VIII. Â• Edward VI becomes king of England. Â• Parliament repeals the anti-Protestant Act of Si
x Articles, and removes restrictions on printing and reading of English versions. Cranmer begins Protestant reformation 
of the Church of England. Â• Coverdale, Rogers return to England. Â• John Knox preaches Reformation in Scotland.
 
Â•	1549. English Book of Common Prayer compiled by Cranmer. Â• Stephens' 2nd Greek New Testament 

Â•	1550. Stephens' 3rd Greek New Testament
 
Â•	1551. Last edition of Matthew's Bible. Â• Coverdale appointed bishop of Exeter. Â• Stephens' 4th Greek New Testam
ent 

Â•	1552. John Knox refuses offer to become an English bishop.
 
Â•	1553. "Bloody" Mary Tudor becomes queen of England. Â• Last edition of Coverdale Bible. 

Â•	1554. Mary reverses the reforms of Edward and enforces Roman Catholicism in England. Â• Knox leaves England for
Geneva. 

Â•	1555. John Rogers burned at the stake. Â• Cranmer burned at the stake. Â• Coverdale and other leading Protestants 
flee England for Geneva. Â• Peace of Augsburg ends wars between Lutherans and Romanists in Germany, legitimizes L
utheranism. 

Â•	1556. Beza's Latin New Testament 

Â•	1557. William Whittingham's English New Testament published in Geneva. English exiles there begin work on Englis
h Old Testament 

Â•	1558. Elizabeth becomes queen of England. 

Â•1559. Elizabeth repudiates Romanism. Act of Supremacy makes her head of Church of England. Romanist bis
hops expelled. Coverdale and other leading Protestants return to England. Matthew Parker made Archbishop of 
Canterbury. 

Â•	1560. Geneva Bible with revised New Testament published by Whittingham in Geneva. Â• Whittingham returns to En
gland. Â• Knox's Scots Confession ratified by the Scottish parliament.
 
Â•	1563. Whittingham made Dean of Durham. Â• Archbishop Parker and eight of his bishops begin work on the "Bishops
' Bible." Â• Thirty-nine Articles of Religion adopted as doctrinal standard for Church of England. Â• Heidelberg Catechis
m published. Â• Apostolic Constitutions (ancient book of church order and dogma, purporting to be from the apostles) pu
blished by the Jesuit Turrianus.
 
Â•	1564. Death of John Calvin. Â• Birth of Shakespeare. 
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Â•1565. Beza's Greek-Latin New Testament
 
Â•	1566. Last edition of Tyndale's New Testament 

Â•	1567. Mary Stuart abdicates throne of Scotland, is succeeded by her son James under Protestant regency. 

Â•	1568. Bishops' Bible (dedicated to Elizabeth) published by Archbishop Parker, and authorized for church use. 

Â•	1569. Last edition of Cranmer's Great Bible. Â• Death of Coverdale. 

Â•1571. Every bishop and cathedral in England ordered to have Bishops' Bible. 

Â•	1572. Bishops' Bible revised and published with the old Great Bible Psalter. Â• Antwerp Polyglot published. Â• Death 
of John Knox. 

Â•	1575. Death of Taverner and Parker. Parker succeeded as Archbishop of Canterbury by the strongly Calvinistic Edm
und Grindal, who actively promotes the Geneva Bible during the next eight years.
 
Â•1578. Martin begins Rheims version of the New Testament (authorized Roman Catholic version, translated fro
m the Vulgate). 

Â•	1579. Geneva Bible reprinted and authorized in Scotland. Every Scotch household of sufficient means is required by l
aw to buy a copy. Â• Death of Whittingham. 

Â•	1580. Lutheran Formula of Concord.
 
Â•	1582. Rheims New Testament (translated from the Latin) published by English Roman Catholics living in France. Â• 
Beza's 2nd Greek New Testament 

Â•	1583. Grindal succeeded by John Whitgift as Archbishop of Canterbury. 

Â•	1587. Death of Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots. 

Â•	1588. Destruction of Spanish Armada. 

Â•1589. Beza's 3rd Greek New Testament
 
Â•	1592. Sixtine-Clementine Latin Bible. 

Â•1598. Beza's 4th Greek New Testament 

Â•	1602. Last edition of Bishops' Bible.
 
Â•1603. James I made king of England.
 
Â•	1604. English bishops and Puritan leaders meet with King James in the Hampton Court Conference. Revision
of Bishops' Bible proposed. King James nominates revision committee of 54 scholars. Â• First English dictionar
y published by Robert Cawdry.
 
Â•1605. English Romanists attempt to blow up Parliament in the "Gunpowder plot," arousing great and lasting p
ublic indignation against Rome. Â• Death of Theodore Beza. 

Â•1607. Work on King James Bible begun.
 
Â•	1608. Pilgrim Fathers leave England for Holland.
 
Â•1609. Douay Old Testament (translated from the Latin) published by English Roman Catholics living in France
.
 
Â•	1611. King James Bible (dedicated to James) published and authorized in England. 

Â•	1615. Archbishop Abbot forbids printing of the Bible without Apocrypha. 

Â•	1616. Birth of John Owen. Â• Death of Shakespeare. 

Â•	1618. Beginning of Thirty Years War on Continent. 

Â•	1619. Synod of Dort condemns Arminianism as heresy, propounds five points of orthodox Calvinism. 

Â•1620. Pilgrims land at Plymouth. 

Â•	1624. Elzevir's first Greek New Testament Â• Louis Cappel publishes his opinion that the vowel points of the Hebrew 
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text were added by rabbis in the fifth century. 

Â•	1625. Charles I (Romanist) made king of England. 

Â•	1627. William Ames' Marrow of Theology spreads knowledge of Dutch Covenant Theology in England. 

Â•	1633. Elzevir's 2nd Greek New Testament Â• William Laud (Romanist) is made Archbishop of Canterbury, begins to 
persecute Puritans. Forbids importation of the Geneva Bible. 

Â•1643. Puritan Solemn League and Covenant for Reformation and Defense of Religion sworn throughout Scotl
and and England.
 
Â•	1642. Parliament raises an army and makes war against the despotic king Charles and his Romanizing bisho
ps. Â• Brian Walton (Romanist) deprived of office. Â• Parliament closes theaters of England. 

Â•	1643. Westminster Assembly convened.
 
Â•	1645. Archbishop Laud put to death. 

Â•	1647. Westminster Confession published.
 
Â•1648. Parliament adopts the Westminster Confession of Faith, establishing Calvinistic doctrine and presbyteri
anism in England. Â• Buxtorf assails Cappel's view of the Hebrew vowel points. Â• Peace of Westphalia ends the Thirty
Years War on the continent, legitimizes Calvinism. 

Â•	1649. King Charles I put to death. Cromwell rules as "Protector of the Commonwealth." Â• John Owen (Puritan) prefe
rred to offices. Â• George Fox disrupts church service in Nottingham, begins preaching Quakerism. 

Â•1650. Louis Cappel's book advocating critical reconstruction of the Hebrew text is published in Paris by his s
on Jean, after turning Roman Catholic. Publication of the work had been prevented by Cappel's opponents in Protest
ant lands. 

Â•	1651. Thomas Hobbes' The Leviathon.
 
Â•	1657. Brian Walton publishes the London Polyglot with revision of Hebrew vowel points, several ancient versions, an
d appendix of various readings of the Greek manuscripts. 

Â•	1658. Death of Cromwell. Â• John Owen deprived of office. 

Â•	1659. Walton's Polyglot assailed by John Owen. 

Â•	1660. Monarchy restored with king Charles II. Â• Walton made a bishop.
 
Â•	1662. New England churches begin to admit unconverted members under the "Half-Way Covenant." 

Â•	1665. Great Plague of London kills over 68,000. 

Â•	1666. Great Fire of London. 

Â•	1667. Milton writes Paradise Lost.
 
Â•1675. John Fell's Greek New Testament with critical annotations. Â• Helvetic Consensus Formula maintains v
erbal inerrancy of Scripture, inspiration of vowel points in the traditional Hebrew text (against Cappel and Walto
n).
 
Â•	1678. Bunyan writes Pilgrim's Progress. 

Â•	1679. Publication of the first volume of Francis Turretin's Institutio Theologiae Elencticae. 

Â•	1683. Death of John Owen. 

Â•	1685. Death of Charles II. He is succeeded by a Roman Catholic king, James II. 

Â•	1688. James II deposed by Parliament, 
and replaced by William of Orange, with regulation for Protestant succession and greatly enlarged powers of Parliament.
Threat of Romanism forever ended in England.
 
Â•1689. Toleration Act of parliament grants freedom of worship to all Protestants except Unitarians. Â• Richard S
imon (French Roman Catholic) publishes first treatise on textual criticism in Paris. 

Â•	1690. John Locke's Essay concerning Human Understanding. 

Â•	1695. Abolition of censorship in England. 
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Â•	1697. Blasphemy Act of Parliament bars Unitarians, Deists and atheists from public office. 

Â•	1702. Publication in London of the first regular daily newspaper in English. 

Â•	1704. Publication of Sir Isaac Newton's Optics marks the point at which significant scholarly work begins to appear in 
English instead of Latin. 

Â•	1705. Humphrey Hody's De Bibliorum textis originalibus ("On the Original Text of the Bible") thoroughly examines the 
text of the ancient versions and the ancient canon of Scripture. 

Â•	1707. John Mill's annotated Greek New Testament displays 30,000 various readings of the Greek manuscripts. Â• En
gland and Scotland are united under the name of United Kingdom of Great Britain. 

Â•	1711. William Whiston's Primitive Christianity Revived. 

Â•	1714. Death of Matthew Henry. 

Â•1720. Richard Bentley publishes his Proposals for critical revision of the Greek New Testament 

Â•	1725. Johann Albrecht Bengel publishes his prospectus for a critical revision of the Greek New Testament 

Â•	1726. Jeremiah Jones publishes first English translation of several "apocryphal New Testament" books in hi
s New and Full Method of Settling the Canonical Authority of the New Testament. 

Â•1729. American Presbyterians constitute first Synod in Philadelphia, requiring subscription of ministers to "e
ssential and necessary" doctrines of the Westminster Standards. 

Â•	1730. Wettstein's treatise on textual criticism. 

Â•	1734. Bengel's revised Greek New Testament with notes. Â• Alexander Pope's Essay on Man. 

Â•1739. John Wesley organizes the first Methodist Society, begins widespread preaching. 

Â•	1740. Frederick the Great becomes king of Prussia. German culture flourishes under his patronage. Â• Georg
e Whitefield draws large crowds in revivalistic preaching tour of American colonies. 

Â•	1741. Jonathan Edwards preaches Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God. Â• George Frideric Handel compos
es The Messiah. 

Â•	1742. Bengel's Greek textual commentary. Â• Height of "Great Awakening" revivalism in America. 

Â•	1743. First Bible printed in America at Germantown, Penn. (Luther Bible). Â• Revivalist James Davenport instiga
tes public bonfire of Puritan books. End of "Great Awakening." 

Â•	1745. William Whiston's Primitive New Testament 

Â•Â•1750. Jonathan Edwards forced from his pastoral office for withholding Communion from the unsaved. Â• D
eath of Johann Sebastian Bach. 

Â•	1755. John Wesley's New Testament revises the KJV with use of Bengel's Greek New Testament Â• Samuel Johnso
n publishes his comprehensive Dictionary of the English Language. 

Â•Â•1769. "Oxford Standard Edition" of King James version published. 

Â•	1771. Francis Asbury arrives in America. 

Â•	1774. Griesbach's critically revised Greek Testament. 

Â•	1775. J.S. Semler (the German "father of rationalism") advocates re-examination of the Biblical canon in his T
reatise on the Free Investigation of the Canon. Â• American Revolutionary War begins. 

Â•	1776. Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations. 

Â•	1783. American Revolutionary War ends. Â• First daily newspaper in America begins in Philadelphia.
 
Â•	1784. Ethan Allen's Reason the Only Oracle of Man rejects the authority of the Bible. Â• John Wesley organizes Meth
odists as a separate denomination in the American colonies, prepares his Twenty-Five Articles of Religion for their const
itution. Francis Asbury appointed as general superintendent. 

Â•	1785. New York's first daily newspaper begins. 

Â•	1786. Woide publishes facsimile of Codex Alexandrinus. 
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Â•1788. Birch's collation of Codex Vaticanus in the Gospels published. 

Â•	1789. Federal Constitution ratified by American states. Â• French Revolution begins.
 
Â•	1790. America has eight daily newspapers. 

Â•	1791. Death of John Wesley. 

Â•	1793. Reign of Terror in France. Â• Eli Whitney invents the Cotton Gin. 

Â•	1795. Thomas Paine's The Age of Reason bitterly attacks the Bible and Christianity. 

Â•	1796. Griesbach's 2nd Greek New Testament 

Â•	1797. First Sunday newspaper in America begins in Baltimore. 

Â•1798. Birch publishes collation of Codex Vaticanus for entire New Testament Â• Napoleon wages war in Egypt a
nd Palestine. 

Â•	1800. Birth of John Nelson Darby, first theologian of modern Dispensationalism. 

Â•1801. "Plan of Union" adopted by American Presbyterians and Congregationalists for cooperative ministry in 
frontier districts. Â• Barton Stone directs giant camp meeting revival at Cane Ridge in Kentucky, sparking "Seco
nd Great Awakening" in America. 

Â•	1802. Marsh publishes English translation of Michaelis' Introduction (basic source of text-critical information for Englis
h scholars). 

Â•	1803. U.S. purchases Louisiana territory (Great Plains) from France, doubles in size. 

Â•	1804. Napoleon declared Emperor in France. 

Â•1805. Griesbach's last Greek New Testament Â• Unitarian control of Harvard College becomes evident with th
e appointment of Henry Ware to Chair of Divinity. 

Â•	1807. Slave trade abolished in England. 

Â•	1812. London has 18 Sunday newspapers.
 
Â•	1813. English Parliament extends Toleration Act (cf. 1689) to cover Unitarians. 

Â•	1814. Richard Laurence (English Archbishop) publishes defense of the traditional Greek text against Griesbach.
 
Â•	1815. Nolan publishes defense of traditional Greek text against Griesbach. Â• Napoleon defeated by British and Ger
man armies at Waterloo. 

Â•	1816. Death of Francis Asbury. 

Â•	1819. Political agitation leads to labor riots in Manchester, put down by troops. Â• Revivalist movement known as the 
Second Great Awakening underway in America. Â• William Channing publicly espouses Unitarianism in his "Baltimore S
ermon." Â• U.S. purchases Florida from Spain. 

Â•	1820. William Hone publishes in popular and inexpensive form a collection of early Christian writings under the title A
pocryphal New Testament. Â• America has forty-two daily newspapers. 

Â•	1821. Richard Lawrence publishes English translation of The Book of Enoch. Â• Death of Thomas Scott. 

Â•	1824. Premiere of Beethoven's Choral Symphony in Vienna. Â• First steam-powered cylinder newpaper press in Ame
rica. 

Â•	1825. American Unitarian Association formed at Boston. 

Â•	1826. British and Foreign Bible Society stops printing Apocrypha. 

Â•	1827. Charles Finney emerges as leading American revivalist. 

Â•1828. Noah Webster publishes his American Dictionary of the English Language. Â• Liberal English journalists c
alled "a fourth estate of the realm" by essayist Thomas Macaulay.

Â•	1829. Catholic Emancipation Act removes legal disabilities of Romanists. 

Â•	1830. Scholz's Greek New Testament published. Â• Revivalist movement known as the Second Great Awakening rea
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ches its high point in America. Â• John Nelson Darby inaugurates Pauline restorationist Plymouth Brethren movement in
Dublin. Â• Joseph Smith publishes The Book of Mormon in New York. 

Â•	1831. Karl Lachmann publishes first thoroughly revised critical Greek New Testament 

Â•	1832. English Parliament adopts Reform Bill, extending voting rights to the middle class. 

Â•	1833. Abolition of slavery in the British Empire. Â• Revivalist Charles Finney conducts abolitionist rallies in America Â•
American Antislavery Society formed by Christian abolitionists. Â• First "penney" newspaper begins in New York. 

Â•	1835. David Strauss, Leben Jesu (Atheistic critical treatment of the life of Jesus) published in Germany. Â• Ch
arles Finney becomes professor of theology at newly-formed Oberlin College in Ohio. Oberlin becomes center of perfecti
onist teaching, feminism, and abolitionist movement. 

Â•	1836. Union Theological Seminary founded by liberal-Arminian "New School" Presbyterians. 

Â•	1837. Calvinist majority in General Assembly of PCUSA abrogates 1801 Plan of Union; New School Presbyteries org
anize separate church. Â• Victoria made Queen of England.
 
Â•	1838. Romish "Oxford Movement" party in the Church of England is at its peak of influence about now. Â• Ral
ph Waldo Emerson espouses mystical transcendentalism in an address at Harvard Divinity School. 

Â•	1840. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit. 

Â•	1841. Tischendorf's first Greek New Testament Â• Bagster's English Hexapla. Â• Emerson's Essays. 

Â•	1842. Lachmann's 2nd Greek New Testament 

Â•	1843. Greek text of Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus published by Tischendorf. Â• Phoebe Palmer's The Way of Holiness.

Â•	1844. Year of Christ's return as predicted by William Miller, founder of the Adventist movement. Â• Methodists split ov
er the slavery controversy in America. 

Â•	1845. Baptists split over the slavery controversy in America. Sothern Baptist Convention is formed. Â• Texas annexed
by the U.S. 

Â•	1846. Strauss' atheistic Life of Jesus translated into English. Â• U.S. claim to Oregon country recognized by 
Great Britain. 

Â•	1848. Karl Marx publishes his Communist Manifesto in England. Revolutions break out in several nations of Europe. 
Â• Perfectionistic Oneida commune established by John Noyes. Â• Kate and Margaret Fox of New York cause public se
nsation with claims of ability to communicate with the dead: beginning of Spiritualist sÃ©ance craze in America. Â• Sout
hwestern territory ceded to the U.S. by Mexico. 

Â•	1849. Tischendorf's 2nd Greek New Testament Â• Alford's annotated Greek New Testament Â• Cholera epidemic kill
s 14,000 in London. 

Â•	1850. Antoinette Brown becomes first woman to complete theological course at Oberlin. Â• Ellen White begins to publ
icize "visions" fundamental to Seventh-Day Adventism. 

Â•	1851. Great Exhibition of science and industry held in London.
 
Â•	1852. Greek text of Codex Claromontanus published by Tischendorf. Â• Publication of Roget's Thesaurus. 

Â•	1853. Antoinette Brown becomes first woman formally ordained as a minister in the U.S. (in an independent 
Congregational church in New York). 

Â•	1854. Tregelles' Account of the Printed Text. Â• Dogma of Immaculate Conception promulgated by the Roma
n Pope. Â• Cholera epidemic kills 11,000 in London. 

Â•	1855. Charles Spurgeon preaches to thousands in public halls of London. Â• Abolition of Stamp Tax in England remo
ves financial burden from newspaper publishers; cheap and vulgar daily newspapers begin to flourish. 

Â•	1856. Tregelles' Introduction to Textual Criticism. Â• Tischendorf's 3rd Greek New Testament Â• Wordsworth'
s Greek New Testament Â• Western Union Telegraph Co. formed Â• Slavery controversy rages in America. Sout
hern scholar Albert Taylor Bledsoe's Essay on Liberty and Slavery presents a Scriptural defense of slavery. 

Â•	1857. Tregelles' Greek text of Gospels.
 
Â•	1858. Brief "Prayer Meeting Revival" sweeps America. Â• Act for the admission of the Jews to the Parliament 
adopted in England. 
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Â•	1859. Vercellone's edition of Codex Vaticanus. Â• John Nelson Darby's New Translation of New Testament wi
th critical notes. Â• Darwin's Origin of Species. Â• John Stuart Mill's On Liberty. 

Â•1860. Liberal scholars in the Church of England 'come out of the closet' in Essays and Reviews. 

Â•	1861. Scrivener's Plain Introduction to Textual Criticism. Â• American Civil War begins. Â• President Lincoln attends Spiritualis
t sÃ©ances in Georgetown, receives advice from the famous medium Nettie Colburn Maynard in the White House. 

Â•1862. Greek text of Codex Sinaiticus published by Tischendorf. Â• Young's Literal Translation of the Bible. 

Â•	1863. President Lincoln proclaims Thanksgiving Day holiday. 

Â•	1864. John Nelson Darby visits America for the first time, promotes fully developed Dispensationalism among Presbyt
erians in lecture tour. Â• "In God We Trust" first put on U.S. coins. 

Â•	1865. American Civil War ends. Â• President Lincoln assassinated. 

Â•	1866. Trans-Atlantic telegraph cable connects England and America. Â• Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constituti
on greatly increases Federal power. 

Â•	1867. Tischendorf's edition of Codex Vaticanus. Â• Parliament adopts Second Reform Act, giving vote to the working 
class. 

Â•	1868. Vercellone's facsimile edition of Codex Vaticanus. 

Â•	1869. Tischendorf's 4th Greek New Testament Â• New and Old School American Presbyterians reunite. Â• American 
transcontinental railroad line completed Â• Susan Anthony and Elizabeth Stanton organize the National Woman Suffrag
e Association. 

Â•1870. English parliament asks bishops of the Church of England to form a committee for the revision of the Ki
ng James version. Revision committee is formed, and work begins on the English Revised Version. Â• Vatican 
Council of the Roman Catholic Church sets forth dogma of Infallibility of the Pope. Â• German principalities unifie
d under imperial crown of Prussia by Bismarck. Â• Manufacture of new wood-pulp paper greatly reduces cost of newspa
per publishing. 

Â•	1871. J.N. Darby's 2nd edition of the New Testament Â• Darwin's Descent of Man. 

Â•	1872. Last portion of Tregelles' Greek New Testament published. Â• Alford's New Testament for English Readers. 

Â•	1875. Premillennialist evangelist Dwight Moody begins sensational preaching tour of American cities. Â• Fou
ndation of annual Niagara Bible Conference. Â• Mary Baker's Science and Health publicizes principles of Christian S
cience. 

Â•1876. Charles Taze Russell begins publication of Zion's Watchtower. 

Â•	1878. Rotherham's English translation of Tregelles' text. Â• Julius Wellhausen, History of Israel. Â• William Blackston
e's Jesus is Coming. Â• Ninth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica makes critical arguments and essays on th
e Bible generally available in English. Â• First commercial telephone exchange set up in Boston. 

Â•1879. Robert Ingersoll attacks the Bible in popular lecture tours, publishes his Some Mistakes of Moses. 

Â•1881.English Revised Version of the New Testament is RED published, immediately followed by the innovativ
e Greek New Testament of Westcott and Hort. 

Â•	1882. Death of John Nelson Darby. Â• Charles Darwin buried in Westminster Abbey with full Christian rites. 
 
Â•	1883. Dean Burgon leads strong conservative attack on the  BLUE English Revised Version and against all cr
itical Greek texts. The new version is eventually refused by the British churches. 

Â•	1884. Parliament adopts Third Reform Act, granting vote to agricultural laborers. Â• Telephone service between New 
York and Boston. 

Â•	1885. English Revised Version of the Old Testament 

Â•	1886. Benjamin Warfield appointed Professor of Theology at Princeton.
 
Â•	1888. British Baptist Union censures Charles Spurgeon for his campaign against liberal Baptists. 

Â•	1890. J.N. Darby's English Old Testament Â• Great labor strikes throughout England. Â• National American Woman 
Suffrage Association formed. 

Â•	1893. Ecumenical and inter-faith "World's Parliament of Religions" held in Chicago. Â• Dwight Moody preaches to hug
e crowds at Chicago World's Fair. 
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Â•	1895. American Anti-Saloon League founded in Washington, D.C. Â• Elizabeth Stanton's Woman's Bible repudiates 
Biblical teaching on woman's place. 

Â•	1898. Eberhard Nestle's Greek New Testament Â• Spanish-American War. 

Â•	1899. Death of Dwight Moody, foundation of Moody Bible Institute. 

Â•	1900. Final meeting of the Niagara Bible Conference. 

Â•	1901. American Standard Version. 

Â•	1903. First edition of Weymouth's New Testament (modern English version). 

Â•	1904. Twentieth Century New Testament (modern English version). Â• Sigmund Freud, Psychopathology of Everyday
Life. 

Â•	1906. Azusa Street Revival in Los Angeles inaugurates modern Pentecostal movement.
 
Â•	1907. The foundation of Hollywood as a film-making center. Â• Walter Rauschenbusch's Christianity and the Social C
risis articulates the "Social Gospel." 

Â•	1908. Delegates from 33 denominations meeting in Philadelphia establish the Federal Council of Churches to promot
e Social Gospel. Â• Ford Motor Company introduces the "Model T."
 
Â•	1909. First edition of Scofield Reference Bible. 

Â•	1910. First volume of The Fundamentals is published to counter liberal theology in America. Â• General Asse
mbly of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. adopts "Five Point" doctrinal test (Biblical inerrancy, virgin birth, 
substitutionary atonement, bodily resurrection, and reality of miracles). 

Â•	1913. Von Soden's Greek New Testament Â• Moffat New Testament (popular paraphrase). 

Â•	1914. British declare war on Germany. Â• Ford Motor Co. installs chain-driven assembly lines. 

Â•	1915. Telephone service between New York and San Francisco. 

Â•	1917. Improved edition of Scofield Reference Bible. Â• U.S. declares war on Germany. Â• Communist revolutionaries
gain control of Russian Empire.
 
Â•	1918. English Parliament adopts the "Representation of the People Act," giving women the right to vote. Â• Treaty of 
Versailles humiliates Germany, ends First World War. League of Nations established. 

Â•	1919. Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits manufacture and sale of alcohol. 

Â•	1920. Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires all states to give voting rights to women. Â• First com
mercial radio station in U.S. (KDKA Pittsburgh) begins broadcasting. 

Â•	1922. Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. approves ordination of women as deacons. Â• Harry Emerson Fosdic
k preaches against Second Coming of Christ, Biblical inerrancy, Virgin Birth. Â• Lincoln Memorial dedicated in 
Washington, D.C. 

Â•	1923. J. Gresham Machen, Christianity and Liberalism. Â• Time magazine founded. Â• Radio becomes popular craze
in America. 

Â•	1924. Methodist Episcopal Church approves ordination of women as local preachers.
 
Â•	1925. Major newspapers ridicule conservative opposition to theory of evolution in coverage of Scopes "Monk
ey" Trial in Dayton, Tennessee. Â• Liberals of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. overturn the "Five Point" te
st adopted in 1910. Â• Canadian Mehodists, Presbyterians and Congregationalists merge to form the United Ch
urch of Canada. 

Â•	1928. Moffat Bible published with Old Testament 

Â•	1929. Exodus of conservatives from Princeton; Westminster Theological Seminary founded in Philadelphia. 

Â•	1930. Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. approves ordination of women as elders Â• First television program 
with sound broadcast by the BBC. 

Â•	1932. General Association of Regular Baptist Churches formed by fundamentalists leaving the Northern Bapt
ist Convention. 

Â•	1933. Eighteenth Amendment (prohibiting alcohol) repealed. 
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Â•	1935. Moffat Bible revised. 

Â•	1936. Orthodox Presbyterian Church founded by conservatives leaving the PCUSA. Â• United Church of Can
ada (uniting Methodists, Presbyterians, and Congregationalists) approves ordination of women. 

Â•	1937. Charles Fuller begins weekly nation-wide radio broadcasts of "Old Fashioned Gospel Hour." 

Â•	1939. Sigmund Freud, Moses and Monotheism. Â• Britain declares war on Germany.
 
Â•	1940. Lamsa translation of Peshitta New Testament 

Â•	1941. U.S. declares war on Japan after attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Â•	1942. National Association of Evangelicals formed by anti-fundamentalist "neo-evangelicals" in St. Louis, to promote 
conservative Christian involvement in public affairs.
 
Â•	1944. U.S. Army lands at Normandy. Â• Youth for Christ founded by neo-evangelicals in Chicago. 

Â•	1945. U.S. Air Force destroys 2 Japanese cities with atomic bombs. End of 2nd World War.
 
Â•	1946. Revised Standard version of the New Testament published with great fanfare.
 
Â•	1947. Dead Sea Scrolls (dated c. 150 B.C. to A.D. 75) discovered in Qumran. Â• Conservative Baptist Associat
ion founded by conservatives leaving the Northern Baptist Convention. Â• Fuller Theological Seminary founded
by neo-evangelicals in Pasadena. 

Â•	1948. Communist agents discovered in U.S. State Department. "Red Scare" begins. Â• World Council of Churches 
constituted in Amsterdam. 

Â•	1949. Billy Graham's evangelistic campaign in Los Angeles attracts national attention. 

Â•	1950. National Council of Churches constituted in Cleveland. Â• Billy Graham begins television broadcasts. 

Â•	1952. Revised Standard version of the Old Testament published by National Council of Churches. The versio
n is severely denounced by conservatives. Â• One third of all American homes have television. Â• Norman Vinc
ent Peale's The Power of Positive Thinking.
 
Â•	1954. Methodist Episcopal Church approves full denominational ordination of women. Â• U.S. Supreme Court
mandates racial integration of public schools. Beginning of "Civil Rights Movement." 

Â•	1955. United Bible Societies constituted by union of Bible societies of England, Scotland, America, Germany 
and the Netherlands. Committee appointed to produce a Greek New Testament Â• Robert Schuller opens drive-i
n theater church in Orange County, California.
 
Â•	1956. Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. approves ordination of women as ministers. Â• Christianity Today fo
unded by neo-evangelical writers. 

Â•	1957. Bertrand Russel's Why I am not a Christian. Â• United Church of Christ formed by association of variou
s Reformed churches.
 
Â•	1958. Phillips New Testament (paraphrase) Â• Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology. 

Â•	1959. Revised Standard version New Testament slightly revised.
 
Â•	1960. Revised Standard Version adopted by most "mainline" congregations. Â• 80% of American homes have
television.
 
Â•	1961. New English Bible New Testament (British) 

Â•	1962. New American Standard Bible New Testament 

Â•	1963. Blacks riot in Birmingham, Alabama. Â• President Kennedy assassinated.
 
Â•	1964. Presbyterian Church in the U.S. (southern) approves ordination of women as ministers. Â• Fuller Thelo
gical Seminary opens its Graduate School of Psychology. Â• Civil Rights Act passed by U.S. Congress. 

Â•	1965. Catholic edition of Revised Standard Version. 

Â•	1966. United Bible Societies' first Greek New Testament Â• Jerusalem Bible (Roman Catholic). Â• "Good New
s for Modern Man" New Testament published by the American Bible Society. 

Â•	1967. New American Standard Bible Old Testament Â• Living Bible New Testament (paraphrase). Â• Blacks ri
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ot in Detroit. 

Â•	1968. United Bible Societies' 2nd Greek New Testament Â• Blacks and college students riot in several U.S. cit
ies. Â• Martin Luther King assassinated. 

Â•1969. Homosexuals in New York City riot against enforcement of sodomy laws. Â• American astronauts land on 
the Moon. 

Â•1970. New American Bible (Roman Catholic). Â• New English Bible Old Testament (British) Â• Lutheran Churc
h in America approves ordination of women. Â• Robert Schuller begins weekly "Hour of Power" television broad
cast. 

Â•	1971. 2nd ed. of Revised Standard Version. 

Â•	1972. Neo-evangelical Fuller Theological Seminary officially renounces doctrine of Biblical inerrancy. Â• U.S. 
Supreme Court rules that all existing death penalty statutes are unconstitutional. 

Â•1973. Neo-evangelical scholars publish the New International Version New Testament Â• Chicago Declaration 
of Social Concern expresses neo-evangelical support for liberal political agenda. Â• U.S. Supreme Court legaliz
es abortion nationwide. Â• Presbyterian Church in America founded by conservatives leaving the PCUS. Â• Exe
cutive Council of the United Church of Christ recommends ordination of homosexuals. 

Â•	1975. United Bible Societies' 3rd Greek New Testament Â• Bill Hybels organizes Willow Creek Community Church in 
a suburban movie theater near Chicago. 

Â•1976. Good News Bible (Today's English Version) published by the American Bible Society. Â• Episcopal Chu
rch approves ordination of women as priests. Â• Harold Lindsell's The Battle for the Bible exposes widespead li
beralism among neo-evangelicals. Â• Jimmy Carter elected U.S. President. 

Â•	1978. Neo-evangelical scholars publish the New International Version Old Testament. Â• Chicago Statement 
on Biblical Inerrancy.
 
Â•	1979. New King James Version New Testament Â• American Lutheran Church approves ordination of women.
Â• Jerry Falwell founds "Moral Majority" political lobby to promote Reagan election campaign. 

Â•	1980. Ronald Reagan elected U.S. President. 

Â•1982. Hodges and Farstad "Majority Text" Greek New Testament Â• New King James Version Old Testament Â
• Robert Schuller's Self-Esteem: The New Reformation. 

Â•1983. General Synod of the United Church of Christ recommends ordination of homosexuals. Â• AIDS epidem
ic begins.
 
Â•	1985. New Jerusalem Bible (Roman Catholic). 

Â•	1987. Pentecostal television preacher Oral Roberts says that God had threatened to kill him if supporters did not sen
d him 8 million dollars immediately. Â• Pentecostal television preacher Jim Bakker disgraced in revelations of vice and fr
aud. Â• Pentecostal television preacher Pat Robertson enters race for U.S. Presidency.
 
Â•	1988. Pentecostal television preacher Jimmy Swaggart disgraced in revelations of vice.
 
Â•	1989. Revised English Bible (British).
 
Â•	1990. New Revised Standard Version. 

Â•	1992. Bill Clinton elected U.S. President. 

Â•1993. "Re-Imagining" conference of female mainline ministers in Minneapolis features worship of pagan fertili
ty goddess. Â• Federal agents attack Adventist sect in Waco. 

Â•	1995. Holy laughter breaks out at Pentecostal Vineyard Christian Fellowship church in Toronto. Â• Contemporary Eng
lish Version. 

Â•1996. NIV Inclusive Language Edition published in Great Britain. Â• New Living Translation. 

Â•	2000. George W. Bush elected U.S. President. 

Â•2001. Holman Christian Standard Bible New Testament. Â• English Standard Version Â• World Trade Center to
wers in New York destroyed by Moslem fanatics. 

Â•	2002. Today's New International Version New Testament. 
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Sincerely,

Walter

Re: What's missing in this history? - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/21 10:03
Walter, this is quite a summery of the history of the Bible. Yet, there is one element about GodÂ’s word that cannot be
so easily expressed in this fashion -  and that is what God himself has actually been doing with it to build his kingdom.
Much of GodÂ’s marvelous work finds no place in such nutshell histories.   

Consider these scriptures: 
 
Â”You yourselves are our letter, written on our hearts, known and read by everybody. You show that you are a letter
from Christ, the result of our ministry, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but
on tablets of human hearts.2 Corinthians 3:2,3

These words have become vibrant to me lately Â– especially as I near the completion of    Bill MounceÂ’s Biblical Greek
course. I am seeing that much translation involves the process of educated discernment by fallible people.  Sometimes
there are different ways to translate certain grammatical structures. In more cases than I have ever realized, there is
simply no black and white translation. Strangely,  apart from the original biblical writers, God really hasnÂ’t inspired
anyone to create a perfect translation in any language. (Is that not correct?) Add to that the fact that there is really no
perfect Greek/Hebrew original manuscript around. What do we make of that? Why did God not do a better job
preserving his own word to humankind? Surely, that could   have prevented all this fuss! All the translation wars! 

Other questions are raised too: How can anyone today even know what the first century Greek words really meant, their
semantic range, their meaning and use in THEIR culture, and so forth. Why, we canÂ’t even use a modern Greek
dictionary because Greek, like any language has changed so much! And that brings us to another rude awakening:
Language changes so drastically that words adopt entirely new meanings over time. Or they lose their original
crispness.  Consider now-a-days Â– when change is occurring more rapidly than in any other time in history. That
includes our language! Surely there is a constant need for translation work! 

Quote:
------------------------- I guess that I just haven't seen any evidence that would compel me to believe that there is a vastly superior text source (or "perfect"
and "preserved" text source).
-------------------------
 

  Maybe God had a reason for the imperfections and uncertainties that so many have battled over.  Maybe God is more i
n control of his word than weÂ’d like to think.  He wants his children to depend on him first and foremost! We are utterly 
dependent on him to make his word come alive in our hearts and understanding.  

Really, what draws others to Christ: It is people! Saved, redeemed, those who are living letters! Those empowered by th
e Spirit. Those crucified in the flesh.   Surely, GodÂ’s word is going fourth, not merely through written text (of any translat
ion), but through the hearts and lives of his children: living letters! If believers resist GodÂ’s Spirit which empowers the w
ord,  they fail to communicate the Good News. Period! A perfect transition could never replace  GodÂ’s plan, could it? (E
dit: Of course I'm convinced that his word is fully trustworthy in spite of human limitations!) 

God has designed his kingdom to grow through imperfect people! That is utterly amazing! But itÂ’s not about human imp
erfections but GodÂ’s perfection! 

Maybe its time to move on to the next question: Am I a living letter? Are others seeing Christ in me? Does what they see
give them a thirst for God?  If not, then, God please show me where I am sealing off my heart from you, where I close th
e door to your Spirit!  

Also: Am I able to hear GodÂ’s word for me as expressed through his servants in the Body?  Am I responding to them? I
f not, then what difference does contending for any translation make? 
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Diane 

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/7/21 18:21
 (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/25785089) 1,600-year-old version of Bible goes online this week

I look forward to reading your comments about this bible.  I am unfamiliar with this Bible and have not researched it.  Is t
his derived from the TR?  

Re:, on: 2008/7/21 23:41
Dear Diane:

Today, in this corrupt age, we see many misconceptions regarding the Holy Spirit. The doctrine of Calvinism prevails
extensively among believers who often sit at the feet of denominational preachers. 

Many people think that if we were in a saved state, God's Spirit would move on us to determine the proper action that we
are to take in regards to what is right, and what is wrong. We are told in the Bible that the Holy Spirit will convict us of
sin, and thus we would be able to determine if the action was approved of God.

Think about what this position does to God's Word. It dispenses with it. According to this view, I am wasting time s
earching the scriptures for spiritual direction (Acts 17:11).

If the Holy Spirit reveals directly to each person how he is to live, then why even study the Bible? Why did Paul 
write, "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing th
e word of truth" (2 Tim. 2:15)? We would need to cease appealing to the authority of Christ through his Word for
all we do in religion (Col. 3:17). Why would God have wasted the time of Matthew, Luke, Paul, and other New Te
stament writers? 

If the Holy Spirit directly leads us into the truth by convicting us of sin and confirming the truth from within, why did Paul 
need to rebuke Peter in Galatians chapter two? Where was the Holy Spirit in Peter's case? Where was the inner 
moving of the Spirit upon Peter? 

This Calvinistic doctrine leads to the situation that existed in the days of the Judges, "In those days there was no king in 
Israel: every man did that which was right in his own eyes" (Judges 21:25). Maybe this is why our society is in such a reli
gious quandary today. This subjective doctrine opposes what Paul stated about the scriptures in 2 Timothy 3:16-
17: "All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof for correction, for instr
uction in righteousness: That the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works." Script
ure is sufficient in guiding us. 

What do we do when one person believes an activity is right and another believes it is wrong based on what they feel to 
be an inner confirmation or "conviction" of the Holy Spirit? God is not the author of confusion (1 Cor. 14:33), but of unity 
(1 Cor. 1:10). Whose Holy Spirit "nudge" are we going to believe? The Mormon's? The Baptist's? The Catholic's? There 
can be no unity in the Spirit with this kind of contrary authority (Eph. 4:1-6).
 
Solomon said, "There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death" (Prov. 14:12;
16:25). There is a way that may feel right but leads to destruction. The only way we can be sure about the right or wr
ong of a thing is by consulting the Bible. Paul proclaimed, "For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the 
power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek, for therein is the righteou
sness of God revealed from faith to faith: as it is written, The just shall live by faith" (Rom. 1:16-17). Faith comes by heari
ng the Word of God (Rom. 10:17). It alone is our standard in religion and morality (1 Pet. 4:11). It is more than adequate 
in informing us about sin and salvation (2 Tim. 3:16-17). It is so complete and sufficient that it will judge me at the last da
y. Jesus clearly said, "He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the word that I have 
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spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day" (John 12:48). 

Some people today, who rely on the NIV and other Â“newer versionsÂ” believe that a person cannot even understand th
e Bible to be saved without a direct operation of the Holy Spirit. This is pure Calvinism. Why would one even need to un
derstand the Bible if the Holy Spirit will determine it for us?

 The New International Version gives credence to this position in its sad rendition of 1 Corinthians 2:14: "The m
an without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him
, and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned." 

Another problem with this idea is that it lays the blame of those who are lost at the feet of God. If a man cannot understa
nd the truth that saves until Holy Spirit operates directly upon him, and if the Holy Spirit moves only at the direction of Go
d, then whose fault is it if he is lost? 

Paul told the Ephesians, "How that by revelation he made known unto me the mystery; (as I wrote afore in few words, W
hereby, when ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in the mystery of Christ)" (Eph. 3 :3-4). He said nothing about 
how one must first have the aid of the Holy Spirit in understanding those inspired words. The only part the Spirit played i
n their understanding of God's Word was the revealing of it to men like Paul. This is explained in the next verse: "Which i
n other ages was not made known unto the sons of men as it is now revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets by the
Spirit" (Eph. 3:5). 

-------------------------
The only way to know the will of God is by consulting his Word; it alone reveals his wisdom and makes us wise 
unto salvation (Rom. 1:16). 

Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:
Walter, this is quite a summery of the history of the Bible. Yet, there is one element about GodÂ’s word that cannot be so easily expressed in this fashi
on -  and that is what God himself has actually been doing with it to build his kingdom. Much of GodÂ’s marvelous work finds no place in such nutshell 
histories.   

Consider these scriptures: 
 
Â”You yourselves are our letter, written on our hearts, known and read by everybody. You show that you are a letter from Christ, the result of our minis
try, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of human hearts.2 Corinthians 3:2,3

These words have become vibrant to me lately Â– especially as I near the completion of    Bill MounceÂ’s Biblical Greek course. I am seeing that muc
h translation involves the process of educated discernment by fallible people.  Sometimes there are different ways to translate certain grammatical stru
ctures. In more cases than I have ever realized, there is simply no black and white translation. Strangely,  apart from the original biblical writers, God r
eally hasnÂ’t inspired anyone to create a perfect translation in any language. (Is that not correct?) Add to that the fact that there is really no perfect Gre
ek/Hebrew original manuscript around. What do we make of that? Why did God not do a better job preserving his own word to humankind? Surely, tha
t could   have prevented all this fuss! All the translation wars! 

Other questions are raised too: How can anyone today even know what the first century Greek words really meant, their semantic range, their meanin
g and use in THEIR culture, and so forth. Why, we canÂ’t even use a modern Greek dictionary because Greek, like any language has changed so muc
h! And that brings us to another rude awakening: Language changes so drastically that words adopt entirely new meanings over time. Or they lose thei
r original crispness.  Consider now-a-days Â– when change is occurring more rapidly than in any other time in history. That includes our language! Sur
ely there is a constant need for translation work! 

Quote:
------------------------- I guess that I just haven't seen any evidence that would compel me to believe that there is a vastly superior text source (or "perfect"
and "preserved" text source).
-------------------------
 

  Maybe God had a reason for the imperfections and uncertainties that so many have battled over.  Maybe God is more i
n control of his word than weÂ’d like to think.  He wants his children to depend on him first and foremost! We are utterly 
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dependent on him to make his word come alive in our hearts and understanding.  

Really, what draws others to Christ: It is people! Saved, redeemed, those who are living letters! Those empowered by th
e Spirit. Those crucified in the flesh.   Surely, GodÂ’s word is going fourth, not merely through written text (of any translat
ion), but through the hearts and lives of his children: living letters! If believers resist GodÂ’s Spirit which empowers the w
ord,  they fail to communicate the Good News. Period! A perfect transition could never replace  GodÂ’s plan, could it? (E
dit: Of course I'm convinced that his word is fully trustworthy in spite of human limitations!) 

God has designed his kingdom to grow through imperfect people! That is utterly amazing! But itÂ’s not about human imp
erfections but GodÂ’s perfection! 

Maybe its time to move on to the next question: Am I a living letter? Are others seeing Christ in me? Does what they see
give them a thirst for God?  If not, then, God please show me where I am sealing off my heart from you, where I close th
e door to your Spirit!  

Also: Am I able to hear GodÂ’s word for me as expressed through his servants in the Body?  Am I responding to them? I
f not, then what difference does contending for any translation make? 

Diane 

Re:, on: 2008/7/21 23:46
Hello Miccah:

This bible is based on the minorty text and will be a waste of your money.

Sincerely,

Walter
Quote:
-------------------------
Miccah wrote:
 (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/25785089) 1,600-year-old version of Bible goes online this week

I look forward to reading your comments about this bible.  I am unfamiliar with this Bible and have not researched it.  Is this derived from the TR?  
-------------------------

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/7/21 23:48
waltern wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------
Hello Miccah:

This bible is based on the minorty text and will be a waste of your money.

Sincerely,

Walter
-------------------------

Thank you for your opinion Walter.  :-) 

I think that people can download it for free online, but I am not sure.
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Re: - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/7/22 0:15
Walter,

Thank you for the clarification. It was an honest inquiry.

By the way, please site your sources.

 (http://www.bible-researcher.com/history2.html) A Chronology of the English Bible

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/22 9:43
Walter, I really appreciate it when someone takes the time to respond to my post, and I certainly appreciate your
thoughts here. They also help me to understand where you are coming from. IÂ’ll make a few comments on my
perspectives: 

Quote:
------------------------- The only way we can be sure about the right or wrong of a thing is by consulting the Bible. 
-------------------------
 
 There is some truth here, but God certainly does bring conviction to the conscious in other ways too - from what I have 
seen and read in the testimonies of others (and myself). 
 
 And also, there is the sobering reality that even after years of hard study, we can still miss glaring truths. That is the wa
y our nature works. Certainly we see plenty examples in scripture. This realization humbles us and helps us be patient w
ith those who just canÂ’t see the Â“obviousÂ” Â– or maybe -  the way we see it.  

LetÂ’s face it, most of us here on SI are Western, culturally speaking, and so cannot easily see how our enculturation aff
ects our thinking.      We will have a natural bent to filter the Word though our world view Â– unconsciously. Thus, we ne
ed to cry out the Spirit to reveal our blind spots Â– whatever the cost. This, to me should be one of our first prayers in ou
r revival burdens. Â“Lord, begin with me!Â” 

Quote:
------------------------- Paul proclaimed, "For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth
; 
-------------------------
 
Is he not referring to the Good News of Christ, that is,  what he actually did on the cross in giving us new life empowered
by the Spirit? I fear that one of the dangers for us who have been well-churched and biblically taught (and I sure include 
myself!) is that we drift from our Lord, and as our vibrant relationship with him cools, we replace it with a substitute that g
ives us a sense of righteousness. Careful observance of   the Bible can be just that. Now, before you tar and feather me 
for suggesting such blasphemy, I appeal to the Word itself as a defence: There were people in the Bible who did just tha
t: Scribes Â– of all people!  

Quote:
------------------------- Some people today, who rely on the NIV and other Â“newer versionsÂ” believe that a person cannot even understand the Bible to 
be saved without a direct operation of the Holy Spirit. 
-------------------------
 
If this is so, then why would these people even be interested in newer versions? Why not just give sinners a Greek bible 
and let the Spirit do the interpretation apart from mental work?  (I wish!!!!!!)

Now, I do believe that salvation CANNOT be attained or even comprehended apart from the Spirit.  Take myself as an e
xample: I got saved twice: The first time with the Word only, and the Second time with the Spirit and the Word. The first t
ime was not authentic, but I would have never realized it apart from a mighty work of  the Spirit. (a long story) 
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Quote:
------------------------- Another problem with this idea is that it lays the blame of those who are lost at the feet of God. 
-------------------------
 
I donÂ’t see this at all in the verse you quoted, and have never heard it interpreted that way. Really blaming God arises f
rom a foolish and darkened mind. Those who experience GodÂ’s salvation in the power of the Spirit donÂ’t blame anybo
dy. (That is of the flesh!)

Quote:
------------------------- This is pure Calvinism. 
-------------------------
 
Well, IÂ’m not expert enough to doubt you on that. I grew up in a  Calvinist environment, and years later, after reading th
e first few pages of his Institutes, IÂ’d say that back then we did a very bad job representing his name AND the Word.   

By the way, I empathize with your concern about Â“only the SpiritÂ” being needed.  However, I believe that this teaching
has been misused by those who are following ANOTHER spirit and call it the Spirit. That should not cause us to undermi
ne the New Covenant promise. 
  
"I will put my law in their minds 
       and write it on their hearts. 
       I will be their God, 
       and they will be my people. Jer. 31:33 

This is indeed what is happening around the world! I am in the midst of listening to sermons by Jackie Pullinger, who for 
many years has worked with the drug addicts, prostitutes, and gangsters in the Walled City in Honk Hong Â– illiterate pe
ople, the scum of the earth. When these people meet Jesus, and receive him, they are immediately filled with the Spirit, l
ed by him and changed -  even before having ANY  bible lessons, or talks about sin.   ItÂ’s all breath-taking!! It's about m
eeting Jesus! Later, as they work though Bible studies, the Spirit helps them understand. 

  I recommend  (https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid117) Jackie Pullinger  sermons. T
hey are here on SI. Every statement of hers is like a drop of refreshing water from heaven! Why? Because she isnÂ’t jus
t talking doctrine in theory but from real life: what God has really been doing? (I will be referring to her ministry and teach
ing in other posts)

One more thought: Apart from real life experience, our understand  of God and his ways will be dull at best.  The Bible di
d not come to us in neat tidy doctrinal creeds, but with all kinds of narrative stories from which we learn about God  - thro
ugh the way he interacts with humankind. That applies even today!  

Amen! Amen!

Diane  
 

Re:, on: 2008/7/22 11:50
#1
Well Ccchhhrrriiisss, here we are again. I have asked you to back up your position with Bible prooftext,  specifically :
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi Walter...

Once again, you have served well to point out the differences in translation of a select group of verses. However, the ma
jor doctrinal elements are inarguably alive and well as found in the other versions. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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________________________________________

To ccchhhrrriiisss:

You have made a bold statement that must be supported by fact. Please provide proof, from each and every one of the 
8 New versions I quoted (NIV, NASB, NRSV, REB, LB, NWT, NAB, NKJV) that everything posted previously by me is ta
ught throughout the newer versions. Please quote both New and Old Testament quotations that clearly teach the followi
ng, from each version listed above (NIV, NASB, NRSV, REB, LB, NWT, NAB, NKJV):

1. Christ's Virgin Birth, and that Mary was a virgin

2. That Joseph is not referred to as Jesus Christ's father and that Mary is referred to as His mother.

3. Clear documented teaching, in each one of the "newer" versions, that Jesus Christ is and was God manifest in the fle
sh.

4. Clear teaching, with Bible prooftext, from all 8 versions, with clear references to the fact that Christ is God in the flesh 
and that He is the Second Person of the Trinity, and that He is eternal, and has no beginning and no end.

5. Explain why in Isaiah 14:12 in all of the "newer versions" replaces "Lucifer" (Satan) with one of the Name's of Jesus C
hrist, "Morning Star", as found in Revelation 22:16

6. Provide prooftext, using each one of the 8 new versions, that clearly teach throughout their "versions" that sinners are
redeemed through/by the Blood of Jesus Christ.

7. Provide prooftext, from all 8 newer versions, that teach the fact that God promised us that His Words would be preser
ved forever.

8. Provide prooftext from all the newer versions of clear teaching (documented) in the newer versions that: all believers 
will stand before Jesus Christ, at the Judgement Seat of Christ, and be judged by Him, and that Christ is God.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
#2
And this is your response to my challenge for you to prove yourself by Bible Prooftext?:

Walter, I really don't feel the need to comment on your verse-by-verse comparison. Ultimately, I believe that all of those 
major doctrines are still found in the NIV (and some of the other academic translations). 

#3
Ccchhhrrriiisss:
The bottom line is that you have made a statement that you cannot substantiate by the Bible. So, instead of admitting it, 
you waltz all the way around it, and then refuse to support your statement that was: Once again, you have served well 
to point out the differences in translation of a select group of verses. However, the major doctrinal elements are
inarguably alive and well as found in the other versions.

Ccchhhrrriiisss, Without proving your statement that THE MAJOR DOCTRINAL ELEMENTS ARE ARGUABLY ALIVE 
AND WELL AS FOUND IN THE OTHER VERSIONS by Bible Prooftext, then what you are saying is merely your own 
opinion, and is without value to those searching for truth.

Lets look at ten Protestant Christian Doctrines, found in the Bible, and compare:

When we look at the teaching in the Majority Text, the Authorized Version, the King James Bible and compare it to the M
inority Text, the Catholic Bible, and all of the newer versions created since 1888 and that are now sold as Protestant Bibl
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es, we see a tremendous difference in Christian Doctrine  This change in doctrine can be found in all the newer versio
ns.

Lets look at at the doctrinal difference between 10 verses, and compare the two versions:  ( when I say 'modern versions
', I am referring to all other 'versions' except the Authorized King James Bible. 'Modern versions' include: the NIV, the RS
V, the NRSV, the NASV, the NKJV, the TEB, the LB, the AMP, etc. etc.- I am not referring to the New King James, The 
Living Bible, and the Amplified. These are more "hybrid", and need to be analyzed separately.)
 
Get your Bible out, and lets compare Doctrines;

1) How many Gods are there? 
We know there is only 1 God. "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord" (De. 6:4). 
Now, turn to Daniel 3:25. In this verse, Shadrach, Messach and Abednego have been thrown into the fiery furnace. How
ever, they are not alone. Another one (a fourth) is there to help them. 

Look at this verse in a Â‘'modern versionÂ’'. (Notice: the wording in each 'modern version' will differ from others, but the 
effect of what they do to Protestant Doctrine is the same). 

At the end of Daniel 3:25, the 'modern' version has a reading similar to the following: 
"... and the appearance of the fourth is like a son of the gods..."
A son of the gods?! There is only one God! 

Look at this same verse in your King James Bible. The Authorized (KJ) Bible says: 
"... and the form of the fourth is like THE SON OF GOD". i.e. Jesus Christ. 
It was Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, who was with Shadrach, Messach and Abednego. Jesus protected th
em from the fiery furnace; and it's Jesus who will protect you and me from the fiery furnace (i.e. hell). 

Who would think there is more than one God? ? Satan does! In the Garden, in Genesis 3:5, when he spoke to Eve said: 
"... ye shall be as gods ..."! 9
Satan believes there is more than one God because he believes that HE is EQUAL to God. 

2) Who was Jesus' father? 
The answeris that God was Jesus' father. 
Let's look in a Â‘'modernÂ’' version of the Bible, at Luke  2:33. 
Starting in Luke 2:27 Simeon has gone into the temple to see the baby Jesus (who is with Joseph and Mary). Again, dep
ending on the particular 'modern' version, in verse 33, it will say something similar to: 
" ... and his FATHER and mother were amazed at the things which were spoken of him" . 
What do you mean "... and his father ..." was amazed at the things which were spoken of him?! Jesus' father was NOT 
Joseph! Jesus' father was God! 
Now, let's look in the King James Bible, the Authorized Version. The KJV has the correct reading; in Luke 2:33 it says: 
"And JOSEPH and his mother marvelled at those things which were spoken of him". 

For a 'modern' version ( NIV, NASV, RSV etc.) to say Joseph was Jesus' father is blasphemy! 

Think about the doctrinal implications: If Jesus had only an earthly father and mother, then he is just any man. If he is jus
t any man, then we are still in our sins. If we are still in our sins, then we are not saved! If we are not saved, then we hav
e a big problem! 

3. What was Jesus' purpose in coming to earth? 

Turn to Matthew 18:11. 
You may have a hard time finding this verse. In many new, 'modern', versions because this verse is missing! The vers
es are numbered 10 then 12, 13, 14! Or you may find verse 11 is in brackets, casting doubt as to whether it is scriptural. 
Let's see what the Authorized King James says: 
"For the Son of man is come TO SAVE THAT WHICH WAS LOST." 
This one verse, which summarizes Jesus' entire mission to earth, is either ignored in 'new' versions; or it is put in bracket
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s casting doubt on it! This verse contains a KEY piece of Christian doctrine. 
People have to know they are lost, i.e. that they have a problem, to know they need a saviour. 

4. Noah was a great man used by God to build the Ark. To be called for such a task required Noah to be approve
d by the Lord, God. So, how was Noah 'justified' before God? Was Noah's justification by his own works? 

For the answer, turn in your Bible to Genesis 6:8. 
In a 'modern version' it says something like: 
"Noah found favor in the eyes of the Lord." 
Now think what the word favor implies. Favor implies that Noah was 'better' than others. Favor implies Noah was a
pproved by God because of his own 'good works'. 
Now compare that to the KJV. It says: 
"Noah found GRACE in the eyes of the Lord". 
Even though Noah was used of God, he was also in need of grace (just like all of us). Noah was NOT justified by
his good works, but by God's grace. 

Look at verse 9: It says Noah walked with God. Notice that Noah's walk with God occurs, in verse 9, AFTER Noah recei
ved grace from God, in verse 8. Grace precedes our walk with God. We are NOT justified (NOR saved) by our own work
s. 
Remember, Noah got drunk on occasion (Gen 9:21). He was in need of God's amazing grace. We are, too. 
The consistent theme of the Bible is that we are saved by God's grace and NOT by our own works. Grace and fa
vor have two totally, different, meanings. 
The Authorized King James Bible is consistent with the Bible's teachings. These 'modern versions' are not. 

5.  Why did Jesus Christ go to the cross? 
Let's look at 2 verses. Turn to 1st Peter 4:1. 
In a 'modern' version it says: "... Christ suffered ..." 
In your Authorized King James Bible the full reading is quoted as: 
"... Christ suffered FOR US." 
Notice the last two words give the FULL meaning. Leaving out "for us" misses the point entirely! This is confirmed again i
n 1 Corinthians 5:7. 
In many 'new' versions it says: 
"For Christ, our Passover, has been sacrificed." 
Again, the full reading is found in the King James Bible. It says: 
"For even Christ our passover is sacrificed FOR US." 

6. How did Jesus' going to the cross bring our redemption? 

A 'modern' version will NOT tell you how! (in Colossians 1:14). It says (of Jesus): 
"in whom we have redemption ..." 
The full Christian doctrine is only included in the King James reading of the same verse. Properly stated, it says
(of Jesus): 
"In whom we have redemption THROUGH HIS BLOOD ..." 
Without the shedding of blood there is NO remission of sins. Leaving out "the blood" misses a key point of doctrine 
(and leaves us in our sins). 

7. Who does Jesus "call" and what does he "call" them to do? 
Open your Â“'modernÂ’' version to Matthew 9:13. It says something like: 
"For I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners". 
Notice how the end of this verse begs the question: "... call the righteous, but sinners TO WHAT?" 
Turn to the same verse in the King James Bible: 
"... for I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners TO REPENTANCE". 
The last 2 words of this verse are crucial! In the end, Satan gets all the sinners who don't repent. Jesus gets all t
he sinners who do repent. There is a big difference in those two eternal outcomes. And, there is a big difference
in these two translations. 
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We are all sinners, and we must all repent, to be saved. 

8.  What happens to those who do not receive the testimony of Jesus Christ, i.e. what happens the those who d
o not receive the gift of everlasting life? 
In many 'modern' versions you won't find out! This is because part of the verse is missing (in Mark 6:11). Let's tu
rn there now. 
A 'modern' version reads something like: 
"... shake the dust off your feet when you leave, as a testimony against them." 
However, the King James gives the full teaching: 
"... shake off the dust under your feet for a testimony against them. VERILY I SAY UNTO YOU, IT SHALL BE MO
RE TOLERABLE FOR SODOM AND GOMORRHA IN THE DAY OF JUDGMENT, THAN FOR THAT CITY". 
I think the reader will agree that this verse contains important information we need to know! 

9.  After we repent, and are born again (come to saving grace), what else does Jesus command us to do? 
There are many changes that come in our new birth/in our new nature, but the answer I'm looking for is this: We are to 
make a public profession of faith. Then we are to be baptized, by immersion, in water. 
Let's look in Acts chapter 8, verses 35-37. 
In Acts 8:35 Philip, the Apostle, preached Jesus Christ to the eunuch. In verse 36 the eunuch realized his need to be ba
ptized. The eunuch then asks if he can be baptized. 
Now, take a look at Acts 8:37 in a Â‘'modernÂ’' version of the Bible. Many (but not all) 'modern' versions go from Acts ch
apter 8 verse 35, to verse 36, then to 38. 38?! Where is verse 37 you ask? And, what did verse 37 say? 
This key verse, properly included in the King James Bible, tells us whom should be baptized. It says: 
"... IF THOU BELIEVEST WITH ALL THINE HEART, THOU MAYEST." And he  answered and said: "... I BELIEVE T
HAT JESUS CHRIST IS THE SON OF GOD." 

These 'modern' versions, which leave out verse 37, are omitting the deity of Jesus Christ. Also, they are missing th
e key point: We must make a PUBLIC profession of faith. We must believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. If
we do not know, believe, and confess that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, our baptism only 'gets us wet'. Leavi
ng out verse 37 omits a major portion of Christian doctrine. 
Omissions of doctrine and corruptions of doctrine are bad news. In both cases, the reader is NOT getting the correct info
rmation he/she needs to know. 

10. Can you recite the Lord's prayer? 
The Lord's prayer, taught to us by Jesus, and recorded in Luke 11:2-4 of the KJV, is as follows: 
"... Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in heaven, so in ear
th. Give us day by day our daily bread. And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive every one that is indebted to us. And l
ead us not into temptation; but deliver us from evil." 

Now turn to Luke 11:2-4 in a Â’'modernÂ’' version and re-read the Lord's prayer. The wording will be similar to: 
"... Father, hallowed be Thy name. Thy Kingdom come. Give us each day our daily bread. And forgive us our sins, for w
e ourselves also forgive everyone who is indebted to us. And lead us not into temptation". 
Note this modern version states "Father" but then leaves out "... WHICH ART IN HEAVEN ...". You don't know who yo
u are praying to, your Father in heaven, or to Satan! 

It also leaves out "our" as in OUR father. We were created by God who is "OUR" father. Satan is a father, but he is not "
OUR" father. Satan is the "father" of lies. 

And this Â‘'modernÂ’' version leaves out "THY WILL BE DONE, AS IN HEAVEN, SO IN EARTH". By leaving out the fact
that we are praying to our Father WHOSE WILL IS DONE IN HEAVEN, this 'modern' version is re-directing your prayer 
away from God and toward someone or something else (in another place). 
Lastly, there is a major omission in the last half of verse 4. Verse 4 states: "And lead us not into temptation". But this ver
se then leaves out: "... BUT DELIVER US FROM EVIL ..." 

I want to be delivered from evil! How about you? This 'modern version' is NOT the "Lord's Prayer" you want to be prayin
g! 
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In summary, if you want to be taken seriously Ccchhhrrriiisss, back up your "opinion" with PROOF that "all of t
he doctrinal teachings in the majority text are alive and well in the newer Bible versions" (minority text with Bibl
e PROOFTEXT). If you cannot, then be honest about not being able to do so. Also, by continuing in your postition, without Biblical Proo
f, it reveals your own pre-existing bias for the Minority text, regardless of your endless denials of same.

Sincerley,
Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Hi BeYeDoers and Krispy...

I agree!  

It is my belief that the root of this matter has far less to do with the current translations (KJV, NIV, NASB, etc...) as they do with the sources used and t
he manner in which the English versions were created from those sources.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Deleted
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Walter, I really don't feel the need to comment on your verse-by-verse comparison.  Ultimately, I believe that all of those major doctrines are still found 
in the NIV (and some of the other academic translations).  In addition, you have never answered my question: Do you believe that the KJV of the Bible 
is PERFECT

Re:  verses added in the KJV - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/7/22 14:24
  Food for discussion: 

Verses found in the KJV which do not appear in the NIV (nor in other contemporary translations)

The words are in the footnotes, with the note that they occur in later manuscripts. They are entirely absent from the early
Greek manuscripts and papyri. So why are these words found in the KJV?

The talented KJV translators worked from 1604 to 1611 and they did a fine job with the very limited resources available
to them back then. They had basically twelve ancient manuscripts which the subcommittees shared. Since that time,
however, many hundreds of additional manuscripts have been found, and many of them are far older than those
available to the KJV team. And of course, more ancient means closer to the originals, closer to the first inspired
manuscripts which came from the mind of God to the original authors. Therefore they are also more trustworthy and
reliable.

The important fact here is that in these far older manuscripts some of the words and phrases found in later manuscripts
are absent. Clearly they were added somewhere along the way. How did this happen?

During the terrible persecution of the Christians under Nero, Decius, and Diocletian, all copies of the Scriptures were
ordered to be destroyed. Of course, some did survive and then when Emperor Constantine became a Christian in 312,
he ordered that hundreds of copies of the Scriptures should be made. And pious scribes and copyists set to work with
great fervor. Occasionally they would add a word or phrase in the margin, and then the next copyist would come along
and suppose that these words belonged in the text, and he would insert them. So the later manuscripts got to be a bit
longer and contain material not found in the earliest and best manuscripts. And thatÂ’s why translators today take those
words and phrases out of the text, because they are not found in the earliest and most trustworthy manuscripts and
codices.

In conclusion, you may be sure that in the NIV you will find all of the inspired text but not the words added by men,
however much we might like to have those additional words. Translators must give us the very best and genuine text
without any human additions.   (...)

Found  (http://www.ibs.org/niv/accuracy/niv-kjv-verses.php) here 
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Re: - posted by rbanks, on: 2008/7/22 15:00

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:
  
In conclusion, you may be sure that in the NIV you will find all of the inspired text but not the words added by men, however much we might like to hav
e those additional words. Translators must give us the very best and genuine text without any human additions.   (...)

-------------------------

My sister I must disagree here.

This is absolutely not a true statement and is very misleading.

There has been a lot of thoughts from men's understanding added in this translation.

The Niv is not a word for word translation.

Furthermore you have only stated others opinion because they were not alive back then to know what they have stated t
o be 100% accurate.

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/7/22 16:19

rbanks wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------
Furthermore you have only stated others opinion because they were not alive back then to know what they have stated to be 100% accurate
-------------------------

Sounds very similar to things that some people are saying about the TR.

Re: - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2008/7/22 17:49
Diane, your reasoning is faulty. Oldest does not automatically mean best. This is the same false reasoning that the cont
emporary scholars use in defending the Alexandrian text. The Byzantine and Alexandrian lines departed very early and 
have separate transmission histories. The Alexandrian family has much less of a "succession line" than the Byzantine fa
mily does, and is much more of an eclectic gathering. Which is part of the argument as to why the Byzantine textform ha
s been chosen by many scholars as more reliable.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/8/1 12:31
Hi walter...

I returned from a trip and just noticed this thread.  I don't want to rehash this as a deep seeded argument...but I just
wanted to address a couple of things.

First of all, I feel that your questions here are almost pointless.  The bulk of the differences between the KJV and the NIV
are based upon two things: The sources and the translation method.  I agree that the NIV is not a word-for-word translati
on of the sources that the translating committee used.  However, neither is the KJV!  As much as some people want to a
rgue that it is "much more literal," that is just another way of saying that it isn't entirely literal (or word-for-word).  When o
ur sister claimed that the important doctrines of the Church are contained within the NIV Â– let me assure you that they 
are!  The virgin birth, the deity of Christ, the Trinity, the evils of sin, etcÂ… -- they are all there!  In fact, any major variati
on or possible alternate translations of a word, phrase or passage is found in the footnotes (something that the translator
s did with the KJV, but was forbidden or publication).  

I donÂ’t want spend time going over each of your questions (or are they accusations?) with a fine-tooth comb simply to fi
nd that my time was wasted because you ignored my answers or had prepared rebuttals that effectively ignored any ad
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mission that these important doctrines are found in the NIV.  I do apologize if this is not your intent Â– and if you are hon
estly inquisitive about finding out whether such doctrines are located in the NIV.  However, the past has revealed many 
KJV-only advocates who asked questions but ignored the answers.  Besides, if you want to find those things, just use an
online Bible resource like  (http://www.biblegateway.com) Bible Gateway.  You can use the search feature to examine a
ny passages or words BEFORE making blanket accusations that do not hold merit.  

As for sources: While you claimed otherwise, I am not biased for either set of sources.  However, I do understand the ar
guments for both sets of sources.  I understand the arguments presented by the pro-Textus Receptus advocates (not to 
be confused with the wild claims of the more staunch KJV-only advocates).  However, I also understand the position of t
he majority of scholars today who prefer a wider view of all scholarly available ancient text sources.  Through my own re
search, I have not been able to arrive to a final conclusion as to the ultimate superiority of one source over the other.  

I don't apologize at all for this opinion.  However, I would urge anyone who truly researches this issue to not limit their re
search to sources that advocate a single side of the argument.  If you want to know WHY the translators of the NIV used
their sources and methods Â– contact them!  Contact the majority of text and translation scholars and find out why they 
prefer the sources/methods used for an academic version like the NIV.  Research the KJV and its sources (like the Text
us Receptus) in its unbiased entirety.  Read the preface to each translation and hear what the translators themselves sai
d about their work.  Research the life of Desiderius Erasmus (the Dutch Catholic humanist who was only guy who transl
ated the Textus Receptus).  If you feel the need to examine the rumors regarding the lives of the NIV committee, then pe
rform similar research on the translators of the KJV and some of their pro-Catholic, Â“High ChurchÂ” theological views.  

As for translation methods: As a person who is moderately bilingual (and somewhat familiar with the Greek), I understan
d how some things can be lost in a literal word-for-word translation method.  I also realize that there are often more poss
ible phrases into which a foreign phrase can be translated.  The greatest and most apparent example of a non-literal tra
nslation of the KJV goes with the manner in which they translated the Â“divine NameÂ” (YHWH) into both Â“LORDÂ” an
d Â“Lord GODÂ” throughout the Old Testament or through the use of traditional terms accepted by the Church of Englan
d (such as Â“BishopÂ” and Â“ChurchÂ”).  However, this has been discussed extensively in the past.  There are quite a f
ew variables that go into proper translation.  Ironically, there was much trepidation and bias against the KJV when it was
first translated because people did not believe that it was Â“literalÂ” enough.  Again, I would urge you to contact the tran
slators of the NIV and ask them just why they used the translation methods that they did.  However, donÂ’t go to them in
a confrontational manner Â– because they would probably ignore you or assume that you are yet another KJV-only zeal
ot.  

Walter, in your last post, you claim that I hold a "pre-existing bias" for the minority text -- which is simply untrue and a lie.
 If you would have read my posts for what was written, you would understand that I am not biased EITHER WAY.  Rathe
r, I just donÂ’t see any evidence that would cause me to jump onto a final, ultimate stand for the supremacy of either set 
of source texts.  However, I would urge you to more closely examine just which sources were used for the KJV.  They di
dnÂ’t simply use ErasmusÂ’ Textus Receptus.  They used an eclectic set of sources Â– including many existing English 
bibles (and even some contemporary French, Spanish, German translations).  The translation of the KJV was not an op
en work: The translators had predetermined instructions for translation that came from the Church of England and its Kin
g and Vicar.  

Like I have said often in the past, I donÂ’t believe that this is really a question of the supremacy of the KJV over the NIV 
(or vice versa).  I completely discount the theory that the KJV is the only Â“perfect and preservedÂ” Word of God.  It had
many (mostly superficial) mistakes that were corrected over 140 years.  However, there are still mistakes within it today. 
However, I feel that it is a faithful rendering from its sources.  A much more healthy debate, in my opinion, is one that dis
cusses the sources and translation methods for which a work is taken.  In my experience, I have found that a great man
y people who argue in favor of the Â“majorityÂ” texts over the Â“minorityÂ” texts  (or on occasion, vice versa) have little 
understanding of the issues outside of the books and sermons that preach the view for which they adhere.  I have spoke
n with people who assume that the KJV was taken from a single source called the Â“majority text.Â”  That is incorrect.  L
ike the translators of the NIV, the translators of the KJV used an eclectic set of texts (one of which was ErasmusÂ’ Textu
s Receptus for the New Testament) by which they examined and derived their translation.  

Yet I am amazed that the bulk of discussions regarding the KJV and all of the supposedly Â“flawedÂ” versions seldom m
ention the roots of the issue.  The roots, in my estimation, are both the sources and methods used for translation.  While 
these are usually discussed in these sort of threads, it is usually as support for another argument (such as Â“the KJV is 
superiorÂ” or Â“all modern versions are inferiorÂ”).  It would be healthy, I think, if we could have a real discussion that tr
uly examines the roots of this issue Â– rather than continued debates over just how Â“perfectÂ” the KJV might be.    I ha
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ve not arrived to a final conclusion on the matter of textual or methodic supremacy.  Why?  It is because I have research
ed both sides of this issue extensively that I cannot arrive to an ultimate conclusion.  I understand both (and multiple) sid
es to this debate.  However, I am far too fearful of pointing the finger of heresy at a single academic translation or set of 
sources Â– when, in fact, I might be wrong.   Therefore, I choose to read these versions (the KJV and the NIV) knowing 
very well the manner, methods and sources by which they were created.  I also read them with the understanding that th
ey were produced by flawed men who admitted that their creation was not beyond flaw.  

Walter, I asked you a long time ago a question regarding whether or not you believed that the KJV was the Â“perfect an
d preservedÂ” Word of God.  You never answered the question.  However, I urge you to move beyond a question of Â“e
nd productÂ” perfection or supremacy and consider the issues that made up that version.  Consider carefully and honest
ly the opposing views of the scholars and translators without viewing it as some sort of diabolic conspiracy (as some hav
e insisted).  Contact the translators of the NIV.  Contact experts in the field of textual criticism and translation methods.  
Try to understand their perspective BEFORE accepting the conclusion that you might have been handed from a sermon 
or book.  I did this a long time ago Â– gathering such information from both sides of the aisle.  I presented some of this i
nformation to these men and asked for their responses.  I researched the history of the versions, the sources and the m
en who were involved.  Nothing was off limits to my investigation.    

In the end, I did not arrive to an Â“easyÂ” conclusion.  I havenÂ’t seen anything that makes me see one set of sources o
r translation methods as ultimately superior to the other.  This may sound like the Â“easy way outÂ” of such a discussion
.  However, I think that I have caught quite a bit of admonition from those on either side Â– since I have not cast my lot w
ith either.  In fact, my position is more of a Â“neutralÂ” one than it may seem at times.  However, I enter these discussio
ns when I find people on either side throwing allegations that I find to be either over simplistic opinions or based upon ru
mor.  This makes me appear to be a defender of Â“modernÂ” translations like the NIV.  In reality, I was only trying to def
end fact from allegation.  It is possible to reason together concerning these issues, but only if we are able to lay down ou
r preconceived prejudices that may or may not have been placed there by men.

 :-( 

Re: - posted by Smokey (), on: 2008/8/1 17:58
REALLY!

Roadsign

Regurgitating false information put forward by others trying to discredit the KJV does not help this discussion.

Blessings Greg
 :-( 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/8/1 18:39
Hi Smokey...

What part of roadsign's post consisted of "false information?"  Do you have any proof that it is false?  How is her "cut
and paste" of this article any different than the many anti-any-other-version articles provided by KJV-only advocates?

Her reference link is from the International Bible Society, which provides "credible" information on their website too.  I
don't think that it "discredits" the KJV, but reveals some information that we can consider.  Of course, with all of that
information (like all of the gossip, rumor and allegations continually "cut and paste"  by KJV-only people directed toward 
ANY other version), we should read it in the knowledge that it is written by opinionated and flawed men.  

I have read quite a bit of information about the KJV that is worth considering or contemplating.  I don't post it in many of t
hese threads, because a defense of a modern, academic version like the NIV is not supposed to be an attack on the KJ
V (like is often typical regarding the other way around).  I still read the KJV and regard it as my primary text for studying 
God's Word.  However, I know the history of the translation.  Much of this is recorded by its translators.  That information
is not meant to "attack" the work, but it does raise a few interesting points.  In fact, some of the same criticism used to att
ack modern academic translations can be redirected at the KJV (if someone wanted to).  This doesn't lessen the work of
the translators, but it demonstrates the nearsighted reasoning of some ardent KJV-only advocates.  
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For instance, I made a list some time back that raised a few questions about the KJV.  I didn't verify all of these issues, b
ut most of them have checked out.  Here it is:
Quote:
-------------------------The version was initially Â“authorizedÂ” to begin with by King James (a man of questionable moral and doctrinal beliefs) and only m
uch later became the Â“authorizedÂ” edition for use in song and prayer books by the official Church of England denomination (for which it is still an Â“
authorizedÂ” version).  

The translators were given only conditional liberty in the translation process because of some prerequisite restrictions regarding the final product.  

The translators of the KJV were forced to use the flawed BishopÂ’s Bible as the base for their new translation. 

Even before the translation work began, King James warned the Church of England about any passages that might cause the reader to question his ul
timate earthly authority (in regard to both the British Empire and the official Church of England) and the concept of the Â“Divine Right of Kings.Â”  

The translators of the KJV were explicitly instructed to use some of the traditional language that was not faithful to a literal rendering (such as the term 
Â“ChurchÂ” where it would rightfully be translated Â“congregationÂ” or the term Â“BishopÂ” where it would be translated as an Â“overseerÂ”).  

Some of the translators Â– including the Chief Translator and official Overseer Lancelot Andrewes Â– held beliefs in Â“High ChurchÂ” ritualistic theolo
gy and tradition (including the doctrine of the Eucharist, adoration, vested Church hierarchy, etcÂ…).  

The original printings of the King James Version used Roman type variations (different from the main text) in order to signify the words that were adde
d by the translators but were not found in the source Greek or Hebrew text.  The translators added these words in order to make the version better und
erstood according to rules for English grammar.  

The original edition was purposely produced using a black letter, gothic type face which conformed to High Church (pagan and Roman Catholic) traditi
on.  It was not intended to be purchased by common folk, only to be heard in official Church ceremonies in a more understandable common (or vulgar)
language.   

The translators included a very flattering dedication to King James, in which they offered constant adoration to Â“the most High and might Prince.Â”  

The King James Version was largely rejected by many 17th Century Biblical scholars.  One of them, Hebrew linguist Hugh Broughton, wrote a letter in 
which he completely rejected the work, arguing that the translators had completely rejected Â“word-for-word equivalence.Â”  

It only became popular by the early 1700s, when the Church of England made it the official and only Â“authorizedÂ” version of the denomination.  

The standard Authorized Version (as well as other printed editions) contained the books of the Apocrypha for over 200 years, until Bible societies bega
n printing the version and omitting the Apocrypha around 1827.

Between the original 1611 edition of the King James Version and the 1769 standard Oxford edition, there were differences in text present in over 24,00
0 places.  

There are several different versions of the King James Version available.  Almost no one uses the original 1611 text.  The most common edition today 
is a revised version of the 1769 standard published by Oxford University Press.  The next most popular edition, published by the Cambridge University
Press, also contains footnotes regarding the various source texts used by the translators for each passage, as well as the margin notes Â– which were
prohibited by the Church of England.

-------------------------
Now, this is not and should not be seen as an attack on the KJV.  It is just a question about some of the history and facts
behind the translation.  I would invite anyone who reads this list to question, research, refute and debate this information
(just like others do regarding academic versions like the NIV).  And of course, I would like to be corrected if this is incorr
ect.  Of course, an attack on any version is a poor defense of another version.  Rather, I mean to highlight some of the a
rguments against some of the modern versions that could mirror information about the KJV.   

Regardless, I have noticed that the largest bit of defense regarding the KJV in these sort of threads are actually an attac
k on modern translations.  I have often felt that we should "lay the ax to the root" of the issue and discuss both the sourc
e texts (not just Erasmus' Textus Receptus) and the methods by which the version was translated.  There was quite a bit
of controversy with the KJV when it was first published, you know, because of these issues.  

 :-) 
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Re: - posted by Smokey (), on: 2008/8/2 10:32
ccchhhrrriiisss

As usual you choose to bring forth Â“evidenceÂ” for your stand that make outlandish claims against the KJV from obscur
e, questionable sources that can not be checked.  I have tried to steer clear of these discussions, however due to the  o
ngoing assault on this translation, I have to challenge some of your statements.  You have listed several statements in y
our post, and have not revealed your source in any of them. In the following statement that you have posted, please doc
ument at least 10 of these differences.

Â“Between the original 1611 edition of the King James Version and the 1769 standard Oxford edition, there were differe
nces in text present in over 24,000 placesÂ“. 

Blessings Greg

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/8/2 12:35
Hi Smokey...
Quote:
-------------------------As usual you choose to bring forth Â“evidenceÂ” for your stand that make outlandish claims against the KJV from obscure, question
able sources that can not be checked. I have tried to steer clear of these discussions, however due to the ongoing assault on this translation, I have to 
challenge some of your statements. You have listed several statements in your post, and have not revealed your source in any of them. In the followin
g statement that you have posted, please document at least 10 of these differences.

Â“Between the original 1611 edition of the King James Version and the 1769 standard Oxford edition, there were differences in text present in over 24,
000 placesÂ“. 

-------------------------
Brother, that is a bold statement!  Did you even read my post(s)?  So, you think that I commenced an "ongoing assaultÂ”
on the KJV -- a version that is my primary choice for the study of God's Word?  What part makes you think that it is an at
tack?  You are into "sources" -- so can you please guide me to what words of mine were used to "attack" this version?  
Otherwise, please change the wording of your post.  

I thought that I made it exceedingly clear (several times) that this was NOT to be viewed as an "attack" upon the KJV.  In
fact, I just brought some information about this translation that I had found over time in order to expose the fact that som
e of the same arguments used to discredit "modern" version can be applied in a similar fashion or direction at the KJV.  I
t seems like nearly every defense of the KJV amounts to an attack on just about every other version.  KJV-only advocate
s tend to question newer academic versions -- not merely because of their preferred translation methods or sources -- b
ut even the motives, manners and conduct of the translators themselves!  As I have said quite a few times over the cour
se of the past few years, I believe that an ATTACK upon other versions is a poor DEFENSE of the one that we hold as s
uperior (regardless of which version is being "defended"). 

As for the claim that there were 24,000 differences between the original 1611 edition of the KJV and the 1769 Oxford edi
tion (from which the most commonly available edition is derived): The source is A Textual History of the King James Bibl
e by David Norton and published by Cambridge University Press.  The author explains that it was the chief editor of the 
1769 edition himself (Oxford linguist Benjamin Blayney) who kept a written tally which noted that the 1769 edition amoun
ted to slightly over 24,000 changes.  Of course, most of these were minor edits.  I have heard people claim (even one br
other here at SI) tell me that this is "a lie" and the KJV has "never been changed."  However, I have compared several p
assages from scans of a first edition 1611 KJV with today's edition and have noted many of these changes firsthand.  Fo
r one instance: Matthew 26:36 reads "The cometh Jesus..." in the 1769 and later KJVs; however, the 1611 edition reads,
"Then cometh Judas..."  While this is almost certainly a simple error -- it is still an error.  I have seen quite a few other err
ors -- most of which were spellings, tenses, grammar mistakes, etc...  However, a few (like the one above) actually chan
ged the meaning of a phrase or sentence.  That is why there were corrections made.  

But Brother, this should be clear: This is NOT to be deemed an attack on the KJV or its translators.  Truth is truth; fact is 
fact.  We cannot blindly defend a version that was created by flawed men as "infallible" unless we first examine the versi
on.  Do we know the history of the version?  Do we know the men who created it?   It is never an "attack" to state the trut
h unless that "truth" is conveyed in a mean-spirited manner.  This is not my intent.  I believe that the KJV of the Word of 
God is a faithful rendition taken from the various sources chosen for its translation and through the methods used.  That 
is why it is my translation of choice.  However, I am keenly aware that the KJV is not a "perfect and preserved" translatio
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n down to the last "dot and tittle" as argued by man KJV-only advocates.  Even the version that we have still contains mi
stakes.  

Do you see the problem with the type of almost blind allegiance to the version that is apparent today?  I know men and 
women who look for reasons to discredit other versions.  When a flaw is discovered in their version, instead of admitting 
the obvious, they try to develop answers for the flaw.  Yet the translators themselves (in their preface) admitted that their
version was not perfect!  While I don't think that it is "perfect," I do think that it was "faithful" (if that makes sense).  

When all is said and done, I don't believe that there was a conspiracy in either the KJV or the NIV committees.  There ar
e some terrible versions and translations out there.  But I think that the translators of the KJV did the best that they could
given the sources that they accepted and the methods that they chose (even if there were some preconditioned handica
ps placed upon them).  However, I believe that the same is true with certain academic versions like the NIV.  Those tran
slators attempted to produce a faithful translation of Scripture from the sources that they deemed best using the varying 
methods that they deemed most adequate.  Because of this, I view these versions for what they are: Translations of Scri
ptures from different sets of sources using different methods of translation.  

As such, I think that the real discussion lay with the sources and translation methods.  Ironically, this was the cause of m
uch mistrust for the KJV in its first 100 years of existence -- and the NIV for the past 30 years.  However, an examination
and discussion of facts should never be construed as an Â“attack.Â”

 :-( 

Re: The Two Types of Bibles today, on: 2008/9/22 2:12
When we open our Bibles today, we are opening up one of the twoÂ” typesÂ” of Bibles. Eventhough today we have man
y Bibles to choose from, we still only have two Â“typesÂ” of Bibles. One of the Bibles has been passed down from the
Christian Church, from the very beginning, and is the Protestant Bible, the Textus Receptus, the Majority Text, the King 
James Bible. 

The other Bible that could be in our hands today has been passed down from GnosticÂ’s who revised GodÂ’s Word to c
onform to their own beliefs- it is the Catholic Bible The Catholic Bible , has relied on the minority text, the Vaticanus an
d Sinaiticus.  

In 1881 the Westcott & Hort used the Vaticanus and Sinaiticus to produce their new Greek New Testament. This Greek 
New Testament is not the same as the one used for the King James Bible during the Reformation. All of the newer Bible 
Versions since 1881 have relied on the Greek New Testament created by Westcott & Hort, relying on the faulty Vaticani
us and Sinaiticus text.   

So, to clarify the issue, today, if you study the NIV, NASB, American Standard, or any of the other Â“newerÂ” versions, y
ou are actually studying the Catholic Bible.

Â“The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt keep them,
O Lord, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever.Â” Psalm 12:6,7

The following can be found at: http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Bible/kjv_controversy.htm

A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE BIBLE ISSUE:
I. A Biblical Starting Point.
"So then faith cometh by hearings and hearing by the word of God."    Â—Rom. 10:17

A. The Starting point for this issue must be Scripture! "...let God be true, but every man a liar;"    Â—Rom. 3:4

1. God's word is infallible, without error (John 17:17; Acts l:3). In His infallible word, God promises to keep His words (no
te: W-0-R-D-S, not messages). 

Not one word was to be in error.
"The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt keep them, 
0 Lord, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever."    Â—Psalm 12:6-7
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For verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass, one jot or tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled." 
  Â—Matt. 5:18

"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away."    Â—Matt. 24:35

"Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever."    
Â—I Peter 1:23

2. Man was not to add to or take from God's word (Deuteronomy 4:2; Prov. 30:6; Revelation 22:18).

3. Therefore, the keeping of God's word is God's job, not fallible man's.
"...Thou shalt keep them, 0 Lord, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever."    Â—Psalm 12:7

4. This was the view of the translators of the King James Bible (KJB).
Note how they concluded their preface to the A.V. 1611:
"...we commend thee to God, and to the Spirit of His grace, which is able to build further than we can ask or think. He re
moveth the scales from our eyes, the veil from our hearts, opening our wits that we may understand His word, enlarging 
our hearts, yea, correcting our affections, that we may love it above gold and silver, that we may love it to the end." (See
enclosed information, "Appendix 2")

If you start with Scripture, your finishing point is confidence in God's word.
"For this cause also thank we God without ceasing, because, when ye received the word of God which ye heard of us, y
e received it not as the word of men, but as it is in truth, the word of God, which effectually worketh also in you that belie
ve."    Â—I Thess. 2:13

B. The starting point of modern translations.
1. First the student must study Hebrew and Greek.
2. Second he must learn the major points of textual criticism.
3. Then he makes a translation of the Bible, presents it to a translational board for review and revision by schol
ars.
4. The outcome is a reliable translation, but not one free of error. Note how the preface to the New International 
Version (NIV) reads:
"Like all translations of the Bible, made as they are by imperfect man, this one undoubtedly falls short of its goa
ls."
5. This view is also seen in the statement of Dr. William Shedd:
"Why did not God Inspire the copyists as well as the original authors? Why did He begin with ABSOLUTE inerrancy and 
end with RELATIVE inerrancy?"
Psalm 118:8Â— "It is better to trust in the Lord than to put confidence in man."

II. The Question of Final Authority. 
A. If you have two authorities and they differ, you need a third authority to tell you which one is correct. (Such as in the c
ourtroom). The same is true of translations. If the KJB says one thing and the NASV (New American Standard Version) 
says something else, you need a third authority to tell you which one is right (such as a pastor, teacher, scholar, etc.). W
hen you do, then they become your final authority, not the Bible (Psalm 118:8).

B. To say there is no difference between modern translations and the KJB is not correct. The modern translations are ba
sed on Roman Catholic manuscripts and differ from the Greek text of the KJB 5,788 times! Translations such as the NA
SV differ from the KJB 36,000 times in the N.T. alone! (See enclosed information, "A Brief History of Modern Translation
s:" and "A Brief Comparison of Bible Translations.")

C. Modern translations have no real authority other than the view of some scholars. Scholarship is not a deciding factor i
n relation to the preservation of God's word. Our Lord does not say kind things concerning scholars. Note what Malachi 
2:12 says, "The Lord will cut off the scholar, out of the tabernacles of Jacob, and him that offereth an offering unto the Lo
rd of hosts."

D. We should take heed In how we judge God's word, for one day God's word will judge us.
"For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two edged sword, piercing even to the dividi
ng asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the
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heart. Neither is there any creature that is not manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened unto th
e eyes of him with whom we have to do."    Â—Heb. 4:12-13 

Part one of 6 parts

Re: The Two Types of Bibles today, on: 2008/9/22 2:26
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MODERN TRANSLATIONS:
"Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit: but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree canno
t bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit."    Â—Matt. 7:17-18

Note the roots of corruption. 

I. Justin Martyr (100 A.D.)

A. He was born a pagan, and died in the robes of a pagan priest.

B. He was the first to mix Gnosticism with Christianity. Gnosticism was a heretical doctrine which taught that C
hrist was created by God the Father. Funk and Wagnall's Standard Dictionary defines Gnosticism as "A philoso
phical and religious system (first to sixth century) teaching that knowledge rather than faith was the key to salv
ation." Many scholars today place their knowledge above faith in God's word.

"So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God"    Â—Rom. 10:17

C. Historian Dr. Benjamin G. Wilkinson wrote, "In the teachings of Justin Martyr, we begin to see how muddy th
e stream of pure Christian doctrine was running among the heretical seats fifty years after the death of the apos
tle John."

("Which Bible?". ed. Dr. David 0. Fuller, Grand Rapids International Pub., Grand Rapids, Mica., 49501, p. 191)

II. Tatian (150 A.D.)

A. He was a disciple of Justin Martyr.

B. Like Martyr, he also embraced Gnosticism.

C. Tatian wrote a harmony of the gospels using the Christian Scriptures and the Gnostic gospels, thus omitting 
Scripture (such as John 8:1-11; and Mark 16.9-20).

D. His. "Harmony of the Gospels" was so corrupt that the Bishop of Syria threw out 200 copies.

III. Clement of Alexandria (200 A.D.)

A. Clement was a disciple of Tatian (Remember Luke 6:40-"The disciple is not above his master: but everyone t
hat is perfect shall be as his master.")

B. Clement taught that there was no real heaven or hell, no blood atonement of Christ, and no infallible Bible.

C. He used the Gnostic Scriptures to teach his students.

D. He founded the school of Theology in Alexandria Egypt. 

IV. Origen (184-254 A.D.)

A. Origen was a disciple of Clement of Alexandria.

B.He held to the same doctrine as Clement, plus he taught baptism was necessary for babies to gain salvation.
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C. Origen stated, "The Scriptures are of little use to those who understand them as they are written." (Ibid. p. 19
2).

D. Dr. Wilkinson stated, "When we come to Origen, we speak the name of him who did the most of all to create a
nd give direction to the forces of apostasy down through the centuries." (Ibid.).

E. Origen was one of the first textual critics. His textual work in both the N.T. and the O.T. (the "Hexapla") was t
he basis for two of the most corrupt manuscripts used by the Roman Catholic Church. (Vaticanus and Sinaiticu
s).

F.Origen developed a method of Biblical interpretation which is called "allegorization". Origen believed the Bibl
e was only a set of stories that illustrate truth, but not literal facts. He believed Christ to be created and subordi
nate to the Father (the same as Jehovah's Witnesses), the pre-existence of the soul before birth (the same as th
e Mormons), and the final restoration of all spirits (Universal Salvation). (see Dr. Earle Cairns "Christianity Thro
ugh The Centuries", Zondervan Publishing House, p. 122).

V. Eusebius (260-340 A.D.)

A. He was trained at Origen's school in Alexandria.

B. Eusebius was the editor of two Greek manuscripts (mss.) named Vaticanus and Sinaiticus. These two mss. w
ere discredited and abandoned by early Christians as being corrupt. ("Which Bible?" p. 139,143).

These are Roman Catholic mss. and were not used by Protestant Christians until 1881. These two mss. are the 
basis for Roman Catholic Bibles and every major English translation of the Bible since 1901. These mss. were n
ot the ones used for the King James Bible.

C. Eusebius was Roman Catholic in his doctrine (see his book, "Ecclesiastical History", Vols. 1-5).

D.He was commissioned by Emperor Constantine to make 50 copies of Scripture for the Roman church. Eusebi
us copied the Gnostic Scriptures and Vaticanus and Sinaiticus.

VI. Jerome (340-420 A.D.)
A. Like Eusebius, Jerome was Roman Catholic in doctrine.

B.Jerome translated the Greek mss. of Vaticanus and Sinaiticus into Latin (called Jerome's Latin Vulgate). This 
was the official Bible of the Roman Catholic Church.

C. The ms. Vaticanus was placed in the Vatican library, while the ms. Sinaiticus was abandoned in a Catholic m
onastery, and they were not used for the next 1,500 years. 

VII. Tischendorf (1869)
A. He was the first Protestant to find and use the mss. of Vaticanus and Sinaiticus.

B. Tischendorf was a liberal theologian.

VIII. Westcott and Hort (1881)

A.They used Vaticanus and Sinaiticus to produce a new Greek N.T.. This Greek N.T. is not the same as the one 
used for the KJB nor during the Reformation.

B. Their Greek N.T. was the basis for the Revised Version (RV) of 1881 and the basic Greek text for all modern tr
anslations such as the RSV, TEV, NASV, N.TV, etc.

C. The Greek text of Westcott and Hort (W & H) differs from the Greek text of the King James Bible (the Receive
d Text) 5,788 times, or 10% of the text. (For examples, see the section "A Brief Comparison of Bible translations
".)
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D. Since all modern translations are based on the work of W & H, it would do us well to know the theology of the
se two men.

WESTCOTT: "I wish I could see to what forgotten truth Mariolatry (Mary-worship) bears witness."
"No one now, I suppose, holds that the first three chapters of Genesis, for example, give a literal history I could 
never understand how anyone reading them with open eyes could think they did."

HORT: "Mary-worship and Jesus-worship have very much in common."

"Protestantism is only parenthetical and temporary."

"The pure Romish view (Catholic) seems to be nearer, and more likely to lead to the truth than the Evangelical."

"Evangelicals seem to me perverted rather than untrue."

These men did not hold to sound doctrine; instead they have turned, "...away their ears from the truth, and she 
be turned unto fables."    Â—2 Tim. 4:4

NOTE: Where the KJB and the Catholic Bible (such as the New American Bible) differ, the NIV and the NASV agr
ee with the Catholic Bible. The Bible says, "For we are not as many, which corrupt the word of God: Â—2 Corint
hians 2:17a. The prophet Amos wrote, "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord God, that I will send a famine in t
he land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the words of the Lord."    Â—Amos 8:11 

Part two of 6 parts

Re: The Two Types of Bibles Today, on: 2008/9/22 2:52
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE KING JAMES BIBLE AND ITS GREEK TEXT:

I. Believers at Antioch (1st. century)

A. The believers in Antioch were the first to be called "Christians"   (Acts 11:26).

B. Since Antioch is in Syria, they translated the Bible into Old Syrian. This Bible agrees with the KJB and not the
Catholic line of mss.

C. The believers at Antioch copied the Scriptures in both Syrian and Greek on papyrus (a paper-like material).
 
II. Believers in Greece (1st.-3rd. century)

A. They used the Greek text of Antioch and rejected the Greek text of Alexandria Egypt as corrupt. (Fuller, p. 19
4-215).

B. This is the church which departed from Rome and the Catholic church in the 4th century. History shows that 
the text of the KJB always goes away from the Roman Catholic Church. This being a historical fact, then why go
back to Rome to make a new translation?

C. These believers copied Scripture on papyrus in both Greek and Old Latin (not Jerome's Latin Vulgate, but Ol
d Latin). This Bible was translated in 150 A.D. and agrees in its text with the KJB, not the modern translations.

III. Believers in Northern Italy (3rd.-12th century)

A. They copied and used the Old Latin Bible and rejected the vulgate as corrupt.

B. These believers were called "Waldensens" and were known for the evangelism they did and the street preach
ing.

C. During the Inquisitions by the Catholic church, the Waldensens were the believers who were put to death (se
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e "Foxe's Book of Martyr's") 

IV. Believers in Early England and France (2nd.-17th. century)

A. They used the Old Latin Bible of the Waldensens as the official translation. They also copied the Greek text w
hich later came to be called the Receptus.

B. These believers were very evangelistic and suffered much under Rome. 

V. Erasmus (1466-1536 A.D.)

A. Erasmus compiled the Greek mss. of the believers in Greece, Italy, England, and France and the Old Syrian a
nd Latin translations to produce the Greek N.T. the Reformers used.

B. Note, this was the Greek text of the Reformation. This line always goes away from Rome. 

VI. Luther (16th. century)

A. Luther translated the Bible into German using the text of Erasmus. He rejected the Greek text of the Catholic 
church (the text modern translations use).

B. Luther was the father of the Reformation. 

VII. The King James Bible (1611)

A. The N.T. was translated off the Greek text of the Reformation. The translators rejected Jerome's Vulgate and t
he Catholic Bible.

B. The translators were men of God who knew their task. Note the following concerning a few of the translators 
of the Y-M. 

1. Dr. Lansalot Andrews He was the chairman. He spoke 20 languages. He spent 5 hours a day in prayer. (see E.
M. Bound, "Power Through Prayer" p. 33).

2. Dr. John Reynolds, Puritan leader. He spoke Hebrew and Greek as well as he could English by the time he wa
s 18 years old.

3. Dr. John Boise He spoke Hebrew by the time he was 5 Years old. By the time he was 14 years old he spoke Gr
eek. He spent from 4:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. studying each day.

4. Dr. Miles Smiths He spoke Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic as well as he could English. He also served with Dr. T
homas Bilson as one of the two final editors of the whole King James Bible.

5. Dr. William Bedwell: He was called the father of Arabic studies in England. He wrote Lexicons in Arabic, Hebr
ew, Syriac and Chaldean. (Note: a Lexicon is like a Dictionary telling the meaning of words and their root meani
ng).

6. Dr. Thomas Holland: Not only was he a great Hebrew and Greek scholar, but a man of great dedication to God
. His dying words were, "Come, 0 come, Lord Jesus, Thou Morning Star! Come, Lord Jesus; I desire to be dissol
ved and to be with Thee."

7. Dr. Laurence Chaderton: He was noted for his knowledge of Latin, Hebrew and Greek. He also spoke French, 
Spanish, and Italian ' Because of his Christian faith his father cut him off from his family. People enjoyed his pre
aching so much that they would beg him to preach even after he had just preached a two hour sermon! He was 
committed to personal witnessing. He said of his household servants, "I desire as much to have my servants kn
ow the Lord as myself."

8. All the translators of the KJB suffered under the reign of Queen Mary (also called "Bloody Mary") before Jam
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es became King of England. This is the only Bible committee to suffer persecution of their faith. 

NOTE: For more information on the above translators and the others, see "Which Bible?" pp. 13-24, or the book 
by Dr. Gustavus S. Paine, "The Men Behind The KJB"

C. The text of the KJB is the same today as it was in 1611, (see enclosed "A Brief Summary of Some Objections 
to the King James Bible", V.)
D. The translators of the KJB believed they translated the pure word of God. (see Appendix 2).

E. The Greek text of the KJB is based on the majority of all Greek mss. and the line of Bible Believers throughou
t Church history.

F. The KJB is the Bible of the Great Awakening, the Well's Revival, the preaching of Edwards, Wesley, Moody, C
arry, Hudson Taylor, Sunday, Spurgeon, etc., and every major revival from 1611 until now! No modern translatio
n (or its Greek text) can make the same claim. 
Matthew 12:33 "Either make the tree good, and his fruit good; or else make the tree corrupt, and his fruit corrupt
: for the tree is known of his fruit."

1. The tree of the modern translation is corrupt, how can the translation be good?

2. The tree of the KJB is pure, how can the translation be bad?

3. The fruit of the KJB is Reformation and Revival, not Rome.

4. The modern translation says it is with error, the KJB says it is without error. Which one would you want to re
ad???

5. The Bible always calls for choices (Josh. 24:15); this is also true in reading a Bible translation. You must cho
ose which one you will read. Do so, not by what men say, but by the Word of God 

Part three of 6 parts

Re: The Two Types of Bibles today, on: 2008/9/22 2:59

A BRIEF COMPARISON OF BIBLE TRANSLATIONS:

"Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.?"    Â—1 Corinthians 5:6 
(Leaven In the Bible is false teaching Â—Matt. 16:12)

I. Comparing the KJB (King James Bible) with any modern translation of the Bible will show the following:

Colossians. 1:14 "Through his blood" is omitted.
 
Acts 17:26 "Blood!' is omitted.
 
1 John 5:7 The part of the verse proving the Trinity is omitted. 

I Tim. 3:16 "God was manifest in the flesh" is changed to "He who was made manifest in the flesh," thus weake
ning the doctrine of the Deity of Christ. 

Luke 2:33 "Joseph" is changed to "Father" thus calling Joseph the father of Christ. 

John 5:4 The whole verse is omitted. 

Acts 8:37 The whole verse is omitted. 

Mark 9:44,46 These verses are omitted in all modern versions. 
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Romans 16:24 The whole verse is omitted.
 
Matthew 18:11 The whole verse is omitted.
 
Matthew 12:47 The whole verse is omitted.
 
Mark 11:26 The whole verse is omitted.
 
Mark 15:28 The whole verse is omitted.
 
Mark 16:9-20 This passage is either omitted in the modern versions or placed in brackets with a footnote stating
that it should not be there. 

John 8:l-11 This passage is either omitted or placed In brackets with a footnote stating that it should not be ther
e. 

Acts 15:34 The whole verse is omitted. 

Acts 2417 The whole verse is omitted. 

Acts 28:29 The whole verse is omitted. 

Romans 811 Half of the verse is omitted. 

Romans 1:16 The phrase "of Christ" is omitted.
 
Matthew 6:13 Half of the verse is omitted in the modern versions. 

I Peter 2:2 The phrase "unto salvation" or "in regard to your salvation" is added to the text in modern versions t
o teach salvation by works.
 
Matthew 9:13 "To repentance" is omitted. 

Mark 2:17 "To repentance" is omitted. 

I John 4:3 "Christ is come in the flesh" is omitted 

John 1:18 "Begotten Son" is changed to "Begotten God" in the NASV. This is also how it reads in the New Worl
d Translation of the Jehovah's Witnesses. These are only a few of the 36,000 changes made. In light of Scripture
, one change is one too many (Deuteronomy 4:2; Prov. 30:6; Revelation 22:18).

II. In reading the KJB, NIV and NASV, you can see that they do not teach the same thing:
2 Samuel 21:19 
KJB: "...Elhanan slew the brother of Goliath..." 
NIV: "...Elhanan killed Goliath..." 
NASV: "...Elhanan killed Goliath..."
Daniel 3:25 
KJB: "He answered and said, Lo, I see four men loose, walking in the midst of the fire and they have no hurt; an
d the form of the fourth is like the Son of God."
NIV: "He said, Look! I see four men walking around in the fire, unbound and unharmed and the fourth looks like 
a son of the gods.
NASV: He answered and said, Look! I see four men loosed and walking about In the midst of the fire, without ha
m, and the appearance of the fourth is like a son of the gods."
Genesis 6:4 
KJB: "There were giants in the earth..."
NIV: "The Nephilim were on the earth..."
NASV: "The Nephilim were on the earth..."
Genesis 7:1 
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KJB: "And the Lord said unto Noah, Come thou ... into the ark;"
NIV: "The Lord then said to Noah, Go into the ark,..."
NASV: "Then the Lord said to Noah, Enter the ark,..."
NOTE: There is a difference between "Come" and "Go". The KJB shows that the Lord was in the ark with Noah a
nd his family.
I Samuel 13:1 

KJB: "Saul reigned one year; and when he had reigned two years over Israel,"
NIV: "Saul was thirty years old when he became king, and he reigned over Israel forty two years."
NASV: "Saul was forty years old when he began to reign, and he reigned thirty-two years over Israel."
NOTE: How old was Saul when he began to reign, 30 or 40? How long did he reign, 42 or 32 years? The RSV and
the New Scofield Reference Bible read, "Saul was ______ years old...".
I Corinthians 7:36 

KJB: "But if any man think that he behaveth himself uncomely toward his virgin,..."
NIV: "If anyone thinks he is acting improperly toward the virgin he is engaged to,...."
NASV: "But if any man thinks that he is acting unbecomingly toward his virgin daughter,..."
NOTE: is it his virgin daughter or the virgin he is engaged to?

Part four of 6 parts

Re: The Two Types of Bibles Today, on: 2008/9/22 3:05
BRIEF SUMMARY OF SOME OBJECTIONS TO THE KING JAMES BIBLE:
 
The following are some objections people use against the KJB, followed by Biblical answers.
People who use the KJB only, worship a Bible and not the God of the Bible.

A. You can not make such a distinction between the Word of God in flesh (Jesus Christ) and the word of God in 
print (the King James Bible). If the word of God in print has error, what about the word of God in flesh? No, both
are infallible.

"Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which liveth and abideth for
ever."    Â—I Peter l:23

B. God's word is holy, there is no honor in trying to prove the Bible has error In it. Note the following Scriptures.
"I will worship toward thy holy temple, and praise thy name for thy lovingkindness and for thy truth: for thou ha
st magnified thy word above all thy name."    Â—Psalm 138:2

"Seven times a day do I praise thee because of thy righteous judgments."    Â—Psalm 119:164

"Jesus answered and said unto him, if a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and 
we will come unto him, and make our abode with him."    Â—John 14:23 

I. Only the originals are inspired and without error, not any translation.

A. Where is this taught In Scripture?

B. In the following Scripture, Paul calls copies (not originals) inspired Scripture. Therefore, more than just the o
riginals are inspired and without error. Any of the words God gives are inspired.

"And that from a child thou hast known the holy Scriptures, which is able to make thee wise unto salvation thro
ugh faith which is in Christ Jesus, All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for 
reproof, for correction, for instruction In righteousness."    Â—2 Tim. 3:15-16 

II. There is no difference between the KJB and modern translations.

A. The Greek mss. of the modern translations and the Greek mss. of the KJB differ about 10% of the time.
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B. Ninety-six percent (96%) of all Creek mss. are of the same type as the KJB.

C. When dealing with translations themselves, there are over 36,000 differences between them and the KJB in t
he N.T. alone. Dr. Jack Lewis, who was one of the translators of the NIV, even stated this. When he compared th
e KJB and the ASV of 1909, he wrote...
"...in the end more than 36,191 corrections of various sorts were made in the N.T.. These included changes resu
lting from alterations in the Greek text itself, changes where the KJB appears to have chosen the poorer of the t
wo readings, changes where the KJB is ambiguous or obscure, changes where the KJB is not consistent with it
self in rendering phrases or passages that are alike or parallel, and changes that are required because of other 
changes made." ("The English Bible/ From the KJV To NIV"; P. 70.)
While I do not agree with Dr. Lewis's statement, he points out the number of differences between the KJB and m
odern translations. 

IV. The KJB is too hard to understand. The modern translation is better than nothing.

A. The Bible is a spiritual book, and cannot be understood by natural means, such as changing the words. As o
ne preacher said, the Bible needs to be reread, not revised.

B. The Bible must be revealed by the Holy Spirit, not translators using Roman Catholic mss.
"But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things whi
ch God hath prepared for them that love him. But God hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit: for the Spirit se
archeth all things, yea, the deep things of God."    Â—l Corinthians 2:9-10
"It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honor of kings is to search out a matter."    Â—Prov. 25:2
Fifty years ago people read the KJB and understood it. Our language has not changed that much in such a shor
t period of time.

C. A little error counts a great deal. The Bible says, "Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump?"
Â—l Corinthians 5:6. Therefore, the modern translation is not better than nothing at all when we have a Bible th
at is 100% error free and the Holy Spirit to teach it to us.

V. The KJB we have today is not the same as the one in 1611.

A. This is not true! The KJB we have today is the same as the one in 1611. Not a word of the text was changed. 
The American Bible Society wrote, "The English Bible, as left by the translators (of 1611), has come down to us 
unaltered in respect to its text..." They further stated, "With the exception of typographical errors and changes r
equired by the progress of orthography in the English language, the text of our present Bible remains unchange
d and without variation from the original copy as left by the translators."

B. Calligraphy: This is the change in the way letters were used. For example the word "gave" would have been 
written as "gaue" in 1611. The reason was the letter "v" was written as "u". This is not changing the text as the 
NIV does.

C. Orthography: This is the change in spelling. Some words today are spelled differently than they were in 1611.
For example, the word "took" was spelled "tooke". Again, this does not change the text as the NASV did 36,000 
times.
"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."    Â—John 8:32
"Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth."    Â—John 17:17

My friends, God said He would keep His words, without error, forever (Psalm 12:6-7; 119:89,140; Matthew 5:17; 
24:35). If He did not do this, then the whole Bible is a lie. However, the Lord is always true to His word. Why not 
ask Christ which Bible honors Him the most and use the Bible with no corruption?

"Thy words were found, and I did eat them; and thy word was unto me the joy and rejoicing of mine heart: for I a
m called by thy name, 0 Lord God of hosts."  Â—Jeremiah 15:16

Part five of 6 parts
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Re: The Two Types of Bibles Today, on: 2008/9/22 3:18
 
APPENDIX 1
7 UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
In the Spring of 1986 I debated two "scholars" in Dayton Ohio on the Bible issue. During the debate I raised 7 m
ain questions which were never addressed by my two opponents and remain unanswered to this day. The follo
wing are the 7 questions.

1. According to the "science" of textural criticism (I Tim. 6:20; Colossians. 2:8) two of the most controversial pa
ssages of Scripture are Mark 16:9-20 and John 8:1-11. Are these passages inspired Scripture? 

A. If yes, why use a Bible which calls them into question by setting them aside in brackets with footnotes readin
g "not found in the most reliable manuscripts" ? (see NIV or RSV footnotes).

B. If no, why use a Bible which places them into the text with brackets? Why not leave them out completely? W
here is your integrity?

C. If you do not know, how has your science helped you? 

2. Where is the inerrant word of God today? Could you show me this infallible Bible? If you can not, how can yo
u teach Biblical infallibility?

3. When we check modern translations In such places as 2 Samuel 21:19, Mark 1:2; Daniel 3:25; Matthew 5:22; a
nd 2 Corinthians 2:17, we see they are less than truthful (John 17:17; 2 Thess. 2-13). How can translations whic
h lie about the truth be more reliable?

4. Modern translations remove the names of Christ over 200 times in the New Testament. Who is it that would w
ant you to read a translation which does not allow Christ to be as preeminent (Colossians. I..18)?

5. Why should we use a Roman Catholic text to correct the Protestant Bible of the Reformation?

6. In 1 Thess. 5:21 we read, "Prove all things; hold fast that which is good". The KJB is a good thing. Why are w
e not holding fast to it?

7. The Bible says, "...it was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend fo
r the faith which was once delivered unto the saints." (Jude 2b). How could anyone that loves the Lord and His 
word stand before a group of babies In Christ or the unsaved and question the authenticity of a text of Scripture
? Is this contending for the faith that was once delivered unto us?
Those of us who believe God preserved His words without error are often accused of being devisive. The Bible 
does encourage us to be loving in our attitude and message (Ephesians 4:15). However, in light of 1 Thess. 5:21
; Jude 2 and dozens of other passages, the argument seems rather void of substance. Love in silence is a poor 
substitute for speaking the truth in love as the Bible commands.
 
APPENDIX 2
THE KJB TRANSLATORS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

The following are some quotations from the original preface to the 1611 KJB by the translators themselves as s
et forth by one of the translators, Dr. Miles Smith.

"The Romanist (Roman Catholics) therefore in refusing to hear, and daring to burn the Word translated did no le
ss than despite the Spirit of grace,..." p.24 "...and all is sound for substance in one or other of our editions (a ref
erence to translations based on the Textus Receptus), and the worst of ours (that is before 1611) far better than 
their (Romanist) authentic vulgar." p. 22

"Yet for all that, as nothing is begun and perfected at the same time (a reference to earlier English translations o
f the Greek Textus Receptus) and the later thoughts are thought to be wisers so, if we building upon their found
ation that went before us, and being holpen by their labours, do ondeavour to make that better which they left s
o good,..." p. 21
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"And this is the Word of God, which we translate." p. 23

"... but having and using as great helps as were needful, and fearing no reproach for slowness, nor coveting pra
ise for expedition, we have at the length, through the good hand of the Lord upon us, brought the work to that p
ass that YOU Bee". P. 31

"If we be sons of the Truth we must consider what it speaketh and trample upon our own credit, yea, and upon 
other men's too." P. 25
"It remaineth that we commend thee to God, and to the Spirit of His grace, which is able to build futher than we 
can ask or think. He removeth the scales from our eyes, the veil from our hearts, opening our wits that we may 
understand His Word, enlarging our hearts, yea, correcting our affections, that we may love it above gold and si
lver, yea, that we may love it to the end." p. 35

On pages 7-9 of the preface, the translators compared their work to David bringing in the ark and Solomon build
ing the Temple. Also they compared the work on the KJB to men like Moses, Solomon and Stephen.

Historian Dr. Gustavus S. Paine in his book, "The Men Behind The KJV" (Baker Books) stated the following.

"Though we may challenge the idea of word-by-word inspiration, we surely must conclude that these were men 
able, in their profound moods, to transcend their human limits. In their own words, they spake as no other men 
spake because they were filled with the Holy Ghost. Or, in the clumsier language of our time, they so adjusted t
hemselves to each other and to the work as to achieve a unique coordination and balance, functioning thereafte
r as an organic entityÂ—no mere mechanism equal to the sum of its parts, but a whole greater than all of them."
P. 173 (1977 edition)

By itself this does not prove what we have stated in this booklet. It does prove that the translators of the KJB w
ould agree with the claims of this booklet, that the KJB is the inerrant word of God for the English-speaking peo
ple. 
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The Final Question we must ask ourselves- What good has ever come out of the Protestant Bible, the King Jam
es Version,? The Answer is the Reformation. The answer is the Protestant Chruch. The answer is Revivial. The 
answer is the faith to be burned alive at the stake (first by Caesar, and later by the Catholic Church). The answer
is spreading the Gospel throughout the world by Protestant Christian Missionaries, (not like the soldiers of the 
Vatican that were responsible for the growth of Roman Catholocism, by force and murder!) What of the many ne
w and modern versions of the Bible today? Albert Einstein once said, Â“A man with one watch knows what time
it is, a man with two watches is never sure.Â” Allow me to apply EinsteinÂ’s words to the Bible, Â“A Christian w
ith one Bible knows what the Truth is, a Christian with two Bibles is never sure.Â” Let us be sure of GodÂ’s Trut
h by returning to the good old Bible, the one Bible of the great Protestant Reformation, which we have in our ha
nds today, the King James Bible! 

Now, compare the King James Bible (the Protestant Bible) to the Catholic Bible (all of the Catholic versions- the 
Douay-Rheims Version, the New Jerusalem Bible and others) plus the "Protestant" Bibles that have been create
d since 1881 that use the same corrupt text as the Catholic Bible---the American Standard, the Revised Standar
d, the NIV, the NASB, etc., etc. etc.---and all of the newer versions of Bibles created since 1881 and tell me--- Wh
at good has come out of them? What Revivals have resulted from them? 

Name the fruit of Catholocism, name the fruit of the Catholic Bible, please.
 

Today, everyone is praying for revivial, but true revivial is no where to be found. Where is brokeness, in these la
st hours? Where is holiness in these last days? Where is true revival? It cannot be found to match the Revival o
f the 15th and 16th and 17th centuries!

Sincerely,

Walter :-)  

Re: - posted by bible1985, on: 2008/9/22 3:31
I use the king james version but i have studied this whole issue and i believe that most kjv only people pervert things thei
rselves. Saying that these other versions our of the devil and everything is really ridiculous. I read a book by james white
called the kjv only controversy which i highly recommend. One thing that james white does have in his book to back up h
is belief is evidence, a lot of evidence. I was reading defending the king james bible by d. a waite and he did not prove th
at much to me at all. I love the kjv but to call these other versions perversions when their our problems with the kjv itself i
s wrong, if i am wrong Lord reveal it to me. I like using the kjv and if it is possible that their is no mistakes in it, than i am 
so greatful that it is true, but from what i have studied it doesn't look like it. My only problem though then is what about th
e other versions and the manuscripts they use. THeir our so many differences between Aleph and B. Also their were bo
oks left out. I am confused on how they got what they got today if it wasn't all in the original manuscripts. It is possible th
at the kjv is more safe to use for the fact that it has more evidence to be authenic, but who knows. Pray about the issue, 
let the Lord reveal whatever it may be. 

Re: - posted by JoanM, on: 2008/9/22 14:05
I thank God He has filled me with a teacher, the best and only, who teaches me. What a wonder, what a work, He opene
d Christ to so many that had no Â“translation,Â” in such a fullness that they loved not their lives unto the death and com
municated Truth to others, down through generations, long before and long after printing presses.

Surely someone has already posted such a thought on this thread. I repeat it for perspective and balance. I am sure ther
e are good reasons for so much discussion on this thread. Surely all these Â“versionsÂ” contain John 7: 15-17.

Humor from Ravenhill: Oh the wise and foolish versions of the Bible. (more than 10 by now)
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Re: The Two Types of Bibles Today, on: 2008/9/24 10:27

This is a list of only some of the current English Bible Versions. What is of interest is the fact that in reality there ar
e only two versions of Bibles listed, only two specifc types of Bibles in existence:

1)The Protestant Bible, the King James Bible, first published in 1611.

2) All the rest are CATHOLIC BIBLES, starting with the Douay-Rheims Version of the Bible, first published in 158
2, continuing to the end of the list and consisting of all new Bible versions published since 1881, that ALL rely o
n the corrupt Vaticanus and Sinaiticus text.

As we look at and study this list, it is important that we understand the time in history that we find ourselves in. 
With wars and rumors of wars and nation rising against nation, and famines and pestilences, and earthquakes i
n many places-- the possibility of a total financial worldwide meltdown at our door, when we find that love has 
waxed cold, and men are lovers of themselvesÂ—we must realize that we are indeed in the "end of the end time
s". The end times started the day that Jesus Christ resurrected from the dead. For the past two thousand years 
mankind has been living in the Â“end timesÂ”. However, today we find ourselves approaching the end of these 
times, and the great tribulation is at our door.

The false Church is prepared to enter into the Tribulation, with their own Bible, prepared by the Gnostics! With t
heir own Â“Catholic BiblesÂ” that have been mass produced as Â“Protestant BiblesÂ” over the past 100 years!

Today, as the Tribulation approaches, where is Revival found in the Christian Chrurch? Where is Brokeness to be found in the Christian Church? Where is Holiness to be found in the Chri
stian Body of Christ? Where is conformity to the image of Christ found in the Christian Church? All of us desperately seek the fruit of the early Protestant Church, but all we see is flesh, a
ll we see is personal effort.  
King James Bible (KJV) The Authorized King James Version is an English translation of the Christian Bible begun in 1
604 and first published in 1611 by the Church of England. The Great Bible was the first "authorized version" issued by th
e Church of England in the reign of King Henry the VIII. In January 1604, King James I of England convened the Hampt
on Court Conference where a new English version was conceived in response to the perceived problems of the earlier tr
anslations as detected by the Puritans, a faction within the Church of England. The king gave the translators instructions
designed to guarantee that the new version would conform to the ecclesiology and reflect the episcopal structure of the 
Church of England and its beliefs about an ordained clergy. The translation was by 47 scholars, all of whom were memb
ers of the Church of England. In common with most other translations of the period, the New Testament was translated f
rom the Textus Receptus (Received Text) series of the Greek texts. The Old Testament was translated from the Masore
tic Hebrew text.
Douay-Rheims Bible, the Douay-Rheims Version of the Bible, first published in 1582, is the best, most accurate, safest 
English translation that you can use. The reason is that the Douay-Rheims is a careful word-for-word translation of the L
atin Vulgate Bible (the official Bible of the Church) - plus, it was compared to the original New Testament Greek. And the
Vulgate is a careful word-for-word translation of the original languages. Therefore the great accuracy of the Douay-Rhei
ms. We have observed that the other English translations of Scripture, when they try to render difficult passages, will tra
nslate Â“meaningsÂ”rather than words. Thus, in these Â“translationsÂ” one gets the translatorsÂ’ interpretations of the 
meaning of Scripture. Hence the many differences that exist in the modern translations and the general absence of impa
ct from the Word of God when reading from themÂ—an impact typical from reading the Douay-Rheims. 
Contemporary English Version (CEV), is a completely new translation published by the American Bible Society in 199
5. Originally intended as a children's translation, it uses a very simple, contemporary style. It is independent of traditional
translations and freer of "biblical" terms. This is an especially good translation for people who speak English as a second
language.
English Standard Version (ESV) is an "essentially new literal translation" follows the tradition of the King James, Ameri
can Standard Version, and Revised Standard Version. Published in 2001 by Crossway, it was developed by a translatio
n team of more than 100 scholars, with the goal of being very accurate (word for word), and yet very readable.
Good News Bible (Today's English Version) (TEV), completed in 1976, was translated by Robert G. Bratcher with six 
other scholars. This very free, though very accurate, translation avoids the use of traditional biblical vocabulary and com
municates especially well with youth and the unchurched. Also published by the American Bible Society.
Holman Christian Standard Bible (HCSB) is another new word-for-word translation that strives to be both literally accu
rate and readable. It is not as literal as the ESV or NASB, but is more so than the NIV. The Holman published by Broad
man & Holman in 2003, is the product of nearly 100 scholars. 
The Living Bible (LB), completed in 1971, is Kenneth N. Taylor's paraphrase of the American Standard Version. Easy t
o read and once immensely popular, it is often criticized for adding too much commentary to the biblical text. Published 
by Tyndale House, although apparently no longer available from them.
The Message (Msg) - Eugene Peterson completed this paraphrase of the entire Bible in 2002. Peterson takes great libe
rties with words in his attempt to effectively communicate both the original thoughts and tone of the Scripture. The result 
is a very earthy, informal language. Published by NavPress.
New American Standard Bible (NASB) - completed in 1971, was produced by 54 conservative Protestant scholars spo
nsored by the Lockman Foundation. This version is very literal in vocabulary and word order, although the resulting Engli
sh is quite wooden. It often is preferred by those who want an English version that reflects the grammar of the original. A
n Update was published in 1995 which seeks to use more modern English while preserving the literal nature of the transl
ation. 
New International Version (NIV), completed in 1978, was the product of 115 evangelical scholars. Within a decade it b
ecame the best-selling English version. It combines contemporary, literary English with traditional biblical vocabulary. Th
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e NIV is copyrighted by the International Bible Society.
New King James Version (NKJV), released in 1982, involved 119 contributors. It updates the vocabulary and grammar
of the King James Version, while preserving the classic style and beauty. Although it uses the same Hebrew and Greek t
exts as the original, it indicates where other manuscripts differ. Published by Thomas Nelson.
New Jerusalem Bible (NJB) of 1985 revised and updated the text and notes of the Jerusalem Bible of 1966. This versi
on, translated by two Catholic scholars, is an elegant, literary rendering (perhaps the most poetic since the KJV). The no
tes reflect a modern, liberal perspective. 
New Living Translation (NLT), published in 1996, is the product of 90 Bible scholars from around the world, from vario
us theological backgrounds and denominations. This is a very readable translation, while remaining more faithful to the o
riginal texts than the Living Bible (see above). Also published by Tyndale.
New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) - published in 1989 by the National Council of Churches, revises the Revised 
Standard Version of 1952. While following the literal tradition of the RSV, the NRSV eliminates much of the archaic lang
uage. One distinctive is the use of gender inclusive pronouns to replace male pronouns when the original writers meant 
both men and women. The NRSV does not change masculine pronouns referring to God, however. 
Revised English Bible (REB), completed in 1989, is a thorough revision of the New English Bible. Like the original, it w
as translated by a committee of British scholars, representing all the major Christian traditions in the United Kingdom. Th
e more archaic language was omitted and a more conservative approach was taken toward some of the difficult passag
es. Many readers find it to be an excellent translation for personal reading and study, though its British idioms make it le
ss popular in the U.S.

Sincerely,
Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
JoanM wrote:
I thank God He has filled me with a teacher, the best and only, who teaches me. What a wonder, what a work, He opened Christ to so many that had n
o Â“translation,Â” in such a fullness that they loved not their lives unto the death and communicated Truth to others, down through generations, long b
efore and long after printing presses.

Surely someone has already posted such a thought on this thread. I repeat it for perspective and balance. I am sure there are good reasons for so mu
ch discussion on this thread. Surely all these Â“versionsÂ” contain John 7: 15-17.

Humor from Ravenhill: Oh the wise and foolish versions of the Bible. (more than 10 by now)

Re: - posted by passerby, on: 2008/9/24 22:58
@waltern,

Good day. I hope you can enlighten me on the following issue/s:

From your last post you said,

Quote:
-------------------------..."In January 1604, King James I of England convened the Hampton Court Conference where a new English version was conceive
d in response to the perceived problems of the earlier translations as detected by the Puritans, a faction within the Church of England. The king gave t
he translators instructions designed to guarantee that the new version would conform to the ecclesiology and reflect the episcopal structure of the Chu
rch of England and its beliefs about an ordained clergy. The translation was by 47 scholars, all of whom were members of the Church of England"...
-------------------------

Now, there is a serious allegation that the 'authorized king James version' was a result of a malevolent aversion of King 
James to 'Geneva bible' which was then the most popular bible among the Puritans because it is opposed to the rulershi
p of kings and clergy over the church.

The following were excerpts from "The Great Ecclessiatical Conspiracy" http://awildernessvoice.com/GEC.html

...After James came to England and was crowned king, a bishop by the name of Richard Bancroft, soon to become arch
bishop, sought to save the church and the nation of England from the puritan "false prophets." Bancroft was aware of Ja
mes' exalted view of kingship and used that knowledge to promote his own agenda. In presenting the Puritans as a thre
at to the crown, Bancroft solicited the king's help in suppressing this greatest threat to his position and power and in so d
oing made himself the highest authority in the Church of England, second only to the King himself. There can be little do
ubt but that the true motive behind Bancroft's intrigue was a desire to preserve the power of the unbiblical bishoprick.
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Alister McGrath explains Bancroft's strategy.

"Bancroft's strategy for coping with James was simple. He would persuade James that the monarchy was dependent up
on the episcopacy. Without bishops there was no future for the monarchy in England." ("In The Beginning" - Pg. 152)

This political cunning played a significant role in the decision to translate a new Bible, an Authorized Version that would 
make all other versions unauthorized. From all appearances, the new translation was a calculated initial step toward ridd
ing England of the despised Geneva Bible and its marginal notes. This new Bible would preserve and promote the divine
right of kings and bishops to rule. Bishop Bancroft was placed in charge of the translation. This move was akin to a CEO
entrusting the company finances to a known embezzler! There is little doubt that Bancroft stacked the translation panel 
with a goodly number of translators who shared his views.

Mr. McGrath explains,

"A further point that helped win Bancroft over to the new translation was that he was able to secure for himself a leading 
personal role in selecting the translators, and then in limiting their freedom. Bancroft had realized that it was better to cre
ate a new official translation that he could influence than to have to contend with the authorization of the Geneva Bible. It
was decidedly the lesser of two evils. He was in a position to exercise considerable influence over the new bible, by layi
ng rules of translation that would insure that it would be sympathetic to the position and sensitivities of the established c
hurch of England. And finally he would be in a position to review the final text of the translation, in case it needed any jud
icious changes before publicationÂ…"

Determined to ensure that the translation process was prudently guided, Bancroft limited the freedom of the translators b
y drafting fifteen rules of translation, which were approved by King James. 

Two of these rules are of special importance. 

1.) "The ordinary Bible read in the church, commonly called the Bishops Bible, was to be followed and as little altered as 
the truth of the original will permit."

3.) "The old Ecclesiastical words to be kept, vis. The word Church not to be translated Congregation &c."

"Having completed their recommendations for revision (of the work of the translators of the Kings new Bible), the text wa
s passed on to Miles Smith and Thomas Bilson, who were charged with the adding of the finishing touches. It is not clear
whether their role was to review the overall text of the translation, or simply to comment on the specific changes propose
d by the editorial committee that had met at Stationers' Hall. Then, in an apparently unscripted development, Richard Ba
ncroft reviewed what had been hitherto regarded as the final version of the text. It would be one of his final acts; Bancrof
t died on November 2, 1610, and never lived to see the translation over which he had held so much sway (by order of th
e king). Smith complained loudly to anyone who would listen that Bancroft had introduced fourteen changes in the final t
ext without any consultation. Yet we remain unclear to what those alleged changes might have been." (In The Beginning
- Pg. 188)

This is only a sample of the kind of political jockeying that was going on behind the scenes and the ambition that sponso
red the translating, editing and publication of the king's new Bible, which could not escape being tainted by such ambitio
n.

King James prohibited his translators from removing the old ecclesiastical words that had taken generations to weave int
o the text. He had to make a special emphasis in order to keep them, since any honest translator would have translated 
them out. Bancroft and King James intended to keep them no matter what the translators discovered.

"I am convinced that the King James Translators, laboring under an 'institutional church' mentality, selected the stronges
t words possible which conveyed the idea that the people must submit to the authority of the clergy. In this way King Ja
mes could control the people through the Church, of which he was Supreme Ruler." (Dusty Owens - quote taken from "It
shall not be so among you" by Norman Park)

What can you say about this. 
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Re:The Two Types of Bibles today, on: 2008/9/25 16:17
Hello, Passerby:

My response is that you need to provide Biblical prooftext to prove your point. By comparing the Bishops Bible with the
King James in regards to the issues that you allege, line by line, then we will have something to see in black and white,
rather than accusations and innuendo. Without proof, you offer nothing--- (That is my opinion of your post).

Something along the lines of the following order would be perfect. Prove to us exactly how the King James Bible was ch
anged from the Bishops Bible, verse by verse:

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Their are two basic texts that make up our Bibles of today:

There is a great deal of difference between these two texts-- Majority text, and the Minority text, between the King Jame
s Version (Majority text), and the Catholic Bible (Douay-Rheims & New Jerusalem)  and all of the newer versions of the 
Protestant Bible created since 1881, that rely on this flawed Minority text. 

The Majority Text inspired the Protestant Bible, that inspired the Protestant Reformation and the building of the Christian
Church, as we knew it before 1900. The finest version of the Majority Text is the 1611 King James Bible. The Minority T
ext, that inspired the Catholic Church, and is the text used to create the Catholic Bible (Douay-Rheims & New Jerusalem
) is also the text used to create all of the newer versions of the Protestant Bible, that have been produced since 1881. 

Grab your "favorite" version (NIV, NASV, Etc.) and letÂ’s continue our comparison through the Gospels. Is there really 
a difference? You be the one to decide: 

JOHN 
1:18 "the only begotten Son" is changed to "The only begotten God." Such a phrase is foreign to Scripture. It accommod
ates the Arian teaching that Christ was a lesser deity created by God. It agrees with the teaching of ORIGEN that Christ 
was not equal with God in essence and nature. Sound Fundamental doctrine concerning Christ is that he is one person 
of the Triune God and that he proceeds from the Father by an eternal generation and reveals God to men as the Son of 
God. 

1:27 "He it is ... who is preferred before me" is removed. 
This change removes the pre-eminence and pre-existence of Christ. John wanted us to see that though Christ came afte
r him, he in reality preceded and ranked above him. 

3:13 "which is in heaven" is omitted. This change affects the doctrine of the omnipresence of Christ. As man he was her
e on earth, as God he was able to be everywhere present. The omission is a corruption introduced by those who do not 
believe in the perfect and absolute Deity of Christ. 

3:15 "should not perish" is removed.This deletion removes the opposite of everlasting life, which is to perish. The doctrin
e of eternal damnation is weakened by the change. 

3:16 "his only begotten Son" is changed to "the only begotten Son."The word HIS marks Jesus Christ out as God's own 
peculiar son in a relationship that no one else has. It marks him as of the same essence and nature. The Deity of Christ i
s involved and is thereby weakened (3:17 also changed). 

4:42 "the Christ" is left out. The purpose of John's gospel as given in 20:31 was to lead people to believe that Jesus was
the Christ, the Son of God. That belief was to bring life to them. To omit it here is to deny the purpose of the inspired writ
er. 

5:3b, 4 The statement regarding the moving of the water by an angel and subsequent miraculous healing is removed. S
hould this deletion be permitted there would be no sense to verse 7 since that verse presupposes 5:3b, 4. This is an effo
rt to remove the miraculous from the Bible and thus accommodate humanism. 

5:16 "and sought to slay him" is omitted. The Scripture teaches us that on many occasions they tried to kill Jesus but by 
supernatural power were kept from doing so (see John 18:6). He was omnipotent and there was no way they could take 
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him until his hour was come. 

6:47 "on me" is left out.The object of faith has been removed here. Everlasting life does not come to those who believe, 
but to those who believe on Christ. This is doctrinal error of the gravest sort and has been carried over into the NASV an
d NIV. 

7:8 The little word "yet" is dropped and the result is that the Lord appears to lie to his brothers, since he did go up to the 
feast. There is a world of difference between "I go not up YET" and "I go not up." The sinlessness of Christ is an indispe
nsable doctrine of the Christian faith and lying is sin. 

7:53-8:11 The whole story of the woman taken in adultery is omitted. This is one of the most blessed portions of the Wor
d of God. It is intended by God through the inspired writer to amplify what came before in 3:17. The law was given by Mo
ses but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ (1:17). 
 
8:38 The words "my Father" and "your father" are intended to show the difference between his father and their father, wh
o was Satan. By removing the word "my" and "your" there is a deliberate attempt to remove the offence and cater to the 
false dream of the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man. 

8:39 "If ye were Abraham's children" is changed to "if ye are Abraham's children." The Lord intended them to see that th
ey were not Abraham's children at all. The change gives us to see that they were Abraham's children and therefore they 
ought to act like it. This is pure humanism and contrary to sound doctrine. 

9:4 "I must work the works of him that sent me" is changed to "We must work the works of him that sent us." The unique
ness of Christ as the Sent One of the Father is destroyed and he is placed equally with the disciples as sent from God to
do the work of God. This is an attack on the Person and Work of Christ and it exalts humanism. Jesus was sent by the F
ather and the disciples were sent by Jesus, "as my Father hath sent me, even so send I you."

9:35 "the Son of God" is changed to "the Son of man." The thing to be believed in John's gospel is that Jesus is the Son 
of God (20:31). The change by the minority texts is not warranted. 
 
10:38 "that ye may know, and believe" is changed to "that ye may know, and understand."The union of Christ and the Fa
ther within the Godhead is that which we are to believe and rely upon for the certainty of our salvation. To understand th
e union is beyond human comprehension and if it could be understood, that would still not be the equivalent of salvation.

11:41 "where the dead was laid" is removed.God intends that we should know that this was the very same place where 
Lazarus was laid. This is an attempt to cloud the evident miracle which followed. (see also 12:2 where "which had been 
dead" is also removed). 
 
Sincerely,

Walter

Quote:
-------------------------
passerby wrote:
@waltern,

Good day. I hope you can enlighten me on the following issue/s:

From your last post you said,

Quote:
-------------------------..."In January 1604, King James I of England convened the Hampton Court Conference where a new English version was conceive
d in response to the perceived problems of the earlier translations as detected by the Puritans, a faction within the Church of England. The king gave t
he translators instructions designed to guarantee that the new version would conform to the ecclesiology and reflect the episcopal structure of the Chu
rch of England and its beliefs about an ordained clergy. The translation was by 47 scholars, all of whom were members of the Church of England"...
-------------------------
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Deleted ................

What can you say about this. 
-------------------------

Re: - posted by passerby, on: 2008/9/25 22:23
The allegations about the KJV mistranslation on ecclesiastical matters are more aptly and extensively contained in the e
-book 'The Great Ecclesiastical Conspiracy' 

http://awildernessvoice.com/GEC.html

There is a lot of other references which can be accessed through the web if one will give time to search diligently. Howe
ver, I do not desire for  anybody to be burdened further.

Personally, I do use KJV and prefer it more than others though with reservations especially on ecclesiology.

Re: - posted by EvangelistC, on: 2008/9/26 13:20
i read a lot of different translations.

Re: Two Types of Bibles Today, on: 2008/9/26 17:12

Quote:
-------------------------
EvangelistC wrote:
i read a lot of different translations.
-------------------------

Hello, EvangelistC:

What is your favorite translation? Why is it your favorite?

Sincerely,

Walter

Re: The Two Types of Bibles Today, on: 2008/9/27 0:17

Many Christians today use the New King James Bible as their Bible of choice. They feel that it is easier to read and un
derstand than the King James Bible because of the archaic language found in the King James- the theeÂ’s and thouÂ’s, 
etc. They also feel that it relies on the same text, the Majority Text, that the King James Bible does, and that it totally con
forms to the 1611 King James Bible.
    
Is this true?

Pull out your "New King James Bible" and let's find out what is true, and what is false. Is it equal to the KING JA
MES BIBLE, or is it inferior to the King James Bible? You can be the judge!

The analysis that follows can be found at:

http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html

The Preface to the New King James Version (NKJV) reads, "A special feature of the New King James Version is I
TS CONFORMITY to the thought flow of the 1611 Bible. . . the new edition, while much clearer ARE SO CLOSE t
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o the traditional. . ." 

Among the first changes that greets the reader of the NKJV is the removal of the much maligned "thee, thou an
d ye". The Preface to the NKJV states, ". . .thee, thou, and ye are replaced by the simple you,. . .These pronouns
are no longer part of our language." But "thee, thou and ye" were "NO LONGER part of the language" during 16
11 either. (just read the intro to the 1611 King James, there are no "thee", "thou" and "ye"). In fact, Webster's Th
ird New International Dictionary, says of ye: "used from the earliest of times to the late 13th century. . ." (p.2648)
And yet the 1611 King James was published 400 years later in the 17th century!

So why are they there?

The Greek and Hebrew language contain a different word for the second person singular and the second perso
n plural pronouns. Today we use the one-word "you" for both the singular and plural. But because the translato
rs of the 1611 King James Bible desired an accurate, word-for-word translation of the Hebrew and Greek text - t
hey could NOT use the one-word "you" throughout! If it begins with "t" (thou, thy, thine) it's SINGULAR, but if it 
begins with "y" (ye) it's PLURAL. Ads for the NKJV call it "the Accurate One", and yet the 1611 King James, by 
using "thee", "thou", "ye", is far more accurate! 

By the way, if the "thee's" and "thou's" are ". . .no longer part of our language" - why aren't the NKJV translator
s rushing to make our hymnbooks "much clearer"? "How Great Thou Art" to "How Great You Are", or "Come Th
ou Fount" to "Come You Fount" Doesn't sound right, does it? Isn't it amazing that they wouldn't dare "correct" 
our hymns - and yet, without the slightest hesitation, they'll "correct" the word of God! 

The NKJV claims to make the "old" KJV "much clearer" by "updating obsolete words" (New King James Versio
n, 1982e. p. 1235)

How about that "obsolete word" - "hell". The NKJV removes the word "hell" 23 times! And how do they make it "
much clearer"? By replacing "hell" with "Hades" and "Sheol"! Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines Had
es: "the underground abode of the dead in Greek MYTHOLOGY". By making it "much clearer" - they turn your B
ible into MYTHOLOGY! Not only that, Hades is not always a place of torment or terror! The Assyrian Hades is an
abode of blessedness with silver skies called "Happy Fields". In the satanic New Age Movement, Hades is an int
ermediate state of purification! 

Who in their right mind would think "Hades" or "Sheol" is "up-to-date" and "much clearer" than "hell"? 

Matthew 16:18 
KJV: "And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church; and the gates of h
ell shall not prevail against it."
NKJV: "And I also say to you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build My church, and the gates of Hades 
shall not prevail against it."
Luke 16:23 
KJV: "And in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom."
NKJV: "And being in torments in Hades, he lifted up his eyes and saw Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bos
om."
Hell is removed in 2 Sam. 22:6, Job 11:8, 26:6, Psalm 16:10, 18:5, 86:13, 116:3, Isaiah 5:14, 14:15, 28:15,18, 57:9, 
Jonah 2:2, Matt. 11:23, 16:18, Luke 10:15, 16:23, Acts 2:27, 31, Rev. 1:18, 6:8, 20:13,14.

Then the NKJV decides that maybe "Hades" should be "grave"! So the NKJV makes 1 Corinthians 15:55 "much 
clearer" by changing "grave" to "Hades"! ". . . O Hades, where is your victory?" Clear as mud. . .

Another one of those "obsolete words" is "repent". They take it out 44 times! And how does the NKJV make it "
much clearer"? In Matthew 21:32 they use "relent". Matthew 27:3 it's "remorseful" Or Romans 11:29 they chang
e "repentance" to "irrevocable". 

The term "new testament" is NOT in the NKJV! (see Matt. 26:28, Mark 14:24, Luke 22:20, 1 Cor. 11:25, 2 Cor. 3:6, 
Heb. 9:15,) The NKJV replaces "new testament" with "new covenant" (ditto NIV, NRSV, RSV, NASV). An obvious
assault at the written word!
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The word "damned", "damnation" is NOT in the NKJV! They make it "much clearer" by replacing it with "conde
mn" (ditto NIV, RSV, NRSV, NASV). "Condemned" is NO WHERE NEAR AS SERIOUS as "damned"! Damned is e
ternal! One can be "condemned" and not "damned". Romans 14:22 says, ". . . Happy is he that condemneth not 
himself in that thing which he alloweth." Webster defines "condemned": to declare to be wrong, but the much m
ore serious and eternal "damn": "to condemn to hell".

The word "devils" (the singular, person called the "devil" is) is NOT in the NKJV! Replaced with the "transliterat
ed" Greek word "demon" (ditto NIV, RSV, NRSV, NASV). The Theosophical Dictionary describes demon as: ". . . 
it has a meaning identical with that of 'god', 'angel' or 'genius'". Even Vines Expository Dictionary of Biblical Wo
rds (p.157) defines "demon" as: "an inferior deity, WHETHER GOOD OR BAD". Webster defines "demon" as: "di
vinity, spirit, an attendant power or spirit", but "devil" as: "the personal supreme spirit of EVIL. . ." 

In 2 Timothy 2:15, the NKJV (like the NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV) remove that "obsolete" word Â– "study"! The only 
time you're told to "study" your Bible. AND THEY ZAP IT! Why don't they want you to "study" your Bible? Mayb
e they don't want you to look too close - you might find out what they've ACTUALLY done to your Bible! The "re
al" KJV is the only English Bible in the world that instructs you to "study" your Bible!

That "obsolete" word "virtue" is replaced with "power" in Mark 5:30, Luke 6:19, 8:46! How does anybody confus
e "virtue" with "power"? Simple - by being "bosom-buddies" with the NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV! That's what they 
did!

One of the most absurd changes ever made is changing the word "servant" to "slave"! The NKJV in Romans 6:2
2, reads: "But now having been set FREE from sin, and having become SLAVES OF GOD. . ." The NKJV, in 1 Co
rinthians 7:22, calls the Christian, "Christ's slave". Talk about a contradiction! John 8:36 says, "If the Son theref
ore shall make you FREE, YE SHALL BE FREE INDEED." But isn't a Christian supposed to serve? Yes, in love. 
Not as a slave! Galatians 5:13 explains it, perfectly: "For, brethren, ye have been called unto LIBERTY;(not slave
ry!) only use not LIBERTY for an occasion to the flesh, but BY LOVE SERVE one another."

In order to "harmonize" with the satanic New Age Movement (and of course the NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV!), the NK
JV changes "end of the WORLD" to "end of the AGE"! And in it's no longer the "WORLD to come" but "AGE to c
ome". The New Age Movement teaches a series of ages (hence the name: New AGE). See Matthew 12:32, 13:39, 
13:40, 13:49, 24:3, 28:20, Mark 10:30, Luke 13:30, 20:34,35, 1 Cor 1:21.

The New Age Movement and the occult are longing for one called the Maitreya. The Bible calls him the Anti-Chri
st. New Ager's refer to him as the "the Coming One" - AND SO DOES THE NKJV! In Luke 7:19, 20 (see also Matt 
11:3) John told his disciples to ask Jesus: "Are You THE COMING ONE. . ." In the "The Great Invocation", a "pra
yer" highly reverenced among New Agers and chanted to "invoke" the Maitreya, says, "Let Light and Love and 
Power and Death, Fulfil the purpose of the Coming One." 

And to REALLY show their sympathy with the satanic New Age Movement - BELIEVE IT OR NOT - in Acts 17:29 
the New Age NKJV changes "Godhead" to "Divine Nature"! ( ditto NIV, NASV)

And if you think the NKJV just "innocently" updated the "obsolete words", removed the "thee's and thou's" - he
re's what the translators proudly admit: "IT IS CLEAR that this revision REQUIRED more than the dropping of "-
eth" endings, removing, "thee's" and "thou's," and updating obsolete words." (The New King James Version, 19
82e. p. 1235)

AND THEY AIN'T JUST A KIDDIN'!

Here's a sampling of the required changes: 

Genesis 2:18: "And the Lord God said, It is not good that man should be alone; I will make a helper COMPARAB
LE TO HIM" 

Genesis 22:8: One of the greatest verses in the Bible proclaiming that Jesus Christ was God in the flesh: "God 
will provide himself a lamb for a burnt offering:" The NKJV adds that little word "for": "God will provide for Him
self the lamb for a burnt offering" And destroys the wonderful promise! Where'd they get their little "for"? From 
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the NASV!

Genesis 24:47: The "old" KJV reads: "I put the earring upon her face". But the NKJV has different plans for bea
utiful Rebekah: "I put the nose ring on her nose". Where did it get the ridiculous idea to "cannibalize" Rebekah?
Just take a peek at the NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV! 

Ezra 8:36: The KJV reads, "And they delivered the king's commissions unto the king's lieutenants. . ." The "muc
h clearer" NKJV reads, "And they delivered the king's orders to the king's satraps. . ." Who in the world thinks "
satraps" is "much clearer" than lieutenants? The NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV - they do! They put in the same "much 
clearer" word!

Psalms 109:6: removes "Satan". (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV). 

Matthew 7:14: change "narrow is the way" to "difficult is the way". There's nothing "difficult" about the salvatio
n of Jesus Christ! Jesus says in Matt. 11:30, "For my yoke is EASY, and my burden is light." THE EXACT OPPO
SITE! Boy, you talk about a contradiction!

Matthew 12:40: change "whale" to "fish" (ditto NIV) I don't guess it matters (what's the truth got to do with it?), t
he Greek word used in Matthew 12:40 is ketos. The scientific study of whales just happens to be - CETOLOGY - 
from the Greek ketos for whale and logos for study! The scientific name for whales just happens to be - CETAC
EANS - from the Greek ketos for whale! 

Matthew 18:26 & Matthew 20:20: The NKJV removes "worshipped him" (robbing worship from Jesus) (NIV, NAS
V, RSV, NRSV)

Mark 13:6 & Luke 21:8: removes "Christ" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

John 1:3: change "All things were made BY him;" to "All things were made THROUGH Him" (NIV, NRSV, RSV)

John 4:24: change "God is a spirit" to the impersonal, New Age pantheistic,"God is spirit" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, R
SV) 

John 14:2: (NKJV 1979 edition) change "mansions" to "dwelling places" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

John 14:16: change "comforter" to "helper"(refers to Holy Spirit) (NASV)

Acts 4:27, 30: change "holy child" to "holy servant" (refers to Jesus) (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV) 

Acts 12:4: change "Easter" to "Passover" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

Acts 17:22: changes "superstitious" to "religious" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV)

Acts 24:14: change "heresy" to "sect" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV)

Romans 1:18: change "hold the truth" to "suppress the truth" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV)

Romans 1:25: change "changed the truth" to "exchanged the truth" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV) 

Romans 5:8: change "commendeth" to "demonstrates" (NIV, NASV)

Romans 16:18: change "good words and fair speeches" to "smooth words and flattering speech" (NIV, NASV, N
RSV) 

1 Cor. 1:21: change "foolishness of preaching" to "foolishness of the message preached" (ditto NIV, NASV, NR
SV, RSV) There's nothing foolish about the gospel of Jesus Christ. Unless you're not saved! 1 Cor. 1:18 says: "
For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish FOOLISHNESS. . ." I wonder where that leaves the translat
ors of the NKJV, NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV?
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1 Cor. 1:22: change "require" to "request" (NASV)

1 Cor. 6:9: removes "effeminate" (NIV, NRSV, RSV)

1 Cor. 9:27: change "castaway" to "disqualified" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV) 

2 Cor. 2:10: change "person of Christ" to "presence of Christ" (NASV, NRSV, RSV)

2 Cor. 2:17: With all the "corruptions" in the NKJV, you'd expect 2 Cor. 2:17 to change. IT DOES! They change, "
For we not as many which CORRUPT the word of God" to "For we are not, as so many, PEDDLING the word of 
God" (ditto NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV) 

2 Cor. 5:17: change "new creature" to "new creation" (NIV, NRSV, RSV)

2 Cor. 10:5: change "imaginations" to "arguments". Considering New Age "imaging" and "visualization" is now 
entering the church, this verse in the "old" KJV just won't do. (NIV, RSV)

2 Cor. 11:6: change "rude in speech" to "untrained in speech" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

Gal. 2:20: omit "nevertheless I live" (NIV, NASV, NRSV, RSV)

Phil. 2:6: (NKJV 1979e.) change "thought it not robbery to be equal with God" to "did not consider equality with 
God something to be grasped". (robs Jesus Christ of deity) (NIV, NASV, RSV)

Phil. 3:8: change "dung" to "rubbish" (NIV, NASV, NRSV)

1 Thess. 5:22 change "all appearance of evil" to "every form of evil" (NASV, RSV, NSRV)

1 Timothy 6:5: The NKJV changes "gain is godliness" to "godliness is a MEANS OF gain". There are NO Greek t
exts with "means of" in them! Where, oh where, did they come from? Care to take a wild guess? YOU GOT IT! T
he NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV!

1 Timothy 6:10: The NKJV changes "For the love of money is the root of all evil:" to "For the love of money is a r
oot of all KINDS OF evil". The words "KINDS OF" are found in NO Greek text in the world! Where did they get th
em? Straight from the NIV, NASV, NRSV!

1 Tim. 6:20: change "science" to "knowledge" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

Titus 3:10: change "heretic" to "divisive man" (NIV)

Hebrews 4:8 & Acts 7:45: "Jesus" is changed to "Joshua". (NIV, NASV, RSV)

2 Pet. 2:1: change "damnable heresies" to "destructive heresies" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

1 John 3:16: remove "love of God"; (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

1 John 5:13: The NKJV reads: "These things I have written to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, th
at you may know that you have eternal life, and that you may CONTINUE TO believe in the name of the Son of G
od." They add "CONTINUE TO" without any Greek text whatsoever! Not even the perverted NIV, NASV, NRSV an
d RSV go that far! A cruel, subtil (see Genesis 3:1) attack on the believer's eternal security!

Rev. 2:13: change "Satan's seat" to "Satan's throne" (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

Rev. 6:14: "Heaven" is changed to "sky" in (NIV, NASV, RSV, NRSV)

AND THAT DOESN'T SCRATCH THE SURFACE OF ALL THE CHANGES!

The NKJV removes the word "Lord" 66 times!
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The NKJV removes the word God 51 times! 

The NKJV removes the word "heaven" 50 times!

In just the New Testament alone the NKJV removes 2,289 words from the KJV! 

The NKJV makes over 100,000 word changes!

And most will match the NIV, NASV, RSV, or RSV! 

And Thomas Nelson Publishers have the audacity to claim in an ad for the NKJV (Moody Monthly, June 1982, ba
ck cover), "NOTHING HAS BEEN CHANGED except to make the original meaning clearer."

The New King James is a COUNTERFEIT!

It's NOT NEW! The changes are already in the NIV, NASV, NRSV, or RSV! 

And it's certainly NOT true to the 1611 King James Bible!

http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html

Sincerly,

Walter

Re: NKJV - posted by thesaintdan, on: 2008/9/27 8:32
I have heard of this before, the late Derek Prince made this point that language has degenerated as languages tend to d
o apparently and so we have lost an understanding of what Ye, thou, thee etc. mean and it is enriching to know this and 
to read the text with this extra knowledge. However I would like to guard against extremism here, I don't honestly believe
that the devil inspired these other translations or anything like that, its probably true that in an attempt to make it more u
nderstandable the translators have diluted some of the original meaning but I don't honestly believe that was with malicio
us intent.
What must be remembered is that no translation is perfect, if you want a perfect translation then learn hebrew and greek
and then read the original text in those languages....
Of course not many are scholarly enough to do that, for some new believers I would never recommend the KJ Bible bec
ause they would get bogged down and miss out on understanding the text - also it should be remembered that some pe
ople aren't particularly literate - what about these people? should they only read the KJV?

I don't think so, rather let them read the NIV and then after a while introduce them to some more literal translations such 
as the ESV, NASB, NKJ and finally KJV if and when they are ready.

I appreciate that you know a lot about this subject and doubtless care passionately about it, I spent a long time stressing
over which translation to read but finally decided that I would use an ESV for study and an NIV for devotionals - well that
s what I try and do at the moment although I do possess a King James Bible. I learnt a while back with interest that the T
NIV weakens the NIV (still further by your measure) by playing with the masculine pronoun 'He' although I havent studie
d this myself Wayne Grudem I believe has spoken against this...
Am also planning to get a strongs concordance for the original words in greek and hebrew but would like to guard agains
t extremism which can alienate fellow believers and cause them to struggle just because their church uses the NIV bible.

In Christ,
Dan
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Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/9/27 11:59
I read the NKJV.  I am glad that it is not the 1611 KJV version.

These debates are seriously pointless.

Re: - posted by crsschk (), on: 2008/9/27 15:40
Waltern,

This is an abuse of the forum privelages and you have been warned in the past.

You have an agenda - take it somewhere else.

Thread locked.

(https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?viewmodeflat&order0&topic_id14144&forum13&post_id&r
efreshGo) MUST READ: SermonIndex Forum Disclaimer / Community Rules
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